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Preface

This volume contains the proceedings of the 17th International Conference on Semantic Systems, SEMANTiCS 2021. SEMANTiCS is the annual meeting place for professionals and researchers who make semantic computing work, who understand its benefits and encounter its limitations. Every year, SEMANTiCS attracts information managers, IT-architects, software engineers, and researchers from organisations ranging from research facilities, NPOs, through public administrations to the largest companies in the world.

SEMANTiCS offers a forum for the exchange of the latest scientific results in semantic systems and complements these topics with new research challenges in areas like data science, machine learning, logic programming, content engineering, social computing, and the Semantic Web. The conference is in its 17th year and has developed into an internationally visible and professional event at the intersection of academia and industry.

Contributors to and participants of the conference learn from top researchers and industry experts about emerging trends and topics in the wide area of semantic computing. The SEMANTiCS community is highly diverse; attendees have responsibilities in interlinking areas such as artificial intelligence, data science, knowledge discovery and management, big data analytics, e-commerce, enterprise search, technical documentation, document management, business intelligence, and enterprise vocabulary management.

The conference’s subtitle in 2021 was “In the Era of Knowledge Graphs”, and especially welcomed submissions on the following topics:

- Web Semantics & Linked (Open) Data
- Enterprise Knowledge Graphs, Graph Data Management, and Deep Semantics
- Machine Learning & Deep Learning Techniques
- Semantic Information Management & Knowledge Integration
- Terminology, Thesaurus & Ontology Management
- Data Mining and Knowledge Discovery
- Reasoning, Rules, and Policies
- Natural Language Processing
- Data Quality Management and Assurance
- Explainable Artificial Intelligence
- Semantics in Data Science
- Semantics in Blockchain environments
- Trust, Data Privacy, and Security with Semantic Technologies
- Economics of Data, Data Services, and Data Ecosystems

We additionally issued calls for three special sub-topics:

- Digital Humanities and Cultural Heritage
- LegalTech
- Distributed and Decentralized Knowledge Graphs
Due to the health crisis caused by the Corona-Virus pandemic, 2021’s SEMANTiCS took place in a hybrid form in Amsterdam. A call for papers was distributed publicly and we received 66 submissions to the Research and Innovation track.

In order to properly provide high-quality reviews, a program committee comprising 99 members supported us in selecting the papers with the highest impact and scientific merit. For each submission, at least 3 reviews were written independently from the assigned reviewers in a single-blind review process (author names are visible to reviewers, reviewers stay anonymous). After all reviews were submitted the PC chairs compared the reviews and discussed discrepancies and different opinions with the reviewers to facilitate a meta-review and suggest a recommendation to accept or reject the paper. Overall, we accepted 19 papers which resulted in an acceptance rate of 29%.

In addition to the peer-reviewed work, the conference had four renowned keynote speakers: Joe Pairman (Senior Product Manager, Tridion Docs; Prof. Enrico Motta (Professor of Knowledge Technologies at the Knowledge Media Institute – The Open University); Prof. Maria-Esther Vidal (Head of Scientific Data Management Research Group TIB – Leibniz Information Centre for Science and Technology and University Library); and Dr. Vanessa Lopez (Research Scientist and Manager – AI for Health and Social Care – IBM).

Additionally, the program had posters and demos, a comprehensive set of workshops, as well as talks from industry leaders.

We thank all authors who submitted papers. We particularly thank the program committee which provided careful reviews in a quick turnaround time. Their service is essential for the quality of the conference.

Sincerely yours,
The Editors

Amsterdam, September 2021
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TODO: A Core Ontology for Task-Oriented Dialogue Systems in Industry 4.0

Cristina ACETA a,1, Izaskun FERNÁNDEZ a and Aitor SOROA b
a TEKNIKER, Basque Research and Technology Alliance (BRTA), Spain
b CCIA Group, University of the Basque Country, Spain

Abstract. Nowadays, the demand in industry of dialogue systems to be able to naturally communicate with industrial systems is increasing, as they allow to enhance productivity and security in these scenarios. However, adapting these systems to different use cases is a costly process, due to the complexity of the scenarios and the lack of available data. This work presents the Task-Oriented Dialogue management Ontology (TODO), which aims to provide a core and complete base for semantic-based task-oriented dialogue systems in the context of industrial scenarios in terms of, on the one hand, domain and dialogue modelling and, on the other hand, dialogue management and tracing support. Furthermore, its modular structure, besides grouping specific knowledge in independent components, allows to easily extend each of the modules, attending the necessities of the different use cases. These characteristics allow an easy adaptation of the ontology to different use cases, with a considerable reduction of time and costs. So as to demonstrate the capabilities of the ontology by integrating it in a task-oriented dialogue system, TODO has been validated in real-world use cases. Finally, an evaluation is also presented, covering different relevant aspects of the ontology.

Keywords. Semantic Web, Dialogue Systems, Natural Language Processing, Industry 4.0.

1. Introduction

Factory workers are a core factor in production environments. These environments are becoming more automatized over time, and workers require of intuitive and powerful interaction techniques so as to successfully perform their assigned tasks in collaboration with automatisms [1]. To cover this necessity, Human-Machine Interfaces (HMI) have increasingly evolved in last years with the development of new mobile techniques and new gadgets such as smartphones, tablets or Augmented Reality (AR) glasses. In this context, a big number of systems have been developed, especially in collaborative robotics, with human-machine interaction capabilities in different degrees [2,3].

In this sense, task-oriented dialogue systems are a very useful tool that allow workers to work on multiple tasks at once without reducing the quality of their work, by perform-
ing secondary tasks simply by communicating with the target system. It is also worth noting that the capacity of dialogue systems of communicating in natural language has a positive impact in acceptance from humans [4]. However, the capacity of the system to interpret human commands in most current frameworks in industrial environments is basically based on a predefined vocabulary that allows the worker to interact with the target system, making use of templates [5,6]. These templates are based on human-readable models, but all of them depend on expert manual work, which in most cases supposes high costs, and they cannot be directly reused in other scenarios. Furthermore, these approaches negatively affect the naturality of the interaction and, thus, human acceptance [7]. Also, the capacity of current interfaces to semantically understand natural human commands is still limited and the required effort to do so is usually high.

This evidence motivates the development of the ontology presented in this work: the Task-Oriented Dialogue management Ontology (TODO). TODO is a core, modular ontology that provides task-oriented dialogue systems with the necessary means to be capable of naturally interacting with workers (both at understanding and at communication level) and that can be easily adapted to different industrial scenarios, reducing adaptation time and costs. Moreover, it allows to store and reproduce the dialogue process to be able to learn from new interactions. To the best of the authors’ knowledge at the time of presenting this work, there are not core ontologies in the literature that deal with natural interaction in industrial scenarios at this level, which gives special relevance to TODO.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides related work that is relevant to this paper. Section 3 presents TODO, following the methodology used to develop it; Section 4 makes some remarks on the instantiation process of TODO and its use in several industry-related use cases. Finally, Section 5 includes a set of final considerations for this work.

2. Related Work

According to [8], the basic architecture of a task-oriented dialogue system consists of a natural language understanding component, a dialogue state tracker, a dialogue policy and a natural language generation module. The first aims to extract an interpretation from the command, the second and the third ones deal with the dialogue process and management, and the latter generates the response directed to the user.

In general, for the natural language understanding component, most modern task-oriented dialogue systems are somewhat based in frames, which consist of a representation on the information to be provided as slots, to be filled with the information provided by the user [8] and supported by a knowledge base [9]. To assure the correct interpretation for a given command in this kind of dialogue systems, natural language technologies are used in several solutions in the literature [10,11]. Classical architectures made use of rules to detect the intent of the user and to perform slot filling, mainly semantic grammars, as it can be seen in [9], or templates [12]. However, modern approaches generally do not make use of rules and rely on machine-learning-based (both classic machine learning and deep learning) techniques [8]. Nevertheless, and as pointed out by [8], industrial approaches often make use of rules and templates for slot-filling techniques, as the domain is limited enough for this approach to work.

As for dialogue management, rules have also been traditionally used in task-oriented dialogue systems [13]. However, and as in the previous case, these techniques are being
replaced by machine-learning-based methods such as conditional random fields [14,15], maximum entropy models [16] and, more recently, deep learning models [17,18] [19].

Although they are proven to be widely used, machine-learning-based methods require of great amounts of data to train the systems, which is not easy to obtain for industrial task-oriented dialogue systems, and rules are often generated for both natural language understanding and dialogue management. However, constructing rules is time and cost consuming and may be prone to errors, and supervised machine learning techniques are being added to the paradigm by combining them with these rules to optimize results [20,21].

In current approaches, ontologies have also been considered both for the natural language understanding and the dialogue management components of task-oriented dialogue systems, as they are a powerful tool that allows to define in detail the domain and reduce ambiguity between agents [10]. However, most dialogue systems that use ontologies found in the literature are limited to highly specific use cases and mainly to model the domain. In [22], for the banking and finance domain, domain information, such as products and services, is modelled in the ontology, as well as certain state-related dialogue information (e.g., which is the current product that is discussed in the conversation). In industrial scenarios, the work in [11] makes use of an ontology to model the domain in terms of possible actions to be performed by the robot and a description of the scenario.

As far as the authors of this paper are concerned, OntoVPA [23] is currently the only intent to achieve a generic approach to semantic-based task-oriented dialogue systems both at domain and dialogue management level. This commercial tool, aims to provide a general approach to manage dialogue through ontologies and, more precisely, by making a distinction between a domain and a dialogue management ontology. The domain ontology and its instantiation store the knowledge related to the domain and the slots to be filled for any of the modelled actions. The dialogue ontology, which is inspired by the Speech Act Theory [24], has the capability of managing the dialogue process, perform state tracking and can also manage responses and answers. However, the documentation for this tool is limited and the ontologies developed are not publicly available, what makes its reuse impossible.

The advances in last decades regarding ontologies have allowed to associate their building process to an engineering task through the creation of methodologies for that matter to obtain quality ontologies [25]. However, as pointed by [25], traditional methodologies such as METHONTOLOGY [26] or NeOn [27] propose actions that are time and resource consuming. Modern methodologies – such as eXtreme Method [28] or Rapid-OWL [29] –, on the other hand, tend to include guidelines that are more consumption friendly, but do not consider basic characteristics of Linked Data such as reuse of ontologies or ontology maintenance and updating [25]. For that purpose, [30] have defined Linked Open Terms (LOT), a light methodology that also complies with reuse and maintenance aspects. Moreover, this methodology has an industrial version, especially optimised for ontology building for industrial scenarios.

The remarks above illustrate that the use of ontologies is a current trend in the literature referring to task-oriented dialogue systems, especially for ad-hoc domain modelling, with great capabilities, but still in an early stage for dialogue management and generic implementations. Indeed, since the only approach for this last issue is not available to reuse, a new ontology development is motivated.
3. The Task-Oriented Dialogue management Ontology (TODO)

With the aim of enhancing natural communication between workers in industrial environments and the systems to be used by them, TODO (Task-Oriented Dialogue management Ontology) has been developed to be the core of task-oriented dialogue systems. This section describes TODO in detail, following the methodology used for that purpose.

3.1. Ontology Development Methodology

In ontology development, two main considerations arise: on the one hand, ontologies have to be “carefully designed and implemented” [31], so as to properly model all the necessary information for their final use. On the other hand, ontology development is becoming more and more centered in reuse [32]. Considering the above, it is important to follow a well-defined design methodology to develop ontologies that are optimal both for their intended function and to be reused by others. In the development process of TODO, the methodology followed is LOT (Linked Open Terms), in its industrial version [30], as it focuses on design of ontologies oriented to industrial scenarios. This methodology sets four main steps of development:

- **Requirements specification.** It defines the motivation and the requirements to be fulfilled by the ontology, through the Ontology Requirement Specification Document (ORSD) [33]. The ORSD defines the purpose, scope, intended uses and requirements –defined as Competency Questions (CQ)– of the ontology.
- **Implementation.** By considering the requirements set in the previous step, the ontology is constructed and evaluated.
- **Publication.** Once the ontology has been created and properly annotated, its documentation is generated, and both ontology and documentation are published and made accessible online.
- **Maintenance.** This step includes periodical revisions with the aim to solve issues, add improvements, etc.

The following sections will document TODO ontology design process in terms of the first three steps defined in LOT, as the last one is understood as further periodic maintenance work after an initial version of TODO has been released.

3.2. Requirements Specification Step

Besides the motivation of the ontology, which has been previously documented in the introduction, the ORSD leads to determine the specifications for the functional requirements of the ontology; that is, the knowledge that the ontology must cover. In this sense, it is important to bear in mind that the main objective of the dialogue is to obtain a command that is understandable for the target system from a natural language request.

To determine the required knowledge, three experts in collaborative industrial work and dialogue systems were interviewed to gather information about their necessities and the characteristics they considered to be covered by a task-oriented dialogue system and which type of interactions were expected. By using the information obtained, a series of requirements that had to be covered by the ontology were identified and codified as CQs. For TODO, a total of 93 CQs were obtained, which can be grouped into the following 10 basic CQs:
CQ01. What are the elements that are present in the scenario?
CQ02. Which is the action to be performed by the target system given a series of key elements obtained from a user request?
CQ03. Which are the arguments of a specific action?
CQ04. Given a set of arguments from a specific action, to what argument can a key element from the user request be associated to?
CQ05. Which is the format of the information that has to be provided to the target system?
CQ06. Which is the first/next step of the dialogue?
CQ07. What should be told to the user given a specific situation?
CQ08. Given some output to the user, is some input from the user required or not?
CQ09. Which step is currently being performed in the dialogue?
CQ10. Which is the trace—and the information that includes—for an element?

These CQs have helped to define the scope of the ontology and to delimit its different areas of knowledge, along with the classes and relations to be modelled. These CQs have also helped to define the criteria to search for relevant ontological resources for reuse, which will be specified in the implementation section.

3.3. Implementation Step

Ontology Implementation
TODO has been implemented as a modular ontology, inspired in the modules in [23], which distinguish between domain-related and dialogue-related information. This modular approach provides many beneficial aspects to ontologies in terms of maintenance, reasoning-processing\(^2\), validation, comprehension, collaborative effort and reuse [34].

Considering the CQs, the domain and dialogue modules have been divided in sub-modules in TODO, so as to cover more specific areas of knowledge that have certain independence. The definition of the CQs also contributes to the identification of reusable concepts from other ontologies, a task that is considered as good practice in ontology

---

\(^2\)Reasoners and processing tools may take more time to work over big ontologies.
More details on the reused concepts for each module are specified in the following sections.

The general overview of TODO and its modules can be seen in Figure 1. The following lines will describe the dialogue- and domain-related modules, along with each of their submodules.

**Dialogue Ontology Module - TODODial**

The TODODial module, which covers basic CQs 06 to 10, deals with the concepts used for dialogue modelling, both for dialogue management and dialogue tracing. The knowledge covering the former is intended to be implemented as static, and the latter as dynamic, as it will be instantiated during the dialogue process. Considering this, the module consists of two submodules: **Dialogue Management (TODODM)** and **Dialogue Tracing (TODODT).**

**TODODM**, which covers basic CQs 06 to 08, models the concepts that allow to manage the dialogue process. In this sense, the dialogue process consists of two main types of steps: **Dialogue steps** and **Process steps**. The former require some interaction with the user by the system (*SystemStep*) and, depending on the modelling of the dialogue step, it may prompt the user to obtain information (*SystemRequest*) or output some information (*SystemResponse*). The output to be presented to the user is defined in a data property (*outputSentence*).

A system response will typically imply a system request, although it may also imply a predefined action in dialogue control (*DialogueControlMarkers*), which might establish that the dialogue process needs to **continue**, **finish** or to **restart**.

On the other hand, process steps do not require from interaction with the user. Both **dialogue** and **process steps** have a **step function** associated. **Step functions** are a very important concept in the dialogue process, since they are directly linked to specific functions in the dialogue system component that manages the dialogue process (usually known as dialogue manager). Furthermore, **step functions** have a set of implications (through the object property *implies* and its subproperties) that determine the next step of the dialogue process, considering the output of the **step functions** when executed in the dialogue manager.

The **TODODT** module deals with basic CQs 09 to 10, and aims to model the necessary concepts to allow dialogue recreability; that is, to gather the necessary information to be able to reproduce the dialogue process, so as to detect possible errors or check the flow of a specific piece of dialogue. Furthermore, this information can be exploited to learn from finished interactions.

In this module, three main dialogue elements are subject to tracing: **dialogues, user steps** and **system steps**. For dialogues, two types are distinguished: **Dialogues** and **Secondary dialogues**. **Dialogues** are the main concept of the dialogue, whereas **Secondary dialogues** are the subdialogues that emerge in the context of a **Dialogue**. For example, given the user request “I want information”: a dialogue trace would be created, and that dialogue trace would have an associated user request trace. However, the user has not specified the element they want information about, and the system generates a secondary dialogue, with a trace of the request that asks for the missing information—which will
Figure 2. Simple overview of TODO Dial.

recreate the output sentence(s) that the user has received as output. If the system output is a request, a trace for the user response will also be created.

Figure 2 shows a simple overview of the main relations in TODO Dial, showing the Tracing module in purple and the Management module in magenta. As it can be seen, both modules are joined in terms of traces.

Domain Ontology Module - TODO Dom

The TODO Dom module, which covers basic CQs 01 to 05, deals with the concepts used for domain modelling, in terms of the actions that the target system can perform and the elements that are present in the scenario. Most importantly, this module is in charge of obtaining a target-system-readable command from a natural interaction.

Taking into account these considerations, this module includes two submodules: Frame-Action (TODO DFA), which deals with the former, and World (TODO DW), which deals with the latter.

TODO DFA, which covers basic CQs 02 to 05, models the actions that can be performed by the target system and the arguments required by said action to be executed. It also establishes the concepts that help identify the action from a natural command.

This module, which is inspired by the GUS architecture [36], considers the skills of the target system, and associates each skill to an intent, which is the user objective when directing a request to the dialogue system (e.g. pick something). This intent is both associated to a frame (inspired by Frame Semantics [37]) and to the action to perform by the target system.

In this approximation, frames are the means by which an intent –and, thus, an action– can be identified from an user request. In a nutshell, frames model situations that can be elicited by specific words (FrameHeads). These specific words are extracted

\[ \text{e.g. a robot that can give directions and that can pick objects can perform two skills.} \]
from the user request and, in a dialogue process, the ontology will be in charge of associating them to a frame and to their corresponding intent. After obtaining the intent, it is possible to obtain the action to be directed to the target system and its corresponding arguments to be fulfilled. The object properties in Frame-Action, besides modelling the relations between classes that have been described above, also allow to define which arguments are compulsory (hasCoreArgument) and which are optional (hasOptionalArgument) for a specific action. Finally, actions and arguments have a set of tags associated as data properties, in order to fill the corresponding parametric values in a sentence directed to the user (outputSentence).

Frame-Action also includes traces for skills, intents, frames, actions, and arguments. The action trace is the link between TODODom and TODODial, since each user request trace is related to the trace of the action obtained through the user command they represent.

The complete set of classes and object and data properties can be found in the documentation, accessible through the ontology URI in Section 3.4.

TODODW, which covers basic CQ 01, models the set of elements that are available in the scenario. Examples of these elements are spaces, objects or people, depending on the use case. For this, the WGS84 Geo Positioning ontology was considered to reuse. Taking into account the strong dependence of this module on the scenario, this module is practically empty, with an only class, geo:SpatialThing, and the relations dcterms:hasPart and its inverse dcterms:hasPartOf, that aim to model the world elements contained by others. This is a module, thus, that must be customized according to the use case. To do so, LOT methodology should be applied, as described in Section 4.

4http://www.w3.org/2003/01/geo/wgs84_pos
5http://purl.org/dc/terms/
Back to TODODom, the role of this upper module is to join its two submodules – described above – through intermediate classes and relations to obtain a complete modelling of the domain of the use case as shown in Figure 3. This TODODom modelling approach allows the dialogue system to associate instructions in natural language to their corresponding commands in the appropriate format for the target system.

These intermediate classes are the target system readable information (TSRI), world element groups and lexical units. The first one models information in a format that is understandable to the target system, which is common to the concepts that have to be provided to the target system. Depending on the TSRI, an information type (InfoType) is associated, which will determine, on the one hand, the implementation of the action in regard to the target system (in this case, whether the target system is reachable through a Service or simply receives (robot) commands (Command)) and, on the other hand, the format of the argument information to be provided to the target system. The second may group similar world elements to relate them to specific arguments, modelling the possible values that an argument may have in the context of a specific action. Finally, the third one is common to the concepts that are provided by the user (that is, world elements and actions through frame heads). Lexical units basically represent the different variants to refer to a frame head or a world element.

So as to define the implementation of Services, the OWL-S and RESTful Grounding ontologies were reused and reengineered, since they define a semantic markup for web services, including RESTful services.

Ontology Evaluation
According to [38], there are several metrics in the literature to perform ontology evaluation and validation. However, most of these metrics evaluate ontologies from a structural point of view (e.g. whether there are inconsistencies or ill-formed data) or subject-related data (e.g. whether the information in the ontology is correct or whether the domain is fully covered). In the first case, although relevant, these metrics may not be descriptive enough to properly assess the quality of an ontology, whereas in the second case, the metrics must rely on other sources (e.g. gold standards) in order to perform evaluation [39], which in some cases is not viable due to the nature of the ontology to evaluate.

Following the considerations above and the approach and tools described in [31], the following sections present the ontology evaluations from three points of view (structural metrics, design correctness and modularity quality), that aim to provide a non-biased ontology evaluation. Some discussion is also provided on the possibility of customizing the ontology through module modification, so as to obtain descriptive, comprehensive and objective information regarding the quality of the ontologies.

Structural Metrics
This evaluation approach aims to provide some figures describing the data modelled in the ontology, more than assessing its quality [31]. The source of such information is
Table 1. Structural metrics obtained through Protégé’s Ontology Metrics tab. Values in parentheses do not consider imported modules.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ontology</th>
<th>Axioms</th>
<th>Class</th>
<th>OP</th>
<th>DP</th>
<th>Annotation</th>
<th>DL Expressivity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TODODial</td>
<td>560 (29)</td>
<td>66 (0)</td>
<td>22 (3)</td>
<td>13 (0)</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>SHIQ(D)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TODODM</td>
<td>398</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>ALCHIQ(D)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T0DODT</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>SHIQ(D)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TODODom</td>
<td>442 (376)</td>
<td>35 (26)</td>
<td>40 (20)</td>
<td>16 (13)</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>ALCHIQ(D)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TODODFA</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>ALCHIQ(D)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TODODW</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>ALI</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Results of the evaluation on design correctness performed by OOPS!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ontology</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TODODial</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>P11, P13, P22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TODODM</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>P11, P13, P22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T0DODT</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>P04, P11, P13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TODODom</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>P04, P08, P11, P13, P22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TODODFA</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>P13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TODODW</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>P04, P08, P11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Protégé, which includes this specific information in its Ontology Metrics tab. Table 1 provides with the most relevant information in said tab.

Apart from offering statistical measures (e.g., number of axioms, classes and properties), Table 1 also provides information about the expressivity of the ontology at hand. In this sense, due to the nature of the ontologies involved, which aim to model complex relationships between concepts, the presented ontologies show a considerably rich expressivity. However, TODODW is not as rich as the others, which makes sense taking into consideration its out-of-the-box simplicity.

**Design Correctness Metrics**

So as to assess the design of the ontologies presented in this work, the tool OOPS! [40] is used. This tool checks the ontology to evaluate against a set of 41 pitfalls, classified according to three levels of importance, which are considered to be the most common pitfalls in ontology design.

Table 2 shows the results obtained by OOPS! for each of the modules of the ontology in terms of number of minor (M), important (I) and critical (C) pitfalls. Note that some of the pitfalls detected for TODODial and TODODom are inherited from their submodules.

For the minor pitfalls, the most repeated are **P8, P13** and **P22**. **P8** arises when any **class/property lacks some annotation** (e.g., description, label). In these ontologies, this pitfall refers to imported classes and properties. On the other hand, **P13** points out the **lack of inverse object properties**. Due to the purpose of the ontology they are modelled in, the object properties detected do not require an inverse relationship. Finally, **P22** states that **name conventions are not correctly followed**. Since this pitfall does not indicate the specific elements to be reviewed, all the affected modules have been manually reviewed and all classes and properties follow the same naming conventions.

For the important pitfalls, as it can be seen in the table, the one that all modules share is **P11**, which states that **properties lack the modelling of domain and range**. In
the scope of this work, this modelling would be problematic and would not be useful for the purpose of the ontologies, so the correction of this pitfall has been discarded by now.

Finally, it is worth noting that no critical pitfalls have been observed in any of the modules of TODO. This fact, in combination with the previous considerations for the rest of pitfalls detected, proves that the modules in TODO are correctly designed.

### Modularity Quality

Finally, and considering that TODO is a modular ontology, it is of special relevance to evaluate the quality of each of the ontology modules. For this, the approach in [41] is considered to provide a set of comprehensive measures to be able to determine the quality of an ontology module. The work proposes a set of 14 different module types to be used depending on the final usage of the evaluated ontology module, along with some reference metrics and values in order to be able to evaluate if the ontology module is of high quality. In regard to TODO, all modules belong to the T2 type—*Subject domain modules*, which correspond to subdomains inside a large domain [41].

Considering the complexity of the modular hierarchy in TODO, three evaluations have been performed: the quality of TODODFA and TODODW in relation to TODODom, the quality of TODODM and TODODT in relation to TODODial, and the quality of TODODial (including TODODT and TODODM) and TODODom (including TODODFA and TODODW) in relation to TODO, using the TOMM evaluation tool [41]. The results are included in Table 3, which include the relevant metrics to the T2 module types and their reference values. Some of these reference values for the metrics are small cohesion (i.e. “the extent to which entities in a module are related to each other” [41]), coupling (i.e. the degree in which the concepts in a module are related to concepts in other modules) and redundancy (i.e. “the duplication of axioms within a set of ontology modules” [41]) and large encapsulation (i.e. whether a module can be easily replaced by another or modified without side effects), among others.

In Table 3, for TODODom-related metrics, it can be observed that TODODFA achieves the reference values in general, so it can be stated that it is a module of high quality. In the case of TODODW, size-related metrics (size, number of actions, appropriateness and atomic size) do not fit the defined reference values. This is due to the fact that this ontology is intended to be expanded according to the use case and, thus, it has
a reduced size. In the case of TODO.Dial- and TODO- related metrics, the results show that in both cases the implicated modules widely satisfy the established criteria and, thus, are of high quality.

**Ontology Customization by Module Modification**

One of the advantages of the modularity of TODO is that it is possible to easily modify the ontology by means of specific parts of each module, according to the requirements of the use case. In general, these modifications may be performed in TODO.Dom, since it is the module that is inherently linked to the use case. The clearest example of this customization is TODO.WD, which, as noted in Section 3.3, must be extended taking into account the scenario the dialogue system will be implemented in, which will define the classes and further relations between them. However, any module from TODO can be easily modified, as shown in the use cases in Section 4.

### 3.4. Publication Step

Once the ontology has been implemented, it has been made accessible online, both at human- and machine-readable level.

Each of the modules in TODO include all the recommended metadata following Garrijo and Poveda-Villalon guidelines [42]. To generate the documentation, WIDOCO (a WIzard for DOCumenting Ontologies) [43], which creates enriched documentation for ontologies, has been used. Furthermore, it is fully compatible with the metadata from the selected guidelines.

The URI for TODO is the following: https://w3id.org/todo. Through this address, the URIs for the rest of the modules can be accessed. This information is also available in TODO’s GitHub repository.\(^{10}\)

### 4. TODO in Use

To assess TODO’s usability as core of a task-oriented dialogue system—which is its main motivation—, a validation process has been performed through three industrial use cases for interaction in Spanish: a guide robot, a computerized maintenance management system (CMMS) and a pick-place robot. This validation consists on the definition of TODO.WD and the instantiation of TODO as a whole, assuring that all the required classes and relations are present. In this process, the suitability of the modularity of the ontology is also reinforced, since each of these solutions have used different configurations of the ontology depending on the necessities of each application.\(^{11}\)

For the modelling of TODO.WD for each use case, the LOT methodology has been applied: for each use case, two experts in the application field have been interviewed to define the necessities of the use case and recorded as CQs. Based on these CQs, the relevant classes and relations for the Guide and Pick-Place use cases\(^{12}\) have been defined in the TODO.WD module\(^{13}\) (see Table 4 for details).

---

10\[https://github.com/cristinacm/todo\]
11\[Guide robot: TODO; CMMS: TODO.Dom and TODO.DM; Pick-place robot: TODO.Dom.\]
12\[Due to the characteristics of the CMMS use case, TODO.WD modelling was not necessary.\]
13\[Specific TODO.WD files can be found at Github in the following link: https://git.io/Jnly4.\]
Table 4. Created classes and relations for TODODW modelling for each use case.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Guide</th>
<th>Pick-Place</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Classes</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relations</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. Number of instances for each use case and ontology module.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Use case</th>
<th>Total instances</th>
<th>TODODial instances</th>
<th>TODODom instances</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Through strategy in [44]</td>
<td>Rest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guide</td>
<td>589</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMMS</td>
<td>208</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pick-Place</td>
<td>242</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>184</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the ontology instantiation task, the TODODial population has been performed only once, since it is common for all use cases, and only a specific domain instantiation has been required for each of them. To reduce the manual effort for each of these instantiations, and considering the number of different words that can be used in a natural-language-based interaction to describe the same circumstances, a strategy to semi-automatically obtain this information has been explored [44] and applied to instantiate TODODFA frames, frame heads and lexical units. The rest of the instances are included by mapping the ontology with existing target system data (e.g. personnel databases) and, when necessary, manually. Table 5 shows the main figures.

This validation evidences that the classes and relations in the ontology, identified through expert knowledge, allow to comprehensively model the domain at play and the dialogue-relevant information to successfully enable a natural interaction between workers and industrial systems.

5. Conclusions

This work has presented TODO, a core ontology that is aimed to provide easily-adaptable dialogue systems that allow natural communication between workers and industrial systems in the context of Industry 4.0.

TODO has been developed following a well-defined methodology, which has been specially designed for industrial contexts. First, the requirements of the ontology have been established by describing its motivation and setting them as 10 basic CQs. Considering the requirements, TODO has been implemented using a modular structure, which allows to gather related knowledge in specific modules and to facilitate the extension or modification of said areas of knowledge without affecting the rest of the ontology.

So as to provide information about the quality of TODO and its modules, a set of evaluations have been carried out, which have proven that the modules are expressively rich—which is of special relevance to the area of application—, well designed and of high quality—according to the relevant characteristics of their module type. To reinforce the information provided in the evaluation step, a set of use cases in which TODO has been instantiated and extended where necessary—so as to be used in a dialogue system—have been presented. All in all, the implementation of TODO in these use cases has provided satisfactory results, as common instances for all use cases have been identified and part of the instantiation process can be performed automatically.
Further work includes fine-tuning the dialogue manager to obtain a stable, robust dialogue system using TODO as its core and the definition of a user study to test the whole dialogue system implementation in real industrial settings.
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Abstract. This paper describes the steps taken to model a valency lexicon for Latin (Latin Vallex) according to the principles of the Linked Data paradigm, and to interlink its valency frames with the lexical senses recorded in a manually checked subset of the Latin WordNet. The valency lexicon and the WordNet share lexical entries and are part of the LiLa Knowledge Base, which interlinks multiple linguistic resources for Latin. After describing the overall architecture of LiLa, as well as the structure of the lexical entries of Latin Vallex and Latin WordNet, the paper focuses on how valency frames have been modeled in LiLa, in line with a submodule of the Predicate Model for Ontologies (PreMOn) specifically created for the representation of grammatical valency. A mapping of the valency frames and the WordNet synsets assigned to the lexical entries shared by the two resources is detailed, as well as a number of queries that can be run across the interoperable resources for Latin currently included in LiLa.
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1. Introduction

In lexicography, a widespread approach to the representation of lexical meaning is based on the fundamental assumption of frame semantics by C. Fillmore [1], namely that the meaning of some words can be fully understood only by knowing the frame elements that those lexical items evoke. Such an approach is related to the concept of linguistic valency [2] [3]. The latter concept is used to denote the number of obligatory complements (called ‘arguments’, but also ‘actants’ [3] or ‘inner participants’ [4]) controlled by a word, usually a content verb. The different types of argument are generally represented in valency frames through labels for semantic roles, such as Agent, Patient and Beneficiary.

Several lexical resources are built around the concept of valency and argument frames that describe the argument structure of words with the help of various sets of labels for semantic roles. For instance, the criteria for distinguishing obligatory and non-obligatory complements and the degree of granularity of the set of semantic roles are

Another kind of lexical resource largely used in both theoretical and computational linguistics is WordNet (WN) [9], which is built around the idea of synonymy in the broad sense. In WordNet, words are included in synsets, which are sets of lexical items that share the same sense, so “that [they] are interchangeable in some context without changing the truth value of the proposition in which they are embedded”.2

Despite their differences, not only are the valency-based and the WN approaches to lexical meaning not incompatible, but they are strictly related, because valency frames tend to correspond to lexical senses. This is precisely the case in the PDT-VALLEX valency lexicon for Czech [10], where one valency lexicon entry (i.e., valency frame) is created for each sense of a word. Given that in WN the different senses of a polysemic word are represented through assignments to different synsets, mapping the frame entries of a valency lexicon with the synsets of a WN promises to be an effective way to provide a comprehensive representation of lexical meaning that joins the valency-based and the synset-based approaches.

In order to perform such mapping, two conditions must hold. Firstly, both a WN and a valency lexicon must be available for a specific language, with a substantial number of lexical entries in common. Secondly, the mapping process entails the design of a specific technique for interlinking these two kinds of lexical resources in the most standard fashion as possible, so as to make the process applicable to data in any language.

For Latin, the former condition is satisfied by the existence of both a Latin WN and a Latin valency lexicon. In this paper, we will address the challenges in the second condition with the help of a set of models and ontologies developed by the community working in the area of the Linguistic Linked Open Data (LLOD), whose objective is to make (meta)data of distributed linguistic resources interoperable on the web. We describe the process to represent a valency lexicon for Latin according to the principles of LLOD and to interlink its valency frames with the lexical senses recorded in a manually checked subset of the Latin WN. The valency lexicon and the WN are included together (with shared lexical entries) in the LiLa Knowledge Base, which makes distributed linguistic resources for Latin interoperable by applying LLOD principles. The outcome of the work is a new sub-module of the PreMON ontology (see Section 5.1) dedicated to valency frames and the two linked datasets of the Latin WordNet,3 and Latin Vallex.4

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of the related work about (inter)linking valency-based lexical resources between them and with WNs. Section 3 presents the fundamental architecture of the LiLa Knowledge Base. Section 4 describes the Latin WN and the Latin Vallex resources. Section 5 details how we modelled valency in LiLa and the mapping between the valency frames of Latin Vallex and the synsets of WN. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.

---

2. Related Work

Over the last decade, several attempts at (inter)linking different lexical resources together have been performed. One of the best known projects is Semlink, which makes use of a set of mappings to link PropBank, VerbNet, FrameNet and WN [11]. Pazienza et alii [12] study the semantics of verb relations by mixing WN, VerbNet and PropBank. Shi and Mihalcea [13] integrate FrameNet, VerbNet and WN into one knowledge-base for semantic parsing purposes.

In the LLOD context, the PreMOn (predicate model for ontologies) resource [14] exposes predicate models for PropBank, NomBank, VerbNet, and FrameNet and mappings between them. More information on PreMOn will be provided in Section 5.1.

Regarding the relations between valency lexica and WNs, Hlaváčková [15] describes the merging of the Czech WordNet (CWN) with the database of verb valency frames for Czech VerbaLex, whose lexical entries are related to each other according to the CWN synsets. Hajič et alii [16] use CWN while performing the lexico-semantic annotation of the Prague Dependency Treebank for Czech (PDT), which is in turn exploited to improve the quality and the coverage of CWN. To pick out the semantic constraints of the verbal arguments in the Polish WordNet (PolNet), the valency structure of verbs is used as a property of verbal synsets, because it is “one of the formal indices of the meaning (it is so that all members of a given synset share the valency structure)” (page 402 of [17]). Finally, Passarotti et alii [18] compare the different views on lexical meaning conveyed by the Latin WN and by a valency lexicon for Latin, evaluating the degree of overlapping between a number of homogeneous lexical subsets extracted from the two resources.

3. The LiLa Knowledge Base

The LiLa: Linking Latin project (2018-2023)\(^5\) was awarded funding from the European Research Council (ERC) to build a Knowledge Base (KB) of linguistic resources for Latin based on the Linked Data paradigm. Our aim is to build a collection of multifarious, interlinked data sets of Latin resources represented with the same vocabulary of knowledge description (by using common data categories and ontologies) [19].

According to the Linked Data paradigm, data in the Semantic Web [20] are interlinked through connections that can be semantically queried, so as to make the structure of web data better serve the needs of users. In order to achieve interoperability between distributed resources for Latin, LiLa makes use of a set of Semantic Web and Linked Data standards and practices. These include ontologies to describe linguistic annotation (OLiA: [21]), corpus annotation (CoNLL-RDF: [22]) and lexical resources (Ontolex-Lemon: [23]).

Following Bird and Liberman [24], the Resource Description Framework (RDF) [25] is used to encode graph-based data structures to represent linguistic annotations in terms of triples: (i) a predicate-property (a relation; in graph terms: a labeled edge) that connects (ii) a subject (a resource; in graph terms: a labeled node) with (iii) its object (another resource/node, or a literal, e.g. a string).

Given the presence and role played by lemmatization in various linguistic resources, and the good accuracy rates achieved by the best performing lemmatizers for Latin (up

\(^5\)https://lila-erc.eu.
to 0.96, as per the results of the EvaLatin 2020 evaluation campaign [26]). LiLa uses the lemma as the most productive interface between lexical resources, annotated corpora and Natural Language Processing (NLP) tools. Consequently, the ontology model of the LiLa KB is highly lexically based, grounded on a simple, but effective assumption that strikes a good balance between feasibility and granularity: textual resources are made of (occurrences of) words, lexical resources describe properties of words, and NLP tools process words.

Fig. 1 presents the main components of the ontology model of the LiLa KB, showing the key role of interlinking played by lemmas.

Fig. 1 shows that there are three kinds of (meta)data sources in LiLa, namely: (1) lexical resources, which include lexical entries, (2) textual resources, which are made of occurrences of words (tokens), and (3) NLP tools, which produce different outputs according to their task(s) of automatic linguistic analysis.6 In LiLa, lexical entries, tokens and NLP outputs are interlinked via lemmas.

To make this conceptual architecture work, the core of the LiLa KB consists of a large collection of Latin lemmas: interoperability is achieved by linking all those entries in lexical resources and tokens in corpora that point to the same lemma. The lexical basis of the Latin morphological analyzer Lemlat [27] was used to populate the LiLa collection. Lemlat’s database reconciles three reference dictionaries for Classical Latin [28] [29] [30], the entire Onomasticon from Forcellini’s *Lexicon Totius Latinitatis* [31]

---

6The arrows that double link the nodes for ‘Tokens’ and ‘NLP Output’ in Fig. 1 represent that tokens can be both the output of an NLP tool (a tokenizer) and the input of another (e.g., a PoS tagger).
and the Medieval Latin *Glossarium Mediae et Infimae Latinitatis* by du Cange et alii [32], for a total of over 150,000 lemmas.

Beside the collection of Latin lemmas, the linguistic resources linked so far via the LiLa KB are the following:7

- the *Index Thomisticus* Treebank, both in its original and in the *Universal Dependencies* version [33];8
- the Latin works of Dante Alighieri, taken from the *DanteSearch* corpus [34];9
- the text of the Late Antiquity comedy *Querolus sive Aulularia*;10
- the *Etymological Dictionary of Latin and the other Italic Languages* by M. De Vaan [35] [36];11
- the *LatinAffectus* sentiment lexicon of Latin [37];12
- the collection of Ancient Greek loanwords in the Latin language *Index Graecorum vocabulorum in linguam Latinam translatorum quaestiuiculis auctus* by G. Saalfeld [38] [39];13
- a manually checked set of 1,424 entries of the Latin WordNet [40];14
- the valency lexicon *Latin Vallex* [41];15
- the derivational lexicon *Word Formation Latin* [42].16

Both the lemma collection and the source (meta)data of the resources linked to LiLa (together with their Turtle files, which provide the RDF triples) are freely available from the GitHub page of the CIRCSE research center.17

### 4. Latin WordNet and Latin Vallex

The LatinWordNet (LWN) [43] was initiated in the context of the MultiWordNet project [44], whose aim was to build a number of semantic networks for specific languages aligned with the synsets of the Princeton WordNet (PWN) [45]. Unfortunately, the automatic process employed to set up such an alignment resulted in a dataset that is at the same time largely incomplete (i.e. lacking a number of crucial lemmas e.g. *amo* “to love”) and inaccurate, especially due to the presence of various modern senses inherited from MultiWordNet.

---

7To connect the entries of lexical resources as well as the lemmatized tokens of annotated corpora to the LiLa collection of lemmas, we perform a simple string match between the lemmas in the resource to connect and those in the LiLa collection. Ambiguous links, which happen when one lemma in the resource is connected to more than one lemma in the LiLa collection, are disambiguated manually. Missing links are solved by including the missing lemmas in LiLa. The procedure is detailed with reference to the *Index Thomisticus* Treebank in [19].

13https://github.com/CIRCSE.
Before its inclusion in LiLa, LWN counted 8,973 synsets and 9,124 lemmas. These are currently undergoing substantial revision to refine and extend its contents. There are currently 1,424 fully reviewed entries in LiLa, for a total of 2,809 unique synsets. Synsets are found or checked against two main Classical and Late Latin dictionaries [29] [46]. For each sense found in the dictionaries, one or more corresponding synsets are extracted from the 3.0 version of Princeton WordNet [9]. For example, the Latin verb *concordo* has the following senses:

- “to be in good terms, be friendly, live in harmony (with someone)”;
- “to be in agreement, harmonise, agree”;
- “to bring about harmony/an harmonious relationship (between things), bring into union”.

Thereby, the following synsets have been chosen for *concordo*:

- 02700104-\textit{v} “go together”;
- 02657219-\textit{v} “be compatible, similar or consistent; coincide in their characteristics”;
- 00805376-\textit{v} “be in accord; be in agreement”;
- 01035530-\textit{v} “achieve harmony of opinion, feeling, or purpose”;
- 00482473-\textit{v} “bring into consonance or accord”.

Each of these are then linked to a valency frame in the valency lexicon Latin Vallex (LV).

LV [41] was originally developed while performing the semantic annotation of two Latin treebanks, namely the *Index Thomisticus* Treebank, which includes works of Thomas Aquinas [47], and the Latin Dependency Treebank, featuring works of different authors of the Classical era [48]. All valency-capable lemmas occurring in the semantically annotated portion of the two treebanks are assigned one lexical entry and one valency frame in LV.

The structure of LV resembles that of the valency lexicon for Czech PDT-VALLEX [10]. On the topmost level, the lexicon is divided into lexical entries. Each entry consists of a sequence of frame entries relevant for the lemma in question. A frame entry contains a sequence of frame slots, each corresponding to one argument of the given lemma. Each frame slot is assigned a semantic role. The set of semantic roles is the same used for the semantic annotation of the PDT [49]. Since the development of the lexicon is directly related to the annotation of the texts in the PDT, the surface form of the semantic roles run across during the annotation process is recorded as well.

In view of its extension and linking to LiLa, a different choice has been made in regards to the inner structure and theoretical principles of LV. In order to increase the lexical coverage of LV, the writing of the valency frames was disassociated from the treebank annotation process and valency is now defined on the basis of senses. For each sense, a valency frame is established intuitively, listing only its obligatory complements. This process involves finding a valency frame for each sense of the dictionary headword, as there might be differences in the number and/or type of arguments for different senses.

Since senses of words in LiLa are represented as PWN synsets evoked by LWN lexical entries, each (valency-bearing) synset is linked to a valency frame of LV, thus

\[18\text{For an evaluation of the original content in LWN, see [40].}\]
interlinking the two resources (see Section 5.1). The job is currently being performed manually, the valency frames included in the first version of LV have been updated, cleaned or rectified, and applied to each valency-bearing synset. Currently, 1,064 lexical entries have been annotated, for a total of 9,806 valency frames, while 1,424 entries of the LWN have been checked and revised manually.

5. Modeling Valency in LiLa

5.1. Ontolex and PreMOn

In order to provide a common infrastructure to link the different lexical and textual resources using lemmatization as the connecting point, the LiLa KB adopts the Ontolex-Lemon ontology to model information of its comprehensive collection of Latin lemmas. Ontolex-Lemon [23] is a de-facto standard for the description of lexical entries. Particularly relevant for the aims of the projects is the property canonical form, as defined in the ontology, that allows us to express the relation between an entry in any given lexical resource and a lemma in the LiLa collection.

The core properties and classes of Ontolex are sufficiently expressive to account for the relations between words, senses and synsets as defined in WN. The meaning of a lexical entry is captured by expressing the relation to either a denoted entity or an evoked lexical concept in an ontology. An instance of the class Lexical Sense is used to reify this relation. Following the model of a complete publication of the PWN as LLOD, LiLa now includes all the 1,424 entries of the manually revised LWN.19

While a number of extensions of Ontolex allow for the expression of many properties of the lexical items, including the syntactic frames and their elements, the ontology is not well suited to convey the notion of a predicate structure of semantic roles. The Predicate Model for Ontologies (PreMOn) builds also on Ontolex, but is explicitly designed to provide a description of the predicate structure and of the semantic roles connected to each lexical entry. At the same time, it also allows to map different semantic descriptions of any given word (such as a predicate structure and a link to a WN synset) to each other. This feature makes it ideally suited to represent both the structure of the valency frames and their connection to the senses described in the LWN.

PreMOn is based on a core module, whose main elements are the Semantic Class and Semantic Role classes. The former represents the semantic classes from the various predicate models; thus, for example, rolesets from PropBank and frames from FrameNet are all instances of semantic classes. The different sub-classes of this general class, however, can be further specified in dedicated submodels, where the terminology and the relations that are peculiar to each specific project can also be defined.

5.2. The Vallex Submodule

To properly capture the structure of the valency frames in LV, we created a submodule of PreMOn that introduces a series of new subclasses and subproperties (which are prefixed with the namespace pmolv in what follows). The structure of the LV submodule is 19Metadata and a list of the entries can be browsed at: http://lila-erc.eu/data/lexicalResources/LatinWordNet/Lexicon.
The Latin Vallex submodule for PreMOn.

Illustrated in Fig. 2. We define the valency frame as a subclass of pmo:SemanticClass; each different frame of any given entry in our lexicon is an instance of this class. The arguments involved in the valency frames of LV, called frame slots, are treated as a subclass of pmo:SemRole. These slots, which, as it is mandated for PreMOn’s semantic roles, are defined locally to each semantic class, correspond to the so-called “functors” (i.e. semantic values of syntactic dependency relations) of the Functional Generative Description [49], which are classified into the three main categories of inner participants, free modifications, and quasi-valency modifications [49] [50]. We also use the pmlv:complementationType property to distinguish between obligatory and optional modification. Although the morphemic form, i.e. the morpho-syntactic realization of the role used in language, is not expressed in LV, the submodule identifies one property and one class to specify this information.

5.3. Mapping between Valency Frames and Synsets

PreMOn allows users to map pairs of words and predicate structure from different predicate models (e.g. from PropBank and FrameNet) to each other. In order to express this link, the core module defines a special reification of the relation between a given semantic class and a lexical entry, called “Conceptualization”. Mapping itself is performed with instances of the class pmo:Mapping, which is defined as a set of conceptualizations, semantic classes, or semantic roles. Thus, in the PreMOn data, words-synsets pairs are matched with the predicate analyses from resources like PropBank and VerbNet by means of mapping instances linking the corresponding conceptualizations.20

20The mapping at the following address, for instance, links the conceptualization between the verb “to leave out” and synset 200616690-v to the one between the same verb and the class neglect-75.1 for VerbNet.
The version of LV included in LiLa adopts the same approach to connect valency frames and senses from the LWV. Fig. 3 represents the predicate structure and one of the WN links for the Latin verb *abduco*, in the sense “to take away, to remove”. A mapping instance (furthest node on the right, in the figure) holds together the two conceptualizations, that connect the verb to, respectively, synset 00173338-v of WN and a valency frame for that specific sense.

The valency frame requires four (obligatory) frame slot, whose roles are filled by the functors: ACT (generally, the Actor), PAT (generally, the Patient), DIR1 (Direction From) and DIR3 (Direction To). Note that in the figure only the link between the semantic role for PAT and the functor is shown.

### 5.4. Querying Interlinked Lexical and Textual Resources

As an example of the benefits of interoperability between different resources enabled by the Linked-Data approach to the publication of the joint LWN and LV data, we consider the following steps:

2. Following the habit of Latin lexicography, the 1st person singular of active present indicative is conventionally chosen as the citation form for verbs.
5. It must be kept in mind that, in the PDT-VALLEX formalism, the first arguments are subject to the “argument shift” [49, sec. 6.2.1.4], and are always labeled ACT, PAT and EFF, regardless of their semantic value.
Table 1. Synsets associated with tetravalent verbs in LV (5 with highest nr. of lexical entries associated in LWN).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Synset</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
<th>Nr. Entries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>00173338-v</td>
<td>remove something concrete, as by lifting, pushing, or taking off, or remove something abstract</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01354673-v</td>
<td>connect, fasten, or put together two or more pieces</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01494310-v</td>
<td>put into a certain place or abstract location</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02304982-v</td>
<td>get or gather together</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00179311-v</td>
<td>take out or remove</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Most frequent tetravalent verbs in the Index Thomisticus Treebank (ITTB) and in DanteSearch (DS).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Corpus</th>
<th>Verb</th>
<th>Freq.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ITTB</td>
<td>compono</td>
<td>423</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>confero</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>committo</td>
<td>136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DS</td>
<td>expello</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>committo</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a couple of complex queries that span over several resources. At present, the majority of valency frames in LV has two argument slots (5,505, i.e. 66% of the frames). The highest value of obligatory arguments is 4, a number that is required by 55 frames (0.6%).

The mapping between LV and the LWN allows for an easy investigation on the semantics of these verbs. By querying the SPARQL endpoint of LiLa, it is possible to list the synsets that are mapped with the 55 valency frames that require 4 arguments. Table 1 lists the top five synsets associated with tetravalent verbs, ranked by the number of lexical entries associated to them.

LiLa’s connections via lemmatization enables also to scrutinize, at least in a preliminary survey, the distribution of these tetravalent verbs in the linked corpora. The three most frequent verbs that have at least one 4-argument frame in the Index Thomisticus Treebank and DanteSearch are reported in Table 2. It must be kept in mind, however, that the raw frequencies reported in the table do not distinguish between the multiple valency frame associated with each verb; thus, the 300 and 60 occurrences of the verb confero “to bring, to carry together” might be instances of any of the 32 valency frames associated with it. Only with a corpus enhanced with word-sense disambiguation it will be possible to distinguish between them.

6. Conclusions

In this paper we described how we modeled the contents of a valency lexicon for Latin strictly connected to a WordNet, to interlink it with other linguistic resources for Latin in a Knowledge Base built upon LLLOD principles.

---


26Translations of the Latin verbs in Table 2 beside confero: committo “to bring together, to join”, compono “to bring together, to collect”, expello “to drive out”.
The modeling was performed by building a specific submodule of the PreMON Linked Data resource for representing predicate-based lexical resources. In particular, the OWL ontology provided by PreMON was used for modeling the valency frames and the semantic roles adopted in the Latin valency lexicon. We reused (and extended) an already existing vocabulary to meet one the main tenets of the LLOD world, where distributed linguistic data, metadata and resources are made interoperable just thanks to the fact that they are represented through common data categories and ontologies maintained by the large and active LLOD community.

Although the LiLa Knowledge Base aims first of all to interlink the available linguistic resources for Latin, by grounding on standard LLOD modules, it also wants to represent a reference architecture for the publication of the several (kinds of) resources that were developed for many languages over the last decades.

Thanks to LiLa, a number of linguistic resources for Latin are already made interoperable. The inclusion of a valency lexicon, with entries shared with a manually checked subset of the Latin WordNet, is a major achievement for the Knowledge Base and, hopefully, for the entire community interested in accessing and using linguistic resources for Latin, as it enhances the queries that can be performed on the textual resources connected to LiLa with lexical semantic information. In such respect, one of the near future objectives of the LiLa project is to include a reference Latin-English dictionary in the Knowledge Base [46], while continuing to enlarge the number of corpora that are made interoperable thanks to their connection to LiLa.
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Abstract. Matching tables against Knowledge Graphs is a crucial task in many applications. A widely adopted solution to improve the precision of matching algorithms is to refine the set of candidate entities by their type in the Knowledge Graph. However, it is not rare that a type is missing for a given entity. In this paper, we propose a methodology to improve the refinement phase of matching algorithms based on type prediction and soft constraints. We apply our methodology to state-of-the-art algorithms, showing a performance boost on different datasets.
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1. Introduction

Linking values occurring in a table to entities in a Knowledge Graph (KG) is a critical task for Semantic Table Interpretation (STI). The task is crucial for several downstream applications, including the transformation of tabular data into a KG, question answering over web tables, and KG completion, and it has collected a lot of attention in the last years \cite{1,2}. In STI, entity linking is referred to as Cell Entity Annotation (CEA), where other tasks are performed at the same time to annotate columns with entity types (CTA) and properties (CPA) in order to interpret the table schema into the graph-based model of the reference KG. The CEA, CTA, and CPA tasks are interlinked and can mutually inform each other; for example, entity-level annotations can suggest or provide evidence for type and property-level annotations, while type-level annotations may help disambiguate for entity-level annotations. Approaches addressing all the STI tasks usually implement complex pipelines to collect and propagate the evidence across tasks. A CEA algorithm is expected to disambiguate the textual values in a cell, referred to as labels from now on, after retrieving a set of candidate entities from the KG. As a result, the algorithm can decide whether to establish a link for the label, \textit{i.e.}, to annotate the cell with an entity from the KG, or leave it not linked. Different benchmarks have shown that algorithms perform

\footnote{Corresponding Author. E-mail: vincenzo.cutrona@unimib.it}
linking effectively when tables are small and labels are characterized by no or low ambiguity. However, the performance drops dramatically as soon as labels are ambiguous and the tables dimension increases, thus novel datasets have been developed with the objective of challenging algorithms to properly deal with both ambiguity and large tables [2,3]. Algorithms must tackle these challenges and improve their performance in settings covering relevant application scenarios.

In this paper we focus on how the entity type information can be better exploited to support CEA pipelines. Indeed, entity type plays a key role in CEA, with column-wise coherence of the entity types being a characterizing feature of table semantics; however, type information explicitly stored in KGs is known to be imperfect and incomplete [4], but this aspect is often overlooked by CEA algorithms, which assume KGs to be complete [5].

We found two patterns used by CEA algorithms available in the literature that can be improved by better handling entity types: (i) Filtering by type, where types associated to a column are used as hard constraints to filter out candidate entities having different types; (ii) Ranking by distributed entity representations similarity, where distributed representations of entities (i.e., entity embeddings) are used to compute the similarity between candidates for different labels in order to support the disambiguation. These patterns are, for example, core mechanisms used by a state-of-the-art algorithms such as FactBase, EmbeddingsOnGraph, and their hybrid combinations [6], T2K [7], TableMiner+ [8], but also in more recent approaches tailored on STI challenge data [5,9,10].

We propose to use neural models for type prediction and type representation to improve the above-mentioned mechanisms, by enriching the type information used in existing pipelines in a modular fashion. A first approach, Type enrichment for filtering by type, enriches the types of candidate entities with types predicted by a neural network. A second approach, Type enrichment for ranking by distributed entity representations similarity, extends entity embedding with distributed representations of types, making similarity more aware of entity types. The two approaches can be combined and we propose to enrich entity embeddings with the type predicted by a neural model. Both approaches capture a similar principle in orthogonal ways, that is, to implement soft type-based constraints to improve entity disambiguation, from which the name NEST was given to the proposed methodology, as further explained in Section 4. As for type prediction, we test two different models using respectively textual descriptions and entity embeddings trained over the KG as input for the prediction.

To test our methodology we conduct experiments on datasets that have been used in previous work, or have been published to make disambiguation more challenging. In our experimental settings, we apply the methodology to a selected pool of state-of-the-art algorithms [6] that we chose because of their performance and because they are more prone to handle large tables, general enough to be applied to different settings and not based on specific assumptions tailored to a specific challenge. However, our novel methodology potentially applies to almost every algorithm that uses a filtering or ranking strategy based on the entity typing. Results suggest that the soft constraint principle significantly improves approaches based on similarity computed using entity embeddings and improves
approaches based on filtering by type when the types of the correct entities are not completely coherent (by the construction of the dataset).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 3 describes the need for soft type-based constraints for entity disambiguation also introducing the key terminology. Section 4 describes NEST, the two type enrichment strategies and two neural models for type prediction. In Section 5 we evaluate NEST while in Section 2 we discuss related work. In Section 6 we report conclusive remarks.

2. Related Work

The growing interest of the Semantic Web community is witnessed by the creation in 2019 of the SemTab challenge [1], aimed at standardizing the evaluation of table annotation algorithms. Among the participant systems, we mention MTab [5], which applied a majority voting strategy to select the best candidate in a pool, Tabularisi [11], which created a feature space from the lookup service results using TF-IDF, and DAGOBAH [9], which is based on entity embeddings and K-means clustering. However, these systems are tailored to the challenge specifications, lacking generality. Indeed, the performance of these approaches are computed without considering the knowledge gap because the list of cells to annotate is given as input within SemTab, disregarding the decision making phase. Moreover, algorithms like MTab relied on a brute force strategy which raises the computational cost, hindering its adoption in real-world scenarios. We remark that FactBase and EmbeddingsOnGraph do not have these shortcomings.

Other unsupervised entity matching approaches adopt an iterative method that combines schema and entity matching. T2K [7] brought outstanding improvements in the state-of-the-art and inspired different systems [8,10]. The disambiguation component in the aforementioned approaches is dependant on the type-based constraints, which are assumed as hard constraints. None of the existing approaches explicitly addresses the problem of relaxing hard constraints, highlighting the novelty of NEST. Moreover, to the best of our knowledge, NEST is the first methodology that focuses on improving the use of types for entity disambiguation using neural models to predict the type of candidate entities. ColNet [12] is a supervised system based on convolutional neural networks to predict column types and it is limited to predicting only 17 types.

The work in [13] used a graphical model and a collective classification technique to optimize a global coherence score for a set of entities in a table. The approach requires collecting tables to train the underlying model. Similarly to our work, the authors tried to remove hard type constraints from the matching process, but they did not exploit the type assertion axioms in the KG, preferring to encode the type into features based on entity co-occurrence statistics. A very recent work demonstrated how language models can be exploited to solve many table understanding tasks [14]. Nonetheless, the authors did not exploit the information contained in the KG and required the use tables during pre-training.
3. Entity Linking in Tables and Entity Types

The CEA task is defined as in Section 1. Most algorithms exploit context information to support the disambiguation, looking at values occurring on the same column or row of the cell to annotate. The cell $i,j$ refers to cell in the $i$th row and $j$th column, respectively indicated also as $R_i$ and $C_j$. In STI it is assumed that some columns contain entity mentions while others do not. Some approaches and datasets even use a stronger one-entity-per-row assumption, i.e., that only one column contains cells to annotate, which means that each row describes only one entity [7], but this assumption is not realistic in several application scenarios and is discarded in recent datasets [1]. When we are trying to annotate a cell $i,j$ we refer to the column $C_j$ as to the entity column and to all other columns as context columns, we refer to its label as to label$_{i,j}$ (while for sake of clarity we will use value to refer to the content of cells in the context columns).

We assume that the reader is familiar with KGs, for which we only introduce the terminology used in this paper. A KG describes entities with a set of (entity-related) facts that we express in a simple predicate logic notation. If $e$ is an entity identifier, $P(e, v)$ or $P(v, e)$ are facts relating $e$ to $v$ with a property $P$, which represents a relation; for $P(e, v)$, $v$ can be an entity identifier, a type identifier (or class identifier) or any literal. The set of direct types of an entity is defined by facts stored in the KG. An entity can have zero, one or more direct types. Types are connected by a subclass relation, which supports type inheritance.

To discuss the role that types play in CEA, we use the example depicted in Figure 1. First, we remark the ambiguity of the labels: e.g., if we search for Dewey in DBpedia we retrieve two persons, John Dewey, the philosopher, and a librarian, plus several other entities of different types. Einstein also returns entities of different types.

Second, we can expect type-wise coherence in each column, in this case, philosophers, but we cannot expect that the classification of the table perfectly matches the classification in the KG (in some cases the list of direct types may be simply incomplete). The DBpedia entity Albert Einstein is assigned only with the type Scientist, even if his thoughts have been appreciated also from a philosophical point of view.\footnote{https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_philosophers_of_science} Filtering out candidates by using the column

---

**Figure 1.** A table containing data about philosophers of science (1900–1930) from Wikipedia, and a subgraph of the DBpedia KG. Dark nodes are types from the DBpedia Ontology and dashed lines represent subsumption axioms.
type Philosopher as a hard constraint will lead to discard the entity Albert Einstein. Some algorithms resort to use a more generic type, which is superclass of the types associated with all or some entities (in this case, it would be Person), but as a drawback, they have to deal with a much larger set of candidates; for example, 34 entities of type Person in DBpedia contains the term “Einstein” in their label, 2 of which are of type Scientist.

CEA algorithms usually combine three main operations into complex pipelines:

1. **Candidates retrieval**, where some value in the table, usually the label of the cell to annotate, is matched against the facts of the KG; this operation returns a - possibly empty - set of candidate entities.

2. **Ranking**, where candidate entities are ranked according to some criterion, which may combine matching scores (e.g., retrieval function), other scores, filters, and more sophisticated mechanisms.

3. **Decision making**, where the collected evidence drives the decision whether to link or not, and, in the first case, which entity consider as the annotation.

The combination of ranking and decision making are the core of a disambiguation algorithm. Filters over candidates and scoring used in ranking can contribute to decision making: if after filtering the ranked list of candidates is not empty, the top candidate can be selected for the annotation, otherwise the cell is not annotated. Other decision making strategies can use thresholds; however, it is difficult to apply thresholds over scores that are not bound, which is typical for scores returned by matching functions powered by search engines and available lookup services; search engines, on the other side, offer very efficient search over the vast amount of information stored in KGs. As a result, lookup services usually combine string similarity, document frequencies (e.g., Lucene-based scores), and even other aspects like popularity (the DBpedia Lookup Service³ exploits entity popularity measures, i.e., inlinks pointing at the candidate). These considerations make filters and scoring particularly relevant. In this paper, we focus on type-based filters, and on the entity similarity used for scoring the candidates. As anticipated in Section 1, we believe that algorithms proposed by [6] provide state-of-the-art solutions in terms of trade-off among generality, performance, and scalability (see Section 2 for a more detailed discussion of related work).

3.1. **Linking pipelines in FactBase and EmbeddingsOnGraph**

Before explaining how the proposed methodology can support the selected CEA pipelines [6], we prefer to discuss these approaches with sufficient amount of details in such a way to ease the understanding of our methodology and its evaluation, as well as to make this work self-contained, favoring the replicability.

³https://wiki.dbpedia.org/lookup
**FactBase** The algorithm works column-wise, *i.e.*, it examines all the cells of an entity column, it exploits direct entity types for filtering on candidates (filter by type) as well as representative language tokens (filter by token), and uses the values in the other columns to match facts in the KG and expand the set of candidates. It implements a pipeline that consists of a preliminary step and three entity annotation steps:

- **Candidates retrieval and schema-level annotation.** All the labels in the entity column are looked up in the index returning, for each label, a list of candidates ordered by the lookup service score. For each label, the algorithm looks at its top ranked candidate to extract (from the KG) its direct types and its textual description, which is processed (*e.g.*, stop words are discarded) to return a set of tokens. Given all the entity types and description tokens extracted for all the labels in the column, the k-most frequent types (in the original work, k = 5) and the most frequent token in the information extracted for all the labels are associated to the column, thus returning a set of column types and one column token. The algorithm then uses unambiguous labels, *i.e.*, labels for which one unique candidate is found, to understand which columns in the table describe facts about the entities that are also present in the KG. Given the entity column \( C_j \) under evaluation, it tries to annotate a context column \( C_k \) with a KG property \( P \) that describes the relation between the labels in the entity column and the values in the context columns. When a context column \( C_k \) is annotated with a property \( P \) also used in the KG, a fact \( P(\text{label}_{i,j}, \text{value}_{i,k}) \) can be extracted from the \( i \)th row of the table and used to look up more candidates, and, in particular, all those entities \( x \) for which the fact \( P(x, \text{value}_{i,k}) \) is part of the KG, thus expanding the set of candidates for a given label. To choose the properties to annotate some of the context columns, the algorithm picks each unambiguous label in the \( C_j \) column and, for each context column \( C_k \), matches the pair \( (\text{label}_{i,j}, \text{value}_{i,k}) \) against all the indexed facts. A property \( P \) is chosen to annotate a context column if it matches facts extracted from at least \( n \) different rows (the original work heuristically set \( n = 5 \)) that have unambiguous labels. If more properties satisfy this constraint, the most frequent property is selected. We refer to this property as the context column property. As a consequence of this step, the entity column under attention is annotated with a set of its (five) column types and its most frequent token, while some context columns are annotated with a property.

- **Annotation by lookup - for unambiguous labels.** Unambiguous labels found in the previous step are annotated with their unique candidate entity.

- **Annotation by strict lookup for ambiguous labels:** this step refines the candidates list of ambiguous labels for which more than one candidate was found, by filtering out candidates that have types that differ from the entity column types and a description that does not contain the most frequent token. The label is annotated with the candidate with the highest score.

- **Loose lookup for labels without candidates:** this step looks for new candidates for the labels which annotation is still missing; given the context columns annotated in the first step with a property, this step retrieves as
candidates all the entities that match some of the indexed facts of the KG, as explained in the preliminary step. The new set of candidates is then ranked based on the edit distance between the entity name and the label in the entity column. The first candidate is used to annotate the label in current cell.

**EmbeddingsOnGraph** The algorithm can work column-wise, row-wise or table-wise. It does not apply any filter by type mechanism and is based on the construction of a disambiguation graph like several approaches also applied to named entity linking [15]. We describe the column-wise approach that was tested in the original algorithm, and we use in our experiments. A set of candidates is retrieved for each label in the entity column by selecting the best $m$ matches using a char-level trigram similarity with a threshold $\sigma$ (where $m = 8$ and $\sigma = 0.82$ in the original paper). All the candidate entities for each label represent the nodes of the disambiguation graph; each node has i) a prior probability, which is based on the degree (in links + out links) of the corresponding DBpedia page (see the original paper for details), and ii) an embedding that represent the entity. Each pair of candidates from different sets is connected by an edge, which is weighted by the cosine similarity of the respective embeddings. Finally, the priors are updated by executing PageRank on the constructed graph; the candidate with the highest score in each set is chosen for the annotation.

**HybridI/HybridII** The hybrid models sequentially combine the baselines; HybridI executes FactBase first, then annotates cells without an annotation with using EmbeddingsOnGraph; HybridII works in the other way around.

## 4. NEST: Candidate Selection with Soft Type Constraints

NEST (NEural Soft Type Constraints) is a methodology to replace hard constraints based on entity types adopted in CEA pipelines. The methodology relies on distributed representations of entities, i.e., entity embeddings, which can be computed with different approaches [16]. We consider two strategies to include soft type constraints, addressing two patterns used in previous work and, especially, in the unsupervised state-of-the-art algorithms described in Section 3:

- the first strategy, *type enrichment for filtering by type*, combines direct types with types predicted by a neural model to refine type-based filtering.
  The neural model relies on distributed representations of entities for type prediction. Given an input vector representing an entity, a neural network returns a probability distribution over the possible entity types. The distribution can be used to select a list of most probable types according to

---

4 The approach used in the original work was not explicitly stated. The table-wise approach combines richer information but at the price of scalability for large tables with thousands of rows; the row-wise approach demands for embedding that maximizes the relatedness between entities, like the ones used in the original work, while the column-wise approach should exploit embeddings which maximize the type coherence between similar entities. These aspects are not discussed in [6], but we suppose the original algorithm works column-wise because it has been tested only on datasets featuring tables with at most one entity column.
the network, which can enrich (or refine) the set of direct types, e.g., by predicting the type **Philosopher** for **Albert Einstein**. This strategy will be demonstrated by applying it to the **FactBase** algorithm.

- the second strategy, **type enrichment for ranking by distributed entity representations similarity**, starts from the consideration that entity embeddings are particularly useful to evaluate entity similarity, and evaluating the similarity between candidate entities in a same column helps entity disambiguation like in the **EmbeddingsOnGraph** algorithm. However, the type-level characterization is not explicitly featured in popular entity embeddings, e.g., RDF2Vec. To feature type-level information more explicitly in the embeddings, we rely on type embeddings, i.e., distributed representations of entity types: given the vector of an entity $e$ and the vector of its type $t$, the two vectors are concatenated generating a final representation, a **typed entity embedding**, in a vector space where entities that share the same types are closer [17]. In this way, the type-parts of the concatenated vectors induce a sort of soft (type) constraint over the selected annotations. For example, if the vector **Philosopher** is concatenated to the vector of **Albert Einstein**, this candidate entity will be more similar to other entities of type **Philosopher**; otherwise, since **Philosopher** and **Scientist** are similar in the type space, even if we concatenate the vector **Scientist**, the similarity between **Albert Einstein** and other philosophers will not be penalized too much.

A clear advantage of NEST is its modularity. The two methods can be used jointly and also integrated into different pipelines with near to zero engineering disruption. Different entity and type embeddings and different type prediction models can be adopted for NEST. For type embeddings, we use Type2vec [17], a model inspired by distributional semantics that does not require expressive and rich ontologies. Type2Vec embeddings are obtained by annotating a text with entities, replacing the entities with their direct type and then applying Word2Vec [18] to generate the embeddings. In Section 4.1 we describe two neural prediction models working with different source of information, while in Section 4.2 we explain in detail how we featured these strategies into algorithms by [6] to demonstrate their effectiveness.

### 4.1. Type Prediction Models

The two Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) introduced for type prediction are depicted in Figure 2 and take as input embeddings generated with different models. The first one uses embeddings generated with RDF2Vec [19], which creates a virtual document containing random walks over a KG and then applies Word2Vec on this document. The second one uses entity embeddings generated from textual descriptions using Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers (BERT) [20], which has shown strong performance over several downstream tasks in different languages [21]. Thus, for generating BERT Entity Embeddings (BERT EE), we collect DBpedia abstracts, and for each entity, we extract token
embeddings from its abstract with BERT,\(^5\) and then we represent the entity with the average vector of the token embeddings of its abstract.

The architectures have been selected with respect to the performances obtained at validation time and we use early stopping to prevent overfitting. Both DNNs are trained to reduce the categorical cross-entropy loss. To predict the type of an entity, NEST implements a classifier modeled as a straightforward DNN, which learns to map entities with similar embeddings to the same type. As an example, we obtain that the entity **Albert Einstein**, whose embedding is similar to the embeddings of other scientists and philosophers, has a high probability of being of type **Scientist** and of type **Philosopher**. While architecturally simple, the DNNs in NEST can be trained quickly with already available data and it does not require sophisticated hardware to be trained. This increases the applicability of the methods to different KGs.

4.2. NEST-enriched algorithms

**FactBaseST** Since FactBase uses the column types and the column token to filter out the retrieved candidates, we enhance this algorithm by exploiting the neural type prediction models, trained and executed over DBpedia (see details below), instead of relying only on the direct types from the KG. The usage of predicted types in FactBaseST aims to capture two intertwined intuitions: (i) Predicted types for all entities in a column can provide additional evidence to determine the correct column types thus reducing the set of column types used as filters subsequently; (ii) By enriching the set of types associated with a candidate entity (e.g., by adding the type **Philosopher** to **Albert Einstein**), the filters applied to individual candidates are softened and become less sensitive to missing type information or mismatches between the intended conceptualization in the table column and the classification in the KG. More precisely, these intuitions are captured as follows:

- The set of column types extracted from the KG is refined by retaining only types predicted also by the neural type prediction model (if any, otherwise, direct types are preserved). The set of predicted types used in this refinement consists of the \(h\) most frequent types among all the most likely types predicted for each candidate. We chose \(h = 5\) as for the column types.

---

\(^5\)BERT has a limit on the number of input tokens, if the sentence we pass to it contains more tokens, the rest is ignored.
The set of types associated with each individual candidate is extended by considering also the two most likely types predicted for the candidate. We consider only the first two predicted types because we found that this reflects the average number of different direct types in DBpedia, for the entities that have more than one direct type.

By considering the two neural type prediction models described in Section 4, we implemented two versions of FactBaseST:

- **FactBaseST-R2V** uses the DNN based on RDF2vec to predict types. The network has been trained using 200-dimensional vectors of ~200k DBpedia entities as input [19] (1000 samples per type); we removed those types with less than 1000 instances to reduce variability (e.g., BowlingLeague and MouseGene), resulting in 236 different predictable types. This network does not exploit the textual description of entities, thus it can be applied to almost every KGs. This DNN has shown remarkable performance, surpassing 0.90 in accuracy score both on the training and on the validation set (that is run 20% of the data, we use early stopping on the validation loss with a patience equal to 4) on the type prediction task.

- **FactBaseST-A2V**, uses the DNN based on BERT EE to predict types, which is suitable for a KG that includes a textual description of its entities. We trained the DNN in FactBaseST-A2V with embeddings generated by feeding a pre-trained large BERT model (1024-dimensional vectors) with abstracts of DBpedia entities. Like above, we sampled 1000 samples per type removing those types with less than 1000 instances, but we also had to remove from the training set the entities without an abstract, resulting in 228 different predictable types. This DNN scores slightly above 0.90 in accuracy score on the type prediction task (same conditions as above).

**EmbeddingsOnGraphST** This algorithm is an extension of EmbeddingsOnGraph and differs only in the - small but conceptually relevant - difference that typed entity embeddings are used to computed the similarity instead of plain entity embeddings. We remind that this mechanism makes entities with similar predicted types have a higher cosine similarity; as a consequence, when the PageRank is computed, the weight of edges between entities of the same type increases while the weight of edges between entities of different types decreases further, thus implementing the soft constraint over the similarity that we aimed to capture.

**HybridIST/HybridIIST** The algorithms jointly apply FactBaseST and EmbeddingsOnGraphST (as for their original implementations), generating the variants HybridIST-R2V, HybridIIST-A2V, HybridIIST-R2V, HybridIIST-A2V.

5. Experiments and Results

Our experiments can be replicated using the documented code we release.\(^6\)

\(^6\)Maximum number of epochs with no improvement before stopping the training.

\(^7\)Source code available at https://github.com/vcutrona/nest.
We recreated the SemTab 2019 environment for the CEA task, thus we used DBpedia 2016-10 as the target KG and we scored the algorithms using the macro Precision (P), Recall (R), and F1-score (F1) metrics [1].

Datasets In our experiments we considered three datasets (Table 1):

- **T2D** [7] is a small dataset with only limited contents, but still represent a reference dataset in the literature; we also used it to better observe the impact of the adaptation we made while re-implementing the original algorithms. We did not use the other datasets tested with the original algorithms (Limaye [13] and Wikipedia [6]) because Limaye has a profile similar to the T2D one, but with smaller tables and less columns to annotate; Wikipedia features only very small tables (23 cells in average to annotate for each column), and anyway it has been partially included in the SemTab dataset.

- **ST19-R4** is part of SemTab 2019 [1]. This dataset is the only one in SemTab that contains only non-trivial cases. More importantly, ST19-R4 has been built using a generator, which constructs tables by querying DBpedia. Each table has one class as the main topic, and the other columns are filled with values of a predefined pool of properties of each instance. The generator ensures that the type of the object property matches the expected range in the ontology [1]. Thus, the problem we are addressing in this paper has been artificially removed from ST19-R4. As an example, in a table about *Film*, the actor *Arnold Schwarzenegger*, typed as *OfficeHolder* in DBpedia, will be filtered out from the results of the property *starring*, which has range *Actor*. For this reason, NEST is not expected to improve the results on ST19-R4, making it a good resource to study the possible negative impact of applying NEST to algorithms.

- **Tough Tables** (2T) [3] features ambiguous and noisy tables that resemble real-world cases. 2T has been included in the last round of SemTab 2020, showing that its high ambiguity makes it harder than any other dataset.9

Algorithms To demonstrate the generality of NEST, we looked for algorithms in literature to use in our experiments. However, just a few CEA algorithms are open-source, with some limitations (e.g., MantisTable [10] has scalability issues;

---

**Table 1.** Profiles of benchmark datasets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Cols (avg)</th>
<th>Rows (avg)</th>
<th>Matches</th>
<th>Entities</th>
<th>Cols with matches (avg)</th>
<th>Tables</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T2D</td>
<td>1,153 (4.95)</td>
<td>28,333 (121.60)</td>
<td>26,124</td>
<td>13,785</td>
<td>233 (1.00)</td>
<td>233</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST19-R4</td>
<td>3,564 (4.36)</td>
<td>51,249 (62.73)</td>
<td>107,352</td>
<td>53,007</td>
<td>1,732 (2.12)</td>
<td>817</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2T</td>
<td>802 (4.46)</td>
<td>194,438 (1080.21)</td>
<td>663,656</td>
<td>15,997</td>
<td>540 (3.00)</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

8 The performance obtained in SemTab 2019 for this dataset were high, also thanks to hard-coded workarounds adopted by the participants [22] that we did not implement.

9 Performance with the Wikidata version of 2T is dramatically reduced for all the systems that participated in the SemTab 2020 challenge [2].
the repository of CSV2KG [22] is incomplete. Authors of the best performing systems in SemTab 2019 (MTab [5], Tabularisi [11], and CSV2KG [22]) reported that their systems were not ready to be released.

Thus, in our experiments we applied NEST to the algorithms described in Section 4 because they employ the filtering and ranking strategies we want to test with NEST, and can scale reasonably (i.e., annotating selected datasets takes a few hours). The source code of these algorithms is not available, but they are partially reproducible since they have been explained in detail [6]. We tested our re-implemented versions on T2D - used in the original work - observing low performance compared with the original results. In our opinion, the performance decrease is due to the following factors:

- In the original work, the private FactBase index was used; the index included documents from Wikipedia, WikiData and DBpedia (not provided). Thus, we generated a new ElasticSearch index containing entities from DBpedia, their labels, and their anchor texts from Wikipedia. We preferred to not include Wikidata in our index to reduce the amount of total memory needed to store it.
- Within FactBase, the description field of WikiData entities is crucial for the candidate disambiguation phase. The corresponding property of this field in DBpedia is dct:description, which however is missing for many entities (e.g., Milan). We resembled it by analyzing the DBpedia short abstracts, which leads to different descriptions.
- The queries to the index are not publicly available, thus it is not possible to either reuse the same strategies (e.g., fuzzy match) or apply the same parameters (e.g., max edit distance in fuzzy search).
- We used the RDF2Vec vectors (uniform model from [19]) in EmbeddingsOnGraph, which differ from the embeddings used in the original work.

Given the above limitations, we managed to replicate the disambiguation pipelines of the original algorithms, while the lookup search is suboptimal.

The original algorithms annotate rows, based on the one entity per cell assumption. We provided a generalization of the algorithms by exploiting their column-wise nature: we can annotate tables with multiple entity columns by considering one entity column at a time, and setting the other as context columns, thus annotating individual cells instead of entire rows.

For our experiments, we modified the original EmbeddingsOnGraph algorithm to avoid scalability issues; in fact, running EmbeddingsOnGraph on a table with 5000 rows will lead to the creation of a disambiguation graphs with 40k nodes in the worst case (if all the top-8 candidates for each label are distinct) and ~800M edges. The disambiguation graph is a k-partite graph; thus the maximum number of edges is $\frac{n^2(k-1)}{2k}$ in the worst case. We thus split big tables in chunks of 500 rows each to execute the algorithm on large tables.

\[ A = \text{FactBase} (P: 0.88, R: 0.78, F1: 0.83); \text{EmbeddingsOnGraph} (P: 0.86, R: 0.77, F1: 0.81). \]

\[ B = \text{FactBase} (P: 0.88, R: 0.78, F1: 0.83); \text{EmbeddingsOnGraph} (P: 0.86, R: 0.77, F1: 0.81). \]

We also include the labels from the DBpedia Lexicalization datasets.
Table 2. Results for benchmark datasets. ♦ identifies our algorithms. Highlighted, best result for each dataset; bold text, best results for each algorithm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>T2D</th>
<th>ST19-R4</th>
<th>2T</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>F1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EmbeddingsOnGraph</td>
<td>0.782</td>
<td>0.723</td>
<td>0.751</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EmbeddingsOnGraphST♦</td>
<td>0.811</td>
<td>0.751</td>
<td>0.780</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FactBase</td>
<td>0.791</td>
<td>0.635</td>
<td>0.704</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FactBaseST-R2V</td>
<td>0.789</td>
<td>0.638</td>
<td>0.706</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FactBaseST-A2V</td>
<td>0.783</td>
<td>0.638</td>
<td>0.703</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HybridI</td>
<td>0.756</td>
<td>0.740</td>
<td>0.748</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HybridIST-R2V</td>
<td>0.766</td>
<td>0.751</td>
<td>0.759</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HybridIST-A2V</td>
<td>0.792</td>
<td>0.746</td>
<td>0.754</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HybridII</td>
<td>0.758</td>
<td>0.742</td>
<td>0.750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HybridIST-R2V</td>
<td>0.784</td>
<td>0.768</td>
<td>0.776</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HybridIST-A2V</td>
<td>0.784</td>
<td>0.768</td>
<td>0.776</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We remark here that the gap in the algorithms performance does not impact on our analysis, which is fair over the different models.

5.1. Results

Table 2 confirms that the use of NEST can improve state-of-the-art matching pipelines. As expected, applying NEST to EmbeddingsOnGraph increases the F1 score in all our tests (T2D: +2.9%; ST19-R4: +5.6%; 2T: +7.7%) because using typed entity embedding strengthens the similarity between entities of the same type; as a result, since EmbeddingsOnGraph is a column-wise approach, the typed entity embeddings can guarantee a higher column type coherence, which was completely disregarded in the original work. Also considering the improvement brought by the application of NEST, results on 2T are still poor. The main reasons are that i) the candidate retrieval phase is based only on the trigram similarity and uses a high threshold, returning a small set of candidates, and ii) the priors used to initialize PageRank are based on the entity popularity, which rewards popular entities in almost the cases, but 2T contains tables with many homonyms, which often do not link to the most popular mentioned entity.

FactBase does not benefit a lot from NEST when annotating T2D and ST19-R4, while its contribution is more valuable on 2T. We observe similar results for FactBaseST-R2V and FactBaseST-A2V, showing that the type information can be predicted alternatively from textual and factual descriptions, when both are available. However, we did not have enough evidence to prefer one source over the other for similar KGs. The performance on T2D are in line with the one achieved by the original algorithm (<1%): the recall slightly increases, while the precision drops a bit; this is the expected behaviour, since types in T2D are homogeneous in each column; furthermore, tables in T2D are mainly collected from Wikipedia, the same source used to create DBpedia, so there is an overlap between the
information in Wikipedia and the entity representations in the KG. If there is a mismatch, like the example of Albert Einstein in Section 3, NEST helps increasing the performance, but in all the other cases, considering the secondary type of an entity may add noise into the matching pipeline. This effect is amplified in ST19-R4, where we knew in advance that there was a perfect match between the content of the tables and the type information in DBpedia. Interestingly, the performance drop is limited (−1% in P and R), proving that NEST does not critically affect the original performance; moreover, the small loss on this specific dataset is balanced by the consistent gain in all the other settings where the artificial removal of this problem does not occur. We observe that the standard FactBase pipeline underperforms on 2T, mainly because the candidate retrieval step is not able to deal with the values in 2T tables, which are ambiguous and perturbed with typos. However, using NEST to relax the type-based filtering leads to a valuable performance increase (+6.3% and +2.8% for FactBaseST-R2V and FactBaseST-A2V respectively), helping the algorithm to disambiguate the higher number of candidates. Hybrid methods improve the recall of their main method at cost of precision. Results of HybridI-based algorithms are higher thanks to the better performance of their main EmbeddingsOnGraphST method.

6. Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we presented NEST, a novel methodology to include soft type-based constraints into an entity matching pipeline. NEST is modular and can be applied with nearly zero effort. Our experimental campaign shows how state-of-the-art algorithms can benefit from the use of NEST, testing different NEST-improved algorithms on benchmark datasets with different profiles. In our experiments, we used DBpedia as target KG, and we expect NEST achieving similar results on KGs with a similar type hierarchy granularity (which is a typical size in entity linking in tables). As future work, we plan to investigate the application of soft constraints to matching algorithms that target KGs with a more fine-grained type hierarchy (also by many order of magnitude, like YAGO); in this scenario, training a type prediction model could be challenging. Also, we are interested in finding more insights about possible error patterns, studying if the prediction models are biased towards specific types. Finally, we want to investigate the effects of replacing the prediction models with more complex models [4], and relaxing filters for entities linked on the same row, so that to increase their relatedness.
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Abstract. Knowledge graphs facilitate systematic large-scale data analysis by providing both human and machine-readable structures, which can be shared across different domains and platforms. Nowadays, knowledge graphs can be used to standardise the collection and sharing of user information in many different sectors such as transport, insurance, smart cities and internet of things. Regulations such as the GDPR make sure that users are not taken advantage of when they share data. From a legal standpoint it is necessary to have the user’s consent to collect information. This consent is only valid if the user is aware about the information collected at all times. To increase this awareness, we present a knowledge graph visualisation approach, which informs users about the activities linked to their data sharing agreements, especially after they have already given their consent. To visualise the graph, we introduce a user-centred application which showcases sensor data collection and distribution to different data processors. Finally, we present the results of a user study conducted to find out whether this visualisation leads to more legal awareness and trust. We show that with our visualisation tool data sharing consent rates increase from 48\% to 81.5\%.

Keywords. Knowledge Graph Visualisation, User Interface, GDPR, Consent, Legal Awareness, Comprehension

1. Introduction

Collecting information about how users consume a service is crucial for the service usage understanding and improvement of its quality. Taking the automotive field as example, the more drivers agree to send usage data from their cars, the more value the data analysis will generate and better services will be offered. However, the success of campaigns for collecting user data is highly dependent on requesting and receiving informed consent for sensor data sharing. It is debatable whether

\textsuperscript{1}Corresponding Author: Christof Bless, E-mail: christof.bless@sti2.at.
current consent gathering methods really make clear for users what happens in the background once consent is given. According to [1], users tend to agree to most consent requests they are confronted with. Reading through all the agreement specifications is time-consuming. Often such agreements are written in a complex language typical of legal documents. In most cases users try to get through the consent procedure as fast as possible and are not aware of the implications. For this reason most users who give their consent to data sharing agreements do so without understanding many details of the contract. Bechmann [2] defines this as a “culture of blind consent”, implying that having one’s consent is not equivalent to having awareness.

This paper presents an approach to visualise consent decisions (i.e. what happens to an individual’s data after consent is given) in the domain of vehicle sensor data sharing. The work is part of the CampaNeo project\(^2\), which focuses on vehicle sensor data sharing based on individuals’ informed consent as defined by the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)\(^3\). Under GDPR, data processing can only start once an agreement, which GDPR defines as consent, has been set in place. Further, consent has to be freely given, specific, informed and unambiguous (Rec. 32). In order to have informed consent, individuals need to be presented with information about what data is requested, for what purposes it will be used, how it will be processed and by whom (Rec. 32). The GDPR has had a major impact on the way companies deal with personal data, since it has come into effect in May 2018. For many companies adhering to the regulation is not only important to prevent costly legal affairs but also to retain their reputation.

With GDPR compliance in mind, the CampaNeo project aims to create a system that collects and distributes sensor data generated by vehicles with the help of semantic technology, namely knowledge graphs, which can provide a transparent, traceable and centralised record of user data and contractual meta-data (e.g. consent status). On the technical side, knowledge graphs are a state-of-the-art solution for building versatile, explainable and machine-readable data modelling solutions [3][4][5]. Through the use of semantic technologies one can ensure a standardised way of collecting and storing sensor data independently of proprietary formats of different vehicle manufacturers. Knowledge graphs provide the needed level of interpretability due to their ability to represent data in both human and machine-readable formats thus being a suitable solution for representing data sharing between multiple entities.

We introduce a new visualisation which portrays certain aspects of the knowledge graph, mainly how data is processed after consent is given. The visualisation aims to raise individuals’ awareness of what it means to consent and the implications that follow. With the help of the visualisation users can inspect data sharing activities at any time after consent was given. We believe that visualisations help end users understand how their data is being shared, with less effort than by reading agreement specifications in textual format, which is the prevalent status quo [6]. Our research focuses on increasing the awareness of data sharing processes through visualisation and has set to answer the following two questions:

\(^2\)https://projekte.ffg.at/projekt/3314668
\(^3\)http://data.europa.eu/eli/reg/2016/679/oj
1. Are users more willing to share their data if they are fully informed on what exactly they are sharing, when they are sharing it and with whom exactly they are sharing it?
2. Do data visualisations improve comprehension of consent?

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents related work. Section 3 describes the followed methodology. The architecture and implementation details can be found in Section 4. Section 5 presents the evaluation methodology and the discussion of the results. Finally, conclusions and future work are addressed in Section 6.

2. Related Work

The main aims of imposing GDPR when dealing with the data of European citizens is to ensure transparency of data processing and to make individuals aware of their rights and the implications of giving consent. Individuals should be aware of both the upsides, such as cost benefits or optimized applications and the downsides, such as possible discrimination, spam or even identity theft.

Several studies [2][7][8] have confirmed that, having consent and making individuals aware of the actual meaning of the consent are two different tasks.

Bechmann [2] compares existing regulations and consent practises that are adopted by social media platforms such as Facebook and notes that the need for user convenience has turned the culture of consent into “a blind, non-informed consent culture”. The qualitative study done among Danish students showed that none of the participants had read the privacy policies before directly providing consent for their data to be used and shared. The same issue is confirmed by Joergensen [7], who conducts a survey with 58 high school students aimed at understanding users’ perception of data privacy and consent with regards to social media participation. The findings showed that the participants are unaware of their privacy rights and what happens to their data.

In their survey on the economics of privacy, Acquisti et al. [8] show that new technologies are needed to support users in making complex privacy choices, such as giving consent to data processing. Naeini et al. [9] conduct a large study with more than 1000 participants on privacy expectations and preferences in the internet of things domain. They conclude that participants want to be informed about various details of data collection, such as what the data is used for and how long it will be stored.

Information arising in different phases of a consent agreement can be described in a “consent life-cycle” consisting of the four stages request, comprehension, decision and use [10]. Kurteva et al. [10] argue that it is useful to have a semantic model (i.e. a machine-readable ontology) of the whole consent life-cycle.

Further, the semantic model can be visualised at every stage to make the process more transparent to users. Especially the visualisation of the “use” stage of consent is something current consent visualisations are mostly lacking. Meanwhile, as pointed out by the surveys, users should be able to get information on their consent contract continually and not just at the time of giving consent. Only then, users can become and stay aware of data processing and privacy implications.
A possible way to help users achieve more awareness over their data sharing activities is through different types of data visualisations. Visual elements such as images, graphs, icons and schemas have proven to be easier to comprehend than text [11][12][13][14]. In recent years there have been several attempts to design applications that implement a transparent visualisation of data sharing mechanisms [15][16][17]. Raschke et al. [15] built a dashboard to visualise data sharing activities and give consent approval and withdrawal functionality. The dashboard is a single page application with a vertical timeline listing the different types of actions. The authors evaluated the tool with a set of tasks for participants to complete. The evaluation showed that the tool was still not making users completely aware as even expert users found it hard to answer questions about their data privacy based on the information available from the dashboard.

The issue of consent awareness is also addressed by Drozd and Kirane in CoRe [16] and CURE [17] user interfaces (UIs), which present users a graphical visualisation of a consent request. The CoRe UI displays a graph that shows what data is sent out, where it is stored, the type of processing that is done on it and which third party companies it is to be shared with. The evaluation of both UIs showed that individuals found the graphical visualisation of a consent request and the provided personalisation of consent useful and helpful. The research of Drozd and Kirrane [16][17] showed that visualisations such as graphs can be used for easing individuals’ comprehension of what it means to consent and the implications that follow. Angulo et al. [18] propose a data sharing transparency visualisation, which shows a user-centred network graph connecting shared data artifacts with websites and third-party companies. Similarly to the work in [16] and [17], Angulo et al. [18] showed that individuals find visualisations of a data sharing processes helpful when trying to comprehend what is happening to their data. However, the research also showed that how information is organised on the screen can affect interactions (i.e. slower user interactions when data is not well organised) [18].

Many tools which try to bring GDPR awareness to data owners still have problems with user acceptance. Complex designs such as [16] and [17] can cause issues such as information overload [19], which can occur when one is presented with information written in formal legal language [20]. The current solutions for requesting consent in compliance with GDPR are somewhat effective in achieving their task of requesting informed consent. CoRe and CURE UIs present detailed consent requests but do not show what happens after consent is given. On the other hand, the visualisation of Angulo et al. [18] focuses on the actual process of data sharing but not in the context of consent.

Knowledge graph visualisation tools such as WebOWL [21], Ontosphere[16][17], OntoGraph[18][19], Isaviz[20] provide information visualisation with different graphs but are focused on users with expert knowledge in the field of the Semantic Web. Surveys such as [22] provide a detailed overview of existing graph designs and tools, which could be reused and adapted for data sharing consent.

\[http://ontosphere3d.sourceforge.net\]
\[https://protegewiki.stanford.edu/wiki/OntoGraf\]
\[https://www.w3.org/2001/11/IsaViz/\]
In Bikakis et al. [23], the authors use a a hierarchical type of visualisation as it could help prevent overloading the user with information that is not essential. The authors claim that this visualisation could further be used with large data sets and still perform well. The proposed model takes into consideration the needs of non-expert users and provides them with interactivity and flexibility. A hierarchical layout of graph visualisation is therefore also fitting for the purpose of visualising consent.

Considering the findings from [16][17][15][18], research such as [24][25][26][27][9] and existing knowledge visualisation solutions such as the ones mentioned in this section, we propose an alternative visualisation approach, which focuses on raising legal awareness of the implications of giving consent by showing the data processing that takes place after consent is given.

3. Methodology

The aim of this work is to facilitate the handling of consent data by using data visualisation techniques in order to raise individuals’ comprehension of consent. To achieve this, we (i) determined the different user requirements of the application in the vehicle sensor data domain, (ii) reviewed existing linked data visualisation solutions that focus on consent, (iii) produced wireframes and (iv) implemented the solution. The use case that we followed are vehicle owners who want to check details of their data sharing activities after having consented to it.

We designed the first prototype of the visualisation using wire-framing techniques [28]. The UI design follows design principles such as the ‘Gestalt’ laws of grouping [29] and linked data visualisation techniques (e.g. using different visualisation elements such as icons, charts and graphs) as presented in [26]. Having in mind the findings in [16][17][18] regarding the usefulness of graphs for consent visualisation, we selected graphs as our main visualisation element. We reviewed different graph layouts as presented in [22] and the ones available in the D3.js Gallery7 itself, which could be suitable for our work. A star layout was selected due to its simplicity and intuitive representation of data flows. Additionally, we used particle flow animations to add a sense of direction to parts of the visualisation (e.g. visualise data flow between the users and their campaigns).

Once the wireframing stage was complete the implementation of the solution began. The D3.js8 library was used for implementing the graph visualisation of data and the data flows. The data itself was queried from the CampaNeo knowledge graph9, which is stored in the GraphDB10 graph database. Details about the design decisions and the implementation are presented in Section 4.

7https://observablehq.com/@d3/gallery
8https://d3js.org
9https://github.com/STIInnsbruck/CampaNeoViz/blob/main/CampaNeoOntology_rdfxml.owl
10https://graphdb.ontotext.com
4. Implementation

The goal of the implementation is to visualise the flow of data from a user’s car to third-party companies on small to medium displays (e.g. tablet, smartphone or the car’s built-in infotainment system). The user can get an overview on what data is shared with organisations like governmental agencies, universities or data processing companies, who collect high amounts of data with the aim of solving problems related to mobility and transport. The visualisation focuses on highlighting the data streams, so the user can get information about the type of data that is shared, at what intervals it is sent out and who the receiving party is.

In CampaNeo, data is requested via specific campaigns, which must be approved by the user. Following the GDPR, campaigns must state exactly what the purpose of their data collection is and what type of processing they plan to do on it. For example, a campaign dedicated to enhance traffic flow around a city can collect GPS location and speed data from a large number of cars. This data can then help optimise traffic guidance and speed constraints on the roads, which leads to less congested roads and time savings for drivers. We have built a first prototype as a web application, which allows users to access their data sharing (based on the given informed consent) from any device. The source code is publicly available at https://github.com/STIInnsbruck/CampaNeoViz.

Figure 1 shows an overview of the main components of the web application. The user interacts with the User Interface at the front-end of the application (step 1). The interface captures the user’s intention and initiates the process for retrieving the required data. This is achieved by sending a SPARQL query (Listing 1) to the back-end (steps 2 and 3). As depicted in the figure, the main component of the back-end is the graph database, which is used to store the consent data as a knowledge graph. For this specific implementation we have used an instance of GraphDB, which offers multiple APIs for querying the database, including RDF4J and SPARQL. Since we rely on SPARQL queries, the front-end is totally decoupled from the back-end, and we could replace the data store later if necessary.

Once the result of the SPARQL query is retrieved (step 4), it is passed to the Visualisation Module (step 5). This module is implemented using D3.js, a JavaScript library for manipulating data driven documents. The Visualisation Module prepares the data for the User Interface depending on the specific screen selected by the user (step 6).
In the following, we describe the User Interface in further detail. We then show how the consent data has been modelled in the knowledge graph and how this is consumed by the web application.

4.1. User Interface

The goal of the CampaNeo project is to facilitate the collection of campaign-based data with a focus on the data ownership of vehicle owners and the traceability of data processing. Figure 2 shows the entry point of the web application. This screen represents a dashboard that helps visualising all campaigns related to the user once consent is granted.

Campaigns are represented by a rounded rectangle with the corresponding campaign name. The round particles next to each campaign represent data that the user is sharing with the organisation behind the campaign. They are colour-coded to give additional information on the type of data that is sent, e.g. fuel consumption, speed or the GPS location of the car. To make this even more clear, shared data packets are visualised as moving particles between the nodes. This feature gives the visualisation a sense of directional flow and helps users to see at one glance what kind of data they are sharing and at what rate. The meaning of the different colours is encoded in a legend on the left side of the screen.

Figure 2. Data processing visualisation after consent is granted. Highlighted are: Flow of information chunks from data owner to data processor campaigns (1), example of a CampaNeo campaign (2), data type legend (3) and light/dark mode switch (4).

Further details about a specific campaign can be accessed after clicking on any campaign title (labeled as 2 in Figure 2). Figure 3 shows a screenshot of the campaign details interface. Here we rely on a time series to display the data sharing events according to their timestamp. Additional information about the sensor that retrieved the data and the final organisations is shown.
4.2. Knowledge Graph Data Model

We modelled the data shown in the visualisation using a knowledge graph (built with Protégé\(^\text{11}\) and stored in GraphDB), which represents informed consent as defined by the GDPR (Art 4.). The knowledge graph represents campaigns and their consent status (given, not given, withdrawn, expired) and purpose, specific vehicle sensor data e.g. GPS location, data provider, data processor, data controller and third-party organisations involved in the data processing.

The knowledge graph reuses the following ontologies: GConsent\(^\text{12}\), namely the classes Consent and Status, Semantic Sensor Network Ontology (SSN)\(^\text{13}\) for defining sensor data types and the Financial Business Ontology (FIBO)\(^\text{14}\) for representing contracts and agreements. Currently the knowledge graph consists of 425 axioms, 34 classes, 50 object properties and 23 data properties.

The knowledge graph models the data sharing campaigns and the consent relations to users. Associated with a campaign are also the data packets that were retrieved during the duration of consent. Data packets consist of the retrieval time, content and the third-party processors who requested it. Further, they are categorised into well-defined data types such as GPS coordinates, speed, or fuel consumption.

Listing 1 shows the SPARQL query that is used for retrieving the visualisation data for the example user "user1". In the visualisation each of the data packets retrieved in the query will be represented by a small particle moving from the user to the data processor. Additional information about the data packets like the retrieval time and the data processor can be inspected upon interaction with the campaign node or the data stream.

---

\(^{11}\)https://protege.stanford.edu

\(^{12}\)http://openscience.adaptcentre.ie/ontologies/GConsent/docs/ontology

\(^{13}\)https://www.w3.org/TR/vocab-ssn/

\(^{14}\)https://spec.edmcouncil.org/fibo/
Listing 1: SPARQL query sent to the knowledge graph

```sparql
PREFIX : <http://www.semanticweb.org/ontologies/CampaNeo#>
PREFIX rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#>
SELECT ?campaign_name ?data_type ?retrieval_time
?institution_name
WHERE {
  ?campaignnode a :Campaign.
  ?campaignnode :hasConsentBy :user1.
  ?data :wasRetrievedByCampaign ?campaignnode.
  ?data :hasDataType ?data_type.
  ?data :wasRetrievedAtTime ?retrieval_time.
  ?data :isRequestedBy ?institution.
}
```

5. Evaluation and Results

To assess the usefulness of our data sharing visualisation tool, we conducted a user test. The following section explains the methodology that we applied, to find out whether we can increase data sharing consent awareness of the test users. After that, we present the results of the user test. The questionnaire and results are available online\(^\text{15}\).

5.1. Evaluation Methodology

For the user tests we provided the web application described in the previous section. Figure 4 gives an overview of the evaluation procedure. The tests could be performed on desktop computers, laptops or other mobile devices. The test subject needed a thorough introduction into the scenario since the use case of the application is very specific. For example, the participants had to understand that this visualisation only shows campaigns which they had already given their consent to.

After the introduction and demographic survey, we asked questions related to data privacy comprehension of the participants, before presenting the visualisation. This allowed us to assess the prior knowledge of participants and to measure the hypothetical improvement of comprehension and trust through the visualisation, by comparing to answers of the same questions after the test.

After the first questions, we revealed the visualisation to the test subjects. They were presented with a series of simple to slightly complex tasks, beginning with interface interaction and basic comprehension. Later we asked them questions which led them to aggregate different information from the visualisation. During the evaluation the test subjects were observed in real time through screen

\(^\text{15}\)https://github.com/STIInnsbruck/CampaNeoViz/tree/main/evaluation
sharing. Using the “think aloud” method, they informed the tester regularly about their thoughts, i.e. what they wanted to achieve next and where they expected to find a specific information in the application.

After the task solving period, the subjects were asked to fill out a questionnaire, in which they rated their experience and explained problems they had or gave suggestions for improvements. We tested the potential improvement in comprehension and awareness of GDPR rights by asking the users if they felt more confident in their knowledge of data sharing and observed the difference in their stance on data privacy before and after the test, as described above.

5.2. Results

The evaluation took place over the course of a week and comprised user tests with 27 participants. The age groups were evenly distributed between 16 and 50+ years. All participants assessed themselves to be competent with internet surfing and most stated that they spend more than 4 hours a day on the internet, which shows that they have probably already come into contact with data sharing agreements in the form of website cookies or similar requests. 80% of the test users claimed to have a valid driver’s license. 40% of the participants drive daily and use the car as their main mean of transport.

In the testing phase we noticed that the test users had no problems solving the tasks, that were given to them. There were only a few exceptions, where tasks couldn’t be solved without help. The users understood the interface by mostly relying on their intuitions and recognition of symbols.

After the practical tasks, the participants rated the overall design of the application with a mean score of 3.4 on a scale from 1 to 4. Also, they were asked to choose from a set of adjectives, which they found to be describing the interaction with the application best. Among the most chosen ones were “organised” (74%), “innovative” (70.3%) and “effective” (44.3%). The more negatively associated adjectives like “complex”, “hard to use” and “useless” were only selected by two people at most. The good general impression test users had with the application was further strengthened by the fact that 74.1% of the participants stated they were “very satisfied” with the user interface.

When looking at the rated understandability, we saw that 76.5% of the participants said that the application improved their understanding of what happens to their personal data, showing a clear increase in the users awareness of the data.
sharing process. Before starting the test with the tool, the participants were asked if they trust companies in the European Union (EU) to respect their data privacy, which the majority answered with “yes” or “probably” (combined 59.2%). The remaining 40.8% of the participants were more sceptical about GDPR adherence of companies or were not even aware of the GDPR. After the test with the visualisation, 40% of the sceptics changed their mind on this particular question, gaining trust in the regulations. At the same time 28% of the people who trusted companies in the EU before the test, felt less secure after the test.

Figure 5. Results of the user evaluation concerning vehicle data sharing. The questions were asked before (1) and after (2) the participants’ interaction with the tool.

After finishing the test we asked again if the participants were willing to share vehicle data like GPS location, speedometer data or fuel gauge readings, if they had the tested tool at their disposal. Before having seen the visualisation, 48% of the participants claimed they would share at least selected types of data with campaigns on CampaNeo. After the interaction with the tool, 85.2% of the participants stated that they would possibly share their vehicle data, if they had the tool to control the sharing activities (see Figure 5).

Further we asked the participants: “If such a tool were available to you in any service or application, would you share selected data with a company or institution?”. To this 81.5% said “Yes”, “possibly” or “possibly, rather than without the tool”. Before the test we had asked: “Are you willing to send your user data to companies or institutions, so they can improve user experience more efficiently?”. Only 48% of the users responded positively before they had interacted with the visualisation. This indicates that the general approach of our visualisation would also be desirable to users outside of the vehicle sensor data scenario.
6. Conclusion

This paper proposes an application and associated design approaches to visualise data sharing activities after consent was received by a data owner. We built a tool for the scenario of vehicle sensor data sharing. The visualisation shows an overview of the data sharing campaigns which have user consent. A particle stream animation lets users oversee data sharing activities with one glance. A more detailed overlay is designed to present the user all the organisations behind the data sharing campaigns and the detailed data retrievals in a time series.

The conclusion was drawn from a user case study, which was designed to find out whether the visualisation is helpful to improve the comprehension of data privacy rights. The results showed that 40% of the test candidates, who did not believe that companies in the EU were respecting an individual’s data privacy, changed their mind after the test with the visualisation tool. They were afterwards more convinced that user data of EU citizens can not be gathered without consent.

The work shows that the availability of the presented tool can increase consent rates for data sharing campaigns in the automotive sector from 48% to 81%. In the user test, we asked test users whether they can imagine using this tool for any kind of data sharing. More than 40% of the test users stated that they would be more likely to share different kinds of user data in services and applications they use, if they had such a tool. We can therefore conclude that there is a clear need for better visualisation of data sharing streams. Furthermore, the case study shows that users feel more comfortable sharing data, if they can easily oversee the exact activities in a visualisation tool.

Since this is the first design iteration of this tool, the collected feedback ideas and comments will be implemented in future iterations to enhance the interface. Further, the visualisation will be integrated into a bigger application which presents data sharing campaigns and handles consent management. Once the next prototype is built, another user test with a bigger sample group will be scheduled.
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Abstract. The Semantic Web research community understood since its beginning how crucial it is to equip practitioners with methods to transform non-RDF resources into RDF. Proposals focus on either engineering content transformations or accessing non-RDF resources with SPARQL. Existing solutions require users to learn specific mapping languages (e.g. RML), to know how to query and manipulate a variety of source formats (e.g. XPATH, JSON-Path), or to combine multiple languages (e.g. SPARQL Generate). In this paper, we explore an alternative solution and contribute a general-purpose meta-model for converting non-RDF resources into RDF: Facade-X. Our approach can be implemented by overriding the SERVICE operator and does not require to extend the SPARQL syntax. We compare our approach with the state of art methods RML and SPARQL Generate and show how our solution has lower learning demands and cognitive complexity, and it is cheaper to implement and maintain, while having comparable extensibility and efficiency.
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1 Introduction

Knowledge graphs have nowadays a key role in domains such as enterprise data integration and cultural heritage. However, domain applications typically deal with heterogeneous data objects. Therefore, ontology engineers develop knowledge graph construction pipelines that include the transformation of different types of content into RDF. Typically, this is achieved by using tools that act as mediators between the data sources and the needed format and data model [12]. Alternatively, dedicated software components implement ad-hoc transformations from custom formats to a multiplicity of ontologies relevant to the domain [4]. We place our research under the context of the EU H2020 SPICE project, which aims at developing a linked data infrastructure for integrating and leveraging museum collections using multiple ontologies covering sophisticated aspects of citizen engagement initiatives 4. Museum collections come in a variety of data objects, spanning from public websites to open data sets. These include metadata

4 SPICE Project: https://spice-h2020.eu
summaries as CSVs, record details as JSON files, and binary objects (e.g. artwork images), among others. The semantic lifting of such a variety of resources can be a serious bottleneck for the project activities. Several languages have been developed to either engineer content transformation (e.g. RML) or extending the SPARQL query language to access non-RDF resources (e.g. SPARQL Generate). However, existing solutions require Semantic Web practitioners to learn a mapping language, or even combine multiple languages, for example requiring to use XPath for XML transformations. In addition, these require Semantic Web practitioners to know the details of the original format (e.g. XML) as well as the target domain ontology.

In this paper, we don’t propose a new language. Instead, we aim at reducing the effort of Semantic Web practitioners in dealing with heterogeneous data sources by providing a generic, domain-independent meta-model as a facade to wrap the original resource and to make it query-able as-if it was RDF. Specifically, we contribute a meta-model and associated algorithm for accessing non-RDF resources as RDF: Facade-X. Our approach can be implemented by overriding the SERVICE operator and does not require to extend the SPARQL syntax. We compare our approach with the state of art methods RML and SPARQL Generate, and show how our solution has lower learning demands and cognitive complexity, and it is cheaper to implement and maintain, while having comparable extensibility and efficiency (in our naive implementation).

In the next section we analyse the key requirements, building also on the work of [15]. In Section 3 we describe our approach for adopting facades for re-engineering resources into RDF and give a formal definition of Facade-X. Section 4 is dedicated to the prototype implementation of the approach in a software named SPARQL Anything. Related work is discussed in Section 5. We compare our approach with state of art methods (RML and SPARQL Generate) in Section 6, before concluding our paper in Section 7.

2 Requirements

The motivation for researching novel ways to transform non-RDF resources into RDF comes from the scenarios under development in the EU H2020 project SPICE: Social Cohesion, Participation, and Inclusion for Cultural Engagement. In this project, a consortium of eleven partners collaborate in developing novel ways for engaging with cultural heritage, relying on a linked data network of resources from museums, social media, and businesses active in the cultural industry. However, the majority of resources involved are not exposed as Linked Data but are released, for example, as CSV, XML, JSON files, or combinations of these formats. In addition, the research activity aims at the design of task-oriented ontologies, producing multiple semantic viewpoints on the resources and their metadata. It is clear how the effort required for transforming resources could constitute a significant cost to the project. In the absence of a strategy to cope with this diversity, content transformation may result in duplication of effort and become a serious bottleneck. Table 1 provides a summary of the requirements. The main requirement is the ability to support users in transforming existing
Table 1: Requirements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Requirement</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Transform</td>
<td>Transform several sources having heterogeneous formats</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Query</td>
<td>Query resources having heterogeneous formats</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Binary</td>
<td>Support the transformation of binary formats</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Embed</td>
<td>Support the embedding of content in RDF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metadata</td>
<td>Support the extraction of metadata embedded in files</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low learning demands</td>
<td>Minimise the tools and languages that need to be learned</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low complexity</td>
<td>Minimise complexity of the queries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meaningful abstraction</td>
<td>Enable focus on data structures rather than implementation details</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explorability</td>
<td>Enable data exploration without premature commitment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workflow</td>
<td>Integrate with a typical Semantic Web engineering workflow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adaptable</td>
<td>Be generic but flexible and adaptable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sustainable</td>
<td>Inform into a software that is easy to implement, maintain, and does not have evident efficiency drawbacks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extendable</td>
<td>Support the addition of an open set of formats</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

non-RDF resources having heterogeneous formats (Transform). In addition, the solution should be able to support cases in which practitioners only need to interrogate the content (Query). A valid approach should be able to cope with binary resources as well as textual formats (Binary). In the cultural heritage domain, metadata files are typically associated to repositories of binary content such as images in various formats. Applications may need to transfer data and metadata in a single operation, embedding the binary content in a data value (Embed) and extracting metadata (Metadata) from the file (from EXIF annotations).

We consider requirements related to usability and adoption. The approach should ideally limit the number of new languages and tools that need to be learned in order to transform and use non-RDF resources (Low learning demands). This can be expected to both encourage adoption and reduce the learning curve for new users. The code that the user is required to develop in order to access the resources should be as simple as possible (Low complexity). The approach should provide the user with a meaningful level of abstraction, enabling them to focus on the the structure of the data (e.g. data rows and hierarchies) rather than the details of how the structure has been implemented (Meaningful abstraction). The approach should support an exploratory way of working in which the user does not have to prematurely commit to a domain ontology before they come to understand the data representation that they require (Explorability). The resulting technology should be easily combined with typical Semantic Web engineering workflow (Workflow). This requirement, already mentioned in [15], is interpreted considering that the solution should rely as much as possible on already existing technologies typically used by our domain users. The approach should allow for a technical solution that is generic but
easily **Adaptable** to user tasks, for example, supporting symbol manipulation, variable assignments, and data type manipulation.

Finally, we look into requirements of software engineering. The approach should be **Sustainable** and inform a software that is easy to implement on top of existing Semantic Web technologies, easy to maintain, and does not have efficiency drawbacks compared to alternative state of the art solutions. Ultimately, the system should be easy to extend (**Extendable**) to support an open ended set of formats.

### 3 An Opinionated Approach

We introduce a novel approach to interrogate non-RDF resources with SPARQL. Our opinion is that the task of transforming resources into RDF should be decoupled in two very different operations: (a) re-engineering, and (b) remodelling. We define **re-engineering** as the task of transforming resources minimising domain considerations, focusing on the meta-model. Instead, remodelling is the transformation of **domain knowledge**, where the original domain model is re-framed into a new one, whose main objective is to add semantics. From this perspective, we propose to solve the re-engineering problem automatically and delegating the remodelling to the RDF-aware user. **How to use RDF to access heterogeneous source formats?** We rely on the notion of facade [14] as "an object that serves as a front-facing interface masking more complex underlying or structural code". Applied to our problem, a facade acts as a generic meta-model allowing (a) to inform the development of transformers from an open ended set of formats, and (b) to generate RDF content in a consistent and predictable way. In what follows, we describe a generic approach that can be used to develop facade-based connectors to heterogeneous file formats. After that, we introduce Facade-X, which is the first of these interfaces, and describe how our facade maps to RDF. Finally, we design a method to inject facades into SPARQL engines. To support the reader, we introduce a guide scenario reusing the data of the Tate Gallery collection, published on GitHub. The repository contains CSV tables with metadata of artworks and artists and a set of JSON files with details about each catalogue record, for example, with the hierarchy of archive subjects. The file `artwork_data.csv` includes metadata of the artworks in the collection such as `id`, `artist`, `artistId`, `title`, `year`, `medium`, and references two external resources: a JSON file with the artwork `subjects` headings and a link to a JPG `thumbnail` image. Our objective is to serve this content to the Semantic Web practitioners for exploration and reuse.

#### 3.1 Resources, data sources, and facades

In this section we give a formal definition of the three components of our approach: resources, data sources, and facades. In addition, we describe how an algorithm can apply these concepts for re-engineering resources in RDF.

---


We consider a resource anything accessible from a URL and distinguish it from its content, that we name data source. The file artwork_data.csv\(^7\) and the image N04858_8.jpg are resources and the CSV and JPG content are data sources. We assume that a resource contains at least one data source\(^8\). A data source can be named with the URL or have a different name\(^9\). We introduce the following predicates and associated axioms, in predicate logic:

\[
\begin{align*}
1 & \quad \text{Resource}(r) \land \text{DataSource}(ds) \land \text{Name}(n) \land \text{includes}(r, ds) \land \text{hasName}(ds, n) \\
2 & \quad r, ds \in N \times G \land \forall r. \text{Resource}(r) \rightarrow \exists ds. \text{includes}(r, ds) \land \text{DataSource}(ds) \\
3 & \quad \forall ds. \text{DataSource}(ds) \rightarrow \exists n. \text{hasName}(ds, n) \land \text{Name}(n) \\
4 & \quad \forall ds. \text{DataSource}(ds) \rightarrow \exists r. \text{Resource}(r) \land \text{includes}(r, ds) \\
5 & \quad \forall ds_{1} \forall ds_{2}. \forall r. \forall n. \forall \text{Name}(n) \land \text{includes}(r, ds_{1}) \land \text{includes}(r, ds_{2}) \land \text{hasName}(ds_{1}, n) \land \text{hasName}(ds_{2}, n) ightarrow ds_{1} = ds_{2} \\
6 & \quad \forall ds_{1} \forall ds_{2}. \forall n. \forall \text{Name}(n) \land \text{includes}(ds_{1}, n) \land \text{hasName}(ds_{2}, n) ightarrow n_{1} = n_{2}
\end{align*}
\]

In addition, we refer to two additional concepts: RDF Graph and RDF Dataset, as specified by RDF 1.1 [3]. We now describe how an algorithm can apply facades to resources to derive RDF datasets capable of answering a given query\(^10\). Let \(Q\) be the set of all possible queries, \(G\) the set of all possible graphs, \(N\) the set of all possible graph names, \(R\) the set of all possible resources and \(DS\) the set of all data sources (found in the resources). We define: (i) \(D\) as a collection of named graphs (i.e. \(D \subseteq N \times G\)); (ii) \(A\) (i.e. the algorithm) as a function that given a resource \((r \in R)\), a facade function \((f \in F)\), and a query \((q \in Q)\), returns a collection of named graphs including the graphs required to answer the query (i.e. one of the possible subsets of \(N \times G\)); (iii) \(F\) is a set of functions where each \(f \in F\) associates a data source from the resource \((ds \in DS)\) and a query \((q \in Q)\) with a graph \(g \in G\), according to a facade. \(A\) and \(F\) can be formally defined as follows:

\[
A : R \times F \times Q \rightarrow 2^{N \times G} \quad F = \{f \mid f : DS \times Q \rightarrow G\}
\]

Additionally, given a query \(q \in Q\), a resource \(r \in R\) and its data sources \(ds \in DS\), we define: (i) \(g_{ds, q}^{*}\) as the graph which contains the minimal (optimal) set of triples required to answer \(q\) on \(ds\); (ii) \(D_{r, q}^{*} = \{(n, g_{ds, q}^{*})\mid \text{includes}(r, ds)\land n \in N\land g_{ds, q}^{*} \in G\}\) as the collection of minimal set of triples required to answer \(q\) on \(r\). It is worth noticing that given a query and a resource neither \(A\) nor any \(f \in F\) has to return an optimal response (i.e. \(D_{r, q}^{*}\) and \(g_{ds, q}^{*}\)), but they can return any super set of the optimum (i.e. any \(g \in G\) such that \(g_{ds, q}^{*} \subseteq g\)). We don’t make any commitment on the underlying implementation of the facade with respect to the resource/data sources, apart from assuming that the resulting dataset will be sufficient, but not necessarily optimal, for answering the query.

\(^7\)Available at https://raw.githubusercontent.com/tategallery/collection/master/artwork_data.csv

\(^8\)In principle, a resource may include multiple data sources, for example, an Excel spreadsheet may include several sheets.

\(^9\)Although resources and data sources can be named with the same string (URL), we consider them different entities in our model.

\(^10\)Note that we are not enforcing a specific algorithm, although we implement one in our experimental evaluation.
3.2 Facade-X

We base the design of Facade-X on the distinction between containers and values. Specifically, we define a container as a set of uniquely identifiable slots, each one of them including either another container or a data value. Slot identifiers (keys) can be either XSD strings (StringKey) or XSD positive integers (NumberKey). The predicate Key is a reification of either an integer or a string, while the predicate Value reifies a string only. Containers can optionally be qualified by a type. In Facade-X, data sources are referred to as root containers. We specify our facade in predicate logic as follows:

In addition, we define relations between the model components, including definitions of domain and range:

We define a set of axioms describing additional properties of the meta-model. Only containers can have a type (but they don’t have to), and there can only be one root container. A slot can have either one container or one value and cannot have both. A slot can be member of one container only and slots of a container are uniquely identified by their key:

The data from our guide scenario can be represented as follows:

Finally, we define mapping rules to RDF, where properties are built using string keys and resources can be either blank nodes or named IRIs:\footnote{The system may allow users to define their own namespace, or reuse the name of the \( ds \), and leave to the underlying machinery to mint IRIs.}
Our model maps into an RDF that mixes lists, type statements, and key-value pairs. Recent work suggests good practices for developing lists in RDF that are efficient to query [5, 6], favouring container membership properties over nested structures to represent lists. We define two namespaces, one for the primitive entity Root and another for minting properties from keys. The Facade-X RDF vocabulary is published at http://sparql.xyz/facade-x/ns/. The above mappings produce the following Facade-X RDF, from our example scenario:

1. \( \text{Root(ds)} \rightarrow \text{Triple(Resource(ds), rdf:type, fx:Root)} \)
2. \( \text{hasSlot(c, s) \land hasKey(s, k) \land StringKey(k) \land hasContainer(s, c1)} \)
3. \( \text{hasSlot(c, s) \land hasKey(s, k) \land IntegerKey(k) \land hasContainer(s, c1)} \)
4. \( \text{hasSlot(c, s) \land hasKey(s, k) \land StringKey(k) \land hasValue(s, v)} \)
5. \( \text{hasSlot(c, s) \land hasKey(s, k) \land IntegerKey(k) \land hasValue(s, v)} \)
6. \( \text{hasType(c, t) \rightarrow \text{Triple(Resource(c, rdf:type, Resource(t))}} \)

3.3 Using facades in SPARQL

The algorithm in Section 3.1 requires as input a URL and returns an RDF dataset as output. We propose to overload the SPARQL SERVICE operator by defining a custom URI-schema, based on the protocol x-sparql-anything, which is intended to behave as a virtual remote endpoint. The related URI-schema supports an open-ended set of parameters specified by the facade implementations available. Options are embedded as key-value pairs, separated by comma. Implementations are expected to either guess the source type from the resource locator or to obtain an indication of the type from the URI schema, for example, with an option "mime-type":

\[ \text{x-sparql-anything:mime-type=application/json; charset=UTF-8,location=} \]

Following our example scenario, users can write a query and select metadata from the CSV file, as well as embed the content of remote JPG thumbnails in the RDF. Multiple SERVICE clauses may integrate data from more files, for example, the JSON with details about artwork subjects. We leave the content of the CONSTRUCT section to be filled by the ontology engineer:

\[ \text{Not all strings are valid IRI local names. Implementations will need to apply heuristics to cope with corner cases in CSV or JSON keys.} \]
4 Implementation to SPARQL Anything

In this section we describe SPARQL Anything which is meant to provide a proof-of-concept of our approach. SPARQL Anything implements a stack of transformers mapped to media types and file extensions. The framework allows the addition of an open-ended set of transformers as Java classes. During execution, a query manager intercepts usage of the SERVICE operator and in case the endpoint URI has the x-sparql-anything protocol, it parses the URI extracting the resource locator and parameters. Default parameters are: mime-type, locator, namespace (to be used when defining RDF resources), and root (to use as the IRI of the root RDF resource, instead of a blank node), and metadata. SPARQL Anything will project an RDF dataset during query execution including the data content and optionally a graph named http://sparql.xyz/facade-x/data/metadata, including file metadata extracted from image files (also in Facade-X). Specific formats may support specific parameters. For example, the Text triplifier supports a regular expression to be used by a tokenizer that splits the content in a list of strings (defaults to the space character). Similarly, the CSV triplifier allows to specify whether to use the first row as headers or only use column indexes. More information on the currently supported formats can be found in the project page\(^\text{13}\).

We validated the generality of Facade-X as a meta-model with relation to the triplifiers currently implemented in SPARQL Anything. We already considered CSV in the guide example. The following JSON example, also derived from the Tate Gallery open data, can be mapped to our model as in the associated listing.

\(^{13}\) http://github.org/sparql-anything/sparql-anything.
Finally, we show how an excerpt from a catalogue record in XML, can be interpreted with our Facade-X (this also applies to HTML):

```
<OGTT hint="OGGETTO"> reperti antropologici ...</OGTD>
<OGTT hint="Tipologia"> reperto osteo-dentario </OGTD>
```

5 Related Work

Related work includes semantic web approaches to content re-engineering, approaches to extending the functionalities of SPARQL, and research on end-user development and human interaction with data.

In ontology engineering, non-ontological resource re-engineering refers to the process of taking an existing resource and transforming it into an ontology [21]. These family of approaches integrate resource transformation within the methodology, where domain knowledge plays a central role. Triplify [2] is one of the first tools aiming at converting sources into RDF in a domain independent way. The approach is based on mapping HTTP URIs to ad-hoc database queries, and rewriting the output of the SQL query into RDF. Other tools are based on the W3C Direct Mapping recommendation [20] for relational databases. Systems are available for automatically transforming data sources of several formats into RDF (Any23\(^\text{14}\), JSON2RDF\(^\text{15}\), CSV2RDF\(^\text{16}\) to name a few). A recent survey
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\(^{14}\) http://any23.apache.org/

\(^{15}\) https://github.com/AtomGraph/JSON2RDF

\(^{16}\) http://clarkparsia.github.io/csv2rdf/
lists systems to lift tabular data [9]. While these tools have a similar goal (i.e. enabling the user to access the content of a data source as if it was in RDF), the (meta)model used for generating the RDF data highly depends on the input format. All these approaches are not interested in the requirement of providing a common useful abstraction to heterogeneous formats. A long history of mapping languages for transforming heterogeneous files into RDF can be considered superseded by RML [8], including a number of approaches for ETL-based transformations [1]. We consider RML as representative of general data integration approaches such as OBDA [24]. This family of solutions are based on a set of declarative mappings. The mapping languages incorporate format-specific query languages (e.g. SQL or XPath) and require the practitioner to have deep knowledge not only of the input data model but also of standard methods used for its processing. Recent work acknowledges how these languages are built with machine-processability in mind [13] and how defining or even understanding the rules is not trivial to users.

We survey approaches to extend SPARQL. A standard method for extending SPARQL is by providing custom functions\textsuperscript{17}, or by using so-called magic properties. This approach defines custom predicates to be used for instructing specific behaviour at query execution. SPARQL-Generate [15] introduces a novel approach for performing data transformation from heterogeneous sources into RDF by extending the SPARQL syntax with new operators [15]: GENERATE, SOURCE, and ITERATOR. Custom functions perform ad-hoc operations on the supported formats, for example, relying on XPath or JSONPath. Other approaches extend SPARQL without changes to the standard syntax. BASIL [7] allows to define parametric queries by enforcing a convention in SPARQL variable names. As a result, SPARQL query templates can be processed with standard query parsers. grlc decorates the query with execution metadata declared in comments [17]. SPARQL Micro-service [18] provides a framework that, on the basis of API mapping specification, wraps web APIs in SPARQL endpoints and uses JSON-LD profile to translate the JSON responses of the API into RDF. In this paper, we follow a similar, minimalist approach and extend SPARQL by overriding the behaviour of the SERVICE operator. We compare our proposal with SPARQL Generate and RML in detail in the evaluation section.

The proposed approach relates to research on end-user development and human interaction with data. End-user development is defined by [16] as "methods, techniques, and tools that allow users of software systems, who are acting as non-professional software developers, at some point to create, modify or extend a software artefact". Many SPARQL users fall into the category of end-user developer. In a survey of SPARQL users, [22] found that although 58% came from the computer science and IT domain, other SPARQL users came from non-IT areas, including social sciences and the humanities. Findings in this area [19] suggest

\textsuperscript{17} ARQ provides a library of custom functions for supporting aggregates such as computing a standard deviation of a collection of values. ARQ functions: https://jena.apache.org/documentation/query/extension.html (accessed 15/12/2020).
that the data with which users work is more often primarily list-based and/or hierarchical rather than tabular. For example, [11] proposes an alternative formulation to spreadsheets in which data is represented as list-of-lists, rather than tables. Our proposal goes in this direction and accounts for recent findings in end-user development research.

6 Evaluation

We conduct a comparative evaluation of SPARQL Anything with respect to the state of art methods RML and SPARQL Generate. First, we analyse in a quantitative way the cognitive complexity of the frameworks. Second, we conduct a performance analysis of the reference implementations. Finally, we discuss the approaches in relation to the requirements elicited in Section 2. Competency questions, queries, experimental data, and code used for the experiment are available on the GitHub repository of the SPARQL Anything project18.

Cognitive Complexity Comparison. We present a quantitative analysis on the cognitive complexity of SPARQL Anything, SPARQL Generate and RML frameworks. One effective measure of complexity is the number of distinct items or variables that need to be combined within a query or expression [10]. Such a measure of complexity has previously been used to explain difficulties in the comprehensibility of Description Logic statements [23]. Specifically, we counted the number of tokens needed for expressing a set of competency questions. We selected four JSON files from the case studies of the SPICE project where each file contains the metadata of artworks of a collection. Each file is organised as a JSON array containing a list of JSON objects (one for each artwork). This simple data structure avoids favouring one approach over the others. Then, an analysis of the schema of the selected resources allowed us to define a set of 12 competency questions (CQs) that were then specified as SPARQL queries or mapping rules according to the language of each framework, in particular:

(i) 8 CQs (named q1-q8), aimed at retrieving data from the sources, were specified as SELECT queries (according to SPARQL Anything and SPARQL Generate); (ii) 4 CQs (named q9-q11), meant for transforming the source data to RDF, were expressed as CONSTRUCT queries (according to SPARQL Anything and SPARQL Generate) or as mapping rules complying with RML. These queries/rules intend to generate a blank node for each artwork and to attach the artwork’s metadata as dataproperties of the node. Finally, we tokenized the queries (by using "\n\t\r", as token delimiters) and we computed the total number of tokens and the number of distinct tokens needed for each queries. By observing the average number of tokens per query we can conclude that RML is very verbose (109.75 tokens) with respect to SPARQL Anything (26.25 tokens) and SPARQL Generate (30.75 tokens) whose verbosity is similar (they differ of the ∼6.5%). However, the average number of distinct tokens per query shows that SPARQL Anything requires less cognitive load than other frameworks. In

18 https://github.com/spice-h2020/SPARQL Anything/tree/main/experiment
fact, while SPARQL Anything required 18.25 distinct tokens, SPARQL Generate needed 25.5 distinct tokens (∼39.72% more) and RML 45.25 distinct tokens (∼150% more).

Performance Comparison. We assessed the performance of three frameworks in generating RDF data. All of the tests described below were run three times and the average time among the three executions is reported. The tests were executed on a MacBook Pro 2020 (CPU: i7 2.3 GHz, RAM: 32GB). Figure 1a shows the time needed for evaluating the SELECT queries q1-q8 and for generating the RDF triples according to the CONSTRUCT queries/mapping rules q9-q12. The three frameworks have comparable performance. We also measured the performance in transforming input of increasing size. To do so, we repeatedly concatenated the data sources in order to obtain a JSON array containing 1M JSON objects and we cut this array at length 10, 100, 1K, 10K and 100K. We ran the query/mapping q12 on these files and we measured the execution time shown in Figure 1b. We observe that for inputs with size smaller than 100K the three frameworks have equivalent performance. With larger inputs, SPARQL Anything is slightly slower than the others. The reason is that, in our naive implementation, the data source is completely transformed and loaded into a RDF dataset in-memory, before the query is evaluated. However, implementations could stream the triples during query execution, or transform the optimal triple set for the query solution, thus achieving better performance on large input. However, we leave this optimisations to future work.

Requirements satisfaction and discussion We discuss the requirements introduced in Section 2.
Transform, Binary, Embed, and Metadata. All the frameworks support users in transforming heterogeneous formats with few differences (a comparison is provided in Table 2). Currently, SPARQL Anything and SPARQL-Generate cover the largest set of input formats. SPARQL-Generate however does not support embedding content (Embed) and extracting metadata from files (Metadata). Both features are not supported by RML, which doesn’t support plain text as well. SPARQL Anything allows users to query spreadsheets, but it is not able to handle relational databases yet\(^\text{19}\). SPARQL Anything is the only tool supporting the extraction of metadata and the embedding of binary content.

Query. In terms of query support, while RML requires data to be transformed first and then uploaded to a SPARQL triple store, SPARQL Anything and SPARQL-Generate enable users to query resources directly.

Low learning demands. SPARQL Generate uses an extension to SPARQL 1.1 to transform source formats into RDF. RML provides an extension to the R2RML vocabulary in order to map source formats into RDF. Therefore either a SPARQL extension or a new mapping language has to be learned to perform the translation. In the case of Façade-X, no new language has to be learned as data can be queried using existing SPARQL 1.1 constructs.

Low complexity. Complexity can be measured as the number of distinct items or variables that need to be combined with the query. In experiments, Façade-X is found to perform favourably in comparison to SPARQL Generate and RML.

Meaningful abstraction. Differently from RML and SPARQL-Generate, which require users to be knowledgeable of the source formats and their query languages (e.g. XPath, JSONPath etc.), Façade-X users can access a resource as if it was an RDF dataset, hence the complexity of the non-RDF languages is completely hidden to them. The cost for this solution is limited to the users which are required to explore the facade that is generated and tweak the configuration via the Façade-X IRI schema.

Explorability. With SPARQL Generate and RML, the user needs to commit to a particular mapping or transformation of the source data into RDF. However, the data representation required to carry out a knowledge intensive task often emerges from working with data and cannot be wholly specified in advance (this is a crucial requirement of our project SPICE). By distinguishing the processes of re-engineering and re-modelling, Façade-X enables the user to avoid prematurely committing to a mapping and rather focus on querying the data within SPARQL, in a domain-independent way.

Workflow. All the technologies considered can in principle be integrated with a typical Semantic Web engineering workflow. However, while we cannot assume that Semantic Web experts have knowledge of RML, XPath, and SPARQL Generate, we can definitely expect knowledge of SPARQL.

Adaptable. All technologies provide a flexible set of methods for data manipulation, sparql.anything relying on plain SPARQL. We make the assumption that

\(^{19}\) However, relational tables can be mapped using an approach similar to CSV and spreadsheets tables. A dedicated component is currently being developed.
SPARQL itself is enough for manipulating variables, content types, and RDF structures. It is an interesting, open research question to investigate content manipulation patterns in the various languages and compare their ability to meet user requirements.

**Extendable and Sustainable.** Our approach can be implemented within existing SPARQL query processors with minimal development effort. Extending SPARQL Anything requires to write a component that exposes a data source format as Facade-X. Facade-X does not need to be encoded in the software but serves as a reference for mapping an open ended set of formats. In contrast, extending SPARQL Generate and RML requires extending the user toolkit to handle the specificity of the formats, exposing to users new functions for querying, filtering, traversing, and so on. In addition, our approach leads to a more sustainable codebase. To give evidence of this statement, we use the tool cloc\(^{20}\) to count the lines of Java code required to implement the core module of SPARQL Generate in Apache Jena (without considering format-specific extensions\(^{21}\)) and the RML implementation in Java\(^{22}\). SPARQL Generate and RML require developing and maintaining 12280 and 7951 lines of Java code, respectively. We developed the prototype implementation of SPARQL Anything with 3842 lines of Java code, including all the currently supported transformers.

## 7 Conclusions

In this paper, we presented an opinionated approach for making non-RDF resources query-able with SPARQL. We contributed a general approach to apply *facades* to content re-engineering and a specific instance of this approach, Facade-X, which defines a general meta-model akin to a *list-of-lists*. We compared our approach with the state of art methods RML and SPARQL Generate and demonstrated how our solution has lower learning demands and cognitive complexity, and it is cheaper to implement and maintain, while having comparable extensibility. Next, we will extend the range of supported formats of SPARQL Anything, including relational databases, Microsoft Office files, and binary content other then images. The approach does not enforce a specific algorithm and leaves open the opportunity of developing alternative strategies for performance optimisation, considering the specificity of the resources, the complexity of the queries, and the computational resources available. Moreover, we will perform a user study for investigating the cognitive implications of using Facade-X as a meta-model with respect to arbitrary RDF, and compare the tools in terms of expressivity and ability to meet user requirements. Finally, other *facades* can be designed as well. It is an interesting research question to investigate content manipulation patterns in alternative facades and evaluate their benefit for content exploration and transformation.

---


\(^{21}\) For SPARQL Generate, we only considered the code included in the submodule sparql-generate-jena.

\(^{22}\) RMLMapper: https://github.com/RMLio/rmlmapper-java.
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Abstract. The last decades have witnessed significant advancements in terms of data generation, management, and maintenance. This has resulted in vast amounts of data becoming available in a variety of forms and formats including RDF. As RDF data is represented as a graph structure, applying machine learning algorithms to extract valuable knowledge and insights from them is not straightforward, especially when the size of the data is enormous. Although Knowledge Graph Embedding models (KGEs) convert the RDF graphs to low-dimensional vector spaces, these vectors often lack the explainability. On the contrary, in this paper, we introduce a generic, distributed, and scalable software framework that is capable of transforming large RDF data into an explainable feature matrix. This matrix can be exploited in many standard machine learning algorithms. Our approach, by exploiting semantic web and big data technologies, is able to extract a variety of existing features by deep traversing a given large RDF graph. The proposed framework is open-source, well-documented, and fully integrated into the active community project Semantic Analytics Stack (SANSA). The experiments on real-world use cases disclose that the extracted features can be successfully used in machine learning tasks like classification and clustering.
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1. Introduction

With the rapidly growing amount of data available on the Internet, it becomes necessary to develop a set of tools to extract meaningful and hidden information from the online data. The Semantic Web enables a structural view of the existing data on the web and provides machine-readable formats [1] as the Resource Description Framework (RDF)2. RDF has been introduced by the World Wide Web Consortium3 as a standard to model the real world in the form of entities and relations between them. RDF data are a collection of triples <subject, predicate, object> which tend to have rich relationships, forming a potentially very large and complex graph-like structure. Figure 1 shows a sample RDF.

1Corresponding Author: Farshad Bakhshanegand Moghaddam, SDA Research Group, University of Bonn, Bonn, Germany; E-mail: farshad.moghaddam@uni-bonn.de
2https://www.w3.org/RDF/
3https://www.w3.org
Currently, many companies in the fields of science, engineering, and business, including bioinformatics, life sciences, business intelligence, and social networks, publish their data in the form of RDF [2,4,5]. In addition, the Linked Open Data Project initiative [3] helped the Semantic Web to gain even more attention in the past decade. Currently, the Linked Open Data (LOD) cloud comprises more than 10,000 datasets available online [6] using the RDF standard. Nowadays, RDF data can have sizes up to billions of triples [7].

Besides this, Machine Learning, a field of discovering how machines can perform tasks without being explicitly programmed to do so, is growing and finding its way in human daily life. Some prominent examples are autonomous driving, face detection, weather forecasting, etc. Recently with the rapid growth of computational power, training machine learning algorithms at scale is getting much more feasible. However, most of the well-known machine learning algorithms for classification, regression, and clustering need to work with a standard representation of data, i.e. a feature matrix. In this format, the data is mostly presented as a 2D matrix, in which rows present the data points and columns indicate the features. Normally, for supervised learning, one (or more) of the columns can be considered as a label (target) for the given row (data point).

Due to the complex graph nature of RDF data, applying standard machine learning algorithms to this data is cumbersome. Although there are efforts in the community to incorporate RDF graphs directly in the machine learning algorithms, they are mostly focused on the structural properties of RDF datasets [4,5,6,7] and offer limited support for RDF literals. Moreover, the challenges in the current big data era (limited computational resources) cause the traditional analytical approaches to mostly fail to operate on large-scale data.

Even though Knowledge Graph Embeddings (KGE) are getting popular as a paradigm to obtain low-dimensional feature representations of Knowledge Graphs (KG),
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4[http://www.openphacts.org](http://www.openphacts.org)
5[https://ontop-vkg.org](https://ontop-vkg.org)
6[http://lodstats.aksw.org/](http://lodstats.aksw.org/)
7[https://www.w3.org/wiki/DataSetRDFDumps](https://www.w3.org/wiki/DataSetRDFDumps)
most of them do not exploit literals in their learning process (an exception is \[8\] for numerical literal values). Moreover, the feature vectors obtained by KGE models are latent features, which are not explainable. Latent embeddings lose locatable information such as the numerical annotation stored in literals, e.g., salary of colleagues, timestamp of buying a certain item, runtime of a movie. The loss of such numeric or timestamp features in multi-modal knowledge graphs need to be avoided in many use cases, especially those that use RDF for data integration and exploiting such features.

To tackle the aforementioned issues, we propose Literal2Feature, a generic, distributed, and scalable software framework which is able to automatically transform a given RDF dataset to a standard feature matrix (also dubbed Prepositionalization) by deep traversing the RDF graph and extracting literals to a given depth. Literal2Feature enables the use of a wide range of machine learning algorithms for the Semantic Web community. The proposed method is able to extract features automatically by creating a SPARQL query to produce the feature matrix. All steps are performed automatically without human intervention (details in Section 3). In addition, Literal2Feature is integrated into the SANSA stack \[9\] and interacts with the different SANSA computational layers. This integration enables sustainability, as SANSA is an actively maintained project, and uses the community ecosystem (mailing list, issue trackers, continuous integration, web-site, etc.). In contrast to KGEs, our proposed approach successfully utilizes literals as extracted features and provides high-level explainability for each feature. Moreover, our approach enables ML practitioners to select the features of interest, based on learning objectives and scenarios.

To summarize, the main contributions of this paper are as follows:

- Introducing a distributed generic framework that can automatically extract semantic features from an RDF graph
- Integrating the approach into the SANSA stack
- Covering the code by unit tests, documenting it in Scala docs \[10\] and providing a tutorial \[11\]
- Making Literal2Feature and the framework open source and publicly available on Github\(^8\)
- Evaluation of the results over multiple datasets on classification and clustering scenarios, and comparing it with similar approaches
- Empirical evaluation of scalability

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: The related work is discussed in Section 2. Literal2Feature workflow, and implementation are detailed in Section 3. The use-cases are discussed in Section 4. Section 5 covers the evaluation of the Literal2Feature and demonstrates the scalability. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section 6.

2. Related Work

This section presents prior related studies on Prepositionalization, Graph Embeddings, and Machine Learning on Semantic Data.

\(^8\)https://github.com/SANSA-Stack/SANSA-Stack
Prepositionalization. In the recent years, a variety of approaches have been proposed for generating features from LOD. Many of these methods assume a manual design of the feature selection mechanism and in most situations these methods require the user to create a SPARQL query to retrieve the features. For instance, LiDDM \[12\] enables the users to specify SPARQL queries for retrieving features from RDF graphs that can be used in various machine learning algorithms. Similarly, an automatic feature generation approach is proposed in [13], where the user has to define the type of features in the form of SPARQL queries. Another approach, RapidMiner\textsuperscript{9} semweb plugin [14] preprocesses RDF data using user-specified SPARQL queries, such that the data can be handled in RapidMiner. Another similar approach is FeGeLOD [15] and its successor, the RapidMiner Linked Open Data Extension [16]. FeGeLOD is an unsupervised approach for enriching data with features derived from LOD. This approach uses six unsupervised feature generation techniques to explore the data and fetches the features.

Our approach differs from the above-mentioned methods since it does not require any predefined SPARQL query to directly extract the features. Moreover, our approach can be scaled horizontally over a cluster of nodes to handle large amounts of data.

Graph Embeddings. Beside the above-mentioned classical methods, our work is also related to graph embeddings such as [17,18,19,20]. Although these approaches convert entities to dense vectors, however, their result is usually not explainable due to latent representations of entities. Moreover, most of them ignore literals in their learning process. RDF2Vec [17] is an approach for learning latent entity representations in RDF graphs. It first converts RDF graphs into sequences of graph random walks and Weisfeiler-Lehman graph kernels, and then adopts CBOW and Skip-gram models on the sequences to build entity representations. TransE [18] is a geometric model that assumes that the tail embeddings are close to the sum of the head and relation embeddings, according to the chosen distance function. DistMult [19] is a matrix factorization model that allows all relation embeddings to be diagonal matrices, which reduces the space of parameters to be learned and results in a relatively easy model to train. SimpLE [20], like DistMult, forces the relation embeddings to be diagonal matrices but extends it by a) associating two different embeddings, \(e_h\) and \(e_t\) with each entity \(e\), depending on whether \(e\) is head or tail b) associating two distinct diagonal matrices, \(r\) and \(r^{-1}\), with each relation \(r\), expressing the relation in its normal and inverse direction.

Our approach differs from the KGE methods, as it only utilizes literals from knowledge graphs to generate the feature vectors while demonstrating a high-level of explainability and relatedness.


Although there are some efforts in the community to incorporate RDF data in machine learning pipelines, however, to the best of our knowledge, Literal2Feature is the first in a row which deeply extracts literals as a feature matrix from the RDF data in a distributed

\textsuperscript{9}http://www.rapidminer.com/
and scalable manner. One may argue that these features can be extracted from the ontologies as well [23]. However, it should be noted that 1) ontologies can be large and not fully used in the data 2) there may not be any ontologies associated with a given RDF data set.

3. Literal2Feature

In this section, we present the system architecture of Literal2Feature. The main goal of the framework is to retrieve literals for each entity based on the predefined graph depth. In other words, Literal2Feature, by deeply traversing the RDF graph, is able to gather literals for each entity up to a predefined level and consider them as a feature vector for the given entity. We believe that literals contain valuable information for each entity which can be used for any subsequent machine learning pipeline. Although other features such as a number of specific predicates (e.g. foaf:knows which can count the number of friends of each person) or existence of a type relation (e.g. a boolean value which is True if a specific type relation exists such as rdf:type dbo:Person) can also be retrieved from an RDF graph, however, in Literal2Feature, we neglect them and only focus on the literals.

Figure 2 shows the high-level system architecture overview. The core section of the framework consists of five main components: 1) Seed Generator 2) Graph Search 3) Path Extractor 4) SPARQL Generator 5) SPARQL Executor. Below, each part is discussed in more detail.

3.1. Components

3.1.1. Seed Generator Component

The input of the system is an RDF graph $\mathcal{G}$ and a set of RDF triples $\mathcal{T}$. The triples define the entities that the user is interested to generate features for. $\mathcal{T}$ will automatically formulate a SELECT SPARQL query which is used to generate only starting points for the deep search. In other words, this query specifies the entities for which the user is interested to extract features for (e.g. in Figure 1, all the persons). By executing the SELECT
query over the given RDF data, the starting points of search (seeds) are generated. These seeds are sorted based on the number of outgoing links. The higher the number of outgoing links, the higher chance of generating more features (see Section 3.1.2). To execute the query, Sparklify [24], a SANSA built-in distributed SPARQL executor is used.

3.1.2. Graph Search Component

The next step executes a graph search algorithm starting from the seed nodes. Without loss of generality, in this framework we use two different strategies, a) full graph search and b) approximated graph search. For the full graph search, we use Breadth-First Search (BFS) [25] to be able to traverse the entire graph. For the approximation, we use Random Walk model [26]. In both approaches, the user will have full control over the depth, the number of walks, and direction of the search (downward, upward). There is a relation between extracted feature completeness and the search execution time with the search strategy. Full graph search is able to extract all the existing features, but the execution time is higher than the random walk model. The three factors that have an impact on the number of extracted features and the execution time are a) the depth of search b) the average branching factor of nodes of the graph c) the number of random walks (only in the Random Walk model). Figure 3 depicts the impact of each factor. It can be seen that most of the parameters have an exponential impact on the full graph search. However, the Random Walk model depicts a linear and logarithmic behavior in terms of time and the number of extracted features.

Each search walk (regardless of the selected search method) generates a path and continues until one of the following conditions occurs:

- Reaching a node which is a literal node
3.1.3. Path Generator Component

By considering the nodes and edge labels (RDF entities and properties) we could generate property paths. Each properties path encodes all needed properties to reach a literal from the given seed node. For example, based on Figure 1, the sequence of John_jr->hasParent->Mary->age encodes the path which can fetch the “age of the mother of John_jr”. Each walk of the search algorithm generates a properties path. Due to the probabilistic nature of the algorithms (in the Random Walk method) and repetition in the RDF graphs, there is a chance of having duplicated paths. The final output of this component is distinct properties paths.

3.1.4. SPARQL Generator Component

By gathering all property paths, ignoring the entities, and only keeping properties, each path is transformed automatically to a SPARQL query. For instance, the above-mentioned example will be transformed to \(-\)hasParent\(-\)->age and then to the following SPARQL query (Listing 1, prefixes have been omitted for simplicity). Due to the data sparsity issue and as all the seeds may not have all the possible properties, each properties-path is wrapped with an \texttt{Optional} block to ensure the successful generation of the final result. To have explanatory names for the projected variables, the prefix part of each RDF property is omitted and after splitting based on underscore character, the last part of each property is selected and concatenated (see Listing 1). These names are human-readable and demonstrate explainability for each feature.

Listing 1: Sample result of the generated SPARQL query

```
SELECT ?person ?hasParent_age WHERE {
  ?person a Person.
  OPTIONAL {
    ?person hasParent ?parent.
    ?parent age ?hasParent_age.
  }
}
```

3.1.5. SPARQL Executor Component

After generating the SPARQL query based on the generated properties paths, we use the built-in SPARQL engine in SANSA to execute the query over the given RDF data. The result of this component is the desired feature matrix. Due to the structure of the graph, the SPARQL query may result in multiple rows for a single entity. Based on Figure 1, this behavior can be seen when we want to extract the age of a parent of John_jr as he has two parents. In such a case, one of the rows is selected randomly and kept for the subsequent machine learning pipeline. In future work, we plan to use other strategies for merging different rows by applying aggregator functions such as taking an average, median, etc.
3.2. Implementation

As the programming language of SANSA is Scala\textsuperscript{10}, we have selected this language and its APIs in Apache Spark to provide the distributed implementation of Literal2Feature. Moreover, we benefit from SANSA IO and Query layers. Technically, Literal2Feature can be divided into the following steps 1) Read RDF data as a data frame 2) generate seeds 3) filter seeds 4) traverse the graph by joining data frames up to a certain depth 5) select paths ending with literals 6) convert the paths to SPARQL 7) execute the SPARQL and output the result, as shown in Figure 4 which depicts the framework execution pipeline.

4. Use Cases

Literal2Feature is a generic tool that can be used in many use cases. To validate this, we develop use case implementations in several domains and projects.

**PLATOON** Digital PLatform and analytic TOOls for eNergy (PLATOON\textsuperscript{11}) is a Horizon 2020 Project aiming to deploy distributed/edge processing and data analytics technologies for optimized real-time energy system management in a simple way for the energy domain. PLATOON uses SANSA Stack as a generic data analytics framework in which Literal2Feature is an integral module in the pipeline. Literal2Feature makes it possible for non-experts to deduce the features and enrich their use case related data.

**Engie** Engie SA\textsuperscript{12} is a French multinational electric utility company that operates in the fields of energy transition, electricity generation and distribution, natural gas, nuclear, renewable energy, and petroleum. Together with Engie we are working on a dataset related to accidents that occurred in France. One of the major challenges is the prediction and classification of the accidents in an effective and scalable manner. In order to perform this task efficiently and effectively, Literal2Feature integrated into SANSA stack is an integral module for classification task.

\textsuperscript{10}https://www.scala-lang.org/

\textsuperscript{11}https://cordis.europa.eu/project/id/872592/de

\textsuperscript{12}https://www.engie.com
5. Experimental Results

In this section, we present two sets of experiments to analyze different aspects of Literal2Feature. In the first experiment, the quality and usefulness of the extracted features will be analyzed over classification and clustering scenarios and in the second experiment, the scalability of the proposed framework will be investigated.

5.1. Experiment A: Assessment of the extracted Features

Literal2Feature can be used in many scenarios, from statistical analysis to classification and clustering. In this section, we analyze the quality of the extracted features for classification and clustering scenarios. To this end, two datasets have been exploited. Engie accident dataset\(^{13}\) and Carcinogenesis dataset \([27]\). The accident dataset contains the data about accidents occurred in France in 2018. The Carcinogenesis dataset contains information about drug molecules and their features. An overview of the datasets is given in Table 1.

5.1.1. Classification

For the above-mentioned datasets, three classification scenarios have been defined as follows (all scenarios are multiclass single-label classification problem):

1. Accident classification based on how dangerous was an accident (4 classes).
2. Accident classification based on which side of the vehicle was shocked in the accident (10 classes).
3. Carcinogenic drugs classification (2 classes)

As a baseline for feature vectors, FeGeLOD \([15]\), RDF2Vec \([17]\), TransE \([18]\), SimpleE \([20]\), and DistMult \([19]\) are selected (KGEs are trained by OpenKE\(^{14}\) on NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080 Ti). For the learning algorithms, we selected Random Forest (RF), Logistic Regression (LR), Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP), and XGBoost (XG)\([28]\) to...
Table 1. Dataset statistics (GT=Ground Truth)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>#Triples</th>
<th>GT</th>
<th>Classification Scenario</th>
<th>Classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accident</td>
<td>N-Triple</td>
<td>5,961,107</td>
<td>57,783</td>
<td>How dangerous is an accident</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Which side of vehicle is shocked</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carcinogenesis</td>
<td>OWL</td>
<td>74,567</td>
<td>298</td>
<td>Is a drug carcinogenesis</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. F1-Measure (macro) evaluation results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>Accident Scenario 1</th>
<th>Accident Scenario 2</th>
<th>Carcinogenesis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FeGeLOD[15]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF</td>
<td>0.17 ± 0.01</td>
<td>0.05 ± 0.001</td>
<td>0.59 ± 0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LR</td>
<td>0.20 ± 0.02</td>
<td>0.05 ± 0.003</td>
<td>0.61 ± 0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLP</td>
<td>0.18 ± 0.01</td>
<td>0.05 ± 0.001</td>
<td>0.58 ± 0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XG</td>
<td>0.18 ± 0.02</td>
<td>0.05 ± 0.004</td>
<td>0.58 ± 0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RDF2Vec[17]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF</td>
<td>0.17 ± 0.004</td>
<td>0.05 ± 0.0001</td>
<td>0.41 ± 0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LR</td>
<td>0.25 ± 0.02</td>
<td>0.07 ± 0.006</td>
<td>0.49 ± 0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLP</td>
<td>0.23 ± 0.02</td>
<td>0.09 ± 0.008</td>
<td>0.51 ± 0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XG</td>
<td>0.23 ± 0.02</td>
<td>0.07 ± 0.006</td>
<td>0.42 ± 0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TransE[18]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF</td>
<td>0.16 ± 0.001</td>
<td>0.05 ± 0.0001</td>
<td>0.52 ± 0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LR</td>
<td>0.17 ± 0.002</td>
<td>0.05 ± 0.001</td>
<td>0.56 ± 0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLP</td>
<td>0.24 ± 0.006</td>
<td>0.08 ± 0.001</td>
<td>0.56 ± 0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XG</td>
<td>0.24 ± 0.005</td>
<td>0.06 ± 0.001</td>
<td>0.51 ± 0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DistMult[19]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF</td>
<td>0.22 ± 0.01</td>
<td>0.05 ± 0.0001</td>
<td>0.50 ± 0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LR</td>
<td>0.22 ± 0.005</td>
<td>0.05 ± 0.001</td>
<td>0.53 ± 0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLP</td>
<td>0.26 ± 0.005</td>
<td>0.09 ± 0.004</td>
<td>0.54 ± 0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XG</td>
<td>0.37 ± 0.04</td>
<td>0.09 ± 0.002</td>
<td>0.58 ± 0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SimplE[20]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF</td>
<td>0.22 ± 0.01</td>
<td>0.05 ± 0.0001</td>
<td>0.45 ± 0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LR</td>
<td>0.23 ± 0.003</td>
<td>0.05 ± 0.001</td>
<td>0.48 ± 0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLP</td>
<td>0.28 ± 0.004</td>
<td>0.09 ± 0.004</td>
<td>0.53 ± 0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XG</td>
<td>0.36 ± 0.03</td>
<td>0.08 ± 0.003</td>
<td>0.50 ± 0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Literal2Feature</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF</td>
<td>0.37 ± 0.007</td>
<td>0.10 ± 0.01</td>
<td>0.57 ± 0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LR</td>
<td>0.41 ± 0.002</td>
<td>0.12 ± 0.005</td>
<td>0.62 ± 0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLP</td>
<td>0.46 ± 0.006</td>
<td>0.21 ± 0.005</td>
<td>0.48 ± 0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XG</td>
<td>0.38 ± 0.18</td>
<td>0.19 ± 0.07</td>
<td>0.53 ± 0.04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

cover a range from decision trees to neural networks. As the accident dataset has imbalanced labels (see Figures 5,6), only F1-measure (macro) is reported. The results are summarised in Table 2. These experiments have been conducted on a single node with an Intel Core i5 CPU and 8GB of RAM. For FeGeLOD, its original default configurations have been preserved, and for KGEs the dimension of vectors has been set to 200. Moreover, all algorithms have been trained using 5-fold cross-validation.

The focus of this experiment is to show the quality of the extracted features and compare it with other approaches. As can be seen, in all cases the extracted features from our proposed framework yield a higher F1 score. For example, in Accident Scenario 1, Literal2Feature achieves 0.46 in comparison to 0.37 for DistMult. The same behavior can be observed in Accident Scenario 2. Here, Literal2Feature achieves 0.21, however, the F1 of all other baselines is less than 0.09. In the Carcinogenesis binary classification scenario, still, Literal2Feature outperforms other methods. Although in this case,
FeGeLOD results are comparable, FeGeLOD achieved 0.61 with 247 extracted features, however, Literal2Feature achieved 0.62 using only 8 extracted features. This reveals that the features extracted by Literal2Feature are more informative and useful.

As a hypothesis, the further we go deeper in the graph, the more likely to find features, but the less trust-worthy and less-relevant the features become. To prove it, we run the classification scenario on the Engie dataset with 4 classes (Accident Scenario 1) with MLP algorithm for the features in different depths. As shown in Figure 7, there is no significant change in F1 after step 3. It indicates that considering the features until the depth of 3 is sufficient and there is no need to consider further features as it can increase the running time of the system without apparent gain.

5.1.2. Clustering

To evaluate the usefulness of the extracted features, we additionally designed a clustering scenario. However, as our datasets have no ground truth for the clustering scenario, we have used Silhouette Coefficient to measure the quality of the clustering results. The Silhouette Coefficient is defined for each sample and is composed of two scores: $a$: The mean distance between a sample and all other points in the same class. $b$: The mean distance between a sample and all other points in the next nearest cluster. The Silhouette Coefficient $s$ for a single sample is then given as:

$$s = \frac{b - a}{\max(a, b)}$$

The Silhouette Coefficient for a set of samples is given as the mean of the Silhouette Coefficient for each sample, and a higher Silhouette Coefficient score relates to a model with better defined clusters. We have selected K-Means to demonstrate clustering results and applied elbow-method to determine the optimal number of clusters, which is set to 4. Table 3 shows the result of the clustering.

As the result depicts, Literal2Feature achieved better clustering for the Engie dataset and obtained comparable results to RDF2Vec for the Carcinogenesis dataset, whereas TransE achieved the best clustering score. The reason why TransE achieves good results in clustering is that TransE is a geometric model and is trained using an objective function to keep the similar entities close.
Table 3. Silhouette Coefficient

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Engie</th>
<th>Carcinogenesis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RDF2Vec</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TransE</td>
<td>0.113</td>
<td>0.669</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SimplE</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DistMult</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>0.009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Literal2Feature</td>
<td><strong>0.133</strong></td>
<td>0.247</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Synthetic Dataset Description

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>#Seeds</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>#Triples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DS 1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6.5 MB</td>
<td>127 K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DS 2</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>2.2 GB</td>
<td>38 M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DS 3</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>4.5 GB</td>
<td>76 M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DS 4</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>9.1 GB</td>
<td>153 M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DS 5</td>
<td>2400</td>
<td>13 GB</td>
<td>306 M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DS 6</td>
<td>6000</td>
<td>47 GB</td>
<td>765 M</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2. Experiment B: Scalability

In this experiment we evaluate the scalability of Literal2Feature by using different data sizes and varying cluster computing setups. To be able to have different sizes of datasets, we implemented an RDF data simulator which generates synthetic RDF graph based on the given depth, branching factor, and number of seeds. Table 4 lists the generated datasets and their characteristics. The branching factor is set to 50, depth to 3, and all literals lie at the leaf node to form a complete tree. Worth to mention that the German DBpedia size is 48GB with 336 M triples, however, as the branching factors of nodes are not fixed and equal in real datasets, we decided to do the experiments on synthetic data which requires more CPU and Memory consumption.

5.2.1. Scalability over number of cores

To adjust the distributed processing power, the number of available cores was regulated. In this experiment, DS 4 is selected as a pilot dataset and the number of cores was increased starting from $2^2 = 4$ up to $2^7 = 128$. The experiments were carried out on a small cluster of 4 nodes (1 master, 3 workers): AMD Opteron(tm) CPU Processor 6376 @ 2300MHz (64 Cores), 256 GB RAM. Moreover, the machines were connected via a Gigabit network. All experiments are executed three times and the average value is reported in the results. Figure 8 shows the scalability over different computing cluster setups. It is clear that increasing the computational power horizontally, decreases the execution time. It should be noted that the runtime does not include the time for data ingestion from the Hadoop file system and SPARQL query execution as we used SANSA’s internal SPARQL engine for SPARQL execution.

In the beginning, by doubling the number of cores, the execution time dramatically decreases almost with the factor of 2. However, by adding more cores, the execution time only slightly decreases. This behavior can be seen due to the overhead of shuffling data between nodes and network latency. The maximum speedup achieved is 6.3x.

5.2.2. Scalability over dataset size

To analyze the scalability over different datasets, we fix the computational power to 64 cores and run the experiments for all datasets introduced in Table 4. By comparing the runtime as shown in Figure 9, we note that the execution time does not increase exponentially. Hence, doubling the size of the dataset does not necessarily increase the execution time with the factor of 2. This behaviour is due to the available resources (memory) and partition size. On the other hand, as expected, it can be noted that the random walk consumes much lesser time as compared to full search, which requires comparatively more resources.
6. Conclusion

In this paper, we introduce Literal2Feature, a generic distributed framework for transforming RDF data into a feature matrix, which can be used in many machine learning algorithms. By providing full control over different hyper-parameters, users will have a substantial level of flexibility in using the framework. Our experiments also showed that the framework can be used to analyze RDF data with existing statistical machine learning pipelines. Moreover, our experiments show that Literal2Feature can be successfully scaled over a cluster of nodes for large amount of data. In future, we plan to exploit more features such as graph topological structure, e.g. number of neighbors, type-related features, etc.. For multiple features with the same property path, we aim to test the application of aggregator functions like average or max, as discussed in Section 3.1.5.
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Abstract. We describe the use of Linguistic Linked Open Data (LLOD) to support a cross-lingual transfer framework for concept detection in online health communities. Our goal is to develop multilingual text analytics as an enabler for analyzing health-related quality of life (HRQoL) from self-reported patient narratives. The framework capitalizes on supervised cross-lingual projection methods, so that labeled training data for a source language are sufficient and are not needed for target languages. Cross-lingual supervision is provided by LLOD lexical resources to learn bilingual word embeddings that are simultaneously tuned to represent an inventory of HRQoL concepts based on the World Health Organization’s quality of life surveys (WHOQOL). We demonstrate that lexicon induction from LLOD resources is a powerful method that yields rich and informative lexical resources for the cross-lingual concept detection task which can outperform existing domain-specific lexica. Furthermore, in a comparative evaluation we find that our models based on bilingual word embeddings exhibit a high degree of complementarity with an approach that integrates machine translation and rule-based extraction algorithms. In a combined configuration, our models rival the performance of state-of-the-art cross-lingual transformers, despite being of considerably lower model complexity.

Keywords. Multilingual Text Analytics, Linguistic Linked Open Data, Bilingual Word Embeddings, Cross-lingual Transformers, Health-related Quality of Life

1. Introduction

Increasingly, multilingual language resources are available as Linguistic Linked Open Data (LLOD) [1] which model relations between resources and include rich metadata with standardized, non-proprietary technologies – a trend which promises to lead to improved multilingual NLP systems. However, how to effectively utilize these resources is...
not self-evident, in particular for specialized domains. One example of such a domain are posts from online health communities, i.e., web fora and similar systems focused on health topics used by patients, caregivers and/or professionals in a wide range of languages. Online health communities are a relevant data source for a range of emerging application areas, such as public health monitoring or evidence generation for regulatory drug approval [2], which entail analysing patients’ experiences beyond clinical trials. A central aspect of these so-called patient-reported outcomes is health-related quality of life (HRQoL) [3].

In this paper, we focus on classifying posts into categories derived from facets of HRQoL as described in the World Health Organization’s quality of life surveys (WHO-QOL) [4], e.g., pain and discomfort, work capacity, financial resources. We approach the problem of predicting HRQoL facets across languages via a multitude of individual binary classifiers trained using a cross-lingual transfer learning framework based on bilingual lexica available as multilingual LLOD. The combination of LLOD and transfer learning is motivated by the flexibility required to predict a large number of HRQoL facets (we consider a total of 19 facets) in a multilingual setting: Transfer learning allows us to train classifiers for different languages based on training data in a single source language, without the need of additional annotated data for each target language. LLOD enables us to leverage a breadth of existing multilingual resources and infer lexica for additional language pairs using implicit links between resources. We demonstrate in the reported experiments that this not only a benefit in terms of flexibility, but also leads to improved performance for our cross-lingual transfer learning approach in comparison to a medical lexicon directly applicable to the evaluated language pair.

In more technical detail, our approach is based on word embeddings and cross-lingual supervision via token-level lexica (supervised bilingual word embeddings). Thus, the training procedure and resulting models are considerably less complex than state-of-the-art cross-lingual zero-shot models, which are based on contextualized representations learnt via pre-training transformer-based language models on massive multilingual corpora. Consequently, we present evaluation results comparing our approach to a language-model-based classifier for the case of transfer from English to French for detection of HRQoL facets in posts from online health communities. We find that our models, when combined with a baseline approach that integrates machine translation and rule-based extraction algorithms, are strong contestants to cross-lingual transformers.

2. Related Work

Given our focus on exploring the factors of effectively applying LLOD resources to cross-lingual transfer learning for text classification, we build on supervised approaches for learning bilingual word representations which are able to incorporate existing seed lexica (cf. [5]), but do not require additional supervision or resources, e.g. parallel or aligned corpora as in early work on cross-lingual transfer [6]. In particular, we adopt workflows for using LLOD in cross-lingual transfer learning based on task-informed, bilingual word embeddings (adopted from bilingual sentiment embeddings [7]) presented in [8] and apply them to a different target language (Spanish vs. French), a much more varied task (HRQoL aspect detection vs. sentiment analysis) and different text genre (online health community posts vs. medical experts’ interview transcripts).
As our research questions imply the availability of applicable lexica, unsupervised or weakly supervised approaches for inducing bilingual word embeddings [9,10,11] are only indirectly relevant to our work. However, we plan to compare against them in future work, especially given that claims of comparable or even superior performance of unsupervised methods (e.g., [12]) have been called into question [13,14], in particular when evaluated on actual downstream tasks instead of bilingual lexicon induction [15].

Since the introduction of the Transformer neural architecture and pre-training via language modelling objectives on massive corpora, cross-lingual representations derived from these models, e.g. multilingual versions of BERT [16] or XLM-R [17], became state-of-the-art on a large number of multilingual problems. This comes, however, with a noticeable added cost in comparison to bilingual word embeddings in terms of model complexity and computational resources, especially during training (cf. [18]). We explore this performance-complexity trade-off by comparing our models based on bilingual word embeddings against a zero-shot cross-lingual classifier based on XLM-R.

Using indirect connections between translation lexica to automatically construct a bilingual lexicon via a pivot language goes at least back to [19]. Lexicon induction techniques using LLOD, and Apertium RDF in particular, were explored in [20,21].

3. Language- and Task-informed Cross-lingual Transfer Learning

Our approach to language- and task-informed transfer learning (LTTL) relies on the framework described in our previous work [8]. Using this architecture based on bilingual word embeddings [7], task-informed bilingual embedding spaces can be learned for any task which can be framed as text classification. Following this idea, we apply LTTL to HRQoL concept detection in this paper.

For training a task-specific model LTTL requires 1) monolingual word embeddings in both the source and target language, 2) ground-truth annotations in the source language, and 3) a bilingual dictionary that maps tokens from the source language to their translations in the target language (see Section 4). Annotations in the target language are required for evaluation only.

During training (Figure 1), word embeddings are looked up for the tokens in each document in the source-language annotated corpus and averaged in order to yield document representations \( \mathbf{a}_S \). A projection matrix \( M_S \) is trained to map \( \mathbf{a}_S \) to a task-specific vector \( \mathbf{z}_S \), which is then passed to a softmax layer to derive the predicted label. By minimizing the cross-entropy loss between the predicted and the annotated labels, \( M_S \) and the parameters of the softmax layer are learnt to produce better task-specific predictions. Simultaneously, for every pair in the bilingual dictionary, we look up their word embeddings in the respective monolingual embedding space and project them using \( M_S \) and \( M_T \) (a corresponding matrix in the target language), respectively. Both matrices are jointly optimized to minimize the Euclidean distance between the projected embeddings in a shared bilingual embedding space, so that the projections from the target language are as close as possible to the projections from the source language for which monolingual task-specific supervision is available.

When using a trained LTTL model to classify a target-language document (Figure 2), we apply the same steps as during training based on target-language embeddings (embedding lookup, averaging, projection, prediction using the softmax layer). The projection
step, however, is calculated using the matrix $M_T$ which was optimized to project target-language embeddings close to the projections from the task-informed, source-language projection matrix $M_S$.

4. Language Resources

In this section we describe the relevant lexical resources used in LTTL. A detailed description of the LLOD pipeline used to generate these resources and the individual processing steps involved is presented in [8]. While our focus is on Apertium RDF as a
bilingual lexicon in this paper, these workflows have the potential of growing the LLOD cloud over time both in terms of data volume and richness of available resources.

4.1. Bilingual Translation Dictionaries

The bilingual lexica used in our experiments contain word-level translation pairs from a source to a target language. Lexica vary in terms of vocabulary size, the type of knowledge provided, origin, and purpose. In our experiments, we selected lexica according to the criteria of domain- and task specificity. Accordingly, broad-coverage, open-domain and medical lexica were used as described below. We deduplicated entries in all lexica during pre-processing.

*Apertium lexica* are very comprehensive open-domain, broad-coverage lexica. Originally, this resource was generated for an open-source machine translation platform [22]. Apertium lexica used in our work were converted into RDF using the FINTAN platform [23] and published as linked data. These lexica contain entries annotated as nouns, proper nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs.

*MeSpEn Glossaries* are lexica specific to the biomedical domain. A total of 46 bilingual medical glossaries for various language pairs are available. The lexica were generated based on hand-crafted glossaries made by professional translators [24].

4.2. Cross-lingual Lexicon Induction

In some cases, bilingual lexica of interest for a given task or domain may not be available for a language pair of interest. In this case, translation pairs can be inferred via triangulation [19]. This approach consists of leveraging available lexical resources in the source language and a pivot language, i.e., a language which has correspondences to the source and target languages, as a means to create a mapping between both. More specifically, we generated a bilingual dictionary for the language pair English-French based on Apertium RDF using Spanish as pivot language as follows: For each entry that links a source language term \(t_S\) to its translation \(t_P\) in the pivot language, if there is an entry linking \(t_P\) to a target language term \(t_T\), a translation from \(t_S\) to \(t_T\) can be inferred and stored in a newly created source-target lexicon. Subsequently, (i) all duplicate entries and (ii) entries with divergent part-of-speech categories in \(t_S\) and \(t_T\) are removed from the resulting lexicon. This induction procedure yields an induced open-domain EN–FR lexicon comprising 15,703 entries; for comparison, the existing MeSpEn Glossary resource comprises 6,571 domain-specific EN–FR entries.

4.3. Monolingual Word Embeddings

In addition to the bilingual lexical resources described above, LTTL also requires monolingual word embeddings. In our experiments, we use publicly available word embed-

---

4. This procedure relies on the PoS information that is integrated into Apertium 2.0 via mapping lexical entries to the LexInfo ontology [8].
5. Data Sets

We use an English–French comparable corpus made up of anonymized posts from several openly accessible medical and health-related online fora to generate and/or annotate training and evaluation data sets for different HRQoL facets. The corpus contains extremely varied, uncontrolled language as the texts are mostly authored by patients and their relatives. This can be observed below for three representative examples from diverse QoL facets, with (a) denoting the original French texts and (b) their English machine-generated translations.

(1) **Sleep and rest** (SR)
   
   (a) *Cetirizine c’est quoi les filles ? Depuis un certain temps je suis insomnie... tisane... chronodorm... mélisse... rien n’y fait*
   
   (b) *What’s Cetrizirine girls? I’ve been having insomnia for some time... herbal tea... chronodorm... lemon balm... nothing helps...*

(2) **Activities of daily living** (DL)

   (a) *Actuellement en arrêt maladie du à mon cancer j’ai de la chimiothérapie à l’hôpital. Les écoles de ma commune ferme je suis incapable de m’occuper de mes enfants.*

   (b) *Currently on hold disease from my cancer I have chemotherapy in the hospital. The schools in my commune are closed I am unable to take care of my children.*

(3) **Body image and appearance** (BA)

   (a) *Je ne veux pas forcément que ça se sache que je suis malade et avec perruque et maquillage je veux passer incognito lol ... car je suis qlq un qui manque bcp de confiance en soi.*

   (b) *But I don’t want him to shout it from the roof-tops at school or anything else because I don’t necessarily want it to be known that I’m sick and with wigs and make-up I want to go incognito lol ... because I’m one who lacks a lot of self-confidence.*

Table 1. Overview of monolingual embeddings used in our current experiments with the LFTL framework.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Embeddings</th>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Vocabulary Size</th>
<th>Vector Dimensions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>google-news</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>open-domain</td>
<td>55,627</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fr-wiki</td>
<td>French</td>
<td>open-domain</td>
<td>2,500,733</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Available from [https://drive.google.com/open?id=1GpyF2h0j8K5KT77y7Aj0DyPgpFc8pMNS](https://drive.google.com/open?id=1GpyF2h0j8K5KT77y7Aj0DyPgpFc8pMNS) and [https://wikipedia2vec.github.io/wikipedia2vec/pretrained/](https://wikipedia2vec.github.io/wikipedia2vec/pretrained/), respectively.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quality of life dimensions</th>
<th>Facets within dimensions</th>
<th>Size of training set</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>positive negative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical health</td>
<td>Energy and Fatigue (EF)</td>
<td>3000 3000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pain and discomfort (PD)</td>
<td>3000 3000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sleep and rest (SR)</td>
<td>707 689</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychological health</td>
<td>Body image and appearance (BA)</td>
<td>1164 1139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Negative feelings (NF)</td>
<td>1464 1428</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Positive feelings (PF)</strong></td>
<td>3000 3000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Thinking, learning, memory and concentration (TM)</td>
<td>380 379</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level of independence</td>
<td>Mobility (MB)</td>
<td>2112 2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Activities of daily living (DA)</td>
<td>842 830</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Work capacity (WO)</strong></td>
<td>606 590</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social relations</td>
<td>Personal relationships (PR)</td>
<td>3000 3000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Sexual activity (SA)</strong></td>
<td>44 44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Social support (SO)</td>
<td>834 813</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environment</td>
<td>Financial resources (FR)</td>
<td>1488 1446</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Health and social care (HC)</td>
<td>1625 1577</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Home environment (HE)</td>
<td>751 745</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Participation in and opportunities for recreation and leisure (RL)</strong></td>
<td>3000 3000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Physical environment (PE)</td>
<td>3000 3000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Transport (TR)</td>
<td>1567 1518</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Overview of QoL dimensions and contained facets with their training data size in terms of number of posts (facets in boldface are part of the manually annotated gold standard)

5.1. English training data

We generate annotation labels for the English data using a rule-based pattern matching engine from the in-house Semalytix technology stack. These rules, in addition to plain text matching, include regular expressions to capture morphological variation, part-of-speech tagging, dependency syntax or knowledge graph type constraints. This rule-based system allows for rapid generation of labeled training data for 19 HRQoL concepts that are in scope in this paper. Data set sizes vary per HRQoL concept depending on the available number of matches produced by the monolingual rules and are capped at 3,000 positive and negative examples per concept (6,000 in total). The resulting English data sets are randomly split into a training and development set (80/20). Table 2 provides an overview of all concepts and their respective data volume.
5.2. French evaluation data (Silver Standard)

In light of the multitude of HRQoL concepts under investigation in this study, we rely on a heuristic label propagation procedure in order to create a large-scale evaluation corpus for validation purposes in the target language. To make use of the described monolingual rule system for texts that are not written in English, the target language texts are algorithmically translated into English via DeepL\(^6\). Thus, the rule engine can be run on the translated texts in the same way as on originally English ones. The resulting concept labels are then propagated back to the target-language documents. An illustration of this process is depicted in Figure 3.

However, it needs to be emphasized that the resulting target language labels were not manually checked for correctness. Hence, even though the underlying rule-based classifiers available for English are optimized for precision, the test collection resulting from this procedure must be considered a silver standard. Again, data set sizes vary depending on the available number of matches. They are capped at 100 positive and 100 negative examples per facet. The French target data sets are used for evaluation exclusively and thus are divided into a development and test set (50/50).

5.3. French evaluation data (Gold Standard)

In the interest of a thorough evaluation of concept detection performance in the target language for at least a subset of concepts, we selected one concept from each QoL domain (highlighted in bold face in Table 2) to create a hand-curated gold standard. These gold standard data sets consist of 100 positive and 100 negative texts samples per HRQoL facet which each were verified to be correct by manual annotation. As the French silver standard data, these data sets are also exclusively used for evaluation and evenly divided into a development and test set (50/50).

\(^6\)https://www.deepl.com/pro?cta=header-pro/
6. Baseline Models based on Machine Translation and Rules

As comparison to our LTTL model, we generate two baseline models based on machine translation in combination with the previously described rule engine (cf. Section 5.1). As illustrated in Figure 4, our approach for Baseline 1 (BL1) is to first extract all rules used in the monolingual rule engine for English for each required concept in the source language (SL). These are then directly translated into the target language (TL) using the DeepL translation API\(^7\). The resulting TL rule sets can subsequently be used as rule-based extractors on the TL test set such that matching documents are classified as positive instances of the respective concept, others as negative ones.

Baseline 2 (BL2) is following a slightly different approach (cf. Figure 5). First the original monolingual rules for each concept are applied to the English training data. Then, all English phrases that match those patterns are extracted and translated into the target language. Subsequently, those extractions (which in comparison to Baseline 1 do not usually contain any regular expressions or other formal constraints) are then used as target language extraction rules and run on the TL test set, analogously to Baseline 1.

7. Evaluation

The experiments reported in this section address the problem of HRQoL concept detection from French online health communities. We simulate a real-world setting in which

\(^7\)This includes a shallow post-processing step to remove broken rule syntax.
no labeled training examples are available in the target language. Therefore, we approach the task in a cross-lingual manner, transferring knowledge that is available in existing models or resources for English to French as target language. Our primary interest is in answering the following research questions:

1. How does cross-lingual concept detection performance via LTTL compare to state-of-the-art cross-lingual transformer architectures?
2. Focusing on the specific lexical resource needs of LTTL, what is the impact of a large, open-domain lexicon induced from Apertium RDF [25] via a pivot language vs. a smaller, biomedical, directly applicable lexicon [26]?
3. How does LTTL concept detection performance differ across HRQoL concepts, i.e., can our approach effectively be applied to a large number of different concepts?

7.1. Experiment 1: Gold Standard Evaluation

7.1.1. Settings.

In a first experiment, we evaluate LTTL against the gold standard described in Section 5.3. For comparison, we obtained results for both baselines BL1 and BL2 introduced in Section 6. Additionally, we explore the setting of combining the LTTL model with each baseline in a sequential way. This was done by first executing LTTL and subsequently feeding all data points (from both the positive and the negative samples) that had been classified as negative by the model into the respective baseline.

Furthermore, we challenge LTTL in another comparison against the state-of-the-art cross-lingual XLM-R model [17]. It is a transformer-based multilingual masked neural language model that is pre-trained for cross-lingual NLP tasks. In our use case, the model is fine-tuned on the English task-specific data and then tested on French evaluation data where it performs zero-shot cross-lingual classification.

7.1.2. Results and Discussion.

Results for this experiment are shown in Table 3 in terms of precision, recall and F1 measure for the positive class. We observe that, for four among the five concepts under investigation, LTTL outperforms both baselines based on machine translation (BL1 and BL2). While both baselines show divergent patterns across concepts (favoring precision on some concepts, recall on others), they are largely complementary with LTTL: With Positive Feelings as an exception, the sequential combinations of LTTL with one of BL1 or BL2 yield a boost in classification performance over LTTL in isolation. Apparently, this blend of cross-lingual word embeddings with cross-lingual rule engineering constitutes an effective approach to the HRQoL concept detection problem. To some extent, this still holds in view of the performance of the neural state-of-the-art XLM-R model, which outperforms LTTL+BL1/2 in three out of five cases, but obtains lower results for Recreation and Leisure and Positive Feelings.

The excellent generalization properties of XLM-R notwithstanding, these results suggest that cross-lingual HRQoL concept detection does not necessarily require the heavy machinery of cross-lingual transformer models in all facets of interest. We argue that, given the much higher model complexity of cross-lingual transformers, architectures based on bilingual word embeddings such as LTTL may pose a practical compro-
mise in many application scenarios. Moreover, we noted in additional experiments not reported here that when using smaller data sets (comparable to the one available for Sexual Activity), the margin between LTTL and XLM-R results becomes much narrower, which might suggest that LLOD-based bilingual word embeddings can cope better with smaller sets of training data. This conjecture requires deeper investigation in future work.

7.2. Experiment 2: Evaluation against Large-scale Silver Standard

7.2.1. Settings.

In a second experiment, we investigate cross-lingual classification performance for all 19 HRQoL concepts summarized in Table 2. We run individual text classification models that are instantiated from LTTL on each of these concepts and evaluate them against the silver standard presented in Section 5.3. Besides enabling a large-scale comparison across this multitude of concepts, this experiment is mainly designed to explore the resource requirements of LLOD-based cross-lingual transfer learning: Given that Aper-tium RDF does not include English–French translations, we induced a bilingual lexicon via the pivot language Spanish. Here, we want to assess the prospects of LLOD-based lexicon induction relative to a readily existing English-French bilingual medical lexicon MeSpEn Glossaries.

7.2.2. Results and Discussion.

Table 4 shows the results of this experiment in terms of F1 measure for the positive class. While LTTL surpasses both baselines for a substantially large number of concepts, only in a minority of cases (4 out of 19) it is conversely outperformed by one of them, with BL1 and BL2 not showing a clear trend to one outperforming the other in the majority of cases. Being designed as precision-oriented extraction rules for English documents,
Table 4. Results for EN–FR concept transfer evaluated on 19 silver standard QoL facets for both baseline models and LTTL, separately and in sequential combination, denoted by F1-measure for the positive class. Abbreviations stem from Table 2. Lexicons refer to the ES single pivot version including PoS information (ES PoS) and the MeSpEn medical glossary (MedGl). Bold results highlight best performance for a given concept.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Facet</th>
<th>BL 1</th>
<th>BL 2</th>
<th>LTTL</th>
<th>LTTL +BL1</th>
<th>LTTL +BL2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ES PoS</td>
<td>MedGl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DA</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td><strong>0.75</strong></td>
<td>0.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BA</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td><strong>0.68</strong></td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EF</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td><strong>0.68</strong></td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FR</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td><strong>0.67</strong></td>
<td>0.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HC</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td><strong>0.67</strong></td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HE</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td><strong>0.74</strong></td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MB</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td><strong>0.74</strong></td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NF</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td><strong>0.56</strong></td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PD</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td><strong>0.74</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.74</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PR</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td><strong>0.82</strong></td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td><strong>0.67</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.67</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PE</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td><strong>0.73</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.73</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PF</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td><strong>0.67</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.67</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RL</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td><strong>0.67</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.74</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA</td>
<td><strong>0.86</strong></td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td><strong>0.83</strong></td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SR</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td><strong>0.72</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.79</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SO</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TM</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TR</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td><strong>0.73</strong></td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WO</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td><strong>0.70</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

most of the baselines still favor precision after being transferred to French: For roughly 90% of the concepts at least one of the baselines shows a noticeably better precision than LTTL. However, apart from a small number of cases, LTTL benefits from a much higher recall, which results in a better overall performance in terms of F1.

Therefore, the strong degree of complementarity between LTTL and BL1/2 observed in Experiment 1 is confirmed in this large-scale setting as well: For the majority of concepts the performance of the LTTL+Baselines combination exceeds LTTL and is among the best configurations. This is the case for about 70% of the tasks, while in 90-95% of them LTTL+BL1/2 performs better or at least equally well as LTTL. Winning results
are obtained by the combined models by a sometimes considerable margin compared to LTTL.

Regarding the different lexicon configurations employed, it becomes evident that the automatically created open-domain lexicon which was induced leveraging LLOD information from Apertium RDF (denoted as ES-PoS in the table) performs better than the directly available medical domain-specific lexicon (denoted as MedGi in the table) in 12 out of 19 concepts. This shows that LLOD-based lexicon induction is a useful flexible process that could potentially be refined further in future work in order to boost performance even more.

8. Summary and Conclusions

We presented LTTL as a language- and task-informed framework for cross-lingual transfer learning. LTTL can be flexibly used in order to induce bilingual task-specific word embeddings as lexical representations for NLP models that are needed for multilingual text classification tasks. Being embedded into an LLOD exploitation pipeline, LTTL is flexibly applicable to different languages and for various tasks, which we demonstrated in this paper for the task of detecting HRQoL concepts from French online health communities.

In the experiments reported, we showed that it can be employed even when a bilingual lexicon for a particular language pair is not readily available, thanks to LLOD-driven lexicon induction via one or more pivot languages. Furthermore, the LTTL model can effectively be combined sequentially with rule-based concepts detectors, resulting in a noticeable increase of classification performance, all while making use of openly available LLOD resources. Comparing LTTL against the state-of-the-art cross-lingual neural language model XLM-R, we find that the HRQoL concept detection task does not necessarily lean itself against the high complexity of transformer-based architectures. In fact, our results suggest that architectures based on bilingual word embeddings such as LTTL may pose a practical compromise for the task at hand in many real-world application contexts. In future work, we plan to exploit the richness of Apertium RDF and other existing LLOD lexical resources in large-scale experiments on lexicon induction. Our goal is to further enhance bilingual dictionaries via multiple pivot languages, with the potential goal of bringing the performance of LTTL even closer to cross-lingual transformers.
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Abstract. Knowledge Graph Question Answering (KGQA) systems are often based on machine learning algorithms, requiring thousands of question-answer pairs as training examples or natural language processing pipelines that need module fine-tuning. In this paper, we present a novel QA approach, dubbed TeBaQA. Our approach learns to answer questions based on graph isomorphisms from basic graph patterns of SPARQL queries. Learning basic graph patterns is efficient due to the small number of possible patterns. This novel paradigm reduces the amount of training data necessary to achieve state-of-the-art performance. TeBaQA also speeds up the domain adaption process by transforming the QA system development task into a much smaller and easier data compilation task. In our evaluation, TeBaQA achieves state-of-the-art performance on QALD-8 and delivers comparable results on QALD-9 and LC-QuAD v1. Additionally, we performed a fine-grained evaluation on complex queries that deal with aggregation and superlative questions as well as an ablation study, highlighting future research challenges.
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1. Introduction

The goal of most Knowledge Graph (KG) Question Answering (QA) systems is to map natural language questions to corresponding SPARQL queries. This process is known as semantic parsing [5] and can be implemented in various ways. A common approach is to utilize query templates (alias graph patterns) with placeholders for relations and entities. The placeholders are then filled with entities and relations extracted from a given natural language question [1,16,26] to generate a SPARQL query, which is finally executed. Semantic parsing assumes that a template can be constructed or chosen to represent a natural language question’s internal structure. Thus, the KGQA task can be reduced to finding a matching template and filling it with entities and relations extracted from the question.

The performance of KGQA systems based on this approach depends heavily on the implemented query templates, which depend on the question’s complexity and the KG’s topology. Consequently, costly hand-crafted templates designed for a particular KG cannot be easily adapted to a new domain.
In this work, we present a novel KGQA engine, dubbed TeBaQA. TeBaQA alleviates manual template generation’s effort by implementing an approach that learns templates from existing KGQA benchmarks. We rely on learning of templates based on isomorphic basic graph patterns.

The goal of TeBaQA is to employ machine learning and feature engineering to learn to classify natural language questions into isomorphic basic graph pattern classes. At execution time, TeBaQA uses this classification to map a question to a basic graph pattern, i.e., a template, which it can fill and augment with semantic information to create the correct SPARQL query.

TeBaQA achieves state-of-the-art performance partially without any manual effort. In contrast to existing solutions, TeBaQA can be easily ported to a new domain using only benchmark datasets, partially proven by our evaluation over different KGs and train-test-sets. We use a best-effort to work with the data at hand instead of either (i) requiring a resource-intensive dataset creation and annotation process to train deep neural networks or (ii) to hand-craft mapping rules for a particular domain. Our contributions can be summarized as follows:

- We present TeBaQA, a QA engine that learns templates from benchmarks based on isomorphic basic graph patterns.
- We describe a greedy yet effective ranking approach for query templates, aiming to detect the best matching template for a given input query.
- We evaluate TeBaQA on several standard KGQA benchmark datasets and unveil choke points and future research directions.

The code is available at https://github.com/dice-group/TeBaQA and a demo of TeBaQA over encyclopedic data can be found at https://tebaqa.demos.dice-research.org/. We also provide an online appendix which contains more details about our algorithms and their evaluations at https://github.com/dice-group/TeBaQA/blob/master/TeBaQA_appendix.pdf.

2. Related Work

The domain of Knowledge Graph Question Answering has gained traction over the last few years. There has been a shift from simple rule-based systems to systems with more complex architectures that can answer questions with varying degrees of complexity. In this section, we provide an overview of the recent work. We begin with approaches that took part in QALD challenge series [29,28,27].

gAnswer2 [35] addresses the translation of natural language to SPARQL as a subgraph matching problem. Following the rule-based paradigm, QAnswer [9] utilizes the semantics embedded in the underlying KG (DBpedia and Wikidata) and employs a combinatorial approach to create SPARQL queries from natural language questions. QAnswer overgenerates possible SPARQL queries and has to learn the correct SPARQL query ranking from large training datasets.

Second, we introduce approaches that rely on templates to answer natural questions over knowledge bases. Hao et al. [15] introduced a pattern-revising QA system for answering simple questions. It relies on pattern extraction and joint fact selection, enhanced by relation detection, for ranking the candidate subject-relation pairs. NEQA [1] is a
template-based KBQA system like TeBaQA, which uses a continuous learning paradigm to answer questions from unseen domains. Apart from using a similarity-based approach for template-matching, it relies on user feedback to improve over time. QUINT [2] also suggests a template learning system that can perform on compositional questions by learning sub-templates. KBQA [7] extracted 27 million templates for 2782 intents and their mappings to KG relations from a QA corpora (Yahoo! Answers). The way these templates are generated and employed differs from that of TeBaQA. NEQA relies on active learning on sub-parts and thereby, possibly misses the semantic connection between question parts. KBQA learns many templates and can hence fail to generalize well to other domains or KB structures.

In 2019, Zheng et al. [34] use structural query pattern, a coarse granular version of SPARQL basic graph patterns which they later augment with different query forms and thus can generate also SPARQL query modifiers. The closest work to ours is by Athreya et al. [3] based on a tree-based RNN to learn different templates on LC-QuAD v1 which the authors directly derive from the LC-QuAD v1 inherent SPARQL templates and thus cannot generalize to other KGs or datasets. CONQUEST [4] is an enterprise KGQA system which also assumes the SPARQL templates are given. It then matches the questions and templates by vectorizing both and training one classifier, namely Gaussian Naïve Bayes.

QAMP [31] is an unsupervised message passing system using a similarly simple approach to information extraction as TeBaQA. QAMP outperforms QAnswer on LC-QuAD v1. Recently, Kapanipathi et al. [17] present a system, dubbed NSQA, which is in pre-print. NSQA is based on a combination of semantic parsing and reasoning. Their modular approach outperforms gAnswer and QAnswer on QALD-9 as well as QAnswer and QAMP on LC-QuAD V1. In contrast to seminal semantic parsing work, e.g., by Berant et al. [5], we assume relatively small training data; thus, learning a generalization via semantic building blocks will not work and consequently learn the whole template on purpose.

Third, there are also other QA approaches which work with neural networks relying on large, templated datasets such as sequence-to-sequence models [24,33]. However, we do not focus on this research direction in this work. We refer the interested reader to extensive surveys and overview papers such as [6,10,16].

3. Approach

TeBaQA is based on isomorphic graph patterns, which can be extracted across different SPARQL queries and hence be used as templates for our KGQA approach. Figure 1 provides an overview of TeBaQA’s architecture and its five main stages:

First, all questions run through a Preprocessing stage to remove semantically irrelevant words and create a set of meaningful n-grams. The Graph-Isomorphism Detection and Template Classification phase uses the training sets to train a classifier based on a natural language question and a SPARQL query by analyzing the basic graph pattern for graph isomorphisms. The main idea is that structurally identical SPARQL queries represent syntactically similar questions. At runtime, a question is classified into a ranked list of SPARQL templates. While Information Extraction, TeBaQA extracts all critical information such as entities, relations and classes from the question and determines the
answer type based on a KG-agnostic set of indexes. In the **Query Building** phase, the extracted information are inserted into the top templates, the SPARQL query type is determined, and query modifiers are added. The resulting SPARQL queries are executed, and their answers are compared with the expected answer type. The subsequent **Ranking** is based on a combination of all information, the natural language question and the returned answers.

In the following, we present each of these steps in more detail. We use DBpedia [18] as reference KG for the sake of simplicity in our description.

In the following, we present each of these steps in more detail. We use DBpedia [18] as reference KG for the sake of simplicity in our description.

![Figure 1. TeBaQA architecture on the running example.](image)

### 3.1. Question Preprocessing

There are often words that do not contribute any information to the answer to natural language questions. Thus, we distinguish semantically relevant and irrelevant n-grams. Irrelevant n-grams can lead to errors that could propagate through the architecture. An example of this is the entity `dbr: The_The`. If the word `The` were to be wrongly associated with this entity every time `the` occurs in a question, the system’s performance would decrease severely. However, irrelevant words are sometimes part of entities, e.g., `dbr: The_Two_Towers`, so we cannot always filter these words. For this reason, we combine up to six neighboring words from the question to n-grams and remove all n-grams that contain stop words only. To identify irrelevant words, we provide a stop word list that contains the most common words of a particular language that are highly unlikely to add semantic value to the sentence. Additionally, TeBaQA distinguishes relevant and irrelevant n-grams using part-of-speech (POS) tags. Only n-grams beginning with JJ, NN or VB POS-tags are considered as relevant. After this preprocessing step, TeBaQA maps the remaining n-grams to entities from DBpedia in the information extraction step.

---

1. `dbr:` is a prefix which stands for [http://dbpedia.org/resource/](http://dbpedia.org/resource/)
3.2. Graph-Isomorphism Detection and Template Classification

TeBaQA classifies a question to determine each isomorphic basic graph pattern (BGP). Since SPARQL is a graph-based query language [21], the structural equality of two SPARQL queries can be determined using an isomorphism. At runtime, TeBaQA can classify incoming questions to find the correct query templates, in which later semantic information can be inserted at runtime.

3.2.1. SPARQL BGP Isomorphism to Create Template Classes:

Using the training datasets, TeBaQA generates one basic graph pattern for each given question and its corresponding SPARQL query, see Figure 2. Subsequently, all isomorphic SPARQL queries are grouped into the same class. Now, each class contains semantically different natural language questions but structurally similar SPARQL queries.

Figure 2. All basic graph patterns used as classes for QALD-8 and QALD-9 which later become templates. Note, the depicted templates contain more than five examples in the training dataset. Our running example, "Who was the doctoral advisor of Albert Einstein?" belongs to template (1).

Theorem 1 (Isomorphism of labeled graphs) Two labeled graphs are isomorphic when a 1:1 relationship and surjective function is present between the nodes of the graphs, wherein the node labels, edge labels, and neighborhood relationships are preserved by the mapping [13].

3.2.2. Question Features and Classification

Next, TeBaQA trains a classifier that uses all questions of an isomorphism class as input to calculate features for this class. A feature vector holds all the information required to make a reliable statement about which question belongs to which class. The features can be seen in Table 1.

The features can be divided into semantic and syntactic features. QuestionWord, EntityPerson and QueryResourceType form the group of semantic features and represent particular content aspects of the question, e.g., persons or specific topics that are mentioned in the question. All other features describe the structure of the question.

Note, other features were investigated, which did not improve the model’s recognition rate. We report these features to aid future research in this area: 1) Cultural Categories: Mainly included music and movies, e.g., Who is the singer on the album The
Table 1. Features to map a question to an isomorphic basic graph pattern.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>QuestionWord</td>
<td>Nominal</td>
<td>Adds the question word (e.g. Who, What, Give) as a feature.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EntityPerson</td>
<td>Boolean</td>
<td>Checks the named entity tags of the sentence to see if any persons are mentioned in it.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NumberOfToken</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>Stores the number of tokens separated by spaces excluding punctuation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QueryResourceType</td>
<td>Nominal</td>
<td>Categorizes the question based on a list of subject areas, e.g., film, music, book or city.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noun</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>Aggregates the number of nouns.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>Indicates how often numbers occur in the question.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verb</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>Aggregates the number of verbs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjective</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
<td>Aggregates the number of adjectives.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comparative</td>
<td>Boolean</td>
<td>Indicates whether comparative adjectives or adverbs are included in the sentence.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TripleCandidates</td>
<td>Numerical</td>
<td>Estimates how many SPARQL triples are needed to answer the question based on the number of verbs, adjectives, and related nouns.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Dark Side of the Moon? and 2) Geographical entities: Questions in which countries or cities occur, as well as where questions, e.g., In which country is Mecca located?

Using features above, it is possible to represent the question Who was the doctoral advisor of Albert Einstein? with the following vector:

\[ <\text{Who, Person, 8, dbo: Person, 1, 0, 1, 0, No Comparative, 1}> \]

TeBaQA trains a statistical classifier using the described features extracted from the input question and the isomorphic basic graph patterns as class labels. A feature vector’s target class can be determined by generating the basic graph pattern for the corresponding SPARQL query and assigning the class, which represents this pattern. An evaluation can be found in Section 4.2.

3.3. Information Extraction

TeBaQA identifies entities, classes, and relations to fill the placeholders of a particular SPARQL template. Since questions are shorter than usual texts, semantic entity linking tools such as DBpedia Spotlight [8] or MAG [20, 19] do not perform correctly due to the lack of semantic context information. For example, in Who was the doctoral advisor of Albert Einstein?, the word Einstein has to be linked to dbr:Albert_Einstein and not to any other person with that name. For this reason, we apply a KB-agnostic search index-based approach to identify entity, relation and class candidates. TeBaQA uses three indexes, which are created before runtime.

3.3.1. Entity Index

The entity index contains all entities from the target knowledge graph. To map an n-gram from the preprocessing step to an entity, TeBaQA queries against the index’s label field. The index contains information about entities, relations and classes connected to the entity at hand.
3.3.2. Relation Index and Class Index

These two indexes contain all OWL classes and relations from a KG. The indexes are used to map n-grams to relations and classes of the ontologies of the KB. TeBaQA additionally indexes hypernyms and synonyms for all relations and classes.²

Consider the question *Who was the doctoral mentor of Einstein?*. DBpedia contains only the relation `dbo:doctoralAdvisor`³ and not `dbp:mentor`⁴. Through the synonym *advisor* of *mentor*, the relation `dbo:doctoralAdvisor` can be determined. This example highlights the lexical and semantic gap between natural language and knowledge graphs.

3.3.3. Disambiguation

By querying the indexes for an n-gram, we get candidates for entities, relations and classes, whose labels contain all tokens of the n-gram. Since a candidate’s label may contain more tokens than the n-gram, we apply a Levenshtein-distance filter of 0.8 on the candidates. All remaining candidates are used to fill a given template.

3.4. Query Building

3.4.1. Template Filling

For filling the templates, we facilitate the information about connected entities and connected relations for the found entities from the entity-index. For the triples in a template, there are two cases:

1.) The triple contains one placeholder for an entity and one placeholder for a relation. In this case, we resort to only the connected relation information from the entity index. An entity candidate \( e \) and a relation candidate \( p \) are combined to a triple \(< e, p, ?v >\) or \(< ?v, p, e >\) if the set of connected relations \( S(e) \) of the entity \( e \) contains \( p \) and if the connected n-grams do not contain each other.

2.) The triple contains only one placeholder for a relation \( p' \). This case only occurs when at least one triple in the template matches case 1. We can utilize these triples to generate matching triples for the given triple. Thus, we query the entity index and search for a set of entities \( S(e') \) connected with the entity \( e \) by the relation \( p \). All connected relations from the entities in \( S(e') \) in the set of relation candidates and whose n-grams do not cover the n-grams of \( e \) and \( p \) are candidates for \( p' \).

Each candidate SPARQL query is checked for consistency with the ontology. In general, there are query patterns that do not contain variables. This case only occurs in ask queries like *Did Socrates influence Aristotle?*. We ignore this case to keep simplicity and aware of the performance impact. To summarize, TeBaQA creates several candidate SPARQL queries per template and thus per question.

²The dictionary can be found at https://github.com/dice-group/NLIWOD/tree/master/qa.annotation/src/main/resources which was previously used by [23]
³`dbo:` stands for http://dbpedia.org/ontology/
⁴`dbp:` stands for http://dbpedia.org/property/
3.4.2. Query Modifiers and Query Types

To translate a question into a semantically equivalent SPARQL query, it is often not enough to recognize the entities, relations or classes in the question and insert them into a SPARQL query. For example, the question *How many children did Benjamin Franklin have?* asks for the number of children and not the concrete list. Thus, we apply a rule-based look-up to add query modifiers and choose a query type. The supported modifiers are *COUNT*, if the question contains keywords like *How many* or *How much*, *Filter* (?x < ?y), if we identify comparatives and *ORDER BY [ASC(?x)|DESC(?x)] LIMIT 1*, if the question contains superlatives. Additionally, we support ASK-type questions, if keywords like *Is* or *Are* are identified.

Note, the templates and their respective basic graph pattern neither contain information about the query type nor information about query modifiers. Thus, TeBaQA generates one SPARQL query per candidate SPARQL query for each cross-product of query type and modifier that is recognized. The outcome is a list of executable queries for each input question.

3.5. Ranking

Since the *conciseness* of an answer plays a decisive role in QA in contrast to full-text search engines, only the answer that corresponds best to the user’s intention should be returned. Thus, all generated SPARQL queries and their corresponding answers are ranked. This ranking is carried out in two steps. First, we filter by 1) the expected answer type of the question in comparison to the actual answer type of the query and by 2) the cardinality of the result set. Second, TeBaQA ranks the quality of the remaining SPARQL queries.

3.5.1. Answer Type and Cardinality Check:

For certain types of answer sets, only those that match the question’s expected answer type are considered for the next ranking step. We empirically analyzed the benchmark datasets and derived a rule-based system for the most common expected answer type and their distinguishing features.

- Temporal questions usually begin with the question word *When*, e.g., *When was the Battle of Gettysburg?*. TeBaQA expects a date as the answer type.
- Decision questions mostly start with a form of *Be, Do or Have*. The possible answer type is boolean.
- Questions that begin with *How much* or *How many* can be answered with numbers. This also includes questions that begin with a combination of the question word *How* and a subsequent adjective such as *How large is the Empire State Building?*

If none of the above rules apply to a question, the result set’s cardinality is checked. There are two cases: First, when several answers are needed to answer a question fully. Consider *Which ingredients do I need for carrot cake?*, if only one answer is found for this question, it can be assumed that it is either wrong or incomplete. Second, when there is only one answer to a question, e.g., *In which UK city are the headquarters of the MI6?*, an answer consisting of several entities would not be correct.
To recognize to which query type (ASK or SELECT) a question belongs, the first noun or the first compound noun after the question word is checked. If they occur in the singular form, a single answer is needed to answer the question. For the above question \textit{In which UK city are the headquarters of the MI6?}, the compound noun would be \textit{UK city}. Since both words occur in the singular, it is assumed that only a single answer is required. If the first noun or group of nouns occurs in the plural, this indicates that the question requires multiple answers. In the question \textit{Which ingredients do I need for carrot cake?}, the decisive word \textit{ingredients} is in the plural.

However, the answer type of question may not be recognized correctly. For instance, if the question is grammatically correct but words whose singular form is identical to the plural form exist, such as \textit{news}, we cannot determine the correct answer type. These issues will be tackled in future research.

3.5.2. Quality Ranking:

For the remaining SPARQL queries, TeBaQA calculates a \textit{rating} based on the sum of the individual scores of the bindings \( B \) and the input question \textit{phrase}. A binding \( B \) is the mapping of entities, relations and classes to placeholders contained in one SPARQL query \( q \). To compute the relatedness factor \( r \), the following factors are taken into account:

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textbf{Annotation Density}: The annotation density measures that the more words from the sentence are linked to an entity, class or relation, the more likely it is that it corresponds to the intention of the user. For the question \textit{What is the alma mater of the chancellor of Germany Angela Merkel?} one candidate query may apply the binding \texttt{dbr:Angela}, while another query applies the binding \texttt{dbr:Angela_Merkel}. The former refers only to the word \textit{Angela}. The latter refers to two words of the sentence: \textit{Angela Merkel} and covers longer parts of the \textit{phrase}.
  
  \item \textbf{Syntactic Similarity}: The syntactic similarity is an indicator of how similar a n-gram of the sentence and the associated binding are. For example, in the question \textit{Who is the author of the interpretation of dreams?} the n-gram \textit{the interpretation of dreams} can be linked with \texttt{dbr:The_Interpretation_of_Dreams} or \texttt{dbr:Great_Book_of_Interpretation_of_Dreams} among others. The former has a smaller Levenshtein distance and a greater syntactic similarity with the selected n-gram.
\end{itemize}

We cover both aspects with the following formulas:

\[ \text{rating} = \sum_{B \in q} r(B, \text{phrase}) \]

\[ r(\text{entity}, \text{phrase}) = |\text{words(phrase)}| - \text{levenshtein\_ratio(label(B), phrase)} \]

After all entities, classes, and relations used in a query have been evaluated and summed up, the rating is corrected down by 30\% if more than 50 results are returned by the query, based on empirical observations in the datasets.
4. Evaluation

4.1. Datasets

We performed the evaluation on the 8th and 9th Question Answering over Linked Data challenge training datasets (QALD-8 train [28] and QALD-9 train [27]), which contain 220 (QALD-8) and 408 (QALD-9) heterogeneous training questions. Additionally, we evaluated on the two LC-QuAD [25,11] datasets with 4000 train and 1000 test questions and 24,000 train and 6,000 test questions, respectively. Across datasets, the questions vary in complexity since they also include comparatives, superlatives, and temporal aggregations. An example of a simple question is *How tall is Amazon Eve?*. A more complex example is *How many companies were founded in the same year as Google?* since it contains a temporal aggregation (*the same year*). We created separate instances of TeBaQA for each of the training datasets and evaluated each instance on the corresponding test dataset.

4.2. Classification Evaluation

For the QALD-8 and QALD-9 datasets, eight classes were identified for each dataset, compare Figure 2. For LC-QuAD v1 and LC-QuAD v2, TeBaQA identified 17 classes for both datasets. Since the two LC-QuAD datasets were constructed for more diversity, the classification is more challenging. Note, we omitted classes with less than five examples in the training dataset. We are aware that we are trading our overall performance for classification accuracy.

To this end, we evaluated a variety of machine learning methods, which required questions to be converted into feature vectors. In particular, we used the QALD-8 and QALD-9 training datasets as our training data and used 10-fold cross-validation to evaluate the computed models. All duplicate questions and questions without SPARQL queries were removed from the training datasets. We tested multiple machine learning algorithms with the WEKA framework5 [12] on our training data using 10-fold cross-validation. To achieve comparable results, TeBaQA uses only the standard configuration of the algorithms. The macro-weighted F-Measure for one fold in cross-validation is calculated from the classes’ F-Measures, weighted according to the size of the class. After that, we calculated the average macro-weighted F-Measure across all folds. On the QALD datasets, the algorithm *RandomizableFilteredClassifier* achieves the highest F-Measures of 0.523964 (QALD-8) and 0.528875 (QALD-9), respectively. On LC-QuAD v1, we achieve a template classification f-measure of 0.400464 and 0.425953 on LC-QuAD v2 using a MultilayerPerceptron. Consequently, we use the best performing classifiers for the end-to-end evaluation.

Similar experiments can be found in Athreya et al.’s work [3]. The authors use a recurrent neural network, i.e., a tree-LSTM, to identify templates in LC-QuAD and achieve an accuracy of 0.828 after merging several template classes manually.

5 https://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/
4.3. GERBIL QA Benchmark

For evaluation, we used the FAIR benchmarking platform GERBIL QA [30] to ensure future reproducibility of the experiments.

Table 2 contains the results of selected Question Answering systems, measured against the QALD-8 and the QALD-9 test benchmarks. We focused on English questions only, as English is supported by all available QA systems at the time of these experiments. The macro value for Precision, Recall and F-Measure was selected. The evaluation was performed with GERBIL version 0.2.3 if possible. We report always the highest numbers if several papers reported numbers and evaluation with GERBIL was not possible.

Table 2. Results of TeBaQA and other state-of-the-art QA systems for multiple datasets. * indicates F-1 measure instead of QALD F-Measure [30]. ** Numbers taken from the corresponding paper.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>KB</th>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>QALD F-Measure</th>
<th>Avg. Time in s</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>gAnswer2 [35]</td>
<td>DBpedia</td>
<td>QALD-8</td>
<td>0.337</td>
<td>0.354</td>
<td>0.440</td>
<td>4.548</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QAnswer [9]</td>
<td>DBpedia</td>
<td>QALD-8</td>
<td>0.452</td>
<td>0.480</td>
<td>0.512</td>
<td>0.446</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zheng et al. [34]**</td>
<td>DBpedia</td>
<td>QALD-8</td>
<td>0.459</td>
<td>0.463</td>
<td>* 0.461</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TeBaQA</td>
<td>DBpedia</td>
<td>QALD-8</td>
<td>0.476</td>
<td>0.488</td>
<td>0.556</td>
<td>28.990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elon [27]</td>
<td>DBpedia</td>
<td>QALD-9</td>
<td>0.049</td>
<td>0.053</td>
<td>0.100</td>
<td>0.219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gAnswer [35]</td>
<td>DBpedia</td>
<td>QALD-9</td>
<td>0.293</td>
<td>0.327</td>
<td>0.430</td>
<td>3.076</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSQA [17]**</td>
<td>DBpedia</td>
<td>QALD-9</td>
<td>0.314</td>
<td>0.322</td>
<td>*0.453</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QAnswer [9]</td>
<td>DBpedia</td>
<td>QALD-9</td>
<td>0.261</td>
<td>0.267</td>
<td>0.289</td>
<td>0.661</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QASystem [27]</td>
<td>DBpedia</td>
<td>QALD-9</td>
<td>0.097</td>
<td>0.116</td>
<td>0.200</td>
<td>1.014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zheng et al. [34]**</td>
<td>DBpedia</td>
<td>QALD-9</td>
<td>0.458</td>
<td>0.471</td>
<td>*0.463</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TeBaQA</td>
<td>DBpedia</td>
<td>QALD-9</td>
<td>0.241</td>
<td>0.245</td>
<td>0.374</td>
<td>5.049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSQA [17]**</td>
<td>DBpedia</td>
<td>LC-QuAD v1</td>
<td>0.382</td>
<td>0.404</td>
<td>*0.383</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QAMP [31]**</td>
<td>DBpedia</td>
<td>LC-QuAD v1</td>
<td>0.250</td>
<td>0.500</td>
<td>*0.330</td>
<td>0.720</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QAnswer [9]</td>
<td>DBpedia</td>
<td>LC-QuAD v1</td>
<td>0.590</td>
<td>0.380</td>
<td>*0.460</td>
<td>1.500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TeBaQA</td>
<td>DBpedia</td>
<td>LC-QuAD v1</td>
<td>0.230</td>
<td>0.229</td>
<td>0.300</td>
<td>36.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TeBaQA</td>
<td>Wikidata</td>
<td>LC-QuAD v2</td>
<td>0.140</td>
<td>0.136</td>
<td>0.227</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

On the QALD-8 benchmark, TeBaQA achieved the best results in terms of F-Measure by 5% QALD F-measure. Our average time is significantly larger than the other reported systems since the ranking mechanism gets activated and then fires several SPARQL queries after the initial null-retrieving SPARQL query.

On QALD-9, TeBaQA is in fourth place with a QALD F-Measure of 0.37. This implies that TeBaQA achieves comparable or partially better results than other semantic QA systems with a wide margin of possible improvements, as shown in the ablation study. QALD-9 is a more challenging benchmark than QALD-8 since it contains many questions that require complex queries with more than two triples. A more in-depth analysis shows that questions from QALD-9 often require complex templates that are not contained in the training queries or have only low support in the training set [14]. This mismatch leads to a high number of misclassifications and explains the limited perfor-

---

6The links to our GERBIL-experiments can be found on our Github page: https://github.com/dice-group/TeBaQA/blob/master/README.md
mance on QALD-9 compared to QALD-8 and, thus, its limited generalization abilities to unseen templates. Although we are not outperforming the state-of-the-art systems on QALD-9, TeBaQA a novel research avenue w.r.t. learning from data.

On the LC-QuAD dataset, which contains the most complex questions, TeBaQA achieves an F-Measure of 0.30. We ran this benchmark only once in our system and had some errors during runtime. We will further investigate the performance on LC-QuAD in our future research. Note, we ran LC-QuAD only once through the system to test our independence of the dataset similar to the methodology of Berant et al. [32].

To the best of our knowledge and after reaching out to the authors of LC-QuAD, we are the first system to evaluate on LC-QuAD v2. Since LC-Quad v2 uses Wikidata instead of DBpedia, we generated separate indexes for the Wikidata KG. The rest of the system remained unchanged. This shows, that TeBaQA can be easily adapted to other Knowledge Graphs.

4.4. SPARQL operation modifiers

The Achilles heel of most QA systems is their inability to deal with SPARQL operation modifiers, e.g., questions involving aggregations or superlatives [22]. In contrast to those other systems, TeBaQA contains functionalities to identify the query type and other modifiers. We analyzed the results of TeBaQA on these benchmark questions and found that TeBaQA was able to answer many of those questions, while other systems like QAnswer and gAnswer fail on this; see supplementary material.

4.5. Ablation Study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>QA System</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>Avg. Time</th>
<th>QALD F-Measure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Perfect classification</td>
<td>0.205</td>
<td>0.210</td>
<td>4.618</td>
<td>0.337</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perfect classification + EL</td>
<td>0.407</td>
<td>0.407</td>
<td>0.355</td>
<td>0.578</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perfect classification + ranking</td>
<td>0.245</td>
<td>0.257</td>
<td>4.029</td>
<td>0.399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perfect EL</td>
<td>0.301</td>
<td>0.317</td>
<td>0.713</td>
<td>0.473</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perfect EL + ranking</td>
<td>0.302</td>
<td>0.320</td>
<td>0.653</td>
<td>0.477</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perfect ranking</td>
<td>0.258</td>
<td>0.270</td>
<td>6.281</td>
<td>0.405</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perfect classification + EL + ranking</td>
<td>0.407</td>
<td>0.407</td>
<td>0.251</td>
<td>0.578</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We performed an ablation study to find the modules of TeBaQA’s pipeline, which influence the end-to-end performance the most. Since the number of possible entities is roughly a magnitude larger than the number of relations and for the sake of experiment time, we omitted to test for perfect relation and class linking.

For the perfect classification experiment, the QALD F-Measure is lower than for the overall system, see Table 2. Investigating the detailed outputs, TeBaQA selects the simple templates containing only one triple more often than the more complex templates because they have more instances, i.e., support, on the QALD-9 train dataset. In many cases, a simple query generates a result set that is a superset of the target result set and, in consequence, decreases the precision.
When TeBaQA fails to fill the correct complex template with the correct entities, the query result set is often disjoint from the target result set. It is also reasonable that TeBaQA fails to fill the more complex templates due to missing or incorrect entity links.

Still, there is a gap in the system, which becomes evident when looking at the perfect classification plus ranking. Ranking gets only activated if the perfect template filled with semantic information does not retrieve any answer. That is, TeBaQA fails to find the correct modifiers or needs to circle through other semantic information candidates.

When the perfect classification is combined with perfect entity linking, the results reach a QALD F-measure of 0.58, which clearly would outperform any other system. The same happens if we add the perfect ranking. The results are the same in both cases because the ranking is most often not triggered since the perfect template is already filled correctly.

The strongest, single influence is the entity linking part, enabling TeBaQA to jump to 0.47 F-measure. We will tackle this challenging module in future work.

Regarding runtime, failing to find the perfect template and then iterating through the ranking, i.e., querying the SPARQL endpoint often, increases the average time needed significantly.

5. Summary and Future Work

We presented TeBaQA, a QA system which learns to map question to SPARQL template mappings using basic graph pattern isomorphisms. TeBaQA significantly eases the domain/KB adoption process as it relies only on a benchmark dataset at its core.

In the future, we will evaluate TeBaQA on more heterogeneous KG benchmarks to identify further choke points. We will also improve the question classification and information extraction by using novel deep learning mechanism.
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Abstract. RDF Stream Processing (RSP) has been proposed as a way of bridging the gap between the Complex Event Processing (CEP) paradigm and the Semantic Web standards. Uncertainty has been recognized as a critical aspect in CEP, but it has received little attention within the context of RSP. In this paper, we investigate the impact of different RSP optimization strategies for uncertainty management. The paper describes (1) an extension of the RSP-QL \(^\star\) data model to capture bind expressions, filter expressions, and uncertainty functions; (2) optimization techniques related to lazy variables and caching of uncertainty functions, and a heuristic for reordering uncertainty filters in query plans; and (3) an evaluation of these strategies in a prototype implementation. The results show that using a lazy variable mechanism for uncertainty functions can improve query execution performance by orders of magnitude while introducing negligible overhead. The results also show that caching uncertainty function results can improve performance under most conditions, but that maintaining this cache can potentially add overhead to the overall query execution process. Finally, the effect of the proposed heuristic on query execution performance was shown to depend on multiple factors, including the selectivity of uncertainty filters, the size of intermediate results, and the cost associated with the evaluation of the uncertainty functions.
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1. Introduction

RDF Stream Processing (RSP) is based on existing Semantic Web standards but extends traditional approaches to support continuous processing of streaming RDF data. While several RSP systems have been inspired by data stream management systems [1,2,3], RSP has also been proposed as a candidate for bringing together the Complex Event Processing (CEP) paradigm and the Semantic Web standards [4,5,6,7] in order to target information integration and stream reasoning. CEP focuses on detecting events from streaming sources, where a high-level event may be viewed as an abstraction of a set of low-level events.

Within the CEP domain, representing and reasoning with uncertainty has been recognized as a critical aspect for dealing with real-world data, which can be imprecise, incomplete, and noisy [8,9,10]. However, within the RSP domain uncertainty has received little attention. In previous work, we evaluated the impact of explicitly managing different uncertainty types in RSP, which showed a need for research on query optimization strategies to improve uncertainty management efficiency [11].
The main contributions of this paper are (1) an extension of the RSP-QL⋆ data model we proposed in [11], to capture the syntax and semantics of uncertainty functions along with filter and bind expressions, (2) two technical optimization strategies for increasing query execution performance, and a heuristic to support reordering of uncertainty filters, and (3) an evaluation of these strategies in a prototype implementation.

The outline of the paper is as follows. Section 2 briefly introduces some basic concepts, and Section 3 extends the syntax and semantics of RSP-QL⋆. Section 4 provides query re-write rules, describes optimization strategies, and provides a heuristic for re-ordering uncertainty filters. Section 5 presents an evaluation of the proposed strategies in a prototype implementation. Finally, Section 6 summarizes the findings and outlines future work.

2. Preliminaries

Uncertainty in CEP can broadly be viewed as belonging to three main types: occurrence uncertainty, attribute uncertainty, and pattern uncertainty [8,9,12]. Variations of these uncertainty types have been modeled and implemented in existing CEP systems to deal with data that may be, e.g., incomplete, imprecise, vague, contradictory, or noisy [8,10]. In this paper, we explicitly focus on issues related to attribute uncertainty.

Attribute uncertainty generally refers to uncertainty about the content of event objects [8,12]. For example, when a sensor reports a value, the true value is usually assumed to be near the reported value but limited by the precision of the sensor and additional factors of the environment. While such uncertainty is often ignored for simplicity it can have important consequences. For example, consider a case where the task is to generate an alert whenever the oxygen concentration in a room falls below 19.5%. Should an alert be generated if the oxygen concentration is reported to be 19.7%? When also considering that the sensor is only accurate to within 1%, or biased towards higher values?

Attribute uncertainty is often expressed as a distribution around a value, typically described as a probability distribution. While there are no standardized formats for representing probability distributions in RDF, in this paper we will use a literal datatype, defined for this purpose in our previous work [11]. The literal datatype is denoted by the URI `rspu:distribution`, and is of the form $f(p_1, p_2, \ldots, p_n)$, where $f$ is a string identifier for a probability distribution type, and every $p_i$ is a floating-point number. For example, a normal distribution with a mean $\mu$ of 19.7 and variance $\sigma^2$ of 1 could be represented using the literal "N(19.7,1)". Similarly, a uniform distribution between 18.7 and 20.7 could be represented as "U(18.7,20.7)".

In order to deal with streaming RDF data, several RSP models and implementations have been proposed over the past decade, and Dell’Aglio et al. defined RSP-QL as a way of unifying the syntax and semantics of these initial proposals [13,14]. The RSP-QL language extends SPARQL 1.1 to enable querying of streaming data by allowing discrete portions of RDF streams to be defined and queried. In earlier work we proposed RSP-QL⋆, which extends RSP-QL to support statement-level annotations as an alternative to RDF reification [15]. Listing 1 provides an example query demonstrating the main features of the RSP-QL⋆ language, leveraging two uncertainty functions described later in Section 3.1. For an in-depth description of the RSP-QL⋆ data model and syntax, the reader is referred to the original paper [15].
REGISTER STREAM <warning/oxygen> COMPUTED EVERY PT10S AS
SELECT ?value
FROM NAMED WINDOW <w> ON <http://stream/oxygen> [RANGE PT10S STEP PT10S]
WHERE {
  WINDOW <w> {
    GRAPH ?g {
      ?o sosa:hasSimpleResult ?value .
      BIND(rspu:add(?unc, ?value) AS ?d)
      FILTER(rspu:greaterThan(?d, 0.195) > 0.90)
    }
  }
}

Listing 1: An RSP-QL⋆ query that passes events to the output stream when the reported oxygen concentration is greater than 19.5% with a probability greater than 0.90. The measurement error is combined with the reported value before being compared with the threshold value.

3. Syntax and Semantics of RSP-QL⋆

RSP extends traditional RDF/SparQL by introducing a time dimension to processing [13]. In RSP-QL, the time dimension is managed via windows that define discrete subsets over RDF streams that can then be queried as regular RDF datasets. RSP-QL⋆ [15] extends RSP-QL by extending it along the lines of RDF⋆/SparQL⋆ [16, 17]. Essentially, RDF⋆ allows RDF triples to be used as subjects and objects in triples, while SparQL⋆ supports the querying of such triples. We use RSP-QL⋆ as the starting point for this work. For the SparQL-specific constructs, we adopt the algebraic SparQL syntax introduced by Pérez et al. [18]. Due to space constraints, we here limit ourselves to presenting only the core concepts of the language and an extension to a subset of the SparQL algebra.

The basic building block of SparQL [19] is a basic graph pattern (BGP), that is, a finite set of triple patterns. A triple pattern is a tuple \((s, p, o) \in (V\cup B\cup I) \times (V\cup I) \times (V\cup B\cup I\cup L)\), where \(V\) is the set of query variables disjoint from \(I\) (all IRIs), \(B\) (all blank nodes) and \(L\) (all literals), respectively. A solution mapping is a partial function that maps query variables to blank nodes, IRIs, or literals \(\eta : V \rightarrow (I\cup B\cup L)\).

RSP-QL⋆ extends triple patterns to support the concept of triple⋆ patterns [17,16], which allow triple patterns to be nested (arbitrarily deep). A triple⋆ pattern is defined recursively as follows: i) any triple pattern is a triple⋆ pattern, and ii) given two triple⋆ patterns \(tp\) and \(tp'\), and \(s \in (I\cup V)\), \(p \in (I\cup V)\), and \(o \in (I\cup L\cup V)\), then \((tp, p, o)\), \((s, p, tp)\), and \((tp, p, tp')\) are triple⋆ patterns. A finite set of triple⋆ patterns is referred to as a \(BGP^*\).

Similarly, the notion of solution mappings is extended to solution⋆ mappings that allow both RDF terms and RDF⋆ triples to be bound to query variables. A solution⋆ mapping is defined as a partial mapping \(\eta : V \rightarrow (T\cup I\cup L)\), where \(T\) is an RDF⋆ triple.

We use the notion of comparison terms to denote the terms that can be used in SparQL built-in conditions. For a complete list of the built-in predicates, we refer the reader to the SparQL specification [19].
Definition 1. Comparison terms are defined recursively as follows:

• a variable is a comparison term,
• a URI is a comparison term,
• a literal is a comparison term,
• if \( f \) denotes a SPARQL built-in predicate \([19]\) and \( x_1, \ldots, x_n \) are comparison terms, then \( f(x_1, \ldots, x_n) \) is a comparison term, and
• if \( f \) is a URI that denotes an uncertainty function defined in Section 3.1 and \( x_1, \ldots, x_n \) are comparison terms, then \( f(x_1, \ldots, x_n) \) is a comparison term.

Definition 2. Built-in conditions are defined recursively as follows:

• if \( x \) and \( y \) are comparison terms, then \( x = \text{true} \), \( x = y \), \( x < y \), \( x \leq y \), \( x > y \), \( x \geq y \), \( x \neq y \) are built-in conditions, and
• if \( c_1 \) and \( c_2 \) are built-in conditions, then \( c_1 \land c_2 \), \( c_1 \lor c_2 \) and \( \neg c_1 \) are built-in conditions.

3.1. Syntax of Uncertainty Functions

We here leverage the set of extension functions for managing probability distributions introduced in our previous work \([11]\). The functions support some useful operations on probability distributions. For these definitions, let \( \mathcal{L}_d \) be the set of all \( \text{rspu:distribution} \) literals and \( \mathcal{L}_n \) be the set of all literals with numeric data types. For every literal \( l \in \mathcal{L}_d \), we write \( \text{val}(l) \) to denote the probability distribution that \( l \) represents, and for every \( l \in \mathcal{L}_n \), \( \text{val}(l) \) denotes the numeric value represented by \( l \).

Definition 3. The URI \text{rspu:add} denotes a function \( f_{\text{add}} \) that, for every \( c_1 \in \mathcal{L}_d \) and \( c_2 \in \mathcal{L}_d \cup \mathcal{L}_n \), returns a literal \( c_3 \in \mathcal{L}_d \) such that \( \text{val}(c_3) \) is the probability distribution obtained by adding \( \text{val}(c_1) \) to \( \text{val}(c_2) \).

Definition 4. The URI \text{rspu:subtract} denotes a function \( f_{\text{subtract}} \) that, for every \( c_1 \in \mathcal{L}_d \) and \( c_2 \in \mathcal{L}_d \cup \mathcal{L}_n \), returns a literal \( c_3 \in \mathcal{L}_d \) such that \( \text{val}(c_3) \) is the probability distribution obtained by subtracting \( \text{val}(c_2) \) from \( \text{val}(c_1) \).

Definition 5. The URI \text{rspu:greaterThan} denotes a function \( f_{\text{greaterThan}} \) that, for every \( c_1 \in \mathcal{L}_d \) and \( c_2 \in \mathcal{L}_d \cup \mathcal{L}_n \), returns a literal \( c_3 \in \mathcal{L}_n \) such that \( \text{val}(c_3) \) is the probability that \( \text{val}(c_1) \) is greater than \( \text{val}(c_2) \).

Definition 6. The URI \text{rspu:lessThan} denotes a function \( f_{\text{lessThan}} \) that, for every \( c_1 \in \mathcal{L}_d \) and \( c_2 \in \mathcal{L}_d \cup \mathcal{L}_n \), returns a literal \( c_3 \in \mathcal{L}_n \) such that \( \text{val}(c_3) \) is the probability that \( \text{val}(c_1) \) is less than \( \text{val}(c_2) \).

Definition 7. The URI \text{rspu:between} denotes a function \( f_{\text{between}} \) that, for every \( c_1 \in \mathcal{L}_d \) and \( c_2, c_3 \in \mathcal{L}_d \cup \mathcal{L}_n \), returns a literal \( c_4 \in \mathcal{L}_n \) such that \( \text{val}(c_4) \) is the probability that \( \text{val}(c_1) \) is greater than \( \text{val}(c_2) \) and less than \( \text{val}(c_3) \).
3.2. Syntax of RSP-QL*

RSP-QL* extends RSP-QL to support all the forms of graph patterns that have been introduced for SPARQL and SPARQL* [15]. For brevity, we here cover only the core constructs of the language. An RSP-QL* query consists of two parts: an RSP-QL* pattern, and a set of window declarations associated with IRIs that serve as names for the corresponding windows in the query.

Definition 8. An RSP-QL* pattern is defined recursively as follows:

- Any BGP is an RSP-QL* pattern.
- If \( n \in (V \cup I) \) and \( P \) is an RSP-QL* pattern, then (WINDOW \( n \) \( P \)) and (GRAPH \( n \) \( P \)) are RSP-QL* patterns.
- If \( P_1 \) and \( P_2 \) are RSP-QL* patterns, then (\( P_1 \) AND \( P_2 \)), (\( P_1 \) OPT \( P_2 \)), and (\( P_1 \) UNION \( P_2 \)) are RSP-QL* patterns.
- If \( P \) is an RSP-QL* pattern and \( R \) is a built-in condition, then the expression (\( P \) FILTER \( R \)) is an RSP-QL* pattern.
- If \( P \) is an RSP-QL* pattern, \( C \) is a comparison term and \(?v\) is a variable that neither occurs in \( P \) nor in \( C \), then (\( P \) BIND \(?v\) \( C \)) is an RSP-QL* pattern.

Definition 9. A window declaration is a tuple \((uS, \alpha, \beta, \tau_0)\) where \( uS \in I \) is an IRI (representing the name of a named RDF* stream), \( \alpha \) is a time duration (representing a window width), \( \beta \) is a time duration (representing a slide parameter), and \( \tau_0 \) is a timestamp (representing a start time).

Definition 10. An RSP-QL* query is a pair \((\omega, P)\) where \( \omega \) is a partial function that maps some IRIs in \( I \) to window declarations, and \( P \) is an RSP-QL* pattern such that for every sub-pattern (WINDOW \( n \) \( P' \)) in \( P \) it holds that if \( n \in I \), then \( \omega \) is defined for \( n \), i.e., \( n \in \text{dom}(\omega) \).

3.3. Semantics of RSP-QL*

The semantics of RSP-QL* has been described in previous work [15], but is here extended to cover the notions of comparison terms (cf. Definition 1), bind expressions, and filter expressions. The standard notions of compatibility, merging, and application of solution mappings in SPARQL are adapted for solution* mappings as follows.

Definition 11. Two solution* mappings \( \eta \), \( \eta' \) are compatible, denoted \( \eta \sim \eta' \), if \( \eta(?v) = \eta'(?v) \) for every variable \(?v\) \( \in \text{dom}(\eta) \cap \text{dom}(\eta') \).

Definition 12. The merge of two compatible solution* mappings \( \eta \) and \( \eta' \), denoted by \( \eta \cup \eta' \), is a solution* mapping \( \eta'' \) with the following three properties:

- \( \text{dom}(\eta'') = \text{dom}(\eta) \cup \text{dom}(\eta') \),
- \( \eta''(?v) = \eta(?v) \) for all \(?v\) \( \in \text{dom}(\eta) \), and
- \( \eta''(?v) = \eta'(?v) \) for all \(?v\) \( \in \text{dom}(\eta') \setminus \text{dom}(\eta) \).

Definition 13. The application of a solution* mapping \( \eta \) to an RSP-QL* pattern \( P \), denoted by \( \eta[P] \), is the RSP-QL* pattern obtained by replacing all variables in \( P \) according to \( \eta \).
Next, we define the evaluation function for comparison terms, with respect to a given solution mapping. This can be regarded as a lifting of the definitions of comparison terms and uncertainty functions into the SPARQL context.

**Definition 14.** Let \( \text{eval}(c, \eta) \) denote the evaluation function of a comparison term \( c \) given a solution mapping \( \eta \):

- if \( c \) is a variable and \( c \in \text{dom}(\eta) \), then \( \text{eval}(c, \eta) \) is \( \eta(c) \);
- if \( c \) is a URI or a literal, then \( \text{eval}(c, \eta) \) is \( c \);
- if \( c \) is of the form \( f(c_1, \ldots, c_n) \) where \( f \) denotes a SPARQL built-in predicate and \( c_i \) are comparison terms, then \( \text{eval}(c, \eta) \) is \( f(\text{eval}(c_1, \eta), \ldots, \text{eval}(c_n, \eta)) \), where \( f \) is evaluated according to the SPARQL specification [19];
- if \( c \) is of the form \( \text{rspu:add}(c_1, c_2) \) such that \( \text{eval}(c_1, \eta) \in \mathcal{L}_d \) and \( \text{eval}(c_2, \eta) \in \mathcal{L}_d \cup \mathcal{L}_n \), then return \( \text{f}_{\text{add}}(\text{eval}(c_1, \eta), \text{eval}(c_2, \eta)) \);
- if \( c \) is of the form \( \text{rspu:subtract}(c_1, c_2) \) such that \( \text{eval}(c_1, \eta) \in \mathcal{L}_d \) and \( \text{eval}(c_2, \eta) \in \mathcal{L}_d \cup \mathcal{L}_n \), then return \( \text{f}_{\text{subtract}}(\text{eval}(c_1, \eta), \text{eval}(c_2, \eta)) \);
- if \( c \) is of the form \( \text{rspu:greaterThan}(c_1, c_2) \) such that \( \text{eval}(c_1, \eta) \in \mathcal{L}_d \) and \( \text{eval}(c_2, \eta) \in \mathcal{L}_d \cup \mathcal{L}_n \), then return \( \text{f}_{\text{greaterThan}}(\text{eval}(c_1, \eta), \text{eval}(c_2, \eta)) \);
- if \( c \) is of the form \( \text{rspu:lessThan}(c_1, c_2) \) such that \( \text{eval}(c_1, \eta) \in \mathcal{L}_d \) and \( \text{eval}(c_2, \eta) \in \mathcal{L}_d \cup \mathcal{L}_n \), then return \( \text{f}_{\text{lessThan}}(\text{eval}(c_1, \eta), \text{eval}(c_2, \eta)) \);
- if \( c \) is of the form \( \text{rspu:between}(c_1, c_2, c_3) \) such that \( \text{eval}(c_1, \eta) \in \mathcal{L}_d \), \( \text{eval}(c_2, \eta) \in \mathcal{L}_d \cup \mathcal{L}_n \), and \( \text{eval}(c_3, \eta) \in \mathcal{L}_d \cup \mathcal{L}_n \), then return \( \text{f}_{\text{between}}(\text{eval}(c_1, \eta), \text{eval}(c_2, \eta), \text{eval}(c_3, \eta)) \);
- else return an error.

Finally, let \( \text{filter}(R, \eta) \) be the evaluation function for the built-in condition \( R \) w.r.t. to the solution mapping \( \eta \) if the evaluation of the constraint is true. That is, a filter condition eliminates any solutions that, when substituted into the expression, either result in an effective boolean value of false or produce an error. For a complete definition of the evaluation of SPARQL built-in conditions we refer the reader to the work of Pérez et al. [18] and the SPARQL specification [19]. The corresponding algebraic operations \( \text{join} (\times) \), \( \text{union} (\cup) \), \( \text{difference} (\setminus) \), \( \text{left join} (\bowtie) \), \( \text{projection} (\pi) \), \( \text{selection} (\sigma) \), and \( \text{bind} (\rho) \) are then defined as follows.

**Definition 15.** Let \( \Omega, \Omega_1, \text{ and } \Omega_2 \) be sets of solution mappings, \( S \subseteq V \) be a finite set of variables, \( R \) denote a built-in condition, and \( \eta_0 \) be the empty solution mapping (i.e., \( \text{dom}(\eta_0) = \emptyset \)).

\[
\begin{align*}
\Omega_1 \times \Omega_2 &= \{ \eta_1 \cup \eta_2 \mid \eta_1 \in \Omega_1, \eta_2 \in \Omega_2, \eta_1 \sim \eta_2 \} \\
\Omega_1 \cup \Omega_2 &= \{ \eta \mid \eta \in \Omega_1 \text{ or } \eta \in \Omega_2 \} \\
\Omega_1 \setminus \Omega_2 &= \{ \eta \in \Omega_1 \mid \text{ for all } \eta' \in \Omega_2, \eta \neq \eta' \} \\
\Omega_1 \bowtie \Omega_2 &= (\Omega_1 \times \Omega_2) \cup (\Omega_1 \setminus \Omega_2) \\
\pi_S(\Omega) &= \{ \eta \mid \exists \eta' \in \Omega : \eta \text{ is a restriction of } \eta' \text{ to the variables in } S \} \\
\sigma_R(\Omega) &= \{ \eta \in \Omega \mid \eta \text{ satisfies } R \} \\
\rho_{\gamma \cdash C}(\Omega) &= \{ \eta \cup \eta' \mid \eta \in \Omega, ?v \notin \text{dom}(\eta), \text{ and } \eta' = \eta_0 \text{ if } \text{eval}(C, \eta) \text{ returns an error, otherwise } \text{dom}(\eta') = \{ ?v \} \text{ and } \eta'(?v) = \text{eval}(C, \eta) \}.
\end{align*}
\]

Based on the definitions of the algebra operators above, RSP-QL* patterns are evaluated over a background dataset and a set of named windows at a given timestamp.
Definition 16. Let \( W \) be a partial function that maps some IRIs in \( \mathcal{I} \) to a window over some RDF\(^*\) stream, respectively, and \( P \) be an RSP-QL\(^*\) pattern such that for every sub-pattern (WINDOW \( n \) \( P \)) in \( P \) with \( n \in \mathcal{I} \), it holds that \( W \) is defined for \( n \), i.e., \( n \in \text{dom}(W) \). Furthermore, let \( D \) be an RDF\(^*\) dataset, \( G \) be an RDF\(^*\) graph, and \( \tau \) be a timestamp. Then, the evaluation of \( P \) over \( D \) and \( W \) at \( \tau \) with \( G \), denoted by \([P]^{D,W,\tau}_G\), is defined recursively as follows:

1. If \( P \) is the empty BGP\(^*\), then \([P]^{D,W,\tau}_G = \{ \eta_0 \} \) where \( \eta_0 \) is the empty solution\(^*\) mapping (i.e., \( \text{dom}(\eta_0) = \emptyset \)).
2. If \( P \) is a non-empty BGP\(^*\), then \([P]^{D,W,\tau}_G = \{ \eta \mid \text{dom}(\eta) = \text{var}(P) \text{ and } \eta[P] \in G \} \) where \( \text{var}(P) \) denotes the set of variables occurring in \( P \).
3. If \( P \) is (GRAPH \( u \) \( P \)), then \([P]^{D,W,\tau}_G = [P]^{D,W,\tau}_G \) where \( \langle u, G' \rangle \in D \).
4. If \( P \) is (GRAPH \( \neg \) \( P \)), then \([P]^{D,W,\tau}_G = \bigcup_{\langle u, G' \rangle \in D} \big[ \text{GRAPH } u \ P' \big]^{D,W,\tau}_G \).
5. If \( P \) is (WINDOW \( u \) \( P \)), then \([P]^{D,W,\tau}_G = [P]^{D_S(W),\emptyset,\emptyset}_G \) where \( W = W(u) \) and \( G' \) is the default graph of the window dataset denoted by \( D_S(W) \).
6. If \( P \) is (WINDOW \? \( P \)), then \([P]^{D,W,\tau}_G = \bigcup_{\langle u,G \rangle \in \text{dom}(W)} \big[ \text{WINDOW } u \ P' \big]^{D,W,\tau}_G \).
7. If \( P \) is (\( P \) AND \( P \)), then \([P]^{D,W,\tau}_G = [P_1]^{D,W,\tau}_G \times [P_2]^{D,W,\tau}_G \).
8. If \( P \) is (\( P \) UNION \( P \)), then \([P]^{D,W,\tau}_G = [P_1]^{D,W,\tau}_G \cup [P_2]^{D,W,\tau}_G \).
9. If \( P \) is (\( P \) OPT \( P \)), then \([P]^{D,W,\tau}_G = [P_1]^{D,W,\tau}_G \times [P_2]^{D,W,\tau}_G \).
10. If \( P \) is (\( P \) FILTER \( \gamma \)), then \([P]^{D,W,\tau}_G = \sigma_\gamma([P]^{D,W,\tau}_G) \).
11. If \( P \) is (\( P \) BIND\( \gamma \), \( C \)), then \([P]^{D,W,\tau}_G = \rho_{\gamma,C}([P]^{D,W,\tau}_G) \).

It remains to define the semantics of RSP-QL\(^*\) queries, which contain window declarations in addition to an RSP-QL\(^*\) pattern (cf. Definition 10).

Definition 17. Let \( S \) be a finite set of named RDF\(^*\) streams and \( q = (\omega, P) \) be an RSP-QL\(^*\) query such that for every IRI \( \omega_\delta \in \text{dom}(\omega) \) there exists a named RDF\(^*\) stream \((\omega_\delta, S) \in S \). Furthermore, let \( D \) be an RDF\(^*\) dataset and \( \tau \) be a timestamp. The evaluation of \( q \) over \( D \) and \( S \) at \( \tau \), denoted by \([q]^{D,S,\tau}_G\), is defined as \([q]^{D,S,\tau}_G = [P]^{D,W,\tau}_G \) where \( G \) is the default graph of \( D \) and \( W \) is a partial function such that \( \text{dom}(W) = \text{dom}(\omega) \) and for every IRI \( u \in \text{dom}(W) \) it holds that \( W(u) \) is the time-based window \( W(\langle \omega, S \rangle) \) with \( (\omega_\delta, S) \in S, (\omega_\delta, B, v_0) = \omega(u) \) and \( x = v_0 + \alpha + \beta \times i \) for the greatest possible value of \( i \in \mathbb{N} \) for which \( x < \tau \).
Table 1. Algebraic equivalence rules or RSP-QL∗. P, P₁ and P₂ are RSP-QL∗ patterns, R, R₁ and R₂ are built-in conditions, n is a URI or variable, and C is a comparison term.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>I. Associativity, Commutativity, Distributivity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[(P₁ UNION P₂) UNION P₃ \equiv (P₁ UNION (P₂ UNION P₃))] (UAss)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[(P₁ AND P₂) AND P₃ \equiv (P₁ AND (P₂ AND P₃))] (JAss)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[(P₁ UNION P₂) \equiv (P₂ UNION P₁)] (UComm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[(P₁ AND P₂) \equiv (P₂ AND P₁)] (JComm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[(P₁ UNION P₂) AND P₃ \equiv ((P₁ AND P₂) UNION (P₃ AND P₂))] (JUDistR)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[(P₁ UNION P₂) OPT P₃ \equiv ((P₁ OPT P₂) UNION (P₃ OPT P₂))] (LUDistR)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>II. Filter decomposition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[(P FILTER R₁ \land R₂) \equiv ((P FILTER R₁) FILTER R₂)] (FDecompI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[(P FILTER R₁ \lor R₂) \equiv ((P FILTER R₁) UNION (P FILTER R₂))] (FDecompII)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[(P FILTER R₁ \land R₂) \equiv (P FILTER R₁ \land R₂)] (FRecordI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[(P FILTER R₁ \lor R₂) \equiv (P FILTER R₁ \lor R₂)] (FRecordII)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>III. Filter pushing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[(P₁ UNION P₂) FILTER R \equiv ((P₁ FILTER R) UNION (P₂ FILTER R))] (FUPush)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[(P₁ AND P₂) FILTER R \equiv ((P₁ FILTER R) AND P₂)] (FIPush)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[(P₁ OPT P₂) FILTER R \equiv ((P₁ FILTER R) OPT P₂)] (FLPush)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[(P₁ UNION P₂) FILTER R \equiv ((P₁ FILTER R) UNION (P₂ FILTER R))] (FWPush)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IV. Bind pushing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[(GRAPH n (P BIND v, C)) \equiv ((GRAPH n P) BIND v, C)] (BGPush)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[(WINDOW n (P BIND v, C)) \equiv ((WINDOW n P) BIND v, C)] (BWPush)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[(P₁ AND P₂) BIND v, C \equiv ((P₁ BIND v, C) AND P₂)] (BPush)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[(P₁ OPT P₂) BIND v, C \equiv ((P₁ BIND v, C) OPT P₂)] (BLPush)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

sions. Group II and III contain rules for the manipulation of filters, including filter decomposition, filter reordering, and filter pushing. The final rule in group III has been defined as part of this work and shows how filter pushing may be applied for window patterns. Group IV includes additional equivalence rules for pushing bind expressions, where $BGPush$ and $BWPush$ have been defined as part of this work.

Following the notation used by Schmidt et al. [20], we write $cVars(P)$ to denote the subset of variables that are certain to be bound when evaluating the pattern $P$, and use $pVars(P)$ to represent the set of variables that are possibly bound when evaluating the pattern $P$. By $vars(x)$ we denote the set of variables occurring in $x$, where $x$ is either a built-in condition, a comparison term, or an RSP-QL∗ pattern.

4.1. Query Optimization

SPARQL queries are built up around triple patterns, which result in a large number of join operations. In SPARQL, these joins generally dominate the query execution time, and optimizing queries with respect to these joins has received considerable attention in literature [21,22]. Many of the heuristics that have been proposed for SPARQL can also be applied for RSP-QL∗ queries, such as triple pattern reordering based on variable counting. We use the most common heuristics proposed for SPARQL to provide a baseline in this work, and we assume that data is stored in triple tables (or some similar structure) that provide fast index-based access to stored RDF∗ data for each possible order of
subject, predicate, and object (i.e., spo, sop, ps, pos, osp, and ops). Below, we describe the heuristics considered in this work.

**H1:** Triple patterns should be ordered based on their selectivity, i.e., based on how likely they are to produce smaller intermediate results [21,22]. Given the position and the number of variables in a triple pattern, we use the following order starting from the most selective: \((s,p,o) \prec (s,?,o) \prec (?,p,o) \prec (?,?,o) \prec (s,?,?) \prec (s,p,?) \prec (?)^n\). We consider a nested triple pattern to be a variable if it contains at least one variable.

**H2:** Graph patterns should be ordered based on their selectivity. A triple pattern evaluated over a specific named graph has higher selectivity than one executed over all graphs: 

\[(\text{GRAPH } u P) \prec (\text{GRAPH } ?x P)\].

A triple pattern that does not appear in a graph pattern is evaluated over the default graph.

**H3:** Filters should be broken up into their constituent pieces and applied as early as possible. The idea of pushing filters is one of the most commonly applied optimization strategies in database systems since filters reduce size of intermediate results.

**H4:** Filters containing references to uncertainty functions (cf. Definition 3.1) should be applied as late as possible. The intuition is that there exists some trade-off between evaluating a computationally expensive filter condition early and the degree to which the size of the incoming results is reduced. If a filter condition only marginally decreases the size of the intermediate results, it may be more efficient to apply the filter later in the query evaluation when additional query constraints have been applied. Conversely, if the number of join partners increases, the number of times the filter condition needs to be evaluated increases. However, by employing caching, as we shall see later, the cost of these additional filter evaluations is expected to be comparably small. When applied, the heuristic supersedes H3 with respect to filters that reference uncertainty functions.

Further, we provide two technical optimization techniques related to uncertainty functions. **Lazy variables** provide a mechanism for just-in-time evaluation of values calculated using uncertainty functions. A lazy variable is resolved only when the variable value is requested, and if the value is never used the evaluation can be skipped. The hypothesis is that it will have a positive impact on query execution performance when uncertainty functions are used in bind expressions, since unnecessary evaluations may be avoided.

The second optimization involves the use of a cache to store calls to uncertainty functions within a single query execution (i.e., the cache is cleared between query evaluations). Rather than evaluating a given uncertainty function multiple times for the same input, the results can then be looked up in the cache. The cache in the implementation is a basic in-memory hash table, where a serialization of the function calls and referenced nodes are used as keys. If the query plan results in multiple calls to uncertainty functions with the same inputs, e.g., if a filter is preceded by an increase in the number of join partners, the hypothesis is that the cost of these additional filter evaluations will be small.

H1–H3 help minimize the impact of the order of operations in the original queries, and provide the baseline for the evaluation presented in the next section.

### 5. Evaluation

In this section, we present an evaluation of the proposed heuristic (H4) and the two optimization techniques. The experiments were performed on a MacBook Pro 2015, with
a quad-core 2.8 GHz Intel Core i7 processor, 16 GB of 1600MHz DDR3, and 8 GB of memory allocated to the JVM. The prototype, along with the experiment files and queries, is available under the MIT License\(^1\). The implementation of the engine has been described in previous work [15,11] but has been extended to support the technical optimizations and heuristics described in the previous section.

5.1. Experiment Setup

While a number of benchmarks have been proposed for evaluating RSP systems, such as LSBench [23], SRBench [24], and CityBench [25], adopting these for the evaluation of performance under uncertainty is out-of-scope for this work. Instead, we provide a concrete scenario for the evaluation based on a variation of the Tunnel Ventilation System (TVS) scenario from Cagula et al. [10]. A TVS uses several types of sensors to detect possible failures in tunnels, such as TVS malfunctioning. For the evaluation, we consider two cases: 1) detect when the oxygen concentration is less than 18% while the temperature is above 30 degrees within the same tunnel sector, and 2) detect when two oxygen sensors in a location report conflicting values, while the temperature is above 30.

We assume that sensors for measuring temperature and oxygen concentration are evenly distributed along the length of a tunnel. A total of 1000 tunnel sectors are equipped with four different sensor types each: two sensors measuring oxygen concentration, and two measuring temperature. Each sensor type generates data into a separate stream at a rate of 1 observation/second. The static dataset, consisting of around 23k triples, provides descriptions of tunnel sectors, observable properties, and sensors. Measurement uncertainty is modeled as part of this static data for two of the sensor types (i.e., similar to how accuracy is often represented in sensor data sheets). For the other two sensor types, uncertainty is instead modeled as annotations on the streamed values. The generated data streams were randomly sampled, such that 95% of the reported values were within the scenario thresholds.

We define a total of 6 queries that are executed under different conditions. Queries 1–3 focus on filters containing calls to uncertainty functions. Query 1 is evaluated over two sensor streams and generates a notification if the oxygen concentration threshold is violated above some probability threshold and the reported temperature value is above 30. Query 2 is evaluated over all four streams and requires all values to simultaneously violate the scenario thresholds with a probability greater than some threshold. Query 3 is evaluated over three of the sensor streams and generates a notification if two reported oxygen concentrations differ with a probability greater than some threshold and the reported temperature is above 30 degrees.

Queries 4–6 are similar to queries 1–3, but rather than filtering on probability thresholds they bind the uncertainty function results to variables and report these as part of the query result.

The query heuristics do not perform any reordering of window patterns, and to reduce ordering bias, we execute two versions of each query (a and b) with reversed window orders. Due to space constraints, we include here only the query shown in Listing 2\(^2\).

\(^1\)https://github.com/keski/RSPUEngine
\(^2\)The full list of queries are available at https://github.com/keski/RSPUEngine
REGISTER STREAM <warning/tvs> COMPUTED EVERY PT4S AS
SELECT ?location ?oxValue ?tempValue
FROM NAMED WINDOW <w1> ON <http://stream/oxygen> [RANGE PT10S STEP PT1S]
FROM NAMED WINDOW <w2> ON <http://stream/temperature> [RANGE PT10S STEP PT1S]
WHERE {
  WINDOW <w1> {
    GRAPH ?g1 {
      ?o1 sosa:hasSimpleResult ?oxValue ;
      sosa:hasFeatureOfInterest ?location .
      # The oxygen is below 0.18 with a probability of at least 80%
      FILTER(rspu:lessThan(rspu:add(?unc, ?oxValue), 0.18) >= 0.80)
    }
  }
  WINDOW <w2> {
    GRAPH ?g2 {
      ?o2 sosa:hasSimpleResult ?tempValue ;
      sosa:hasFeatureOfInterest ?location .
      # The reported temperature is greater than 30
      FILTER(?tempValue > 30)
    }
  }
}

Listing 2: The query passes the location, oxygen concentration, and temperature to the output stream when the reported oxygen concentration is less than 18% with a probability of at least 0.80, and the reported temperature at the same location is above 30 degrees. Prefixes left out for brevity.

5.2. Results

Query 1–3 are used to evaluate the impact of the H4 heuristic for different probability thresholds. An increase in probability threshold value corresponds to an increase in filter selectivity. The term selectivity is used to refer to the degree to which the result size is reduced when applying the filter. A small selectivity value is thus highly selective (i.e., it greatly reduces the size of the result). The caching optimization is applied both for the baseline and the H4 heuristic, while the lazy variable mechanism has no impact for these queries.

The results of executing queries 1–3 for varying thresholds are presented in Figure 1. The impact of applying the H4 heuristic differs between queries, and with respect to the selectivity of the uncertainty filters. For example, in query 2b applying the H4 heuristic leads to an increase in query execution times for all probability thresholds. On the other hand, in queries 1a and 3a, the H4 heuristic reduces query execution time by up to an order of magnitude across all probability thresholds.

Queries 4–6 focus instead on the impact of the lazy variable mechanism and caching. These queries include no uncertainty filters, and the application of the H4 heuristic has no impact on these queries. The results of executing the queries are shown in Figure 2. The lazy variable mechanism reduces query execution time across all test queries, from a few percents up to an order of magnitude in query 6a. The lazy variable mechanism improves query execution performance whenever unresolved variable bindings are trimmed from
the result, and that the overhead of using lazy variables is negligible. The results also show that caching of uncertainty functions generally has a positive impact on query execution performance. However, in query 4a we see that the cache increases overall query execution, showing that the cost of maintaining the cache can add overhead to overall execution if the number of cache hits is low.

Figure 1. Average query execution times over 20 query executions for queries 1–3. Letters a and b indicate semantically equivalent queries but with reversed window ordering.

Figure 2. Average query execution times over 20 query executions for queries 4–6, where a and b represent queries with reversed window ordering.

5.3. Follow-up Experiment

To further study how the H4 heuristic impacts performance under different conditions, we generate an independent dataset to support a more precise measure of filter selectivity, and as well as control of the join cardinality between streams (i.e., the factor by which the results will increase when the two windows are joined). We produce two event streams that report randomly sampled values annotated with measurement uncertainty. Each event in the first stream contains four cardinality properties that link it to events in
the second stream occurring at the same timestamp. For example, the cardinality property representing a 1-to-100 cardinality maps every event in stream 1 to exactly 100 events in stream 2. An uncertainty filter is applied to the contents of the first stream window. The results of the experiments are presented in Figure 3. The caching optimization is applied both for the baseline and the H4 heuristic.

The results show that when the join cardinality between the windows is high (i.e., the join increases the intermediate result size), the cost of performing the join operation dominates the query execution time, and the baseline outperforms the use of H4, regardless of filter selectivity. However, as the join cardinality decreases, the cost of applying the uncertainty filter becomes the dominating factor and the H4 heuristic then outperforms the baseline across all selectivity thresholds. Generally, applying the H4 heuristic will reduce the number of uncertainty functions that need to be resolved whenever there is a reduction in the number of join partners in the rest of the query pattern. Caching ensures that no uncertainty function will have to be evaluated more than once for the same input, but an increase in the number of join partners can still lead to a high number of cache look-ups that can be detrimental to query execution performance.

6. Conclusions and Future Work

The time required for performing joins between basic graph patterns is generally the dominating factor of execution times in SPARQL processing [21,22]. Pushing filters in order to apply them as early as possible to reduce intermediate results is therefore a common optimization technique. This is true also in the RSP context, but when filters contain calls to uncertainty functions that may be associated with relatively high costs, filter pushing can have the opposite effect. In this paper, we have evaluated a heuristic that instead pulls filters containing references to uncertainty functions, and thereby executes these filters late. The impact of the heuristic depends on both the selectivity of the uncertainty filters, the join cardinalities of subsequent query patterns, and the cost of evaluating the uncertainty filters. Generally, query execution times are reduced when uncertainty filters are pulled if the number of join partners are reduced by subsequent query patterns, since some filter executions can then be avoided.
The two technical optimization techniques proposed to improve query execution performance, have a positive impact on query execution times under most conditions. Caching avoids repeated evaluation of uncertainty functions for the same input, but maintaining the cache and performing cache look-ups also adds to overall execution time. The use of lazy variables reduces the cost of query execution for all affected queries, with performance gains ranging from a few percent to an order of magnitude since no uncertainty function will be executed unless its results are actually used.

In order to effectively combine these findings with other query optimization techniques, such as reordering of operators during query execution, the order of window operations should also be taken into consideration, since it could significantly improve query execution performance. Methods for estimating filter selectivity, improving join cardinality estimation, and switching between query execution strategies to adapt to changing data characteristics also remain important areas for future research.
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Abstract.
In Faceted Search Systems (FSS), users navigate the information space through facets, which are attributes or meta-data that describe the underlying content of the collection. Type-based facets (aka t-facets) help explore the categories associated with the searched objects in structured information space. This work investigates how personalizing t-facet ranking can minimize user effort to reach the intended search target. We propose a lightweight personalisation method based on Vector Space Model (VSM) for ranking the t-facet hierarchy in two steps. The first step scores each individual leaf-node t-facet by computing the similarity between the t-facet BERT embedding and the user profile vector. In this model, the user’s profile is expressed in a category space through vectors that capture the users’ past preferences. In the second step, this score is used to re-order and select the sub-tree to present to the user. The final ranked tree reflects the t-facet relevance both to the query and the user profile. Through the use of embeddings, the proposed method effectively handles unseen facets without adding extra processing to the FSS. The effectiveness of the proposed approach is measured by the user effort required to retrieve the sought item when using the ranked facets. The approach outperformed existing personalization baselines.

Keywords. Type-based Facets, Faceted Search, Personalization.

1. Introduction

Faceted Search Systems (FSS) have become one of the main search interfaces used in vertical search systems, offering users meaningful facets to refine their search query and narrow down the results. As the magnitude of data in a collection increases, the number of facets becomes impractical to display on a single page. Ranking the top facets is required as it assists the searcher in locating the target document with minimum effort.

When the information space is structured, type-based facets (t-facets) are extracted from the types of objects (e.g. values of isa or rdfs:type relationships) [1]. Hierarchical taxonomies of types are derived from ontologies by exploiting the subClassOf relationships. When the t-facets belong to a large multilevel hierarchy of categories, it is particularly important to prioritize the most relevant t-facets that can help the user filtering the results by type.

1 Corresponding Author: E-mail: esraa.ali@adaptcentre.ie
2 Corresponding Author: E-mail: annalina.caputo@adaptcentre.ie
In this work, we analyse the role of personalization in t-facet ranking in isolation from other FSS aspects. Existing facet ranking methods rely on attribute frequencies, navigation cost models, textual queries or click logs to order the facets [1]. This study contributes to the research in this area by introducing a light and effective ranking algorithm for type-based facets.

The algorithm exploits the user’s past preferences to build a vector which represents the user profile. T-facets are scored according to their similarity with user profile by exploiting their BERT embeddings. The proposed approach works in two steps. First, it generates personalized relevance scores for each t-facet in the last level of the taxonomy. Then, the second stage aggregates these scores to re-arrange the ancestor t-facets and rebuild the final t-facet tree to be rendered to the user. Our experiment aims at answering the following research question: **RQ:** Does personalizing the t-facet ranking using BERT embeddings minimize users effort to fulfil their search needs?

The implemented approach is evaluated using the TREC Contextual Suggestion (TREC-CS) track dataset [2]. TREC-CS is a personalized Point-Of-Interest (POI) recommendation task. We solve the POI suggestion problem by ranking the types of venues as t-facets. In our evaluation, we measure the extent to which this ranked tree minimizes the user effort to reach the first relevant POI.

### 2. Personalized Facet Ranking Related Research

Several approaches have been proposed in the literature to solve the problem of personalized facet ranking that make use of individual user models, collaborative filtering (CF), or a mixture between the two. Factic [3] is a FSS that personalizes by building models from semantic usage logs. Several layers of user adaption are implemented and integrated with different weights to enhance the facet relevance model. Koren et al. [4] suggested a CF approach by leveraging explicit user feedback about the facets, which is used to build a facet relevance model for individuals. They also use the aggregated facet ratings to build a collaborative model for the new users in order to provide initial good facets in absence of a user profile. The Adaptive Twitter search system generates user models from Twitter to personalize facet ordering [5]. The user model contains entities extracted from the user’s tweets. The facets are weighted higher if they exist in the user profile. Le et al. [6] also collects user profile from social networks. The profile is learned from user activities and preferences using a tf-idf feature vector model. Important facets are then highlighted through a matching with the model. A personalized ranking based on CF features was suggested by Chantamunee et. al [7, 8]. They used user ratings and Matrix Factorization via SVM and Autoencoders to learn facet ranks.

All the aforementioned approaches do not address the special case of t-facets. Sah and Wade [9] employ session-based user interaction to personalize t-facets. When the searcher selects a t-facet, the system re-organizes the other t-facets according to their similarity to the selected one. Neither the user interests nor the hierarchical nature of the t-facets are considered by this method. Our approach exploits VSM to build user profile, which employs users’ historical ratings to infer their preferred t-facets, an unexplored area in literature.
3. Proposed Approach

Our method works in the context of personalized venue search. When a user submits a query, the underlying search engine retrieves a relevant set of venues for it. In order to achieve query relevance, our method works on this set by collecting the t-facets associated with the retrieved venues. The proposed t-facet ranking approach consists of two steps. The first step assigns a relevance score to each t-facet leaf node. The input to this step are the retrieved venues with their relevance score, the t-facets to which they belong, and the user profile. The second step constructs the final t-facet tree to be displayed to the user. The input to this step are both the score for each t-facet (from the first step) and the original hierarchical taxonomy from which the t-facets are derived. The output of the t-facet ranking is a sub-tree, which contains the ordered set of relevant t-facets.

Step 1: T-Facet Scoring using BERT vectors. At this step, we establish relevance between the t-facet and the user profile through their vector representation. Each t-facet $f_i$ is represented by a BERT embedding $\hat{f}_i$. We employ the t-facet’s label to generate its corresponding BERT embedding using pre-trained BERT model. BERT provides a meaningful vector representation of text and has been proven effective in many IR tasks. It is particularly useful in this task as it semantically embeds the meaning of the type in the vector. This is important in handling new and unseen t-facet which did not exist in the user profile before. In this case the model will handle them based on their similarity with existing t-facets. In our early experiments we also experimented word2vec models but BERT-based models gave better results. However we acknowledge that other semantic-based embedding can be used in this approach and improve the results.

The vector representing the user profile is obtained using the Rocchio formula, which is a classical approach to relevance feedback in IR. Since in our case we only have the user feedback (i.e. ratings) at POI level, we assume that the rating can also be transferred to the types associated with the POI. Based on this assumption, we represent the user profile through a vector combining positive, negative and neutral preferences (i.e. rated POI types). We define the positive (pos.) user vector $\vec{u}_i^{\text{pos}}$ as the average of t-facet vectors rated positively by the user $u_i$:

$$
\vec{u}_i^{\text{pos}} = \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{\left|F_i^{\text{pos}}\right|} \hat{f}_j \times w_{f_i}^{\text{pos}}}{\left|F_i^{\text{pos}}\right|} (1)
$$

Where $F_i^{\text{pos}}$ is the set of t-facets rated positively by the user. Each vector is weighted by $w_{f_i}^{\text{pos}}$ (see eq 2). The weight averages the probability that this specific user will rate the t-facet as positive $Pr(f_i^{\text{pos}}|u_i)$ and the probability that any user in the system will rate the t-facet as positive $Pr(f_i^{\text{pos}}|\mathcal{U})$. In absence of any personal preference only the general probability will be used. The value $w_{f_i}^{\text{pos}}$ affects how each t-facet contributes to the final positive profile vector.

---

3How the venue ranking is performed is outside scope of this research.
4https://spacy.io/universe/project/spacy-transformers, model used: en_trf_bertbaseuncased_lg
The parameter $\gamma \in [0, 1]$, is used to balance between individual user feedback versus general population feedback. In a similar manner, the negative (neg.) and the neutral (neu.) user vectors are computed. In order to model the final vector representation of the user’s interest, we experimented with two versions of the Rocchio formula. The first (Rocchio-BERT) is the traditional version computed according to equation 3.

$$\vec{u}_i = \alpha \times \vec{u}_i^{\text{neu}} + \beta \times \vec{u}_i^{\text{pos}} - \lambda \times \vec{u}_i^{\text{neg}}$$  
(3)

The orthogonal complement is obtained using Gram–Schmidt process. The weights are the same as equation 3. The second (Ortho-BERT) is a modified version of Rocchio formula proposed by [10], in which instead of subtracting the negative vector they add the user negative vector’s orthogonal complement ($\vec{u}_i^{\text{neg}}$). Equation 4 illustrates the computation.

$$\vec{u}_i = \alpha \times \vec{u}_i^{\text{neu}} + \beta \times \vec{u}_i^{\text{pos}} + \lambda \times \vec{u}_i^{\text{neg}}$$  
(4)

Step 2: T-Facet Tree Building  
The tree construction algorithm re-orders the original taxonomy tree by using the generated scores from the previous step. It follows a bottom-up approach where the t-facets at the lower level in the taxonomy are sorted first, then it proceeds by sorting all the ancestors of those t-facets, and so on up to the root of the hierarchy. To build a final t-facet tree with $v$ levels, we adopted a fixed level strategy [11]. The strategy respects the original taxonomy hierarchy and uses a predefined fixed page size for each t-facet level. It starts by grouping t-facets at level-$v$ by their parent. Then, it sorts the parent nodes at level-($v - 1$) by aggregating the scores of their top $k$ children, the children are ordered by their relevance score generated in step 1, and so on up to level-1. We use Max. aggregation function to keep the top ranked t-facet at the top of the final tree.

4. Experimental Results

Experimental setup.  
Our approach is evaluated on TREC-CS 2016 dataset [2]. The t-facet taxonomy is derived from the Foursquare venue category hierarchy. To link as much Foursquare venues to TREC-CS POIs as possible, we complement the original data with three Foursquare supplementary datasets from [12, 13] and our own crawled POIs. The final dataset has 58 requests and an average of 208 t-facets per request to be ranked. Only the first two levels of the taxonomy are included. The document search engine implements BM25 with NDCG value of 0.4023, the query is formed by combining user tags weighed by their most common rating. The existence of relevance judgments makes

\[w_{f_j^{\text{pos}}} = \begin{cases} 
\gamma \times \Pr(f_j^{\text{pos}} | U) + (1 - \gamma) \times \Pr(f_j^{\text{pos}} | u), & \text{if } \Pr(f_j^{\text{pos}} | u) > 0 \\
\Pr(f_j^{\text{pos}} | U), & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]  
(2)
it possible to evaluate our approach against a well established ground-truth. We follow
the strategy used in Faceted Search task of INEX 2011 Data-Centric Track [14]. We
report two metrics suggested by the organizers. The number of actions (#Actions) counts
how many clicks the user has to perform on the ranked facets in order to reach the first
relevant document in the top 5 results. The faceted scan (F-Scan) measures the user’s
effort to scan facets and documents until user reach the same document. It is calculated
as the sum of the t-facet rank in the tree plus the document position in the list after being
filtered using this t-facet. We focus on these metrics as a proxy for user’s effort, which
will help in answering our research question. To chose the optimal weights for equations
4 and 3, we used hyper-parameter tuning with range from 0 to 1 and step of 0.25. We
report results for the Rocchio-BERT and Ortho-BERT methods in addition to KNN-
BERT, which uses a trained KNN model for each user to predict the user’s preference
to a given t-facet, with \( k = 1 \). All scoring results are reported by adopting the Fixed
Level-Max strategy, with level-1 and level-2 page size set to three.

Table 1: Results for our scoring models using Fixed-level(Max) strategy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scoring Method</th>
<th>F-Scan</th>
<th>#Actions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KNN-BERT</td>
<td>4.825</td>
<td>1.667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ortho-BERT</td>
<td>3.754</td>
<td>1.421</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rocchio-BERT</td>
<td>3.281</td>
<td>1.281</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MF-SVM [7]</td>
<td>3.912</td>
<td>1.491</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Most Prob. (Person) [4]</td>
<td>3.737</td>
<td>1.6142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Most Prob. (Collab) [4]</td>
<td>3.351</td>
<td>1.333</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Results. Table 1 summarizes our results; the first 3 rows shows our BERT based scoring methods. The Rocchio-BERT method outperformed both Ortho-BERT and KNN-BERT methods. The normalization step by Gram-Schmidt process used in Ortho-BERT neutralises the personalized negative profile weight, which negatively affects the results. Rocchio-BERT achieved best results with \( \alpha = 0, \beta \in \{0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1\} \), and \( \lambda = 0 \), which means that the positive vector profile is the key component in the formula. \( \gamma = 0 \), which means that the person probability is favoured over the global probability in the t-facets weighting(2).

The second part of Table 1 reports the results of other existing personalization methods. As these methods do not handle the hierarchical nature of the t-facets, we use them as scoring methods with the Fixed Level-Max strategy. Rocchio-BERT still results in the minimum #Actions and F-Scan when compared with these models. In addition, the proposed VSM approach has other advantages. It provides a light yet effective personalized ranking. The user profile vectors can be pre-computed and stored offline, reducing the computation at retrieval time of the cosine distance between the query t-facets and the user profile. This can be further optimized by pre-computing a distance matrix for the user and all t-facets in the FSS. User profiles on the other hand, can be updated offline as the user rates new venues. Optimizing this step will reduce the total time needed by FSS to populate its final results page.

5. Conclusions

This work presented a two-step t-facet ranking approach employing BERT embeddings to personalize the t-facet ranking. The first step assigns score to t-facets. The second step uses the score to re-arrange and build the final t-facet tree. To personalize the scores, we
explored several methods based on vector space model. They showed promising results when combined with the personal preferences of the users. We plan to experiment with additional POI suggestion datasets and explore learning to rank methods for the t-facet scoring step.
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Abstract. The usage of Named Entity Recognition tools on domain-specific corpora is often hampered by insufficient training data. We investigate an approach to produce fine-grained named entity annotations of a large corpus of Austrian court decisions from a small manually annotated training data set. We apply a general purpose Named Entity Recognition model to produce annotations of common coarse-grained types. Next, a small sample of these annotations are manually inspected by domain experts to produce an initial fine-grained training data set. To efficiently use the small manually annotated data set we formulate the task of named entity typing as a binary classification task – for each originally annotated occurrence of an entity, and for each fine-grained type we verify if the entity belongs to it. For this purpose we train a transformer-based classifier. We randomly sample 547 predictions and evaluate them manually. The incorrect predictions are used to improve the performance of the classifier – the corrected annotations are added to the training set. The experiments show that re-training with even a very small number (5 or 10) of originally incorrect predictions can significantly improve the classifier performance. We finally train the classifier on all available data and re-annotate the whole data set.

Keywords: Named Entity Recognition · Entity Typing · Legal Corpus · Natural Language Processing

1 Introduction

The ever-increasing amount of unstructured data available in digital form results in a need for technologies that support users in the task of structuring, interpreting or, on a general level, making sense of these data, ideally in an automated way [6,3]. This is basically the core business of semantic processing, and one of the tasks that has traditionally been very central is Named Entity Recognition (NER). NER is usually an upstream task to concrete use cases such as
text knowledge graph population, information extraction or question answering. Such downstream applications benefit from high-quality NER output, which is why the task of NER is an important and often critical one. At the same time, many NER tools are limited to distinguishing only a relatively small set of entity types, because most of the popular corpora and data sets that are used for training these tools [24,16] are annotated for the entity types person, location and organisation only. It is especially difficult to find annotated corpora in languages other than English. Producing such a data set is a very expensive task and is completely infeasible in practical applications. In domain-specific corpora it might be even difficult to produce the annotations of the coarse-grained types mentioned above, because the domain-specific use of language and the special terms can easily confuse the general-purpose NER tools resulting in noisy annotations.

In this paper, we tackle the task of classifying the entities recognized by a general-purpose NER tool into fine-grained entity types chosen by a domain expert. We conduct a case study on the corpus of Austrian court decisions collected from The Legal Information System of the Republic of Austria\textsuperscript{4} in German language. We consider real industry settings, therefore, we rely on a very small amount of annotated training data that is produced by a domain expert in frames of this work, and we additionally aim at recovering from noisy annotations produced by the general purpose NER tool on the domain-specific corpus.

The task is motivated by the commercial tool \texttt{LawThek}\textsuperscript{5} that offers its customer a way to access the Austrian legislation and related legal documents. The customers benefit from additional enrichments produced by the system and a domain-specific NER model would provide a further extension that would help the user to better retrieve the relevant documents and identify useful information in those documents.

\textit{Open Data} All the data, including the original corpus and the manual annotations is publicly available\textsuperscript{6}. The code to repeat the experiments is also publicly available\textsuperscript{7}.

2 Related Work

The most popular NER tools, e.g., SpaCy\textsuperscript{8}, Stanford CRF-NER\textsuperscript{9}, and the OpenNLP NameFinder\textsuperscript{10}, require large amounts of training data and typically distinguish only a small set of entity types. A significant effort has been undertaken

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item https://www.ris.bka.gv.at
\item https://lawthek.eu/home
\item https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.4625767
\item https://github.com/semantic-web-company/austrian_court_decisions
\item https://spacy.io
\item https://nlp.stanford.edu/software/CRF-NER.shtml
\item https://opennlp.apache.org/docs/1.8.3/apidocs/opennlp-uima/opennlp/uima/namefind/NameFinder.html
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
to create training data sets with more fine-grained entity types, for example two benchmarks: FIGER [1] and OntoNotes [19]. In the work presented here, we investigate a method that significantly reduces the required amount of training data.

**Fine-grained NER** Several systems addressing the fine-grained NER task have been successfully applied on those data sets. In [28] and [27] authors exploit modern transformer-based language models to learn joint embeddings of words and entities from large entity-annotated corpora. These models allow one to effectively combine the semantic signals retrieved from both words and entities. The authors of K-Adapter [26] also build on top of modern transformer language models adding special adapters that inject multiple kinds of diverse knowledge. These adapters are task-specific and are, therefore, able continuously infuse knowledge, without forgetting.

The mentioned models reach state of the art performance on the mentioned fine-grained data sets. However, these and other similar models (e.g. [23, 15]) rely on significant amounts of data, incorporating external knowledge bases to learn each type of entities. On the contrast, we are interested in learning the basic “concept” of type verification from very small data and seek to find a model that is able to benefit from cross-type interactions.

**Entity Linking and Distant Supervision** Solving the problem of typing entities can also be addressed by the methods of Entity Linking (EL), in which a diversity of string-matching techniques are employed to relate found mentions of NEs with known entities. Common tools for entity linking include DBPedia Spotlight[4], Entity Fishing[13] or Babelfly[14]; and the number of approaches to EL continues to increase (see [18] for a recent overview). EL, however, assumes the existence of a catalog of entities (preferably containing additional knowledge). In domain-specific settings, such as the one treated here, this is an unreasonable assumption that limit the potential range of use cases. One reason is that no entity catalog is complete and the entities specific to a domain are unlikely to be found in general domain ones. Another reason is that, for some purposes, entities of interest in the text do not correspond to any particular real world entity. For example, the complainant or the buyer are specific entities within a document, but are not a surface form of any particular real world entity.

The idea of Distant Supervision [7, 21] is to employ EL to create an (entity) annotated corpora. The drawbacks are the inevitable errors produced by the EL tools, especially false negatives. To mitigate this problem, researchers design neural models that are able to cope with such noisy data and/or help to recover from noisy [22, 12]. Yet, the Distant Supervision approach and its extension suffer from the same shortcomings as EL, because these techniques rely on EL and external data sources, whereas our approach is bound only to the domain-specific corpus and domain experts.
3 Data

The current paper presents a use case study of re-tagging entities with fine-grained types selected by the domain expert in a legal corpus in German language. The corpus is downloaded from Legal Information System of the Republic of Austria (RIS) – a computer-assisted information system on Austrian law. The corpus for the current experiments consists of 2500 randomly selected court decisions taken from the category “Judikatur” (= Judicature of the courts), section “Bundesverwaltungsgericht” (= Federal Administrative Court). These documents are not older than 2014 and provided in the original German language. A large part of the decisions concern decisions on asylum procedures. The personal information is anonymised in the documents, see Example 1.

Example 1. The following quote is taken from the document with European Case Law Identifier ECLI:AT:BVWG:2021:W109.2195466.1.00. The replacement token XXXX mask the real name and the birth date of an individual.

Gemäß § 8 Abs. 1 Asylgesetz 2005 wird XXXX, geb. XXXX, StA. AFGHANISTAN, der Status der subsidiär Schutzberechtigten in Bezug auf den Herkunftstaat Afghanistan zuerkannt.

3.1 Original Named Entity Annotations

The corpus is initially annotated with a NER tool, based on BERT neural networks, which is developed following the work of Kamal Raj. The original approach is adapted to allow for training of a new model on the WikiNer data set – a general purpose data set containing four coarse-grained types. In the initial annotation process the tool annotated 39,324 Persons (PER), 215,699 Locations (LOC), 183,045 Organizations (ORG) and 324,926 Miscellanea (MISC). As expected, given the type of documents, court decisions, the PER type is the least abundant, while the other three types are present one order of magnitude as many times.

The model is quite confused by the domain-specific usage of language and also special symbols such as anonymization masks and frequent abbreviations. Therefore, we identified many noisy annotations in the original coarse-grained annotations.

3.2 Selection of Named Entity Types of Interest

The original annotations are collected and analysed to group the entities and produce new entity types. These new types are reviewed by the domain expert from the point of view of the targeted functionality of the final application and

---

11 https://www.ris.bka.gv.at/UI/Erv/Info.aspx accessed on March 26
12 https://github.com/kamalkraj/BERT-NER
13 For the purpose of the current work we omit the details of type induction as the presented classification approach does not depend on the type selection procedure.
9 fine-grained entity types are selected for further analysis, see also Table 1 for the definitions of types.

**Gericht** to recognize the different courts, therefore, identify the level at which a certain decision was taken. This could be potentially accomplished with the usage of a gazetteer for Austrian courts, however, colloquial usages and international courts would be missed.

**Behörde, Administration** to be able to see the involvement of different government offices into processes, therefore identifying in the stakeholders from the government.

**Verwandtschaft** to group physical persons into clusters. Could be further used for information extraction or grouping by kinship.

**Land, Staat** to identify potential international involvement.

**Information, Quelle, Daten** to find external information sources that could potentially be interlinked.

**Zocken, Spielhallen** to group documents w.r.t exact type of criminal activity. This activity was particularly prominent.

**Rolle, Gruppe von Personen** to identify roles, persons can be assigned too used to for further grouping / information retrieval. E.g. person is a complainant, a buyer, a seller, etc.

**Kriegshandlung, Konflikt** to group documents w.r.t exact type of non-criminal activity that could be triggers. In this case, many armed conflicts lead to asylum procedures.

**Strasse, Adresse** to get more detailed GEO locations down to an exact address which can be checked against an address database.

The new types are chosen from the analysed data and with the idea to provide some additional value for the end user. However, the types appear to have overlaps and do not necessarily cover all the data. For example, the types “Gericht” and “Behörde” are much closer to each other than to “Strasse, Adresse”, for example. On the other hand, the type “Rolle, Gruppe” comprises entities of quite different semantics and could be potentially split into two types; the choice is done in favor of this joint type because in the random sample we find many borderline entities such as “complainants” or ‘legal representatives’. We note that this choice of types makes the classification task more challenging, often an entity might belong to more than one type. We see it necessary to cope with this choice as it was provided by the expert from the point of view of the domain of application itself.

In the following we add an artificial type “Other” that is reserved for 1) original noisy annotations and 2) entities that do not belong to any of the described types.

### 3.3 Manual Annotations

We annotate a small sample of data manually. For this purpose we choose a few seed entities that unambiguously belong to the chosen fine-grained types and
Table 1. Fine-grained types with definitions and synonyms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Synonyms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gericht</td>
<td>Ort zur gesetzlichen Entscheidung von Rechtsstreitigkeiten</td>
<td>Gericht, Gerichtshof, Tribunal Court, tribunal, court of law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behörde, Administration</td>
<td>eine öffentliche Stelle, die die Aufgaben der öffentlichen Verwaltung wahrnimmt</td>
<td>Behörde, Administration, Amt government office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verwandtschaft</td>
<td>Zugehörigkeit zur gleichen Familie, gleiche Abstammung</td>
<td>Verwandtschaft, Angehörige, Familie Relatives, family, kinship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land, Staat</td>
<td>unabhängiges politisches Gebilde</td>
<td>Land, Staat Country, State</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information, Quelle, Daten</td>
<td>wissenschaftlich auswertbares Primärrmaterial</td>
<td>Information, Quelle, Daten                   Information, source, data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zocken, Spielhallen</td>
<td>Spiel um Geld, bei dem Gewinn und Verlust vom Zufall abhängen</td>
<td>Glückspiel, Zocken Games of chance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rolle, Gruppe von Personen</td>
<td>eine Gruppe, deren Mitglieder sich in Kontakt miteinander befinden, gemeinsame Ziele verfolgen und sich als zusammengehörig empfinden</td>
<td>Rolle, Gruppe Role, group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kriegshandlung, Konflikt</td>
<td>Vorgehen gegen einen Gegner oder Feind</td>
<td>Kriegshandlung, Konflikt, Anschlag, Angriff War waging, conflict, attack, aggression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strasse, Adresse</td>
<td>die genaue örtliche Bezeichnung</td>
<td>Straße, Adresse, Anschrift Street, Address</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
identify their occurrences in the documents, see Example 2. We then manually verify the correctness. This original manually annotated data set is publicly available, the number of entities is presented in Table 2. There are in total 109 annotated instances for 9 types resulting in \( \approx 12 \) instances per type on average.

We choose clean, unambiguous entities as the seed entities. This process is tedious for the expert, as it requires to skim through the documents to identify those entities, therefore it is not feasible to produce a large initial data set. Yet, these initial manual annotations are not expected to represent the whole data set, but rather produce a good seed data set for the chosen fine-grained types.

Example 2. The following quote is taken from the document with European Case Law Identifier ECLI:AT:BVWG:2015:W162.1418315.1.00. The entity “Tschetschenien” is an example of type “Land, Staat”.

Seit 2002 sind in Tschetschenien über 2.000 Personen entführt worden, von denen über die Hälfte bis zum heutigen Tage verschwunden bleibt.

Table 2. Statistics of manually annotated and manually verified data sets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Annotated</th>
<th>Verified</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gericht</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behörde, Administration</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verwandtschaft</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land, Staat</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information, Quelle, Daten</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zocken, Spielhallen</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rolle, Gruppe von Personen</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kriegshandlung, Konflikt</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strasse, Adresse</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>547</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4 Classifier

We design a classifier that is capable of verifying the type of a given entity. We take into account the lack of training data and, therefore, aim at a robust solution that would be capable to efficiently use some preliminary training to solve the task. Therefore, we focus our attention on the Target Sense Verification (TSV) task [2]. The core task is a binary classification task – given an entity of interest in a context and definitions / hypernyms of an entity’s sense decide if the entity is mentioned in the given sense or not. The main challenge of the task is to generalize the ability of verifying the sense of an entity to unseen domains and senses.
Our task setting can be formulated in a similar way, with the difference of verifying the type of an entity instead of its sense – target type verification. Yet the inputs – the target in context, the definition and the synonyms of the target type – are very similar to TSV. Therefore, we reuse the results of the challenge and employ the model from [25]\(^\text{14}\) that showed the best results in Task 3 of the challenge. The model is based on a transformer model (we use Bert [5]\(^\text{15}\)), and it marks the input to let the encoder focus on the target and sense/type identifiers.

4.1 General Purpose Fine-tuning

For fine-tuning our model on the proposed task, we chose a learning setup similar to [2]: we created a training set where each instance consists of a target word in a context (e.g., \textit{the spring was broken}), and a target sense, indicated by the definition and hypernyms of the target word (e.g., \textit{the season of growth} and \textit{season}) as well as a label indicating if the target word was used in the target sense (in this case, \textit{F}). As it has been shown, that the proposed classifier is to some extent able to transfer intrinsic classification capabilities gained on a general purpose data set into specific domains [25], we generated this training set from German Wiktionary. Herefore, we scraped the entries of nouns for which multiple meanings, definitions, hypernyms and examples were available. We removed senses that were too close (i.e., those that were listed as \{1a\} and \{1b\} instead of \{1\} and \{2\}) and manually cleaned the data set to reduce noise. The final training set consists of 3,564 instances, with 55% positive examples and 45% negative ones.

4.2 Training

We always start from a model tuned on TSV data set. We remind that the classification task is binary and the input is encoded as:

\[
\text{[CLS]} \ T_1 \ T_2 \ldots \text{ $TARGET\_T_1$} \ \text{TARGET\_T_2} \ldots \text{ $T_N$} \ldots \\
\text{[SEP]} \ \text{DEF\_T_1} \ \text{DEF\_T_2} \ldots \text{ $SYN\_1\_T_1$} \ \text{SYN\_1\_T_2} \ldots \text{ $SYN\_2\_T_1$} \ldots \text{[SEP]},
\]

where \(T_i\) stands for \(i\)th token of the context, \(TARGET\_T_i\) stands for \(i\)th token of the target entity, \(DEF\_T_i\) – \(i\)th token of the definition of the target type, \(SYN\_j\_T_i\) – \(i\)th token of the \(j\)th synonym of the target type, and \([CLS]\), \([SEP]\) are the special tokens used by the model, “…” denotes a continuation of an enumeration, i.e. \(T_i\) or \(DEF\_T_i\). It is straightforward to generate negative training examples – it is enough to substitute the definition and the synonyms of the correct type with some other type’s definition and synonyms. In the preliminary experiments on a

\(^{14}\) We note that a very similar model is introduced in [8]. However, the former is an extension and is better suited for the task at hand.

\(^{15}\) It has been demonstrated that domain-specific pre-trained language models such as BioBert [10] or PatentBert [9] can improve the performance on various NLP tasks, however, to our best knowledge no publicly available legal German language model exists at the moment.
different similar data set reported in [11] we identified that the optimal number of negative examples is ≈70% of the available other types, therefore, in our experiments for each positive example we generate 6 negative examples.

In the first experiment with only manually annotated data we use all the data for continuing fine tuning, because the size of the data set is small, see Section 3.3 and in particular Table 2. We train the model for 3 epochs. For the consecutive experiments experiments with manually verified data we use up to 15 instances per type from the verified data with 2 negative examples per positive as the development data set. The model is trained for 7 epochs in each run and the best scoring model (in terms of $F_1$ score on the development data set) is chosen for further evaluation. The training batch size is set to 8, for the rest the parameters are set either as reported by authors or as the defaults by the training framework PyTorch [20].

5 Experiment

We recap that the goal of the experiment is to annotate the originally recognized entities of coarse types with new fine-grained types as defined in Table 1. For this purpose we first fine-tune the model (Section 4) on the German TSV data set (Section 4.1). Then we manually annotate a small sample of data with target fine-grained types (Section 3.3). Further we fine-tune the model on this small manually annotated data set and generate predictions of new entities. We randomly take 547 predictions and manually evaluate the correctness of predictions (Section 5.1). Finally, we combine all the manually annotated entities – the initial manually annotated data set and the verified sample – and fine tune our model on the whole data set. We use this latter model to generate predictions for the complete corpus.

As described in Section 3.1 the original coarse annotations contain many noisy annotations that actually do not belong to any type. Another goal of the experiment is to evaluate how efficiently we can recover from these noisy annotations and correctly reject them.

5.1 Manual Verification

After fine-tuning on the manually annotated data set, we manually verify the results. The trained model is used to automatically generate predictions on the original corpus. Then, a sample of those predictions is taken to manually verify their correctness. We take ≈55 randomly sampled predictions per predicted fine-grained type.

For each of the fine-grained type, we create a separate spreadsheet, containing one prediction per row. In detail, on each row, the surface form of the entity, the predicted type, the position of the entity in the context and the full context are given. Six independent reviewers were tasked to examine the correctness of these samples. The review is performed as a binary classification task, by determining if the prediction is correct or not. Additionally, in case of a false prediction, the
reviewers are required to provide a proper classification for the entity according to 9 types described in Table 1. The reviewers are instructed to be tolerant only in the case of incomplete boundaries of the annotations.

**Example 3.** In the following sample, Eurostat is tagged as of type “Information, Quelle, Daten”. Even that the annotation is incomplete, i.e. it does not contain the date reference, this prediction is considered correct.

(...)4. Qu. 2015 655 35 35 15 565 GESAMT 3.510 345 170 120 2.870 Die Daten werden auf die Endziffern 5 oder 0 auf- bzw. abgerundet. (Eurostat 18.9.2015a; Eurostat 18.9.2015b; Eurostat 10.12.2015; Eurostat 3.3.2016b) In erster Instanz für das Asylverfahren in Polen zuständig ist das Office for Foreigners(...)

As the predictions are often incorrect, the resulting verified data set is quite unbalanced, with many wrongly annotated entities that end up in the type “Other”. The actual frequencies of the verified fine-grained types are presented in 2.

### 5.2 Results

In the first run the model is trained on manually annotated data for 3 epochs, the results are presented in Table 316. We note that only one type “Gericht” reaches $F_1$ score above 0.5. It is remarkable that the performance does not always correlate with the size of the training set for a given types; for example, “Strasse, Adresse” with only 6 training samples reaches $F_1$ of 0.35 that is significantly higher than $F_1$ score of “Kriegshandlung, Konflikt” with 15 training samples.

Overall accuracy and $F_1$ are below 0.3. These low scores can be explained by a significantly different real verified data as compared to the clean seed instances used for the manual annotations. Therefore, we do further runs of the experiment taking a few samples of the manually verified types. In these runs we extend the training set by 5 and 10 instances, respectively, of the *incorrectly labelled* manually verified data set. We add those instances with the corrected tag and, in the preparation of the training set, we generate negative examples for them as described in Section 4.2. We only do it for those types that have at least 20 incorrectly labelled instances, namely for “Information, Quelle, Daten”, “Rolle, Gruppe von Personen”, “Behörde, Administration”, “Gericht”, “Land, Staat”. We also add 5 and 10 instances from the type “Other” to generate negative examples for training. Therefore, we use roughly 5% and 10% of the manually verified data set, respectively, to extend the training set. For both settings 3 runs were performed with randomly chosen 5 and 10 instances, average results are reported.

The results of training on the data set extend by 5 additional instances are presented in Table 4. We note that now for 5 types the $F_1$ scores are 0.5 and

---

16 We used the functionality of scikit-learn (https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/model_evaluation.html#classification-report visited on 02.04.2021) to produce the classification report.
Table 3. Results of the evaluation of the model trained on manually annotated data set. Overall accuracy is .27. The values above 0.5 are in bold, the maximum value per column is in italics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>precision</th>
<th>recall</th>
<th>F1 score</th>
<th>support</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gericht</td>
<td>.51</td>
<td>.55</td>
<td>.53</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behörde, Administration</td>
<td>.06</td>
<td>.08</td>
<td>.07</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verwandtschaft</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land, Staat</td>
<td>.43</td>
<td>.43</td>
<td>.43</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information, Quelle, Daten</td>
<td>.25</td>
<td>.30</td>
<td>.27</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zocken, Spielhallen</td>
<td>.28</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>.44</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holle, Gruppe von Personen</td>
<td>.17</td>
<td>.13</td>
<td>.15</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kriegshandlung, Konflikt</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>.09</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strasse, Adresse</td>
<td>.24</td>
<td>.63</td>
<td>.35</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>.66</td>
<td>.16</td>
<td>.26</td>
<td>255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>macro avg</strong></td>
<td>.27</td>
<td>.43</td>
<td>.26</td>
<td>547</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>micro avg</strong></td>
<td>.46</td>
<td>.27</td>
<td>.28</td>
<td>547</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

above. Remarkably, for the type “Zocken, Spielhallen” the results have grown significantly, though no additional training instances were added. On the other hand, the type “Strasse, Adresse” is now much more often misclassified as false negative, therefore recall and F1 are much lower. This demonstrates the crosstype interactions in our model, i.e. the model seems to be able to learn the idea of type verification in general and not fit to the specific training data at hand.

Overall accuracy and F1 scores grow by ≈0.2, which can be considered a very significant growth. This demonstrates that with the current model and training routine even a very small amount of real annotated data can have a significant impact on classification results.

We are further interested if adding more data can still have a significant impact and proceed with 10 additional instances per type for the populated types (with support more than 20), the results are presented in Table 5. We observe further grows of scores, now 6 types have F1 scores of 0.5 and above. Though the absolute values now demonstrate a more moderate growth of no more than 0.1 for accuracy and average F1, the variance has significantly decreased for most scores. This might due to the fact that the verified data set is very challenging for classification, including noisy and arguable entities. Therefore, we slowly see the “saturation” of scores, i.e. some entities are outliers in its types and can either not be classified well or corrupt the model if added as training instances. However, as the variance decreases, with 10 added instances we observe less impact from those noisy instances. We also note further cross-type learning as, for example, for “Strasse, Adresse” and “Zocken, Spielhallen” the scores keep growing without any further training instances of this type.

We see that using the extended data set we also manage to train the model to recover from noise to a certain extent. In the latter experiment the F1 score for the type “Other” is above 0.5. Yet, in both extended experiments we observe that often the precision for this type is higher than recall.
Table 4. Averaged results of the evaluation of the model trained on manually annotated with 5 additional instances for each type with support higher than 20. Best models after epochs 4, 3, 3. Overall accuracy is $0.50 \pm 0.04$. The values above 0.5 are in **bold**, the maximum value per column is in *italics*.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>precision</th>
<th>recall</th>
<th>F$_1$ score</th>
<th>support</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gericht</td>
<td>0.69 ± 0.09</td>
<td>0.91 ± 0.04</td>
<td>0.77 ± 0.04</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behörde, Administration</td>
<td>0.25 ± 0.04</td>
<td>0.67 ± 0.03</td>
<td>0.36 ± 0.04</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verwandtschaft</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land, Staat</td>
<td>0.70 ± 0.08</td>
<td>0.85 ± 0.03</td>
<td>0.76 ± 0.05</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information, Quelle, Daten</td>
<td>0.28 ± 0.05</td>
<td>0.75 ± 0.10</td>
<td>0.40 ± 0.03</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zocken, Spielhallen</td>
<td>0.83 ± 0.17</td>
<td>0.45 ± 0.10</td>
<td>0.54 ± 0.06</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rolle, Gruppe von Personen</td>
<td>0.74 ± 0.05</td>
<td>0.64 ± 0.07</td>
<td>0.68 ± 0.02</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kriegshandlung, Konflikt</td>
<td>0.80 ± 0.20</td>
<td>0.56 ± 0.10</td>
<td>0.60 ± 0.10</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strasse, Adresse</td>
<td>0.42 ± 0.20</td>
<td>0.69 ± 0.05</td>
<td>0.14 ± 0.07</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>0.66 ± 0.01</td>
<td>0.36 ± 0.10</td>
<td>0.54 ± 0.03</td>
<td>547</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>macro avg</strong></td>
<td>0.55 ± 0.03</td>
<td>0.55 ± 0.03</td>
<td>0.47 ± 0.03</td>
<td>547</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>micro avg</strong></td>
<td>0.62 ± 0.01</td>
<td>0.50 ± 0.04</td>
<td>0.48 ± 0.06</td>
<td>547</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. Averaged results of the evaluation of the model trained on manually annotated with 10 additional instances for each type with support higher than 20. Best models after epochs 6, 5, 7. Overall accuracy is $0.59 \pm 0.02$. The values above 0.5 are in **bold**, the maximum value per column is in *italics*.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>precision</th>
<th>recall</th>
<th>F$_1$ score</th>
<th>support</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gericht</td>
<td>0.65 ± 0.08</td>
<td>0.96 ± 0.01</td>
<td>0.75 ± 0.05</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behörde, Administration</td>
<td>0.40 ± 0.04</td>
<td>0.60 ± 0.04</td>
<td>0.47 ± 0.03</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verwandtschaft</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land, Staat</td>
<td>0.69 ± 0.05</td>
<td>0.88 ± 0.01</td>
<td>0.77 ± 0.02</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information, Quelle, Daten</td>
<td>0.34 ± 0.02</td>
<td>0.71 ± 0.07</td>
<td>0.46 ± 0.01</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zocken, Spielhallen</td>
<td>0.82 ± 0.13</td>
<td>0.49 ± 0.06</td>
<td>0.61 ± 0.08</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rolle, Gruppe von Personen</td>
<td>0.62 ± 0.06</td>
<td>0.84 ± 0.01</td>
<td>0.71 ± 0.04</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kriegshandlung, Konflikt</td>
<td>0.83 ± 0.16</td>
<td>0.67 ± 0.00</td>
<td>0.72 ± 0.08</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strasse, Adresse</td>
<td>0.64 ± 0.05</td>
<td>0.35 ± 0.06</td>
<td>0.44 ± 0.03</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>0.76 ± 0.02</td>
<td>0.39 ± 0.06</td>
<td>0.51 ± 0.06</td>
<td>255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>macro avg</strong></td>
<td>0.57 ± 0.03</td>
<td>0.59 ± 0.01</td>
<td>0.54 ± 0.02</td>
<td>547</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>micro avg</strong></td>
<td>0.66 ± 0.02</td>
<td>0.59 ± 0.02</td>
<td>0.58 ± 0.03</td>
<td>547</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Analysis of errors Some errors are listed in Table 6. For the first row the entity Art (stands for “article”) is annotated as “Other” because the phrase is incomplete. However, the model still classifies it as “Information, Quelle, Daten”. In the second row we see the inverse error. These errors are due to incomplete original annotations, therefore we think some heuristics to extend the annotations to complete entities could be useful. In the third and fourth rows we see examples of entities that could be classified into more than one type, however, the manual annotators had to choose only one type for their input.

Table 6. Table of some prediction errors by a model trained on manually annotated with 10 additional instances for each type with support higher than 20.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Context with target</th>
<th>True type</th>
<th>Predicted type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ihrer Religion, ihrer Nationalität, ihrer Zugehörigkeit zu einer bestimmten sozialen Gruppe oder ihrer politischen Ansichten bedroht wäre (Art. 33 Z 1 GFK), es sei denn, es bestehe eine innerstaatliche Fluchta lternative (§ 11 AsylG 2005).</td>
<td>Other</td>
<td>Information, Quelle, Daten</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gemäß § 9 Abs. 2 BFA-VG sind bei der Beurteilung des Privat- und Familienlebens im Sinne des Art. 8 EMRK insbesondere folgende Punkte zu berücksichtigen</td>
<td>Information, Quelle, Daten</td>
<td>Other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zwar hat auch die somalische Polizei eine eigene Anti-Terror-Einheit gegründet, trotzdem ist die NISA bei der Reaktion auf Terrorangriffe in Mogadischu hauptverantwortlich (EASO 2.2016).</td>
<td>Rolle, Gruppe von Personen</td>
<td>Behörde, Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quellen: - AA - Auswärtiges Amt (1.4.2015b): Russische Föderation - Reise- und Sicherheitshinweise</td>
<td>Behörde, Administration</td>
<td>Information, Quelle, Daten</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6 Conclusion

We aim at producing an annotated fine-grained domain-specific data set for training an NER tool, while attempting to reduce the high cost of manual annotations produced by domain experts. In particular, we address a realistic case of 1) having to cope with the choice of fine-grained types produced by domain experts and 2) small golden training data set. Therefore, we formulate the (named) entity typing task as a binary classification task and explore the cross-type learning of the model. We exploit a binary classifier that has shown good results on a similar binary task of sense verification.

The experiments demonstrate that the initial clean and manually annotated data set might not be enough to achieve good classification results. However, adding even a small amount of randomly sampled incorrectly classified entities to the training set might significantly improve the performance. Moreover, we
observe that the performance of the model increases even for those types where no additional instances are added, therefore exploiting cross-type learning effect. We also observe the models increasing ability to recover from original incorrect (noisy) annotations produced by the general purpose NER model.

Finally, we train the model on all the available manual data and (re-)annotate the whole original corpus.
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Abstract. With significant growth in RDF datasets, application developers demand online availability of these datasets to meet the end users’ expectations. Various interfaces are available for querying RDF data using SPARQL query language. Studies show that SPARQL endpoints may provide high query runtime performance at the cost of low availability. For example, it has been observed that only 32.2% of public endpoints have a monthly uptime of 99–100%. One possible reason for this low availability is the high workload experienced by these SPARQL endpoints. As complete query execution is performed at server side (i.e., SPARQL endpoint), this high query processing workload may result in performance degradation or even a service shutdown. We performed extensive experiments to show the query processing capabilities of well-known triple stores by using their SPARQL endpoints. In particular, we stressed these triple stores with multiple parallel requests from different querying agents. Our experiments revealed the maximum query processing capabilities of these triple stores after which point they lead to service shutdowns. We hope this analysis will help triple store developers to design workload-aware RDF engines to improve the availability of their public endpoints with high throughput.
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1 Introduction

One of the basic requirements of many semantic web applications is the ability to access and query live linked data. The term “live queryable” linked data demands that the data should be queryable via online SPARQL interfaces (without first downloading the entire knowledge graph) and processed locally to retrieve the desired information [27]. It is one of the most important demands for the successful deployment of many linked data-based applications. Various interfaces such as SPARQL endpoints and Triple Pattern Fragments (TPF) provide live SPARQL querying [27].
SPARQL endpoints offer a public interface to execute SPARQL queries over the underlying RDF datasets. In this interface, the client sends a complete SPARQL query to the server (i.e., SPARQL endpoint). The server executes the query and returns the final results. The server is responsible for the execution of a complete query while the client is idle most of the time [15]. This model of query processing generally leads to better runtime performance due to the optimization techniques used in the server. Furthermore, the network overhead is low, as the complete query processing task is performed at one end. However, many of the SPARQL endpoints suffer from low availability rates [27,7]. According to the SPARQLES [26]3 current statistics4, only 176 (i.e. 20.71%) were found available out of a total 557 public endpoints. One potential reason for this low availability could be service shutdowns due to the high workload experienced by these SPARQL endpoints and the complex and expressive nature of SPARQL queries, which may require large processing time and resources. For example, the well-known public endpoints such as DBpedia5 and Wikidata6 receive more than 100K queries per day [19]. The RDF data storage and SPARQL query execution is performed by the backend triple store. For example, the DBpedia SPARQL endpoint is powered by the Virtuoso [11] triple store. The Wikidata endpoint works on top of the BlazeGraph7 triple store. Every RDF query processing engine has a certain peak performance point when exposed to multiple parallel querying users. Exceeding the user workload beyond the maximum query processing capability of an engine would generally lead to performance degradation or even a service shutdown. The peak performance points of RDF triple stores depend upon multiple factors, including parallel query processing capabilities, the type of hardware resources being allocated, the efficiency of the underlying query planner, and the type of workload experienced. Multiple studies [20,12,22,6,30] have compared the performance of different triple stores; however, little attention has been paid to assessing parallel query processing capabilities of these triple stores [8]. To the best of our knowledge, no studies have reported the peak performance points of the state-of-the-art triple stores. We fill this gap by conducting extensive experiments and report the peak performance points of the triple stores with varying multiple parallel querying clients.

Our contributions are as follows:

- We performed experiments to show the maximum query processing capabilities of some well-known triple stores, with respect to the number of querying agents they can support, by using their SPARQL endpoints. In particular, we stressed these triple stores with multiple parallel requests from different numbers of querying agents.
- Beyond their peak performance points, We further stressed the selected triple stores towards launching a DoS attack.

---

3 SPARQLES Monitoring: https://sparqles.ai.wu.ac.at/availability
4 Data taken on 31st of March, 2021 at 11:30 (CET)
5 http://dbpedia.org/sparql
6 https://query.wikidata.org/
7 https://blazegraph.com/
The rest of the paper is organised as follows: In section 2, we provide a summary of the different evaluations related to RDF triple stores. Section 3 explains the evaluation setup and the evaluation results are presented in Section 4. Section 5 explains the availability of resources and their reusability and section 6 concludes this work. The complete data to reproduce the presented results is available from https://github.com/dice-group/RDF-Triplestores-Evaluation.

2 Related Work

The focus of this section is to show the details of the experiments performed to evaluate the state-of-the-art triple stores. The main aim is to highlight the lack of research into the stress tolerance of different triple stores for their peak performance capabilities.

The importance of linked data and knowledge graphs has motivated the development of several RDF triple stores. Ali et al. [1] categorized a total of 116 triple stores: each employs different data storage and querying processing mechanisms. Consequently, various triple store benchmarks also have been developed. Saleem et al. [21] provide an analysis of 10 triple store benchmarks, each employing a different evaluation setup and experiments. Table 1 shows the list of the triple stores evaluated and details of the experiments conducted in these state-of-the-art triple stores benchmarks.

The performance metrics used by state-of-the-art triple store benchmarks to compare triple stores can be divided into four main categories.

– **Processing Related Metrics.** The metrics included in this category are related to the query processing capabilities of the triple stores. In this category, the Queries per Second (QpS), Queries Mix per Hour (QMpH), and Processing Overhead (PO) are the key metrics used in the state-of-the-art benchmarks.

– **Storage Related Metrics.** The metrics included in this category are related to the data storage and indexing techniques used in the triple stores. In this category, the data Loading Time (LT), the Storage Space (SS) required, and the Size of generated Indexes (IS) are the key metrics used in the state-of-the-art benchmarks.

– **Result Set Related Metrics.** The metrics included in this category are related to the result sets of the query execution over underlying triple stores. In this category, Result Set Completeness (RCm) and Correctness (RCr) are the key metrics used in the state-of-the-art benchmarks.

– **Additional Metrics.** This category includes additional metrics pertaining to the use of Multiple parallel Clients (MC) to assess the parallel querying capabilities of the triple store, and the Dataset Updates (DU).

The MC is the central metric related to our study, which is clearly missing in the majority of benchmark evaluations. Some basic evaluation is shown in BSBM and BioBench by multiple parallel querying clients. However, they did not report the peak performance points of tested triple stores.
Table 1: Details of Benchmarks and type of experiments performed

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmarks</th>
<th>Triple Stores</th>
<th>Experimental Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DBPSB[18]</td>
<td>Virtuoso</td>
<td>QpS and QMpH of all mentioned triple stores were evaluated. These triple stores were loaded with real-world DBpedia dataset and one querying agent (user) at a time was used.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sesame</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jena-TDB</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BigOWLIM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEASIBLE[20]</td>
<td>Virtuoso</td>
<td>QpS, QmpH and performance metrics relating to result set correctness and completeness were evaluated. Two datasets, i.e., real-world DBpedia and synthetic WatDiv, were used. Only one querying agent was used at a time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OWLIM-SE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jena-TDB (Fuseki)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sesame</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WatDiv[2]</td>
<td>4Store</td>
<td>Query execution time for synthetic datasets of different sizes was measured for only one querying user at a time. The experiments aim to compare triple stores by using synthetically generated data.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RDF-3X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MonetDB</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Virtuoso</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FishMark[5]</td>
<td>Virtuoso</td>
<td>QpS for all the selected triple stores was evaluated against one querying user at a time. A synthetic dataset was used in this benchmark.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Quest</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bowlogna[10]</td>
<td>RDF-3X</td>
<td>Performance metrics relating to storage, i.e., RDF data loading time and the index size of all triple stores were evaluated. A synthetic dataset relating to the university data was used.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4Store</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Virtuoso</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Diplodocus</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TrainBench[24]</td>
<td>RDF4J</td>
<td>All mentioned triple stores were loaded with synthetic datasets of different sizes. After that, they were evaluated for result size completeness and correctness.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jena-TDB</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BioBench [30]</td>
<td>OWLIM-SE</td>
<td>Performance metrics relating to load time, storage space, and result sets were evaluated for single and multi users. However, the triple stores were not evaluated for query processing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Virtuoso</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bigdata</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mulgara</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4Store</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSBM [6]</td>
<td>Sesame</td>
<td>The mentioned triple stores were loaded with synthetic datasets of different sizes and were evaluated for QpS, QMpH, and some other metrics related to data storage and result sets.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jena-TDB</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jena-SDB</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Virtuoso</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP2Bench[22]</td>
<td>Sesame</td>
<td>The selected triple stores were evaluated for processing overhead, storage and result set related performance metrics. Synthetic datasets were used and only one querying user was used.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Virtuoso</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ARQ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Redland</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Apart from the evaluations conducted in triple store benchmarks, additional performance evaluations can be found in the literature as well. Voigt et al. [29] evaluated triple stores for data loading time, query runtimes, and result set completeness. They aimed to test the systems for some specific type of queries like `SELECT` (with or without `UNION`, `REGEX`, `FILTER` or sub-queries). For the multi-client scenario, they measured the avg. query performance, as well as how many queries could be executed within a 10-minute time slot. In addition, some experiments related to memory requirements were conducted. Conrads et al. [8] presented a generic framework for benchmarking the read/write performance of triple stores in the presence of multiple querying agents. They evaluated three triple stores (Virtuoso, Fuseki and Blazegraph) for QpH and QMpH for different dataset sizes (DBpedia and SWDF8). Rohloff et al. [23] evaluated some triple store technologies, such as MySQL9, DAML DB10 and BigOWLIM11 (currently called GraphDB), in combination with RDF4J12 and Jena13, as query frameworks for data loading time and query response time, by changing the dataset sizes. Stegmaier et al. [23] performed an evaluation on some of the RDF database technologies, including RDF4J14, AllegroGraph [25], and Jena-SDB15 for their query execution time by using the SP2 [22] benchmark. Cudrè-Mauroux et al. [9] empirically evaluated the NoSQL databases for RDF. Their evaluation is based on a comparison of several NoSQL stores, along with a native triple store, i.e., 4Store [13] for RDF processing. Furthermore, Verborgh et al. [28] evaluate their query engine named Triple Pattern Fragments (TPF) based on performance metrics `Number of Timeouts`, `Query Execution Time`, and `Network Usage`. Similarly, Minier et al. in SAG16 perform evaluations based on avg. workload completion time for 50 clients and compare their system with brTPF [14], TPF [28] and Virtuoso [11]. Finally, Azzam et al. [4] compare SMART-KG with TPF, Virtuoso and SAG by using performance metrics `Number of Timeouts`, `Execution Time` and `Resource Consumption`.

However, to the best of our knowledge, none of these additional evaluations tested the performance of triple stores for their maximum throughput during parallel querying workload.

3 Evaluation Setup

In this section, we explain the evaluation setup used in the experiments. In general, any evaluation related to RDF systems comprises an RDF dataset, a collection of SPARQL queries, and a set of performance metrics. Here, we present

8 Semantic Web Dog Food
9 http://www.mysql.com/
10 http://www.daml.org/2001/09/damldb/
11 https://www.ontotext.com/products/graphdb/
12 http://www.openrdf.org/
13 https://jena.apache.org/
14 http://www.openrdf.org/
15 https://jena.apache.org/documentation/sdb/
key features of each of these components that are important to consider for fair evaluation. Many of these features come from state-of-the-art research contributions mentioned in [20,21,2].

**Benchmarks.** Benchmarks for the evaluation of triple stores can either be synthetic or real-data [21]. The synthetic-data benchmarks make use of a data generator to generate synthetic data. Queries can be generated by using query templates on the underlying data. Synthetic-data benchmarks are useful in testing the scalability of triple stores with varying dataset sizes. However, they often fail to reflect characteristics of the real-world queries posted by users of the datasets in practice [21,19,3]. On the other hand, real-data benchmarks contain both data and queries, selected from real-world RDF datasets and their corresponding query logs. Such benchmarks more closely reflect the real-world deployment of triple stores. However, analysis of real-world queries [19,3] show that they are quite simple in terms of the structural features (number of triple patterns, types of joins, projections, etc.) and data-driven features (result sizes, selectivity, etc.) of SPARQL queries [21,2]. Keeping in mind the pros and cons of both types of benchmarks, we consider both real-world as well as synthetic benchmarks in our evaluation:

- **FEASIBLE[20]:** is a real-data benchmark generator, which generates benchmarks by using the real-world query logs of RDF datasets. We used the same benchmark (analyzed in [21]) that was generated by the FEASIBLE framework. This benchmark is based on the DBpedia3.5.1 dataset. The dataset contains a total of 232M (English version) triples, 18,425k distinct subjects, 39,672 predicates, and 65,184k objects. The benchmark includes a total of 50 real queries selected from the DBpedia3.5.1 SPARQL endpoint log. These queries cover most of the required structural and data-driven features of the SPARQL queries [21]. Furthermore, it is the most diverse benchmark in comparison to other triple store benchmarks included in [21].

- **WatDiv[2]:** is a synthetic benchmark generator. Again, we used the same benchmark analyzed in [21] that was generated by WatDiv generators having 108M triples, usually called 100M WatDiv dataset. Similarly, for more diverse evaluation and to test the scalability of the triple stores w.r.t. varying dataset sizes, we considered two more datasets generated by the same benchmark having 10M and one billion triples. The total number of query templates used in benchmarks is 50, including 20 basic testing query templates and 30 extensions to basic testing. The basic testing consists of queries in four categories, namely, linear queries (L), star queries (S), snowflake-shaped queries (F) and complex queries (C) [2].

The coefficient of variation, which shows diversity scores [21] across different SPARQL query features, is shown in Fig. 1. The coverage of different SPARQL clauses and join vertex types is shown in Table 2. Further detailed analysis of the datasets as well as queries about the selected benchmarks can be found in [21].

---

16 DBpedia3.5.1: dbpedia.org
Fig. 1: Diversity scores across different SPARQL query features of the benchmarks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>Distributions of SPARQL Clauses</th>
<th>Distr. of Join Vertex Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DIST FILT REG OPT UN LIM ORD</td>
<td>Star Path Sink Hyb. N.J.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watdiv</td>
<td>0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0</td>
<td>28.0 64.0 26.0 20.0 0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEASIBLE</td>
<td>56.0 58.0 22.0 28.0 40.0 42.0 32.0 58.0 18.0 36.0 16.0 30.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Please note that these are the two most diverse benchmarks according to the benchmarks analysis conducted in [21].

**Performance Metric.** Since we are measuring the throughput of triple stores, we use Queries per Second (QpS) as the main performance indicator.

**Triple Stores.** We selected triple stores to be included in the evaluation based on the following criteria: (1) the triple stores should be available for free, therefore we excluded commercial triple stores, (2) they should be able to load and process both the selected datasets and the corresponding queries, (3) they should offer SPARQL HTTP endpoints, (4) they should support the SPARQL features included in the FEASIBLE benchmark, therefore triple stores which only support BGP\^{17} queries are excluded, and (5) they should have no benchmarking restrictions, e.g., the maintainers had to approve the inclusion of their system results in the publication to the public.

\[17\] https://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-sparql-query/#BasicGraphPatterns
Based on the above criteria we have considered the following triple stores in our evaluation:

1. **Virtuoso** is flexible enough to configure most of its parameters through config file. We used Virtuoso version 7.2.6 with `NumberOfBuffers=680000` and `MaxDirtyBuffers=500000`, which is recommended settings for 8 GB of free system memory. The parameter `MaxClientConnections` in the HTTP Server section, is set according to the number of querying users (i.e., one connection per querying user) for all the individual experiments. The `ThreadsPerQuery=32` is set according to the number of CPU cores.

2. **Jena TDB** Version 3.13.1 with **Fuseki** as HTTP interface with Java heap size set to 8g. The documentation about parallelism shows that Jena’s query mechanism is itself multi-threaded, and it supports parallel querying by default.

3. **Blazegraph** Version 2.1.4, with Jetty as HTTP interface and Java heap size set to 8g. Through its configuration file, we changed the `QueryThreadPoolSize=32` and `ReadOnly=True`. All other parameters were kept default.

4. **Ontotext GraphDB** with Java heap=8g.

5. **Parliament** [16] with `MIN_MEM=1g` and `MAX_MEM=8g` of Java heap and jetty as HTTP interface.

In some cases, we also contacted the maintainers of the systems to get the recommended and comparable settings.

**Benchmark Execution.** All the experiments were performed using the benchmark execution framework Iguana V2.1.2 [8], which is particularly developed to measure the read/write performance of RDF triple stores in the presence of multiple querying agents. As recommended by the maintainer, we set the query time-out to 10 minutes per query, and each experiment was performed in a stress test with 60 minutes run time. All the experiments were performed for 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64 and 128 concurrently executing clients. Before starting the evaluation, we bulk loaded each of the datasets into the triple stores. During each run of the experiment, the triple stores contained only the dataset upon which the benchmarking was being carried out. Moreover, we tested the selected triple stores up to 128 concurrent clients to ensure the service unavailability.

**Hardware.** All experiments were performed on a machine with two Intel Xeon E5-2620 v4 CPUs having each 8 physical cores and 16 logical cores, 256GB RAM, 11 TB HDD and running Ubuntu 20.04.2 LTS.
4 Results and Discussion

Fig. 2d shows the results when all the triple stores are loaded with the DBpedia3.5.1 dataset and FEASIBLE [20] benchmark queries were executed on them. Similarly, Fig. 2a, 2b, and 2c show the WatDiv benchmarking results when the triple stores are tested with 10 million, 100 million and one billion triples datasets, respectively. From these graphs, we want to look for the key findings pertaining to the following research questions: (1) Which triple store achieved the highest throughput in terms of QpS? (2) On avg., which triple store is performing the best? (3) What is the peak performance point of each of the selected triple stores and when is it achieved? (4) How do the triple stores scale to the increasing number of parallel querying agents? (5) At which point does the DoS occur? and (6) How do systems scale with the increasing dataset sizes? In the following, we discuss each of these key questions.

Please note that the aim of this paper is to report the triple stores performances with different stress testing. The reason why one triple store performs better than others is out of the scope of this paper.
Fig. 3: Peak throughput in terms of avg. QpS per client of all given triple stores with different benchmarks.

Highest Throughput: Fig. 4a shows that GraphDB achieves the highest peak performance point, i.e., 231 on avg., as well as in the case of all the individual benchmarks (ref. Figure 2). Followed by GraphDB, Virtuoso achieves the second position by achieving maximum avg. throughput of 88 QpS, and in the case of WatDiv-10-Million benchmark, it has the highest individual QpS value as shown in Fig. 3. Then Fuseki-TDB, Blazegraph and Parliament achieve the 3rd, 4th and 5th position, respectively. Finally, Blazegraph achieves almost the same maximum QpS in all WatDiv benchmarks.

Average Throughput: The avg. throughput of the selected triple stores can be measured by calculating the area under the curve in the corresponding throughput graphs. The higher the area covered, the higher the avg. throughput. Fig. 4b shows that Virtuoso achieves the maximum avg. throughput of 3621. It is followed by Parliament having 3101, then Fuseki-TDB having 2727, followed by GraphDB with 2364 and then Blazegraph with 1775. From the Fig. 3 and 4b, it can be observed that the maximum peak performance in terms of QpS, does not necessarily mean that the same system will perform well in terms of avg. throughput.

Peak Performance Points: The results in Fig. 2 show that there is a peak performance point for each triple store. This peak point of any triple store differs for all the benchmarks, but is reached during the same number of querying agents. Once that point is reached, further increase in the querying workload leads to gradual decrease in performance.
Parallel Scalability: It refers to how triple stores react to the increasing querying agents. A highly parallel scalable triple store’s throughput would gradually increase with the increasing number of multiple querying agents. We can see from Fig. 5f, that this is not the case for the majority of selected triple stores, i.e., the peak performance point of these triple stores is reached quite early. In this regard, the parallel scalable triple store ranking is: Fuseki-TDB and Parliament are scalable up to 8 querying agents, followed by Virtuoso with 4, Blazegraph with 2, and GraphDB with only one. It is worth mentioning here that Parliament achieve the least avg. peak performance but is scalable in terms of the maximum number of querying agents it supports.

Denial of Service (DoS): Our results show that the throughput of the selected triple stores almost reaches zero when exposed to 128 querying agents. This is the point at which triple stores almost stop responding.

Scalability with Increasing Dataset: Finally, we want to measure the scalability of the selected triple stores in terms of varying datasets sizes as well as increasing querying agents. Fig. 5a, 5b, 5c, 5d and 5e show the corresponding results for each of the selected triple stores. We can clearly see that, in general, performance is decreased with the increase in the number of agents as well as the size of dataset. These results are as expected because increasing the workload or the dataset size will lead to more processing work to be performed by the triple stores to get the desired query results. However, a sub question to be investigated is that which triple store scale better with increasing dataset size? Fig 5b shows that the throughput of Blazegraph is not much affected by increasing the size of the dataset. It is followed by GraphDB (ref. Figure 5e) with little effect on the varying dataset sizes. On the other hand, we can clearly see a short performance drop on the other three selected triple stores. In particular, the performance of Virtuoso is greatly affected by the dataset sizes. In conclusion, the results sug-
Fig. 5: Benchmark results on WatDiv-10-Million (a), WatDiv-100-Million (b), WatDiv-One-Billion (c) and DBpedia (d); For each benchmark, x-axis shows the No. of querying users while y-axis shows the avg. QpS per user. (f) shows the No. of users that triple stores support concurrently with highest throughput.
gest that Blazegraph is the most scalable triple store to handle big data with smaller effect on the throughput.

In summary, our results reveal the parallel query processing capabilities of selected triple stores. In particular, there exists a peak performance point for each of these triple stores which is generally reached with only a small number of multiple querying agents, as shown in Fig. 5f. Hence, these triple stores can easily lead to performance degradation or even a service shutdown when they are exposed to multiple querying users.

5 Resource Availability and Reusability

The datasets and queries used in this work are based on state-of-the-art benchmarks [20,2]. The query execution was performed by using the IGUANA [8] benchmark execution framework. All data required to reproduce these experiments or conduct a new set of experiments are available from the aforementioned repository homepage. Since we used standard state-of-the-art benchmarks and a standard benchmark execution framework, new triple store developers can use the same setup to test their own triple stores and compare with the state of the art. Finally, we also provide the complete evaluation results to enable a more fine-grained analysis. The current queries used in the FEASIBLE-DBpedia benchmark were selected from the query log of the DBpedia version 3.5.1. However, new queries for other versions of DBpedia are now available from the LSQ [19] dataset, which can be directly consumed by the FEASIBLE benchmark generation framework. In the future, we will provide more FEASIBLE-DBpedia benchmarks for the newer versions of DBpedia from the same resource homepage. This will ensure triple store testing for their scalability with respect to varying sizes of DBpedia.

6 Conclusion

State-of-the-art linked data querying interfaces face the problem of finding a reasonable solution for the trade-off between performance and availability of RDF triple stores. Serving requests with high efficiency, and at the same time ensuring high availability of the endpoints, is crucial for the success of the Semantic Web. We conducted experiments with the aim of facilitating the design of smart query processing interfaces that ensure both high performance and availability. In particular, we showed the peak performance points and the parallel query processing capabilities of selected triple stores. Furthermore, we showed the extreme workloads that lead to potential service shutdowns on these triple stores. Finally, we measured the effect of varying dataset sizes on the query runtime performances of the selected triple stores. In the future, we want to include more triple stores and measure the effect of the resources (allocated RAM memory in particular) on the performance.
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Abstract. This paper describes a new semantic metadata-based approach to describing and integrating diverse data processing activity descriptions gathered from heterogeneous organisational sources such as departments, divisions, and external processors. This information must be collated to assess and document GDPR legal compliance, such as creating a Register of Processing Activities (ROPA). Most GDPR knowledge graph research to date has focused on developing detailed compliance graphs. However, many organisations already have diverse data collection tools for documenting data processing activities, and this heterogeneity is likely to grow in the future. We provide a new approach extending the well-known DCAT-AP standard utilising the data privacy vocabulary (DPV) to express the concepts necessary to complete a ROPA. This approach enables data catalog implementations to merge and federate the metadata for a ROPA without requiring full alignment or merging all the underlying data sources. To show our approach’s feasibility, we demonstrate a deployment use case and develop a prototype system based on diverse data processing records and a standard set of SPARQL queries for a Data Protection Officer preparing a ROPA to monitor compliance. Our catalog’s key benefits are that it is a lightweight, metadata-level integration point with a low cost of compliance information integration, capable of representing processing activities from heterogeneous sources.
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1. Introduction

Organisations can be large and complex entities that perform heterogeneous processing on large volumes of diverse personal data. In practice, organisations often consist of (semi-)autonomous data processing units such as divisions, departments, or subsidiaries to achieve organisational goals. Organisations may also employ external parties like contractors, processors, or operational partners. This heterogeneity contrasts with existing LegalTech solutions for GDPR compliance that require the organisation to adhere to whatever data model is required by the solution [1].

From a legal perspective, administrative fines and actions are imposed on organisations as singular entities instead of individual units (GDPR Rec.150). Hence, the organisation is responsible for creating, maintaining, and demonstrating legal
compliance information in its entirety. GDPR requires organisations to appoint a Data Protection Officer (DPO) to advise and assist them with compliance-related tasks. The DPO's challenge is to document all personal processing activities, which multiple parties carry out across the extended organisation. In practice, the DPO is the early warning indicator of adverse data processing activities within the organisation [2]. This challenging role requires the DPO to arduously document processing activities carried out by internal (e.g. departments) and external (e.g. contractors) units; and thereby establish, monitor, and advise the organisation on its compliance accordingly.

Processes can be intra-organisational involving internal departments or business functions, or inter-organisational where external parties are involved in the process. This information must be fed into the legal compliance 'graph' or 'product'. In practical terms, these 'sources' of data processing activities may evolve independently and have requirements and management methods that do not necessarily match the organisation's compliance processes.

As an example of the challenge, consider an organisation creating its Register of Processing Activities (ROPA), which is the first item requested by a regulator to investigate and must be produced on request (GDPR Art.30.4). The organisation must collect the information required for inclusion in the ROPA from potentially diverse sources such as business functions, departments, and affiliates. In practice, organisations rely on manual and informal methods such as spreadsheets, customised software, or internally developed systems to catalog their processing activities [1], which are then presented to the DPO in multiple heterogeneous forms by the various sources responsible for processing personal data. These practices result in organisations struggling to meet their ROPA obligations [1] and is an ongoing issue as inter and intra-organisational processes and their relevance in crafting the legal compliance documentation such as ROPA are yet to be resolved [3].

Our solution to this challenge is the development of DPCat. This is a profile of the well-established DCAT W3C standard for data catalog [4][5]. Our technical approach analyses the legal requirements to establish the data required to complete a ROPA. We develop DPCat, a profile of DCAT-AP [6], by supplementing it with terms from the Data Privacy Vocabulary (DPV) [7]. This solution will enable organisations to collect information under a standard form and offer a consolidated view of their processing activities. We will conduct a use case to evaluate our research goal to establish the extent that a Data Processing Activities Catalog based on DCAT-AP and Data Privacy Vocabulary (DPV) can overcome the heterogeneity of sources to facilitate a ROPA.

The structure of our paper describes the use case based on real-world examples in section 2. We describe our deployment scenario where an organisation that consists of multiple business functions and an outsourced processor holding data in many diverse heterogeneous sources is required to identify and record all personal data processing activities to meet its GDPR compliance obligations. In section 3, we evaluate the related work of the cataloguing of Data Processing activities. We identify that the development of vocabularies and ontologies in this domain, whilst prolific, would benefit from deploying a data processing catalog to collect unified metadata to be utilised for ROPA creation, particularly the ability to span graph-based and non-graph data sources. Section 4 proposes a data processing activities catalog for representing heterogeneous compliance-related Information for GDPR and identifying the key benefits of a data catalog. Section 5 presents the design of our prototype Data Processing Activities Catalog system based upon DCAT-AP. We present the regulatory requirements of a ROPA and express these in RDF form based upon the Data Privacy Vocabulary (DPV).
We identify the key features that the Data Processing Catalog must contain to enable automatic ROPA generation. In the remainder of the paper, we implement our DCAT-AP-based catalog and evaluate our research goal to establish the extent that a Data Processing Activities Catalog based on DCAT-AP and DPV can overcome the heterogeneity of sources to facilitate the preparation of a ROPA. For the remainder of the paper, we evaluate how effective the data catalog performed to meet the research goal.

2. Use Case

Our use case scenario involves an organisation known as Alpha Ltd. The organisation comprises three distinct departments: Customer service, Human Resources and Marketing (see Fig.1). The departments are part of the same legal entity but carry out a variety of data processing activities. These departments collect and process different personal data according to their purposes. The tools and systems they use to manage information and processing can be distinct (see Fig.1), such as CRM systems, ERP systems, data flow models, semantic models, spreadsheets, etc. The distribution of platforms tends to reflect historical acquisitions by Alpha Ltd and local deployments by market segment leaders rather than homogeneous development of corporate IT systems, including data management or governance platforms.

Alpha Ltd has engaged the Data Processor Beta Ltd. to assist the HR department in processing employee expense claims. Beta Ltd carries out this processing activity in Canada, outside the European Union and is designated as providing appropriate safeguards for personal data transfers (GDPR Art.46.1). As a Data Controller, Alpha Ltd
must ensure that all personal data processing activities are collected and recorded in its ROPA. To do this, the DPO, as a ‘compliance officer’ for Alpha, needs to liaise with each of the individual departments and request required information from them. In turn, the responsible departments must identify and extract this information from the information management systems used to track activities. As a result, the information about data processing activities within the organisation is presented to the DPO in heterogeneous forms. Further, the DPO must engage with relevant people or ‘contacts’ within each department in case of further information, clarity, or communication needs.

Hence, the requirements that a tool for creating a ROPA must deliver are:

1. Supports the heterogeneity of data sources describing data processing activities within an organisation
2. Enables standards-based collation of the data required for completion of a ROPA
3. Recording temporal validity of processing activities, e.g. active period
4. Supports periodic or continuous changes to data processing activity descriptions to reflect the dynamic lifecycle of data processing activities in an organisation
5. Records identity of activity host and organisational unit and relevant contact, e.g. to assist the DPO to collect additional information
6. Facilitate searching records, e.g. identify activities active on a specific date
7. Enable the creation of ROPA and other compliance-related documentation using information collected in the records
8. Minimises the data to be collected and integrated
9. Easy to deploy, e.g. based on established or commonly used software platforms

Next, we examine current systems’ abilities to deliver these functionalities to DPO.

3. Related Work

We have established that organisations need to capture and express data processing activities carried out by their affiliates/ business functions and associated entities irrespective of the source data's heterogeneity. These processing activity descriptions need to be recorded and maintained in a ROPA. This section will review the extent to which the existing related work can meet the requirements set out in our use case. We will discuss the ability to exist commercial solutions [8], enterprise architecture and semantic-based solutions to meet the use case requirements.

Firstly, if we examine existing commercial solutions, we find a fragmented approach to recording processing activities to prepare ROPAs [1]. Organisations most commonly create and maintain ROPAs through informal tools, such as visual data flow mapping, customised in house software, and spreadsheets [1]. Data Protection Regulators encourage this practice by providing spreadsheet-based templates to help organisations prepare and maintain ROPAs [3]. A spreadsheet, while being a simple and commonly utilised versatile medium, requires effort to enter information and keep it updated. As a human-oriented application, spreadsheets often lack the rich data structures and semantics suitable for building automated toolchains, especially when modelling complex legal concepts beyond numerical or financial models. Furthermore, these approaches present challenges in that they are stand-alone and lack interoperability [3]. The maintained ROPA fails to meet the minimum threshold in many circumstances as they fail to be "sufficiently detailed for purpose" [9].
Enterprise Architecture (EA) models have offered the potential to generate a ROPA by augmenting existing EA models with the necessary information to maintain and generate a ROPA [10]. Huth et al. propose an approach where all required ROPA information is queried and presented in a structured format. The data in this structured form can be displayed in a custom-built application or exported to a ROPA presentation spreadsheet. However, the heterogeneity of data processing activities from diverse sources, both Inter and Intra organisational, creates challenges as the EA architecture may not extend to all the business units or domains required. In addition, specialised knowledge and tools are often not in-house, are required to build and extend EA models.

Many Semantic-based projects provide vocabularies, ontologies, and policy languages that can be used to represent GDPR concepts. These solutions mainly focus on providing informational items referenced in GDPR rights and obligations. They tend to focus on modelling/advanced use cases rather than deployment and interoperability. These projects focus on legal compliance evaluation. They do not consider the critical aspect of how the information required for (a) evaluating legal obligations and (b) demonstrating legal compliance - is maintained or generated within/by organisations and the entities involved in this process. The ability to demonstrate compliance is integral to the principle of accountability (GDPR Art.5.2). In many cases, many of the open-source ontologies and vocabularies are obsolete or without new developments in recent years, except for a small number of open vocabularies such as BPR4GDPR's IMO [11], GDPRov [12], GConsent [13], DPV [7], GDPRtEXT [14] and PrOnto [15] being the only ones that continue.

BPR4GDPR (Business Process Re-engineering and functional toolkit for GDPR compliance) [11] is a compliance ontology used to dictate and evaluate processes by considering them as workflows where actions or operations are connected dependencies and data flows performed by actors who can include assets or artefacts. Process mining is performed on the knowledge extracted from event logs of information systems to discover, monitor, and improve processes not assumed or modelled before evaluation. BPR4GDPR is utilised to create a process monitoring architecture. These rules are intended to act as constraints in conformance checking and repair the processes by identifying components that need to be changed to satisfy rules. GDPRov, [12] is a linked data ontology for expressing consent and data lifecycles' provenance to document user compliance. GConsent [13] is an OWL2-DL ontology representing consent and associated information, such as provenance. It uses R2RML to produce mappings for generating RDF metadata and focuses on using a standard model for each consent instance. This would also facilitate using data validation of information regarding consent. GDPRtEXT [14] is a linked data resource using the European Legislation Identifier (ELI) ontology for exposing the GDPR as linked data and is published using DCAT. The dataset contains a SPARQL endpoint.

GDPRtEXT also provides a SKOS vocabulary for defining terms and concepts in GDPR. The PrOnto [15] ontology provides concepts regarding GDPR associated with data types and documents, agents and roles, processing purposes, legal bases, processing operations, and deontic operations for modelling rights and duties. It has been applied for legal compliance checking over Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN). Though several vocabularies feature concepts for GDPR compliance, none of these has been utilised in modelling ROPA (through GDPR). We identify that the development of vocabularies and ontologies in this domain is certainly prolific but would benefit from deploying a data processing catalog to collect unified metadata to be utilised for ROPA creation, particularly the ability to span graph-based and non-graph data sources.
Currently, there are no vocabularies explicitly addressing or supporting ROPAs. Of the specified existing works, the DPV is the only one deployed to represent ROPAs [3]; however, this is a conceptual initiative with no deployment to date.

4. A Data Processing Activities Catalog

Alpha Ltd. can create a ROPA using existing solutions; however, the challenge for Alpha Ltd. is to do this accurately and maintain an up to date ROPA [9]. Therefore, we propose a data processing activities catalog for representing heterogeneous compliance-related data for GDPR. The key benefits of a data catalog for this task are as follows:

- The design of data catalogs span heterogeneity based on common metadata and thus only require the collection of a small amount of data to describe the processing activities
- Data catalogs are widely used by industry, with many increasing numbers of organisations having expertise in their area
- Data catalogs such as CKAN [16] offer user interfaces that facilitate use by non-technical personnel
- Data catalogs support federated and distributed systems of data processing knowledge collection
- Data catalogs have specified standards for interoperability that we show below that can align with the data required for a ROPA
- Data catalog models and tools can be extended easily to gather additional data required for the completion of a specialised dataset such as a ROPA

We will base our data processing activities catalog on DCAT-AP. This profile specification is based on W3C's Data Catalog vocabulary (DCAT) for describing public sector datasets in the EU’s Open Data portals. DCAT-AP enables cross-data portal search by harmonising the metadata collected and enables common metadata collection and search about diverse datasets. This is achieved by the exchange of standard descriptions of datasets among data portals. In addition, DCAT-AP proposes mandatory, recommended, or optional classes and properties to be used for a particular application; It identifies requirements to control vocabularies for this particular application; It gathers other elements to be considered as priorities or requirements for an application such as conformance statement, agent roles or cardinalities.

Our catalog will be known as DPCat. It will be a profile of DCAT-AP and will be focused on representing data processing activities for the generation of a ROPA. DPCat will build on the specifications of DCAT-AP to represent the processing activities required for ROPA. DPCat will also utilise the DPV as the controlled vocabulary used for the catalog. The terms required for ROPA are aligned to the DPV namespace and are a controlled vocabulary for the fields in the profile. The DPV is taxonomical modelling of concepts associated with personal data processing based on the GDPR. It is an outcome of the W3C Data Privacy Vocabularies and Controls Community Group (DPVCWG), representing a community agreement between different stakeholders. The creation of the DPV ontology follows guidelines and methodologies deemed 'best practice' by the semantic web community [17]. The DPV is helpful as a machine-readable representation of personal data processing and can be adopted in relevant use-cases such as legal compliance documentation and evaluation, policy specification, consent
representation and requests, a taxonomy of legal terms, and annotation of text and data. The use of DPV as part of DPCat will provide an extensive personal data processing vocabulary that will sufficiently expressively represent the terms required in ROPA.

5. **DPCat Specifications**

Our system requires the representation of the legal data required to complete the ROPA and operational information to maintain the ROPA on an ongoing basis. Article 30 of the GDPR sets out the legal information required to prepare the ROPA. In addition, the regulation states that each controller and, where applicable, the controller's representative, shall maintain a record of processing activities under its responsibility. That record shall contain all the following information:

(a) the name and contact details of the controller and, where applicable, the joint controller, the controller's representative, and the data protection officer
(b) the purposes of the processing
(c) description of the categories of data subjects and the categories of personal data
(d) the categories of recipients to whom the personal data have been or will be disclosed include recipients in third countries or international organisations.
(e) where applicable, transfers of personal data to a third country or an international organisation, including the identification of that third country or international organisation and, in the case of transfers referred to in the second subparagraph of Article 49(1), the documentation of suitable safeguards
(f) where possible, the envisaged time limits for erasure of the different categories of data
(g) A general description of the technical and organisational security measures referred to in Article 32(1) is possible.

In practice, many regulators provide ROPA templates that prescribe a format for the presentation of ROPA [3]. Whilst these templates are not mandatory; they are a minimum expectation of what is required by the regulator to demonstrate the organisation's accountability. For our use case, we will create a ROPA based upon the fields specified by regulation in Article 30 of the GDPR.

In section 4, we present DPCat as a solution to represent data processing activities. We have identified the data required for representation in the ROPA from Article 30 of the GDPR. To achieve this representation in DPCat, we identify the mandatory, recommended, and optional fields already specified in DCAT-AP and build on this, as DPCat is a profile of DCAT-AP. We find that we can utilise several DCAT properties to meet our requirement list's needs for a Processing Activities catalog as set out in section 2. We utilise the DPV to specify all additional properties that we require to populate ROPA. We document this specification for representing data processing activities using DPCat in table 1 with the following notation: M for Mandatory fields, C for Conditionally applicable, R for Recommended, and O for Optional. We provide a specification overview for the DPCat catalog in Figure 2.
Table 1. Specification for Representing the Data Processing Activities in DPCat

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ROPA Requirement</th>
<th>Obligation</th>
<th>DPCat Property</th>
<th>DPCat Property Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Controller</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>dct:publisher</td>
<td>foaf:Agent, dpv:Controller, adms:PublisherType</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purpose</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>dpv:hasPurpose</td>
<td>dpv:Purpose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Categories of Data Subjects</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>dpv:hasDataSubject</td>
<td>subclass of dpv:DataSubject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Categories of Personal Data</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>dpv:hasPersonalDataCategory</td>
<td>subclass of dpv:PersonalDataCategory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Categories of Recipients</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>dpv:hasRecipient</td>
<td>subclass of foaf:Agent, adms:PublisherType, dpv:LegalEntity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Transfer</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>dpv:hasProcessing</td>
<td>dpv:Transfer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Transfer Location</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>dpv:hasLocation</td>
<td>dpv:Location</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Transfer Recipient</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>dpv:hasRecipient</td>
<td>foaf:Agent, adms:PublisherType, dpv:LegalEntity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Transfer Safeguards</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>dpv:hasSafeguard</td>
<td>dpv:Safeguard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(see note below)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time limits for erasure of different categories of data</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>dpv:hasDuration</td>
<td>dpv:StorageDuration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical and Organisational Measures</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>dpv:hasTechnicalOrganisationalMeasure</td>
<td>dpv:TechnicalOrganisationalMeasure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Processors responsible for processing</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>dpv:hasRecipient</td>
<td>dpv:Processor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The Property dpv:hasSafeguard and the property range dpv:Safeguard have been submitted to the Data Privacy Community Controls Group for inclusion in the DPV vocabulary.
In section 2, we set out the requirements that a data processing catalog for ROPA must provide. We have proposed that our specialised data catalog DPCat can provide the DPO with a solution for representing a ROPA where data must be gathered from heterogeneous sources. In Table 2, we set out how DPCat can meet these requirements, and we support this with a demonstration of DPCat in section 6.

Table 2. How DPCat Meets our Requirements for a Data Processing Catalog

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Req. no</th>
<th>Data Processing Catalog Requirement</th>
<th>DPCat Property</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Heterogeneity of data</td>
<td>dct:publisher ; dcat:dataset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Enables standards-based collation of the data for ROPA</td>
<td>Refer to section 6 (Demonstration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Temporal information</td>
<td>dct:issued ; dct:temporal ; dct:modified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Changes to the records</td>
<td>dct:modified ; dct:issued</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Identity of organisational unit</td>
<td>dct:publisher ; dct:contactPoint ; dpv:LegalEntity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Facilitate searching records</td>
<td>dct:issued ; dct:temporal ; dct:identifier ; dct:modified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Facilitate the creation of ROPA</td>
<td>Refer to section 6 (Demonstration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>Minimises the data to be collected and integrated</td>
<td>DPCat Property</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>Easy to deploy</td>
<td>Refer to section 6 (Demonstration)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6. Demonstration and Discussion

To demonstrate the application of the catalog and evaluate its feasibility in addressing the requirements identified in Section 2, we created sample data reflecting the structure and operation of departments within the organisation Alpha Inc. and used queries to extract information to create ROPA. In our use-case scenario, the DPO must collect and inspect information from multiple departments for Marketing, Human Resources (HR) and Customer Services - each of which has its record-keeping practices. Also, the HR department employs the processor Beta Ltd. - which must also maintain its ROPA as a processor. The catalog, datasets, queries, and outputs for this use case are available here: https://github.com/coolharsh55/DPCat.

Each department maintains its records in our use case and has a separate catalog, while the organisation’s catalog references these as datasets. The information maintained in a department's catalog and records fields are produced based on how they conduct their activities. The outcome is an RDF graph used in the catalog records. SPARQL queries were then used to create 'views' for presenting a summary and overview of activities—for example, and Table 3 specifies a snippet of processing activities in terms of information required for ROPA, their temporal periods, and the contact point for further communication with the complete ROPA available in the DPCat repository mentioned above.

Table 3. Sample Extract of Controller ROPA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Department</th>
<th>Customer Service Dept</th>
<th>HR Dept.</th>
<th>Marketing Dept.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Record001</td>
<td>Record004</td>
<td>Record001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Period End</td>
<td>2022-12-13</td>
<td>2022-12-13</td>
<td>2022-12-13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contact Name</td>
<td>Alice</td>
<td>Bob</td>
<td>Emily</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contact e-mail</td>
<td><a href="mailto:alice@example.com">alice@example.com</a></td>
<td><a href="mailto:bob@example.com">bob@example.com</a></td>
<td><a href="mailto:emily@example.com">emily@example.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purpose Category</td>
<td>Customer care</td>
<td>Service Provision</td>
<td>Direct Marketing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purpose</td>
<td>Recording of customer calls</td>
<td>Expenses activities</td>
<td>Direct marketing via e-mail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Subject</td>
<td>Customers</td>
<td>Employees</td>
<td>Customers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal Data Category</td>
<td>Voice recordings</td>
<td>Financial</td>
<td>E-mail addresses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recipient</td>
<td>Null</td>
<td>Beta Ltd.</td>
<td>Null</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recipient Category</td>
<td>Null</td>
<td>Data Processor</td>
<td>Null</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recipient Location</td>
<td>Null</td>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>Null</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storage years</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measures</td>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>Standard</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
We used GraphDB Free \[18\] as a triple-store to store and query the information. In the queries, we relied on utilising reasoning and inferences capabilities in GraphDB (RDFS and OWL2) to retrieve results where triples were not explicitly specified correctly. We initially opted to utilise separate named graphs for each department's information to represent independent maintenance with SPARQL CONSTRUCT queries to ingest them into a global organisation-level graph. However, we discovered that this approach creates SPARQL queries due to the requirements that each named graph be explicitly specified in the query. Therefore, we decided to use a single organisation-level graph where each department maintains its catalog for demonstration purposes. We comment on this in our discussion on practicality later in the paper.

Our approach also strived to create each dataset record as a self-contained graph since the information maintained represents a 'snapshot' of activities for that organisation or its unit in a specific temporal period. This process involved using blank nodes and owl:sameAs to related entities within the organisation's global graph. This also helped validate the dataset on its own by using SHACL to check that mandatory fields are present and the correctness of the information. This approach has further benefits by making documentation and validation possible at any arbitrary stage - from individual records and organisational units to the entire organisation without conflicts or dependencies. Thus, the ROPA queries could target a specific catalog, department, or the entire organisation.

In addressing the requirements specified in section 2, the use-case sufficiently demonstrates that catalogs are a good design paradigm for record-keeping connected with GDPR compliance and ROPA documentation. The approach enables documenting data processing activities in terms of their temporal period, limiting the scope to organisational units, and assigning contact points within the organisation for further information. The inherent design of catalogs as a 'collection of records' permits the responsible unit to continue updating and maintaining records while reducing the burden on DPOs by utilising the catalog itself as a single point of reference for all related information. The use of SPARQL facilitates information searching, filtering, and exporting for ROPA creation. The paper's contribution is that the organisation can span heterogeneity based on common metadata requiring the collection of only a small amount of data to describe the processing activities. The organisation can thus generate, maintain and query a ROPA efficiently by relying on the common metadata-based records provided by DPCat to aggregate and homogenise access within the diverse sources of information required for compliance.

6.1. Discussion on Practicality and Avenues for future research

**Automation.** In terms of functioning and integration with existing organisational tools, the creation of datasets and records in RDF can be automated using approaches such as R2RML - which is a standardised specification for mappings from relational/SQL databases to RDF, or using data cataloging tools such as CKAN provides tools for catalog creation and maintenance. More importantly, the catalog is a DCAT-AP profile based on the standardised DCAT vocabulary and is itself a standard maintained by the EU to provide interoperability for sharing data between its data portals.

\[2\] https://www.ontotext.com/products/graphdb/graphdb-free/
Data sources. As we mentioned earlier in this section, we discovered the complexity of querying information when departments utilised individual named graphs for housing catalog records. In practical terms, whether each department should independently maintain compliance-related information or only submit it to a single monolithic repository is based on the organisation's practices. However, for interoperability, this information needs to be present somewhere in the catalog. We, therefore, intend on further exploring the suitability of existing fields within DCAT-AP and the more recent developments in DCAT v2 to represent information regarding sources, data formats, access controls, and SPARQL endpoints. This can also allow the specification to facilitate appropriate tooling and programmatic interfaces that can actively search and accommodate other heterogeneous tools and data sources.

Controlled Vocabularies. Currently, the specification uses DPV as a pseudo-controlled vocabulary to ensure information is expressed using the same concepts as those required for a ROPA (or broadly for GDPR compliance). Utilising a different vocabulary to specify the fields (such as purpose or recipient) is possible but requires changing the catalog specification in its entirety. Furthermore, any vocabulary chosen cannot foresee all possible concepts owing to the reality of how purposes and personal data categories can be defined. However, DPV, by being a 'community-driven standard', provides stability and interoperability in addition to expressing taxonomies from a top-down approach which makes it possible to extend and customise to situations. Therefore, it is recommended that other controlled vocabularies, where they are needed and used, be aligned to DPV concepts to ensure continued interoperability of the catalog information.

Representing complexity, e.g. Catalog of Catalogs. The use-case demonstrates functionality for a dataset catalog, which is more straightforward to understand due to its smaller scope and size. However, practical requirements may dictate many records and organisational units represented within the catalog's catalog. For the specification and tooling to function correctly in such situations, it is essential to formalise how such catalogs should be defined and the resulting interpretation.

Shared Information. The use-case considers complete dissociation between organisational departments, which may not be the case in practice. For example, the IT department may be responsible for ensuring appropriate technical and organisational measures are implemented, or a Controller may wish to record what measures a Processor has in place. In this case, organisations may want to delegate or import some catalog information from specific units. It is not currently possible to denote this with the outlined specification. We, therefore, specify this as an open research question regarding how to represent and maintain heterogeneous information within a catalog.

Common registries. The specification for a catalog of data processing activities provides an exciting possibility where a data portal can be set up for representing associated information. This can have several use-cases ranging from an open-source catalog of an organisation's practices and policies to enabling communication between controllers and/or processors. Another practical application of the specification is that it enables authorities to request and manage information about data processing activities through a dedicated data portal. This is promising given the drive for digital services and inter-jurisdictional information sharing for compliance within the EU.
Conclusions

The heterogeneity of data sources representing the organisation's data processing activities presents significant challenges when completing a ROPA. Our research sought to establish the extent to which implementing a Data Processing Activities Catalog based on DCAT-AP and DPV can overcome the heterogeneity of sources to facilitate the preparation of a ROPA. For this, we presented a use case and developed a prototype system to catalog the organisation's diverse data processing activities using SPARQL queries to output a ROPA document. Its key benefits are providing a lightweight, low cost, and metadata-level integration for compliance information regarding processing activities from heterogeneous sources. In addition, our DPCat solution advances alignments between disciplinary and domain-specific metadata standards. Finally, it enables data catalog implementations by providing a common interoperable base for ROPA without requiring full alignment or merging all the underlying data sources.
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1. Introduction

Over the last decade, as more and more linked data in the form of RDF [7] triples were published, a set of data management practices [18] were proposed and adopted which aimed to improve integration and reuse among datasets, forming the web of data, which can be seen as a global namespace connecting individual graphs and statements. From a logical point of view, linked data is inherently decentralized. However, from a practical point of view, the actual data reside on data silos which suffer from low availability [10], leading to broken links. Furthermore, when considering dynamic datasets [19], a lack of robust versioning scheme can lead to inconsistencies when an external linked dataset is modified. But versioning datasets using HTTP has so far proven difficult [27]. Another implication of the unprecedented volume of data being published in web of data is the varying quality of datasets. Expert quality assessment [33] and curation produces the best result, but in large scale incurs high costs in terms of expert time and labor.

The contributions of this work include a novel architecture for a decentralized linked open data infrastructure, based on IPFS [4] and the public Ethereum blockchain [32]. The design includes an indexing scheme suitable for linked data,
and a mechanism for retrieval of data by performing triple pattern or SPARQL queries. It further outlines how smart contracts can be employed to provide a persistent identifier for data objects stored on IPFS, to describe and version datasets, to control write access and to ensure source of provenance. A prototype of the aforementioned architecture has been implemented, and is available under an open license. Moreover, on this foundation, and to further explore crowdsourcing data curation in scale, we exploit two mechanisms, first proposed by Ethereum community members [5,14], which facilitate distributed, truthful, incentivized consensus on a curated list of datasets. The mechanisms are agnostic to the domain and the actual quality metrics.

The rest of this article is divided as follows. First we provide some necessary presentation about the considered technologies in Section 2. In Section 3, we present the decentralized architecture we propose to store data; and the Ethereum smart contract solutions we set up to manage the knowledge graphs (KG) in Section 4; before presenting data curation strategies in Section 5. Then we show how data can be retrieved and report on experimental validations in Section 6. Finally we review related work and conclude in Sections 7 and 8.

2. Background

IPFS [4] is a peer-to-peer protocol for content-addressable storage and retrieval of data. It is a peer-to-peer network, with no difference between the participating nodes. It utilizes routing mechanisms to keep track of data storage, and block exchange mechanisms to facilitate the transfer of data. Every node stores IPFS objects in their local storage. These objects could be published by the node, or retrieved from other nodes and replicated locally. Objects in IPFS are comprised of immutable content-addressed data structures (such as files), that are connected with links, forming a Merkle DAG (directed acyclic graph). Addressing is done using cryptographic hashes. Content can be identified uniquely by its hash, and after retrieval, the integrity of it can be verified against the hash that was used to address it. IPFS, however, does not guarantee persistence, only permanence. A piece of content can always be referred by its hash, but it doesn’t necessarily exist in the nodes of the network at all times.

IPLD is a data model that aims to provide a unified address space for hash-linked data structures, such as IPFS objects, git objects, Ethereum transaction data, etc., which would allow traversing data regardless of the exact underlying protocol. The benefits of such a data model include protocol-independent resolution and cross-protocol integration, upgradability, self-descriptive data models that map to a deterministic wire encoding, backward-compatibility and format-independence. A key aspect of IPLD, is a self-describing content-addressed identifier format, called CID which describes an address along with its base, version of the CID format, format of the data being addressed, hash function, hash size and finally the hash (address). This allows CID to address objects from various

---

1 Our implementation is provided on Github: https://github.com/dgraux/open-knowledge
2 https://github.com/ipld/specs
3 https://github.com/ipld/cid
protocols. IPLD, inter alia, defines merkle-dag, merkle-links and merkle-paths. Merkle-dag is a graph, the edges of which are merkle-links. A merkle-path, is a unix-like path, that traverses within objects, and across objects by dereferencing merkle-links.

**Ethereum** [32] For the purposes of this study, Ethereum smart contracts can be seen as state machines, that are deployed to the network along with an initial state, and the code necessary for future state transitions, by way of invoking public functions. Upon deployment, they will be assigned an address, which can hence be used to interact with them. This interaction takes place, by crafting a transaction containing the target address, the sender, value of ether to be transferred, and if target is a contract, the input data passed to the contract.

Transactions are broadcast to the network, and so-called miners propose blocks which contain a list of the previously broadcast transactions. Every other node, upon receiving a block, runs all transactions inside, and validates the computed state, against the state put forth by the miner. Miners receive a reward in ether, the native currency of the network, for helping secure the network, and to protect against Sybil attacks [8], miners compete for proposing blocks by solving a Proof of Work [22].

As mentioned, every node in the network verifies every block, which imposes a limit on the size and frequency of blocks, which results in a limited number of slots for transactions. Users, compete for the limited slots, by sending gas (in ether) along with their transactions, which the miner earns for including the transaction in a block. Gas also acts as a deterrent for spamming the network. Miners, often employ the simple strategy of including transactions which have the most payoff.

3. A fully decentralized storage system

Our proposed architecture relies on two open technologies. First, IPFS for the actual storage and retrieval of raw data (see Section 6), and Ethereum, for tracking ownership, versioning and other metadata belonging to the KG (more details in Section 4), and later on, as will be discussed, for decentralized curation of datasets (cf. Section 5).

Permissioned, centralized triplestores often store all inserted triples in a single index. However, this is not desirable in a permissionless setting where any entity has write access to the same store, meaning, entities can even publish triples that are in conflict with others already in the triplestore. Hence, in our effort, KGs are not only conceptual, but they are actually stored in separate indices, that are managed by their corresponding publishing entity. The KGs are still connected by the URI scheme, and it is possible to do federated queries across multiple KGs. One can imagine KGs to be the counterpart of servers which contain a single dataset as opposed to multi-dataset repositories. The access control mechanism is controlled on the blockchain level (Section 4), and the P2P storage layer is agnostic to access. Due to the immutable nature of IPFS, this introduces no conflict, as each modification to an existing object results in a totally new object with a new address, regardless of who has published the modified dataset.

Each KG is indexed as a Hexastore [31] on IPFS. However, the Hexastore is not stored as a single data object, but is rather broken into smaller data nodes,
which are connected via links, forming an IPLD merkle-dag. Practically, each KG has a root object, with 6 keys, namely spo, sop, pso, pos, osp, ops where the value of each key is a link to another object containing the triples for that subindex. Each subindex is itself a merkle-dag of depth 3. It contains the first part of the triple, with links to objects containing the second part, which in turn have links to objects containing the third part. The leaves are a simple boolean, indicating that the triple with part 1, 2 and 3 exists in the index.

As an example, consider graph $G$, as shown in Figure 1. The figure only displays the merkle-path to the triple $<S1 P1 O1>$, via the subindex pso. $P$ is the set of all predicates in $G$. If $<P1>$ is one of those predicates, by traversing the link for $<P1>$, we arrive at the object $SP1$, which is the set of all subjects in $G$ for which at least one triple exists with predicate $<P1>$. In a similar manner, if $<S1>$ is a subject in $SP1$, by traversing the link, we arrive at the object $OP1S1$, which is the set of all objects in $G$ for which triples exist with the triple pattern $<S1 P1 ?O>$. Traversing the link for $<O1>$ we arrive at the leaf object \{ "exists": true \}. In Figure 1, only the path for subindex pso is shown. However, the same triple is indexed under the other subindices. Therefore, if $G$ has the root hash $QmAA...AA$, the merkle-paths $QmA...AA/pso/P1/S1/O1$, $QmA...AA/sop/S1/O1/P1$, etc. would all be true.

### 4. A smart-contract based management system

So far we’ve seen the structure of indices, how KGs are stored. Each graph $G$ is identified by the multihash of the root of its index, and updating the graph results in a completely new and unpredictable root hash. As a result, data consumers need a means for tracking the history of changes to $G$ and consequently its root hashes, in order to be able to perform queries. In this section, two smart contracts, namely Graph and SimpleRegistry, will be introduced, which facilitate tracking the history of graphs and their metadata, and improving findability by naming them.

#### 4.0.1. Graph

The Graph smart contract is meant to represent a single dataset, maintained by a single entity. It tracks the history of the graph, stores relevant information such as version, and points to additional metadata that the author wishes to attach to their dataset.
When creating a new KG, the publisher must publish the RDF triples on IPFS, as outlined in the previous section, and deploy an instance of the Graph contract, providing the root hash of the index as input. The deployed instance has a permanent address, which they can distribute to data consumers. Consumers can then query the Ethereum blockchain to fetch the state of the aforementioned contract instance, find the current root hash which they can use to perform queries. To update the KG, they update the index on IPFS, and make a transaction to the contract, providing the new hash as input. Consumers who are subscribing to events emitted by Ethereum, will be informed of the new root hash. The smart contract holds the following state fields:

Listing 1: State of the Graph contract in Solidity. For brevity, the rest of the contract has been omitted.

```
1 contract Graph { address public owner; uint public version;
2     bytes32 public id; bytes32 public root;
3     bytes32 public metadata; bytes32 public license; }
```

**Ownership** – In listing 1, owner refers to the Ethereum account who deployed the smart contract. From then on, only owner is able to modify the state of c, but ownership can easily be transferred to other accounts by submitting a transaction, invoking the specific setOwner method.

**History** – The field root is an IPFS hash which points to the root of the knowledge graph’s hexastore index in IPFS. When G is updated, owner sends a transaction to c, updating root. This removes the need for a side-channel to announce new versions of g, and the need for maintaining a list of previous roots, as Ethereum full-archive nodes store all of the previous states by default. Furthermore, versions of G are automatically tagged by an auto-increment version field, which can be used to query specific versions of G without referring to the full IPFS hash in SPARQL, as will be discussed in the next section.

**Metadata & Attribution** – The smart contract also keeps an optional metadata field, which is an IPFS hash. The IPFS object identified by metadata could contain additional information about the knowledge graph such as details about the authors, citations to other graphs or a website link.

### 4.0.2. Simple Registry

The SimpleRegistry contract (R) acts as a KG name registry, and a list for data consumers to find KGs. Without it, data consumers would have to know the address for every KG, and would have to specify that address in their queries. R allows registering graphs under a unique name, and later on request the contract address for a certain graph with its name. It’s important to note that, this contract is also openly available, and an instance of it can be deployed by any party. Data producers can decide which registry they want to be a part of. SimpleRegistry also allows a convenience method newGraph(bytes32 _name) for deploying an empty Graph contract and thus registering a name for it in one transaction.
4.0.3. The General Architecture

As presented in Figure 2, the general architecture of our solution is twofold. The bottom layer is made of the IPFS and the upper one is in the Ethereum blockchain. The various structural levels of the managing issues represented in the Ethereum are displayed in Figure 2: inside a specific block, the registry points of the associated graphs it includes and thereby could provide us with the version number and all the necessary piece of information. For example, when users want to update data, they have to publish a new version in IPFS and then update the Ethereum via the smart contracts accordingly.

5. Scalable Curation

With a growing number of datasets, it becomes increasingly costlier for consumers to find knowledge graphs suitable for their purposes, and upon finding graphs, for them to gauge their quality. This highlights the need for scalable curation mechanisms, which we will try to address in the following chapter. Free participation and censorship-resistance in our architecture has two sides. On the one hand, these characteristics ease the publication of useful and high-quality data for everyone. On the other hand, they make the infrastructure prone to being flooded with low-quality and less relevant data.

Any entity can easily create as many KGs as desired. The gas costs act as a deterrent for spamming the network. Even so, the number of legitimate graphs could potentially increase to be high enough, as to make the cost of finding suitable graphs among them non-trivial, assuming there exists a channel from which consumers can find the address of all graphs. Moreover, because Graph contracts have a unique and persistent identifier, namely the address of the contract, it’s possible to create public lists (or collections) of graphs that are relevant for a given purpose or satisfying certain quality requirements, which consumers can refer to.
The goal is therefore to consider curation mechanisms, the output of which is a list of valid and relevant KGs for data consumers. In the following, two mechanisms will be discussed.

5.1. Adjudication via Prediction Markets

As seen previously, our architecture only stores the root hash of the index stored on IPFS, and not the index itself in the Ethereum smart contract. The main reason behind that, is transaction costs that are incurred due to storage. As a consequence, the smart contract has no way of verifying whether the hash $h$ actually points to a valid knowledge graph stored on IPFS. However, using Merkle proofs, or a zk-SNARK\[25\] proof, it is possible to prove to the smart contract, that a valid graph index would result in $h$ as root of the index. Although verifying this proof is much cheaper than sending or storing the whole graph index, the transaction cost is still high enough to make it infeasible to do for every graph update. Nevertheless, if we have the expensive method $M$ for verifying the validity of a graph on-chain (e.g. a zk-SNARK verifier), by utilizing prediction markets, we can still check a larger number of graphs for validity, with only a smaller subset of them needing to revert to $M$ for verification [5].

Any entity $e_1$ could claim that a given graph $g$ is invalid by creating a bet of size $x$ in the prediction market. If $e_2$ doesn’t agree with $g$ being invalid, they would put a bet of size $y$ on the opposite side. If, after a pre-specified period has passed, no other entity has challenged the bet, $g$ would hence be considered as invalid. Otherwise, verifying via $M$ the winning side is determined. Each entity in the winning side is rewarded proportional to their bet, a part of the bets of the losing side. The process can be further optimized to deter incorrect betting and volume manipulation, by having the amount won to be only 75% of the amount lost. The other 25%, could for example he distributed to producers of valid graphs.

The rationale here is that, verifying the validity of a graph is much cheaper done off-chain, than on-chain. Therefore, users would be incentivized to “fish” invalid graphs. They are disincentivized to bet against a valid graph, because others can challenge the bet in the market, and an on-chain verification would result in the loss of their bet.

5.2. Token-Curated Registry

Token-curated registry (TCR) [14] is a mechanism, in which rational actors are incentivized to maintain a decentrally-curated list. As the name suggests, TCRs rely on a native token, which has a value relative to another base currency (fiat currencies, such as EUR). Apart from consumers of the curated list, which desire a high-quality list of KGs, other actors require tokens to interact with the TCR.

**Actors** – Actors of a TCR include candidates, voters and challengers. A candidate, is an actor, who wishes to add a graph to the list, and stakes $N$ tokens along with the application. A challenger, is an actor, who believes the item that a candidate proposed, does not belong in the list, and is willing to stake $N$ tokens to challenge the application. When a challenge occurs, a voting period starts, during which, token holders can cast a vote, either for or against the item in question.
Votes are weighted proportional to the number of tokens the token holder specifies. The tokens would not be spent during a vote. After the voting period comes to an end, the side with most token-weighted votes wins, and depending on the outcome, either the candidate or the challenger loses a portion of their stake, and this portion is split among the winners, in proportion to the number of tokens they participated with.

**Rewarding honest behaviour** – The rationale behind TCRs is that, rational voters seeking to increase their long-term profit, would vote to accept items that have a higher quality, which increases usefulness among consumers, resulting in more demand among candidates to be listed, increasing the value of the native token with respect to the base currency. This complements their short-term benefit of being rewarded with more tokens, if they vote for high-quality items.

**Disincentives** – The risk associated with losing the stake disincentivizes candidates to apply for a graph, they consider either of low quality or invalid. At the same time, challenging a high quality graph also comes with the risk of losing a portion of challenger’s stake. If this was not the case, participants would have been incentivized to challenge every application, effectively requiring a vote on every application, and thereby reducing the efficiency of the mechanism.

**Vote-splitting** – The aforementioned specification failed to address the “nothing at-stake” problem for voters, or in particular, the “vote-splitting” issue, in which, a rational strategy for voters could be to split their tokens in half, and vote for both side, thereby earning revenue regardless of the outcome of the vote, and without putting in any effort. TCR v1.1 addresses this issue, by slashing a portion of the minority bloc’s tokens, and adding it to the rewards of the majority’s bloc.

**Commit-reveal voting** – Due to Ethereum transactions being public, during a voting period, voters can see the current tally, and vote with the majority, without inspecting the item in question. This can be prevented, by splitting the voting period into two phases: first, all voters make a cryptographic commitment to a vote, after the commit period has come to an end, everyone must reveal their vote, by submitting the secret used to make the commitment. Consequentially, the tally of the votes is unknown by everyone other than the voter until the end of the commit period. This effectively prevents voters from basing their decisions on how others are voting.

**Listing item status** – Graphs are added to the list, either if they face no challenge after application, or if they are challenged, and voters vote for inclusion of the graph. The stake, which is a requirement of applying to the TCR, remains locked while the item is in the list. The candidate, can, at any moment withdraw the stake, and thereby removing the item from the list. Furthermore, even after a graph has been listed, it can be challenged and therefore removed from the list. This is inevitable, because an append-only list, could grow large enough to lose its usefulness, and as such, when higher quality graphs are added to the list, lower quality graphs can be challenged and removed, in order to maintain a limited number of slots in the list.

6. Retrieval

As seen in the previous sections, triples of a knowledge graph are stored in the form of a merkle-dag on IPFS. Merkle-paths allow querying triple patterns, but not other features of an advanced query language such as SPARQL [16]. It is however possible to perform a subset of all SPARQL constructs, by combining the results of several triple pattern searches. First, we will demonstrate how a simple triple pattern search can be performed, and then discuss how full SPARQL queries, either on single graphs or a federation thereof, can be executed by using triple patterns as building blocks.

6.1. Triple Patterns

A triple pattern, is a triple where any of the parts can be a variable instead of a concrete value. In the simplest case, it is possible to query the existence of a triple, that has no variable, in the KG. In this case, the merkle-path for the triple \(<\text{abc}>\) would look like \(QmAA...AA/spo/a/b/c\) which returns true if the triple exists, and throws an error otherwise.

Given a graph \(G\) which has root hash \(G_h\) and a triple pattern \(T\), the algorithm for constructing the corresponding merkle-path \(P\) and retrieving the values at this path is given below:

1. Initialize \(P\) to \(G_h\)
2. Parse \(T\) to get list of fixed and variable parts
3. Compute best subindex: bring fixed parts first, then append variable ones
4. Add subindex to \(P\)
5. Append values for fixed parts to merkle-path, separated by a “/”
6. Fetch result \((R)\) of \(P\) from IPFS
7. If result is nonempty, construct triples by adding the values for fixed parts to the results which were returned for the variable parts, and return them.

As an example, running the algorithm over a KG which contains \([<\text{abc}>, <\text{f b c}>]\), with \(T = <?s \text{ b c}>\), implies to use a pos index and will result in \(P = QmAA...AA/pos/b/c\) and \(R = [a, f]\), and the algorithm will return \([<\text{abc}>, <\text{f b c}>]\).

6.2. SPARQL Queries

Although querying triple patterns and compositions thereof would suffice for some applications, it falls short for others. In order to allow SPARQL queries, we build on the Linked Data Fragments framework[29] by implementing the Triple Patterns Fragments interface. By doing so, the TPF client decomposes a SPARQL query into triple patterns, retrieves the corresponding responses, and computes the final SPARQL response therefrom.

In implementing the TPF interface, some specific points had to be taken into account. TPF has been designed with REST APIs in mind. In our architecture, the client and the implementation of the TPF interface reside on the same node, and they communicate via faster intra-process means. In addition, the original TPF
interface implementation runs on a server and fetches data from a local database, whereas with our solution, triples are stored across peers, and in case the required triples are not replicated locally, each triple pattern query is automatically translated into requests to fetch triples from other peers. Finally, pagination and control functions such as `nextPage`, are a requirement of the TPF interface; currently pagination is done after fetching all of the triples matching a pattern.

Federated SPARQL queries –i.e. queries requesting several graphs at once– are performed in a similar manner, by utilizing the TPF interface. In a nutshell, the query is first split according to the various implied graphs to obtain distinct Linked Data Fragments; then we process as described above; before joining together the results. However, whereas TPF originally requests the result of triple patterns from servers via HTTP, in our architecture, all triple pattern queries are done simply over different graphs which exist on the same P2P filesystem following the concerned hash addresses.

### 6.3. Complete Evaluation Process

More generally, as already presented in Figure 2, the solution has two layers: one on top based in Ethereum which offers managing features and the bottom one on IPFS where data is actually stored. As a consequence, during the query phase, the system takes into account this specificity. We present in Figure 3 the details of the query process around the information retrieval. Indeed, the first step requires to look for graph addresses in the Registry, then to obtain the correct root hashes from each Graph (taking e.g. into account the version number). Once these information are obtained, we are done with the Ethereum side and can decompose the query in order to get the triple pattern from the IPFS. Once they are retrieved, the answer can be constructed and the complete process to evaluate a SPARQL query is done.

### 6.4. Experimental Validation

In this section, the results of a benchmark performed on the prototype implementation is presented. To verify the correct functionality of the architecture and its implementation, the source code also includes a test suite. Moreover, we generated a WatDiv [2] dataset with scale 1 which contains 107 655 triples, stored the dataset on our system and performed the 20 queries provided in the WatDiv (v0.6) packaging, comprising of linear queries (L), star queries (S), snowflake-shaped queries (F) and complex queries (C). The benchmark was executed on a computer with Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-2640M CPU @ 2.80GHz, SSDSA2BW16 disk and 8
GB of memory, running a Linux kernel (v4.19.1). We set up virtual nodes for IPFS to test our architecture. The goal was more to validate the feasibility of the approach rather than benchmarking it. By default the SDK maintains a cache of results fetched from IPFS. To measure query execution times, each query has been executed 5 times with a warm cache, and 5 times with a cold cache. Results of the queries have been compared for correctness against the ARQ engine\(^5\).

**Loading Phase** – Storing the dataset comprises of two main phases, constructing the index tree locally and storing the tree on IPFS from leaves to the root. Constructing the tree locally took 1503 ms, and storing it on IPFS took 18.52 minutes and translated into 318,972 IPFS `PUT` requests.

**Query Execution** – Figure 4 displays execution times measured for the aforementioned queries using a logarithmic scale. The difference between default and w/o cache traces is in caching the results of IPFS `GET` requests in the engine. Table 1 outlines measurements of metrics during each query, providing additional insight into factors potentially influencing the execution times. *Triple patterns* denotes the number of triple patterns each SPARQL query is decomposed into by Triple Pattern Fragments client, *IPFS gets* is the number of `GET` requests to IPFS, *Repeated paths* is the number of paths that had been requested from IPFS during the same query and *returned triples* denotes the total number of triples that have been returned from IPFS to construct the final SPARQL result.

Our implementation can be seen as a global linked open data repository which facilitates storing KGs and retrieving triples from either single graphs or a multitude of them. In particular, the metrics shown in Table 1 point to the number of decomposed triple patterns and IPFS requests as a potential factor that correlates with execution time. The *repeated paths* metric reemphasizes the benefits of a cache for intermediate results retrieved from IPFS.

---

7. Related Work

There has been extensive research on centralized RDF data storage and retrieval. A survey of such storage and query processing schemes has been done by Faye et al. [11], in which triplestores are categorized based on multiple factors. These factors include native vs non-native and in-memory vs disk-based storage solutions. Non-native solutions for example are triplestores that use an existing data store, such as relational databases. Hexastore [31] stores six indices, enabling efficient lookup of triple patterns for each parts of the triple, including subject, predicate and object. This gain in performance comes at a cost in storage. When it comes to querying data from remote servers, Verborgh et al. argue that there’s a spectrum between data dumps and SPARQL endpoints, and that there’s a trade-off along the spectrum between factors including performance, cost, cache reuse, bandwidth, etc. for servers and clients. They propose Linked Data Fragments [29] which lies somewhere in the middle of the spectrum. In this design, clients turn a SPARQL query into a series of triple pattern requests that servers respond to, lowering load servers, decreasing bandwidth, etc. Centralized data repositories can process queries efficiently, but they are single points of failure and they have limited scalability and availability. In this study we adopt core ideas from Hexastore and LDF and apply them to the P2P network setting.

Content distribution over P2P networks has been an area of active research during the last two decades. Motivations over the client-server architecture include scalability, fault-tolerance, availability, self-organization and symmetry of nodes [17]. Androutsellis-Theotokis et al. classify P2P technologies [3] in the context of content distribution into applications and infrastructure. P2P applications
themselves are classified into file exchange applications, such as Napster [23], which facilitate one-off file exchange between peers, and content publishing and storage applications, such as Publius [30], which are distributed storage schemes in which users can store, publish and distribute content securely and persistently. Technologies targeted for routing between peers and locating content have been classified under P2P infrastructure, and include inter alia Chord [28] or CAN [24]. P2P networks also differ in their degree of centralization. Some, like Napster, rely on a central server which holds metadata crucial for routing and locating content, limiting scalability, fault-tolerance and censorship-resistance, but offering efficient lookups. Lua et al. review overlay network structures, comparing structured and unstructured networks [21].

Unstructured P2P networks have been employed in protocols such as Bibster [15] and [34] to store RDF data and process queries. They use semantic similarity measures to form semi-localized clusters and to propagate queries to peers who are most likely to contain relevant data for. These protocols offer higher fault tolerance, but limited guarantees for retrieving query results even the underlying data exists in the network due to their propagation mechanisms.

Filiali et al. has performed a comprehensive survey [12] of RDF storage and retrieval over structured P2P networks. To index the triples, most protocols rely on variants of hash-indexing, e.g. RDFPeers [6], or semantic indexing, e.g. GridVine [1]. Two general strategies have been observed by Filiali et al., either retrieving all relevant triples from other peers and evaluating the result of the query locally, or propagating the query and partial results through the network, as in QC and SBV [20]. Unlike the aforementioned protocols, in this study we don’t design a custom P2P network specifically built for RDF data storage, but use the live global IPFS filesystem [4], which is simultaneously being used for other purposes. Triples are indexed as a Hexastore. To process queries, all relevant triples are fetched, and result is evaluated using the Triple Pattern Fragments [29] framework.

Sicilia et al. [26] explore publishing datasets on IPFS, either by storing the whole graph as a single object or by storing each dereferenceable entity as an object. Furthermore they propose using IPNS to refer to the most recent dataset version. In this study, versioning is handled by a smart contract on Ethereum.

English et al. [9] explore both utilizing public blockchains for the semantic web, improving on the current URI schemes, storing values on the Bitcoin network, and creating ontologies for representing blockchain concepts. We share the idea that blockchains and web of data are complementary, and use the Ethereum blockchain to store metadata, and perform curation for KGs.

8. Conclusion & Future Work

In this article, we proposed a novel architecture for a fully decentralized linked data infrastructure, which has a very low barrier to entry, is censorship-resistant and benefits from fault-tolerance properties of its underlying open technologies. Due to immutability of each version of a dataset, consumers can cache the data objects they interact with, and perform queries even while offline. By replicating these data objects, they are at the same time contributing to the availability of
those datasets. In addition, we explored two mechanisms which allow a community to come to consensus over a collection of datasets which they find relevant or high-quality in a distributed manner, by utilizing smart contracts to align the incentives of participants. IPFS replicates a document on every node that interacts with it. Therefore, more popular KGs are expected to be highly replicated. However, IPFS doesn’t guarantee persistence. If the node that published a document goes offline, and there’s no other replica, that document won’t be accessible until the node comes back online. This might lower accessibility for KGs that have less demand. Future works can improve on this by incentivizing nodes to replicate pieces of data and asking them to provide proof-of-replication [13].
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1. Introduction

The web, and in particular social platforms, have become social infrastructures for public discourse \cite{1,12} which serve as records of the past. However, these records are usually centrally maintained by profit-based social media providers and, thus, preservation by third parties is necessary.

Data preservation is a resource expensive task which requires long term commitment involving software, data and human resources \cite{3}. Social media poses preservation...
challenges: non-technical experts of the GLAM domain\textsuperscript{2} have to select harvesting tools, and social media consists of dynamic content\textsuperscript{28} and heterogeneous data formats which have to be adequately processed and described.

Furthermore, preservation-related metadata for social media is also heterogeneous, aggravating interoperability and data stewardship. Usually metadata documents which describe collections allow efficiently identifying sources \textsuperscript{3}. Yet, different preservation systems may require metadata in different syntax which also represent different perspectives. For example, MARCXML\textsuperscript{3} records from the library domain may be used to describe a social media collection from a bibliographic point of view, whereas Encoded Archival Description (EAD) \textsuperscript{4} XML records from the archive domain may be used to describe the collection’s content hierarchically in more detail. This hampers data stewardship because there is no uniform and interoperable description of the preserved social media collections, let alone provenance of the collection process itself which is crucial\textsuperscript{21,28}.

Semantic Web and Knowledge Graphs are promising solutions in the GLAM domain \textsuperscript{2} as they enable applications across heterogeneous data and address the mentioned issues. However, existing approaches \textsuperscript{7,18} assume already curated metadata records as inputs for Knowledge Graphs. Thus, they do not solve the initial issue of a costly manual curation of metadata records. Instead, a Knowledge Graph-based solution can be applied earlier in the workflow to support data stewardship by a uniform description of both social media collections and provenance information about the collection process.

We reuse existing open-source tools – and metadata they produce – to generate a Knowledge Graph, addressing interoperability issues and enabling data stewardship. Therefore we support users in the GLAM domain with basic IT understanding but limited technical skills \textsuperscript{24}. Because we provide a workflow based on open source software and data models, independent of particular archiving use cases, we consider our solution sustainable. We analyzed existing social media harvesting tools to identify promising reuse candidates. Then we complemented selected tools with open source components to design a sustainable workflow driven by a Knowledge Graph: heterogeneous data are mapped to RDF, from which domain-specific metadata records are generated via queries. We validate our workflow by applying it on a social media archiving use case at Royal Library of Belgium (KBR), in which we created a Knowledge Graph based on harvested Twitter content, and generate MARC and EAD records.

Our contributions are (i) a comparative analysis of existing social media archiving tools, and (ii) a sustainable social media archiving workflow based on declarative RML mapping rules to generate Europeana Data Model and PREMIS-based \textsuperscript{8} RDF from heterogeneous data sources, and metadata record generation based on reusable templates and Knowledge Graph queries. These open source resources as well as a full version of the comparison are available at \url{https://github.com/RMLio/social-media-archiving}.

In Section 2 we present related work. In Section 3 we provide a comparative analysis of social media harvesting tools. In Section 4 we present our Knowledge Graph-based

\textsuperscript{2}Galleries, Libraries, Archives, and Museums.

\textsuperscript{3}\url{https://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/}

\textsuperscript{4}\url{https://www.loc.gov/ead/}
solution which we validate in an archiving use case in Section 5. Finally, in Section 6 we discuss and conclude.

2. Related Work

To the best of our knowledge, there are no openly available workflows for social media archiving which cover both harvesting and cataloguing in an automated fashion. We discuss (i) tools and frameworks related to web archiving and social media harvesting in Section 2.1, to reflect on existing efforts to archive social media, (ii) metadata standards of the GLAM domain related to archiving in Section 2.2, to elaborate on domain-specific practices, and (iii) how our solutions compares to existing Knowledge Graph-based solutions in Section 2.3.

2.1. Social Media Archiving

We discuss web archiving, tools to harvest social media, as well as methodologies and tools used in the GLAM domain to analyze social media.

Commonly-used workflows for web archiving involve (i) describing collections, i.e. which website domains should be harvested and how often, (ii) fetching content using web harvesters, e.g., Heritrix [22] to preserve websites in Web ARCHive (WARC) files [20], a format to preserve both content and HTTP requests, and (iii) accessing archived collections using replay software, e.g., WaybackMachine [27] or pyweb5 as in the internet archive6. Software like Web Curator Tool [23] or Annotation and Curation Tool (w3act)7 can be used as management interface to describe collections and schedule harvests. Websites for preservation are usually selected based on their top-level domain for which archival institutions may have a legal obligation to preserve its content. However, such workflows keep harvested information and metadata locked up in several data formats. Social media poses different challenges compared to web archiving due to its dynamic content [28] and different data formats used by different providers. Thus, web archiving workflows cannot be adjusted to sustainable social media harvesting workflows out of the box.

Similar tooling exists for social media archiving, but is limited to collection creation and harvesting. The modular frameworks Social Feed Manager (SFM) [15,21] and STACKS [17] create collections and schedule harvests. SFM reuses existing social media harvesters and wraps collections in WARC files, preserving harvested metadata while providing a uniform file format across harvested social media data. However, the replay of WARC files harvested in this way is difficult, because the content of the WARC files varies in format, i.e. harvested from different social media providers using different harvesting methods.

Social media can be harvested either by fetching data from Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) or via simulating a web browser. API-based tools, e.g., Twarc8

5https://github.com/webrecorder/pywb
6https://archive.org/
7https://github.com/ukwa/w3act
8https://github.com/DocNow/twarc
for Twitter or Instaloader\(^9\) for Instagram, provide command line interfaces abstracting concrete API requests. They usually provide rich metadata represented as structured data. Tools like Brozzler\(^{10}\) or Webrecorder/Conifer\(^{11}\) harvest less metadata but preserve the look and feel. They simulate a browser or provide live recording functionality to harvest the HTML-based web version of social media content using the WARC format [20]. The aforementioned frameworks and tools create, describe and harvest social media collections. Technical details of API access are wrapped into user interfaces or command line tools, suitable for GLAM institutions with limited technical skills [24].

Several GLAM-related frameworks concern social media analysis related to social media harvesting, but not necessarily to social media archiving. In the case of ArchivesUnleashed\(^{24}\), a project aiming to improve scholarly access to web archives, the collection development and harvests are explicitly excluded. Similarly, the GLAM workbench\(^{12}\) aims for scholarly access by providing Jupyter notebooks\(^{13}\), a combination of narrative text and live code. Candela et al. [4] investigated a methodology to create reproducible notebooks for the GLAM domain. Such frameworks are more concerned with analysis of already collected/described data and thus are complementary to our solution, i.e. they can be applied on archived data described with our Knowledge Graph.

2.2. Metadata Standards and Cataloguing

We discuss existing metadata standards and tools to create records adhering to those standards. The Online Computer Library Center (OCLC)\(^{14}\), a global library cooperative, released recommendations for web archiving metadata fields [9]. They distilled 14 elements from the general vocabularies Dublin Core\(^{15}\) and Schema.org\(^{16}\), the XML-based standards Encoded Archival Description (EAD)\(^4\), MARC21\(^{3}\), and the Metadata Object Description Schema (MODS)\(^{17}\).

However, the structure in which such elements are used is equally important, several subtly different standards exist. The General International Standard Archival Description (ISAD(G))\(^{18}\) provides general guidance for the preparation of archival descriptions. EAD is a document-based hierarchical standard used to describe archival records. Although EAD is criticized to be document-centered rather than data-centered\(^{13}\), hierarchical EAD records can be used to describe social media collections\(^{19}\). Compared to archival standards, MARC21 and MODS are bibliographic standards more focused on the library domain. The Metadata Encoding & Transmission Standard (METS)\(^{20}\) encodes

\(^{9}\)https://github.com/instaloader/instaloader
\(^{10}\)https://github.com/internetarchive/brozzler
\(^{11}\)https://github.com/internetarchive/brozzler
\(^{12}\)https://glam-workbench.github.io/web-archives/
\(^{13}\)https://jupyter.org/
\(^{14}\)https://www.oclc.org/en/home.html
\(^{15}\)https://dublincore.org/
\(^{16}\)https://schema.org/
\(^{17}\)http://www.loc.gov/standards/mods/
\(^{19}\)Collection of social media posts from Facebook and Twitter: https://tiaki.natlib.govt.nz/#details=ecatalogue.1016365 https://tiaki.natlib.govt.nz/#details=ecatalogue.1016484
\(^{20}\)https://www.loc.gov/standards/mets/
descriptive, administrative, and structural metadata regarding objects within a digital library, popular to describe elements on an item level[7,10]. Incorporating all standards in a single model is difficult, as they take different perspectives [14]. Thus, we designed a Knowledge Graph in RDF, generated from heterogeneous born-digital data sources and described using domain-specific vocabularies. This allows generating records of different metadata standards.

Existing tools to generate archival metadata records are usually manual or semi-automatic cataloging tools, closed source or commercial. According to embedded technical metadata, available EAD records for social media collections19 are generated from the tool KE EMu[25]. Similarly, the ArchivesHub21, a portal to integrate collections of several UK archives, uses the commercial software CIIM22. Such cataloguing tools are commercial software relying on existing archival records, either created manually or integrated from existing collections, and do not solve the problem of a costly manual creation. In our case, collection information is integrated via open source software from heterogeneous data sources and metadata records are generated automatically. Thus, web archivists are supported by initially generated metadata records to refine if necessary.

2.3. Knowledge Graph-based solutions

The GLAM domain already recognized Knowledge Graphs as promising future direction [2]. Dedicated ontologies and RDF representations for data models were developed, such as the official RDF ontology for MODS23 and XSL Stylesheets to transform EAD documents to some RDF representation24. However, those RDF representations and ontologies do not describe data and their provenance, but metadata records summarizing data from a specific perspective.

The Europeana Data Model (EDM) [8], developed with technical experts from the GLAM domain, was designed to accommodate different standards. It represents a cultural heritage object together with different representations of it and contextual metadata. ArDO [30] is an ontology for hierarchical multimedia archival records based on specific application requirements and thus not extending EDM, but reusing it as guidance. Hierarchical archival data are also possible metadata records in our case. We use EDM and enrich our data with other more domain-specific vocabularies, e.g., TweetsKB [11] for social media content, and Dublin Core Collection Description25 to describe social media collections. The PREMIS Data Dictionary for Preservation Metadata is a standard for which an ontology was developed [5], in version 2.2, meanwhile succeeded by a new ontology version to reflect PREMIS changes of version 326. PREMIS was built on the Open Archival Information System (OAIS) reference model, an ISO standard [19] which among others describes different information packages. We reuse the PREMIS ontology to describe harvested data and its provenance. Similarly to EDM, PREMIS distinguishes between an actual object and its different representations, easing the integration with EDM and the rest of our model.

21https://archiveshub.jisc.ac.uk/
22https://www.k-int.com/products/ciim/
23https://www.loc.gov/standards/mods/modsrdf/
24http://data.archiveshub.ac.uk/ead2rdf/
Regarding archival records, Knowledge Graph solutions are mostly applied on top of existing archival descriptions. Dobreski et al. [7] generate Linked Data for non-textual item-level data, e.g., images, sound, and videos, from XML-based archival records. Hennicke et al. [18] described how existing Bibliopolis and EAD records can be converted to EDM. Although only few Linked Data principles are followed, Gartner [13] devised a solution to represent archival description in a more constrained version of EAD as XML Schema from which regular EAD records can be generated. In contrast to these solutions, we do not generate a Knowledge Graph from existing metadata records and taking their perspective, but integrate raw data into a Knowledge Graph and generate different domain and perspective-specific metadata records in a following step. This way, we avoid the costly manual creation of archival records in the first place, while still providing means to curate data and metadata records.

3. Comparative Analysis of Social Media Harvesting Tools

Several social media archiving tools exist, varying in supported social media providers, usability and functionality. We compare available open source tools based on features relevant to social media archiving (Table 1).

We adapt a framework of the Data Together Initiative\(^2\) originally used to compare generic web harvester tools. We reuse existing columns and add specific columns related to social media archiving in the GLAM domain. We compare the tested tools based on their approach, output format, setup, supported social media providers, configuration, and provenance. All tools but APIBlender are still maintained, i.e. commits or pull requests which indicate maintenance.

\(^2\)[https://github.com/datatogether/research/tree/master/web_archiving](https://github.com/datatogether/research/tree/master/web_archiving)
Approach and output format

The approach followed by the tool to harvest social media data and influences the output format: querying data from a single API, simulating a browser, or providing a whole framework. Despite their different approaches, all tools provide interfaces to abstract from the technical aspects of harvesting, and therefore have the potential to suit users in the GLAM-domain.

Different use cases demand different approaches. API-based tools provide machine-readable JSON data and can be used to harvest large amounts of data facilitating further analyses. Even though most JSON harvesting tools store data as files, STACKS stores JSON in a MongoDB and DMI-TCA T in a relational MySQL database. This may increase performance when interacting with the data, but in the case of MySQL also involves yet another data format negatively influencing interoperability. On the other hand, tools simulating a browser store HTML content in WARC containers and thus preserve the look and feel and performed HTTP requests, but usually are slower and may pose more technical challenges compared to API-harvesters as social media content is dynamic [28].

Frameworks provide harvesting functionality for several social media providers and graphical user interfaces, and a promising code base for GLAM institutions. They are usually extensible with own modules or use existing harvesters, e.g. SFM uses Twarc for Twitter harvests. The output format for such frameworks usually depends on the harvesters used, but interestingly, SFM harvests data in JSON format, but preserves it in WARC files [21]. Thus, it provides a uniform interface of harvested social media data across providers while preserving technical metadata which positively influences downstream tasks requiring provenance.

Supported social media providers

From which social media providers the tool can harvest data. For this analysis we consider Twitter, Instagram and Facebook as they are part of the long-term goals for our BeSocial use case. Most tools support Twitter, some Instagram and only a few Facebook. Tools harvesting Facebook are simulated browsers, technological challenges for Facebook might be a reason [29] why no tool uses other harvesting means for Facebook. API-based tools are focused on a single provider, frameworks usually support several providers, and tools simulating a browser are technically not limited to any provider as they aim to harvest web content in general. Therefore, either frameworks or simulated browser tools are promising candidates if several social media providers should be supported by the use case.

Setup of the tool

We distinguish two levels of difficulty for setting up tools for harvesting: beginner, where only a script needs to be installed using a package manager; advanced, where several components need to be installed. Most tools can be set up with minimum programming experience, e.g., only by installing one command line tool. The majority of tools requires more steps as they consist of several components. However, such tools usually provide means to compensate, e.g. by providing docker images which, can be started and stopped as containers with minor configuration and a single command, or by providing the harvester as a service. Yet, debugging of such a docker setup, if needed, requires a deeper technical understanding, possibly challenging for users in the GLAM domain.

Tool’s configuration

How the tools can be used to create social media collections: the more technical abstractions, the better considering less-technical users. All tools are configured via config files or web interfaces, lowering the reuse barrier.
**Provenance information** Technical metadata captured via the harvesting process and/or descriptive metadata from the harvested content, considering archiving: usually the more the better. In terms of harvested content, tools harvesting data from APIs usually provide rich descriptive metadata facilitating analyses and data stewardship tasks, whereas tools harvesting HTML content in WARC files only provide technical metadata within the WARC HTTP headers. From a collection-level point of view, descriptive metadata in form of collection description needs to be added manually via the configuration of the tools. Regarding provenance information, SFM provides the best trade-off as it preserves technical metadata from harvests within WARC files, descriptive metadata of harvested content as part of the API responses, and descriptive metadata of collections – entered by users via a UI – within a relational database.

**Discussion** Since frameworks may reuse existing harvesters, they are promising reuse candidates for use cases where several social media providers are considered for archiving. Compared to other frameworks, SFM has the advantage of storing harvested data within WARC files which provides additional provenance information. Additionally, collections in SFM are configured via an user interface which addresses users of the GLAM domain and thus our use case.

4. **Sustainable Workflow**

Our workflow reused open-source components to (i) describe social media collections, (ii) harvest social media content, and generate (iii) Knowledge Graphs and (iv) domain-specific metadata records. We present our modular architecture (Fig. 1) based on open source frameworks in Section 4.1 and discuss design decisions regarding RDF representations in Section 4.2.

4.1. **Architecture and Components**

Our modular solution integrates into an existing framework and provides three declarative ways to control the social media archiving workflow. We describe the components of our architecture with the following contributions: (i) integration of automatic Knowledge Graph generation into the existing social media harvesting framework SFM, (ii) reusable declarative Knowledge Graph generation rules to describe social media archives, and (iii) reusable declarative queries and templates to generate domain-specific metadata records.

**Social media harvesting** We reuse the Social Feed Manager (SFM) where a central RabbitMQ message queue is used for communication among components. Archivists create social media collections via a UI where they specify the seeds to harvest, a harvesting schedule, and provenance information regarding the collection (Fig. 1, 1), i.e. title and description. At specified intervals a harvesting message is sent to the message queue which triggers existing social media harvesters, e.g., Twarc for Twitter, to fetch data.

SFM supports several API-based harvesters and uses a WARC proxy to preserve technical provenance information by recording performed HTTP requests and store them together with the received HTTP response in WARC files (Fig. 1, 2). Thus, SFM offers a uniform file format with technical provenance information for differently described so-
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Figure 1. Our sustainable social media archiving workflow’s architecture is based on open source components and is controlled with only three lightweight and declarative components (orange): RML mapping rules to create Knowledge Graphs, templates to specify metadata records, and queries to populate the templates.

social media content from different social media providers. We utilize this uniform format to generate interoperable provenance across social media content. Harvesters indicate the status to the message queue, e.g., a successful harvest with listed information such as the location of newly created WARC files, which we use as input for our Knowledge Graph generation.

Knowledge Graph generation SFM provides a rich source of heterogeneous (meta)data which we lift to a Knowledge Graph to get a uniform and interoperable description of captured and preserved social media. We integrate descriptive collection metadata from SFM and the content harvested, as well as technical metadata produced by SFM and enclosed in preserved WARC files.

We use the RML.io framework28 (Fig. 1, 3) to generate the BESOCIAL Knowledge Graph. RML.io generalizes the W3C recommended R2RML specification [6] to integrate heterogeneous data based on declarative mapping rules which is needed for our use case. We use the RMLMapper29 to generate the Knowledge Graph based on declarative mapping rules following the RML specification.

Metadata records generation Although a Knowledge Graph-based data model enables semantic interoperability of data, concrete preservation systems or other stakeholders in the GLAM domain demand metadata records summarizing certain data in a domain-specific syntax, e.g. MARC21 for libraries, EAD for archives. We provide a component to automatically generate such metadata records from our Knowledge Graph avoiding a costly manual curation. We use Walder30 which allows setting up a website or API over decentralized knowledge graphs. Using existing template libraries from web development, e.g., Handlebars31, templates for metadata records are created. The query language GraphQL-LD [26] is used to query the Knowledge Graph and populate declarative templates with content, generating metadata records published via an API using Walder (Fig. 1, 4), while avoiding needing in-depth programming experience.

28https://rml.io
29https://github.com/RMLio/rmlmapper-java
30https://github.com/KNowledgeOnWebScale/walder
31https://handlebarsjs.com/
then be another may harvest social media posts (additionally) in their HTML representation which would an instance of edm:Aggregation TweetsKB [11]. To increase interoperability we represent social media posts also using activities, listing when and how WARC files were created (Fig. 2, 1). Such a collection or item may have different representations linked by harvested representations, e.g. captured JSON or HTML representations of a Tweet stored in WARC files. A whole collection, created by users via SFM and stored in a relational database, and social media posts (items of the collection) are represented as cultural heritage objects using the class edm: ProvidedCHO and premis: IntellectualEntity (Fig. 2, 1). Such a collection or item may have different representations linked by an instance of edm: Aggregation (Fig. 2, 2), in our case the harvesters used by SFM fetch information in JSON from APIs, and thus we use edm: WebResource and premis: Representation to represent a JSON representation (Fig. 2, 3); someone may harvest social media posts (additionally) in their HTML representation which would then be another edm: WebResource, linked to the associated aggregation (Fig. 2, 2). To increase interoperability we represent social media posts also using sioc: Post from TweetsKB [11].

Harvested social media data is enclosed in WARC files by SFM (Fig. 2, 4) preserving harvest metadata of HTTP requests. We represent such harvest metadata using PROV activities, listing when and how WARC files were created (Fig. 2, 5). WARC files are represented using premis: File. On item level, we perform Named Entity Recognition

4.2. Data-driven Workflow

We describe how the Europeana Data Model (EDM), the de-facto standard for cultural heritage data, and other common W3C recommended vocabularies can be used to represent social media collections in an interoperable way.

We followed a Competency Question (CQ)-based approach, commonly used to express requirements in ontology engineering [16]. We defined more than 20 CQs for our archival use case based on user-stories to determine which data needs to be integrated. A full list is openly available at our online resource.

We reuse the EDM to describe harvested social media content because it enables us to represent not only the object itself, e.g. a Tweet via its ID, but also differently harvested representations, e.g. captured JSON or HTML representations of a Tweet stored in WARC files. A whole collection, created by users via SFM and stored in a relational database, and social media posts (items of the collection) are represented as cultural heritage objects using the class edm: ProvidedCHO and premis: IntellectualEntity (Fig. 2, 1). Such a collection or item may have different representations linked by an instance of edm: Aggregation (Fig. 2, 2), in our case the harvesters used by SFM fetch information in JSON from APIs, and thus we use edm: WebResource and premis: Representation to represent a JSON representation (Fig. 2, 3); someone may harvest social media posts (additionally) in their HTML representation which would then be another edm: WebResource, linked to the associated aggregation (Fig. 2, 2). To increase interoperability we represent social media posts also using sioc: Post from TweetsKB [11].

Harvested social media data is enclosed in WARC files by SFM (Fig. 2, 4) preserving harvest metadata of HTTP requests. We represent such harvest metadata using PROV activities, listing when and how WARC files were created (Fig. 2, 5). WARC files are represented using premis: File. On item level, we perform Named Entity Recognition

Figure 2. The Europeana Data Model (EDM) is used to represent social media collections and posts as cultural heritage objects (green) and their different representations (violet), aligned with PREMIS and PROV to represent provenance.
(NER) during mapping via the DBpedia spotlight API\textsuperscript{32} to enrich our Knowledge Graph (Fig. 2, 6). This information is useful later when generating archival records. PROV is used to preserve information of the NER process. Hierarchical information, such as which item belongs to which collection, is explicitly represented using Dublin Core and following EDM guidelines\textsuperscript{33} (Fig. 2, 7).

5. Social Media Archiving at KBR

BESOCIAL is a cross-institutional research project, aiming to develop a sustainable strategy for archiving and preserving social media in Belgium. The solution supports this goal by offering a sustainable social media archiving workflow. We outline the use case and describe how we applied our workflow within a pilot.

\textit{BESOCIAL use case} KBR, as the federal scientific library of Belgium, is legally mandated to collect and preserve all Belgian publications. To tackle challenges of the digital era, KBR invests in the digital preservation of online content. In the past KBR worked on a federal strategy for the preservation of the Belgian Web \textsuperscript{28}. Due to the uniqueness and ephemeral nature of social media, BESOCIAL brings together interdisciplinary partners to consider conservation, preservation and accessibility of developing a social media archive.\textsuperscript{34} Twitter was selected as promising social media platform, but Instagram and Facebook are considered in the long-term. Recent outcomes of BESOCIAL are the analysis of an online survey in which 15 international archiving institutions participated, and which showed that many institutions are engaged in social media archiving, but also that the stage and efforts vary in size and scope \textsuperscript{29}.

\textit{Content selection} Web archivists define so-called seed lists with content that should be archived. For BESOCIAL, a seed list with 86 relevant Belgian entities of 14 categories, such as governmental institutions and online news, was curated by KBR for a test pilot. From these 86 entities, 79 had accounts on Twitter. We used the user interface of SFM to create a collection for these accounts.

\textit{Content collection} Collections created with the user interface of SFM were scheduled to harvest social media data daily. This, so far, resulted in 50 compressed WARC files of 88 MB enclosing around 200,000 Tweets in JSON format. The first harvest resulted in roughly 150,000 tweets as the used Twarc harvester of SFM fetches the most recent 3,200 tweets per account. Subsequent daily harvests resulted in less content of up to 2,000 tweets. These are heterogeneous data which we need to lift to a Knowledge Graph to facilitate data stewardship tasks.

\textit{Knowledge Graph generation} We used the data model and its requirements expressed as Competency Questions (CQs) described in Section 4.2 to systematically guide the integration process, i.e. one RML mapping contributes data to answer at least one CQ. Applying these mappings resulted in one RDF file per WARC file and one RDF file for collection-level metadata extracted from the SFM PostgreSQL database. We generated

\textsuperscript{32}https://www.dbpedia-spotlight.org/api
\textsuperscript{34}https://kbr.be/en/projects/besocial
RDF triples consisting among others of 213,000 EDM cultural heritage object resources representing collections and social media posts, and 222,000 W3C PROV activities reflecting provenance.

**Metadata records generation** Different domain-specific data formats exist. Already available social media collections are described using EAD records\(^{19}\), thus we consider this a baseline, and KBR as a library works with bibliographic MARC-based records to describe collections. Additionally, human users may want to browse collections. Thus, we created two XML-based and one HTML-based template and related GraphQL queries for Walder to populate these templates from our Knowledge Graph to accommodate these use cases; available at our online resource\(^{35}\). We can query heterogeneous data, to among others, get aggregated information about named entities, enabling users to assess the content i.e. which locations or events are mentioned within a whole social media collection. Hierarchical information is present in our Knowledge Graph as we reused terms like dc:hasPart (Fig. 2, \(^{7}\)).

**Discussion** We discuss the added value of the Knowledge Graph in our use case and findings related to the Knowledge Graph’s use with respect to collection-level and item-level (social media post) data.

Instead of many-to-many mappings from heterogeneous data sources to heterogeneous metadata records, our solution results in a semantically described RDF Knowledge Graph which facilitates data stewardship as it describes all preserved data including provenance information. The generation of metadata records and HTML views are thus not limited to harvested data, but also profit from contextual information of the Knowledge Graph, because item-level data (social media posts) are put in relationship to collections and provenance information. This information can be queried using SPARQL or GraphQL, therefore we are able to identify e.g. social media posts belonging to different collections or collections/posts mentioning similar named entities. Similarly, more fine-grained queries are possible with more integrated linked data in the future, i.e. archivists may rather spend manual curation efforts in enriching the Knowledge Graph instead of domain-specific metadata records.

Use cases related to the collection-level may not need the full graph. Whereas harvested data preserved and compressed in WARC files are relatively small, the Knowledge Graph is considerably larger. This may present a performance bottleneck for smaller setups without adequate RDF database or hardware. However, HTML views providing an overview of collections, or MARC records describing bibliographic information of collections do not need all item-level details such as detailed post provenance. We used decentralized Knowledge Graphs partitioned between collection and item level data to improve performance of collection-level tasks.

If certain use cases demand some item-level information we declaratively create aggregations. Based on the data model and extracted information, we used SPARQL-CONSTRUCT queries to enrich collection-level information with aggregated information from item-level, such as most often used named entities and their type; vocabularies such as the W3C recommended WebAnnotations\(^{36}\) or DataCube\(^{37}\) may be used to semantically describe aggregates, further research is required.

---

\(^{19}\)https://github.com/RMLio/social-media-archiving

\(^{36}\)https://www.w3.org/TR/annotation-model/

\(^{37}\)https://www.w3.org/TR/vocab-data-cube/
Libraries usually provide full access to collections only via reading rooms or after login, and from a legal perspective it is also problematic to provide public access to harvested social media data. However, collection-level related parts of the Knowledge Graph including aggregations present a smaller sub-graph which may be made publicly available, directly as API or via HTML views. Therefore, end users may assess more detailed information about collections using contextual-rich collection information before requesting access to the full collection on-premise or online which could positively influence the user experience. However, more research towards the needs of different types of users is needed.

6. Conclusion

Social media is already a paramount part of our society and, thus, its content needs to be preserved. However, archiving is an expensive long-term commitment and currently only fragmented workflows for social media archiving exists. We developed an open source Knowledge Graph-based solution using the Europeana Data Model and PREMIS to describe WARC-preserved social media as cultural heritage objects with different representations. Now we can support automatic generation of GLAM-related metadata records, e.g., MARC and EAD, or provide collection overviews via HTML for users to assess the collections' content.

Human-in-the-loop provenance Social media harvesting tools play a crucial role regarding provenance information, as they cover initial phases of selection and collection where human users define what to harvest and when. Currently SFM provides a detailed change history of collections, but descriptive information is limited to titles and descriptions. Similar to how some web archiving tools require the upload of legal deposit documents before harvests are initiated [23], SFM could be extended with UI fields to collect specific information from users in a uniform fashion. Our Knowledge Graph-based solution allows a data-centric perspective driven by downstream tasks which can inform improvements of SFM’s UI and database, to include more, and more-specific metadata fields which would positively influence the quality of generated metadata records.

Data stewardship of digital collections Social media archives are not static and pose new challenges for which data stewardship is needed: some content may have to be removed from public access due to intellectual property or privacy-related take-down requests, and on top of that several terms of services from different social media providers need to be taken into account. Such stewardship tasks are supported by our solution. For example, our Knowledge Graph already encodes provenance information of harvesting, and as it is based on PREMIS and W3C PROV, existing data can be annotated or additional provenance information regarding take-down requests can be included in the same fashion. Therefore, consuming applications can perform policy-compliant operations with the harvested data.

Future Work Future work will investigate the quality of generated metadata records and extend the metadata record queries if necessary. The modular tool SFM can be extended with new functionality or other social media harvesters. Based on our Knowledge Graph, operational and legal challenges of social media archiving can be reconsidered and addressed.
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Abstract. Learned latent vector representations are key to the success of many recommender systems in recent years. However, traditional approaches like matrix factorization produce vector representations that capture global distributions of a static recommendation scenario only. Such latent user or item representations do not capture background knowledge and are not customized to a concrete situational context and the sequential history of events leading up to it.

This is a fundamentally limiting restriction for many tasks and applications, since the latent state can depend on a) abstract background information, b) the current situational context and c) the history of related observations. An illustrating example is a restaurant recommendation scenario, where a user’s assessment of the situation depends a) on taxonomical information regarding the type of cuisine, b) on situational factors like time of day, weather or location and c) on the subjective individual history and experience of this user in preceding situations. This situation-specific internal state of the user is not captured when using a traditional collaborative filtering approach, since background knowledge, the situational context and the sequential nature of an individual’s history cannot easily be represented in the matrix.

In this paper, we investigate how well state-of-the-art approaches do exploit those different dimensions relevant to POI recommendation tasks. Naturally, we represent such a scenario as a temporal knowledge graph and compare plain knowledge graph, a taxonomy and a hypergraph embedding approach, as well as a recurrent neural network architecture to exploit the different context-dimensions of such rich information. Our empirical evidence indicates that the situational context is most crucial to the prediction performance, while the taxonomical and sequential information are harder to exploit. However, they still have their specific merits depending on the situation.
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1. Introduction

Recommender systems are a mature field in research and engineering. They have been applied in many diverse applications and the approaches and data sources used are equally diverse. Typically, specialized representation formalisms and methods are devised and optimized to exploit the specific information best. However, several applications of recommender systems in real world scenarios are faced with other challenges that should be considered in order to provide good recommendations. One factor is the consideration of context like location, time, etc. [1]. Another challenge is to deal with complex environments that are subject to greater variability and complexity of inputs to recommender systems rather than simple ratings or reviews. In some cases, the information structure that serves for recommendations is so complex that it is represented by a semantic model as a knowledge graph [2]. Similarly, some applications require more complex outputs than prioritized recommendation lists in the direction of composite or sequential recommendations.

We describe details of a concrete in-use application of a mobile location-based recommender system that makes use of semantic technologies for representing the complex information structure as well as for user information obtained from a social network. In this paper, we investigate three dimensions that provide additional information: a) symbolic background knowledge, b) situation-specific information and c) sequential information.

One illustrating example is a POI recommendation scenario, where a user’s assessment of a situation depends on his preferences for a certain type of cuisines, situational factors like time of day, weather or location and on the subjective individual history and experience of this user in previous situations. For instance, a restaurant shouldn’t be of interest to a user who just had something to eat.

An intuitive way of representing all this heterogeneous types of information are temporal knowledge hyper graphs that contain time-stamped hyper-edges to allow the extraction of the sequential history of previous interactions of a user in similar recommendation settings. Hereby, each concrete setting is accompanied by a list of contextual factors that are best modelled as an n-ary relation between the user and the recommendation target. Also, each entity is accompanied by symbolic background knowledge like taxonomical relations.

Knowledge Graph Embeddings (KGE) are a recent technique to transform such symbolic knowledge into predictive models, which operate on latent vector spaces. However, most current KGE methods produce exactly one embedding for each entity instance and relation type specified in a static Knowledge Graph (KG). Each embedding captures the global distributional semantic of the graph from the perspective of this entity or relation. This does not fit well to context-aware recommender systems.

In this paper, we test the hypothesis that a global KGE per entity and relation is not adequate for many recommendation tasks. Consequently, there is a need to customize static KGEs to situational and subjective contexts. More precisely we argue that most KGE models cannot generate embeddings that capture the current relational context and that contain the abstract conceptual background information as well as the subject’s history of related observations.

Thus, we test different techniques to incorporate three dimensions of additional information: a) An ontology describing POIs for symbolic background knowledge, b) n-
ary relations for capturing situation-specific information and c) sequential information about an individual’s previous history.

Given such a formalization of contextualized observations over time, our goal is to learn embeddings that go beyond binary pre-trained KGEs by taking into account an ontology and the sequential history of contextualizing factors. We attempt that by a hypergraph- and a taxonomy embedding technique and recurrent neural networks. We make the following contributions:

• We propose a formal ontology for modeling abstract background knowledge in recommendation scenarios (addressing dimension a) and feed it into Knowledge Graph Embedding (KGE) methods.
• We apply a hypergraph embedding approach to include the situational context (addressing dimension b).
• We model the temporal context of an individual with a recurrent neural network
• We evaluate these methods on a context aware POI recommendation task to gain insights for the individual benefits of the dimensions to the recommendation performance.

2. Related Work

In this section we first survey previous work on the task of POI recommendation. Some more recent approaches rely on knowledge graph embeddings, which we also do in this work. Consequently, we discuss the fundamentals related to this area in more detail next.

2.1. Recommender Systems for Location Based Social Networks

Context information is particularly important for location based recommender systems where context like location, time, weather, or trip purpose has a large influence on the POI to recommend. Recommender systems based on location based social networks (LBSN) have been the subject of intensive recent research activities, see [3,4] for recent surveys. In-vehicle recommender systems provide even more context information such as vehicle sensor based information about occupants and driver, vehicle state, or surrounding traffic [5].

An early approach for POI recommendation based on models for human mobility and their dynamics in social networks is described in [6]. Another early approach for context-aware recommendation that considers social network information, personal preferences and POI popularity is presented in [7]. Nousal et al. [8] analysed simple measures such as popularity, category preference, temporal preference, social filtering, with supervised learning using linear regression model or decision trees for next place prediction. Baral et al. [9] propose a hierarchical contextual POI sequence recommender that formulates user preferences as hierarchical structure and exploits contextual trend to generate personalized POI sequences. Those works are method-wise not directly related to our approach, which is focused on knowledge graph embedding methods.

An approach presented by Baral et al. [10] describes a contextualized location sequence recommender that generates contextually coherent POI sequences relevant to user preferences exploiting recurrent neural networks (RNN) and extended Long-short term memory (LSTM) networks. A method based on matrix factorization to embed personal-
ized Markov chains and localized regions for successive personalized POI recommendation is used in [11]. Feng et al. [12] propose a personalized ranking metric embedding method (PRME) which jointly models the sequential information and individual preferences. A fourth-order tensor factorization-based ranking methodology that captures long- and short term preferences simultaneously has been reported in [13]. We also investigate methods in this directions by using an LSTM-based approach in one of our experiments.

Even more closely related to methods investigated in this paper is a knowledge graph embedding method that learns semantic representations of both entities and paths between entities for characterizing user preferences described in [14]. Another knowledge graph embedding based approach [15] jointly captures the sequential effect, geographical influence, temporal effect and semantic effect by embedding four corresponding knowledge graphs (POI-POI, POI-Region, POI-Time and POI-Word) into a shared low-dimensional space. A state-of-the-art deep learning recommendation model has been reported in [16]. Categorical features are represented by an embedding vector, generalizing the concept of latent factors used in matrix factorization. A Spatial-Aware Hierarchical Collaborative Deep Learning model (SH-CDL) that jointly performs deep representation learning for POIs from heterogeneous features and hierarchically additive representation learning for spatial-aware personal preferences is presented in [17]. [18] propose LBSN2Vec, a hyper graph embedding approach designed specifically for LBSN data which we also use in our experiments.

2.2. Knowledge Graph Embedding

In recent years, Knowledge Graph Embedding (KGE) has been a very vibrant field in Machine Learning and Semantic Technologies, specifically in the area of Representation Learning (see [19] for a survey). Numerous methods for embedding knowledge graphs have been proposed and even more adaptations have been published. KGE methods can be roughly characterized by the representation space and the scoring function.

The vector representations of entities and relations are traditionally Euclidean \( \mathbb{R}^d \), but many different spaces like Complex \( \mathbb{C}^d \) (e.g., in [20]) or Hypercomplex \( \mathbb{H}^d \) (cmp. [21]) have been used as well.

Standard KGE methods don’t take into account temporal information or contextual factors that influence the plausibility of a fact. However, there have been attempts to address each limitation, as outlined next.

2.3. Contextual Knowledge Graph Embeddings

From the Knowledge Graph perspective, hypergraphs with \( n \)-ary relations and hyper-relational graphs with meta information encoded on the relations are exploited for modeling the context. Such approaches from Statistical Relational Learning are based on graphical models and tensor factorization [22]. A more recent approach extends the current KGE method SimplE [23] to hypergraphs [24] but does not take into account temporal or sequential information. This approach was used as the basis for our hypergraph embedding experiments. More details on our adaptions can be found in section 4.2.

Embedding temporal dynamics of a knowledge graph and thus tackling (Lim2) has received much attention recently. Knowledge graphs in which facts only hold within a specific period and where the evolution of facts follows a sequence have become in-
creasingly available. This also increased the interest in learning embeddings that take the temporal information into account.

Basic approaches to temporal KGE model facts as temporal quadruples. They are optimized for scoring the plausibility of (unknown) facts at a given point in time [25], [26]. A more sophisticated approach is proposed in [27]. It even checks the temporal consistency given contextual relations of the subject and object. Besides the inability of those models to model n-ary sequential context, we are also taking a different focus by using the temporal dimension to model the history of experiences of a subject. A more entity-centric perspective is taken in [28], which attempts to model the temporal evolution of entities, where [29] take a relation-specific perspective instead. Similar to our approach, [30] proposes an LSTM-based approach, which exploits relation-specific embedding of entities.

3. Capturing Taxonomical, Contextual and Sequential Information for Recommendations

The goal of this paper is to investigate the potential of three different types of information, namely taxonomical, contextual and sequential, for their use in embedding-based recommender systems. We chose a knowledge graph as the underlying data structure, since it allows to include all those information types in one representation formalism. We first show how to model taxonomical information, before including situational context and the sequential history.

3.1. Modeling Taxonomical Information

This section describes the POI Categories (POICa) ontology used for representing information about POIs mainly by exploiting their hierarchical relationships.

3.1.1. Conceptualizing and Formalizing

The main objective of the POICa ontology is focused on representing: 1) taxonomic knowledge, encoding hierarchical information between different POIs, and 2) auxiliary knowledge, which comprises information for a specific check-in of a user in a particular POI including geo-spatial and temporal data, i.e. the location of the POI and the timestamp information about the check-in action. The underlying structure of the POICa ontology is built on top of Foursquare Categories2 where the core concept is the POI. Several object and datatype properties describe a particular POI with respect to its attributes and relationships with other concepts.

As depicted in Figure 1, POICa ontology comprises a number of subcategories distributed in various levels, which for the sake of better readability are highlighted with different colors. The first level under the POI concept includes subcategories described in the following:

- Art and Entertainment - is the category for representing places related to art, culture, music, exhibitions, etc.

2https://developer.foursquare.com/docs/build-with-foursquare/categories
Figure 1. POICa ontology. Main concepts representing different categories within the ontology: a) depicts all categories within the first level of the hierarchy including some important ones from the second level; b) depicts depth of a particular category i.e. Restaurant.

- **Education** - are entities which provide education-related services and learning environments.
- **Professional Places** - groups places which are involved or perform business activities.
- **Outdoors and Recreation** - are places where the recreation is commonly realized in natural settings.
- **Residence** - used to group POIs that mainly serves as living places.
- **Restaurant** - groups all types of restaurants split on various criteria, such as cuisine.
- **Shop and Service** - used to group POIs which are dedicated for selling goods or services.
- **Transportation** - containing POIs which enable carrying of people and goods from one place to another.

Each of these subcategories is further specialized utilizing `subClassOf` axiom in order to provide a detailed classification based on the shared characteristics, such as the type of the activity they perform combining with regional information. Several additional classes such as **EthnicRestaurant**, **SiteBasedRestaurant**, **SpecializedFoodRestaurant** are introduced with the aim of grouping restaurants based on ethnicity or cuisine, style and flavour, respectively.

### 3.1.2. Alignment with and reuse of external ontologies

In order to ensure interoperability with other information from different sources, we reused a number of concepts from external ontologies such as Schema.org, FOAF, DBpedia, DCTerms and Weather\(^3\). For instance, in order to represent geo-spatial information for a given POI the following concepts from DCTerms, Schema.org and DBpedia: `dct:Location`, `schema:PostalAddress` and `dbo:City` are reused.

3.2. Context-aware Hypergraph-Embeddings

In traditional user-item-recommender systems, there is only one binary relation indicating which user interacted with which item. However, this cannot capture the multi-relational background knowledge described above and also cannot include situational context that describes the conditions when and how this interaction took place.

Thus, representing recommendation scenarios by only using binary relations can cause an information loss that might lead to poor performance on a recommendation task. To make full use of all the contextual information like day of the week and current time, that are contained in the dataset, the binary relations need to be extended to n-ary relations.

We therefore build on HypE [24], a recently introduced hypergraph embedding approach that showed promising results on other tasks and allows for easy adaption to our recommendation use-case. HypE uses a multilinear scoring function and additionally uses learnt convolutional filters to model the different importance of entities in different relations.

The recommendation itself is made through computation of a score, given n entities (depending on the arity of the relation) and the relation. As an example, given a context (i.e. the weather, day, time, proximity), all potential POIs can be ranked by computing the score for each and choosing the POI with the highest score as the recommendation. The scoring function of HypE is defined as $\phi(r(e_1, \ldots, e_{|r|}))$, and describes the sum of the element-wise product of the corresponding embedding vectors (cmp. Fig. 2).

3.3. Sequence-aware Recurrent Neural Nets

Having access to the full information and relying on a system that is constantly learning from new data is often an unrealistic assumption. Common issues are:

**Cold start:** In many situations the system encounters a new user or can’t identify the current user and thus does not have access to the user’s history and preferences.

**Missing context:** Often the full context of the recommendation situation is not available. The system still has to produce a recommendation without contextual factors.

**Online Machine Learning:** Most machine learning methods learn from (mini-) batches and can’t be re-trained after each new data point arrives.
Figure 3. The architecture of the LSTM approach.

A more realistic scenario is that a large data set of a LBSN is available for off-line training, but recommendations still have to be generated for new users without contextual information. Based on the assumption that a user chooses a POI not only based on contextual information, but also based on the last POI he visited, a personalized recommendation might even be possible for short individual histories.

For example, this captures that a user would typically not visit a restaurant right after returning from lunch and therefore should also not be recommended doing so.

To capture the sequential nature of such a scenario, we propose to use an LSTM network [31] that receives a sequence of check-ins without additional contextual information as input and predicts the next location in the sequence. We use the off-line trained HypE-Embeddings of the locations as our POI representations and minimize a Cross-Entropy-Loss to learn the next location in the sequence. As a proof-of-concept, we chose a simple network architecture, using an LSTM layer for modelling the sequential information followed by a fully connected layer for the prediction (see Fig. 3).

### 4. Experimental Setup and Results

The following section describes the experiments on POI recommendation based on the knowledge graphs described in the previous sections. We use two data sets that were introduced in a different knowledge graph embedding approach [18] for a POI recommendation scenario and use the reported hit@10 value from the same paper as a baseline to compare our results to. The experiments can be divided into three different sets of runs:

- Prediction based on binary KGE approaches [32]
- Prediction based on a hypergraph approach [24]
- Prediction based on sequential modelling

The first type of experiments were run on existing implementations\(^4\) that were adapted for a more convenient usage without altering the core of the implementations. For the third set of experiments, we used a simple LSTM network that receives a sequence of visited POIs as input and outputs a prediction of the next POI in the sequence. The com-

\(^4\)https://github.com/thunlp/OpenKE
A combined approach was built using HypE. Our implementation and experimental settings can be found in the repository on GitHub.

The datasets in use consist of 104,997 and 376,077 data points, which represent the check-ins at locations in New York City and Jakarta over the course of two years. The larger Jakarta set contains 8,805 distinct POIs and 6,183 distinct users, while the NYC set contains 3,626 distinct POIs and 3,573 users. Since the original data represents a hypergraph, it had to be adjusted for usage with binary relations. The information loss in this procedure led to smaller datasets for the binary KGE approaches in comparison to the hypergraph approach. To make sure that the results are still comparable, splitting the data into test, validation and training set was the first step in data preparation, before the data was prepared for usage in the different settings.

As the results, we report the 'filtered' values for the binary and 'raw' values for the n-ary approaches. The filtered setting counts a “hit” as long as the predicted value is an element of the ground truth, whereas the raw setting only considers the current sample value as a true result. In the third case (LSTM), we report the raw setting only, because we only want to model the sequential behaviour and therefore only consider a “hit” when the exact POI for this sequence is recommended.

4.1. Binary knowledge graph-embedding approaches

The first task was limited to represent the data as triples, consisting of subject, predicate and object. As there is no relation information that we can directly take from the original data, we introduced two different relations which we considered to be carrying most information. The first relation is checksIn(user, POI) and the second one is typeOf(POI, category). For the setting that incorporates the ontological data, we introduced an additional relation subclassOf(category, category) which is only present in the training data and is meant to provide further information for the recommendation task.

Based on the available implementations we conducted a series of experiments using a large variety of binary KGE approaches, including Complex, Distmult, Hole, Simple and Transe. As for the parameter settings, we tested across different embedding dimensions and left the other options to default values. We only report the best results for each method.

4.2. Knowledge hypergraph embedding

In preparation for the HypE approach, we defined one relation checksIn(user, hour of day, day of week, type, location) to represent the data. The hour of day and the day of week are derived from the timestamps in the original data. To achieve the results presented in table 2, we used a slightly different implementation of the HypE approach. The scoring function including the convolutions is still the same, but we made a few adaptations for faster runs on our dataset. We also slightly altered the training objective; instead of scoring against a fixed number of negative samples, we always scored against all possible locations. We only consider the 'raw’ setting for evaluation.

For integration of background knowledge we implemented a model that combines the HypE approach for n-ary relations together with a binary approach (TransE) to em-

5https://github.com/ElementAI/HypE
6https://github.com/siwer/TaxonomicalKGE
bed the ontological information. The underlying idea is that the ontological information (in this case the POI categories) will be embedded in their own ontology space, while the other information (users, locations, etc.) will be embedded in a separate space. A translation layer (implemented as a feed-forward layer) learns to project from the ontology space to the general feature space. Algorithm 1 below shows the training procedure of our approach. We implemented a hyperparameter \( \lambda \) to control the influence of the ontological information during training. The training objectives are now to predict the location given (user, type, time, day) and to predict the superclass of a type given the provided ontology. For evaluation we still only consider the location prediction task. Across all experimental runs in different configurations, the results with \( \lambda > 0 \) outperformed the ones where \( \lambda = 0 \). Table 1 shows an example of the influence of \( \lambda \) on the training for both NYC and JAK data. The results shown there are averaged over runs with varying ontology space dimension (130,75,50,25). The general entity space dimension is fixed at 130 over those runs. As indicated by our empirical results, the most beneficial values for \( \lambda \) lie between 0.2 and 0.8. This behaviour is also consistent across the other observed metrics. In table 2, the ‘+ Ont’ approaches denote \( \lambda > 0 \) for the HypE approach. As with the binary approaches, we also present the results from the best runs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lambda</th>
<th>0.0</th>
<th>0.2</th>
<th>0.4</th>
<th>0.6</th>
<th>0.8</th>
<th>1.0</th>
<th>Params</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MR</td>
<td>23.66</td>
<td>20.67</td>
<td>21.76</td>
<td>20.95</td>
<td>21.06</td>
<td>20.90</td>
<td>NYC, lr = 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR</td>
<td>21.48</td>
<td>20.25</td>
<td>20.24</td>
<td>20.38</td>
<td>19.98</td>
<td>20.07</td>
<td>NYC, lr = 0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR</td>
<td>21.73</td>
<td>20.52</td>
<td>19.60</td>
<td>20.18</td>
<td>19.55</td>
<td>20.21</td>
<td>JAK, lr = 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR</td>
<td>17.22</td>
<td>16.43</td>
<td>15.76</td>
<td>15.93</td>
<td>16.05</td>
<td>15.88</td>
<td>JAK, lr = 0.005</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Influence of Lambda on MR

Algorithm 1 Training of the combined approach

**Input:** batch, weightFactor = \( \lambda \)

typeVector = ontologySpace\( \Theta (\text{type}) \)

entityVectors = entitySpace\( \Theta (\text{user}, \text{time}, \text{day}) \)

relationVectors = relationSpace\( \Theta (\text{checkinRelation}, \text{subClassRelation}) \)

for all i in types do

ontologyScores \( \leftarrow \phi_{\text{transE}}(\text{type}, \text{subClassOf}, \text{types}i) \)

end for

translatedType = TranslationLayer\( \Theta (\text{type}) \)

for all i in locations do

locScores \( \leftarrow \phi_{\text{hypE}}(\text{checkin}, \text{user}, \text{translatedType}, \text{day}, \text{time}, \text{locations}) \)

end for

lossOntology = crossEntropy(ontologyScores, superType)

lossLocation = crossEntropy(locScores, location)

combinedLoss = lossLocation + (\( \lambda \) \* lossOntology)

\( \Theta \leftarrow \text{update}(\Theta, \text{backProp}(\text{combinedLoss})) \)
Table 2. Best hits@10 results for different approaches with the corresponding embedding dimensions. For the KGE approaches, also results for adding information modeled in the POICa ontology (see Sec. 3.1) are reported.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>Jakarta</th>
<th>Jakarta + Ont</th>
<th>EmbDim</th>
<th>NYC</th>
<th>NYC + Ont</th>
<th>EmbDim</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LBSN2Vec [18]</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complex</td>
<td>0.041</td>
<td>0.040</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.033</td>
<td>0.032</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distmult</td>
<td>0.045</td>
<td>0.045</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td>0.039</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HoE</td>
<td>0.031</td>
<td>0.030</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.024</td>
<td>0.023</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SimplE</td>
<td>0.047</td>
<td>0.046</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td>0.036</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TransE</td>
<td>0.064</td>
<td>0.064</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>0.044</td>
<td>0.045</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HypE</td>
<td>0.742</td>
<td>0.771</td>
<td>130/50</td>
<td>0.722</td>
<td>0.738</td>
<td>130/25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSTM</td>
<td>0.085</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.080</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3. LSTM-based Sequence-aware Recommendations

As the basis for experiments with the LSTM network, we use the location embeddings that were acquired in the experiments from the section above. Thus, some global contextual information is captured in the embeddings, however, the LSTM is not aware of any situational context, nor of the personalized history of the user, beyond a few previous check-ins. We chose the best performing HypE models for both datasets to provide the location representations.

Since sequential information is used, the original data had to be transformed to represent the check-in sequence(s) of a user. The extreme case would be assuming one sequence per user, i.e., taking all interactions of one user and transform it into a discrete sequence of check-ins. This, however, is not an assumption that would reflect real-world behaviour, because it is unlikely that a location which a user visited a month ago would influence a decision of today. To capture this, we assumed a new sequence after 6 hours passed between two check-ins. As a result, there are now 12,781 sequences in the NYC training set and 1,605 sequences in the NYC test set (For Jakarta: 56,670 and 5,319). Therefore, we consider at least two check-ins within a 6 hour window as a sequence. The choice of the duration after which a new sequence is assumed has a large influence on the final training data. A window of 24 hours would lead to fewer, but longer sequences, while a 4 hour window would yield more very short sequences. To ensure the relatedness of check-ins in the sequences, a shorter window is favorable, although at the cost of having shorter sequences. In the end, around 70% of the obtained sequences had a length of 2. Since we are interested in testing the performance also for cold start problems this is a suitable setup.

We modelled the neural network architecture as a classification problem, where the last hidden state of the LSTM is used as the input for the classification feed-forward layer. Due to the different dataset sizes, the NYC set has 3,626 classes (distinct locations) and the Jakarta set has 8,805 classes.

4.4. Discussion of results

Table 2 provides an overview of the best hits@10 results for each setup described above. First, the results reported in [18] are shown for comparison. Then, results of all binary KGE methods are reported and compared to when information from the POICa ontol-
ogy is added. Throughout all experiments, the ontological information didn’t make a significant difference. This is likely due to the naive way of introducing just the relational information from the ontology into the graph, without considering their semantics, like that of a taxonomical relation. Apparently, this adds more complexity than it provides valuable learning signals. We assume that a more sophisticated approach to exploit the ontology, as done in the HypE approach, can improve the results considerably.

All binary KGE approaches clearly show an inferior performance to LBSN2Vec. This is likely due to their inability to exploit contextual information. This observation becomes clear when looking at the HypE results. Like LBSN2Vec, HypE does exploit n-ary relation and thus the full situational context, however, their embedding techniques are fundamentally different. HypE’s results are a quantum leap when compared to any other approach we tested. Since HypE is based on years of KGE research and optimized for use-cases with rich situational context an improvement was expected, but this extend was still surprising. As opposed to the naive approach of just adding the taxonomical information to the training data, the approach of jointly training embeddings for the prediction task and the ontology yielded a measurable increase in prediction performance.

Finally, the LSTM results based on sequential information show that its performance is below LBSN2Vec, specifically for the NYC data set. It is still noteworthy that such a result is obtained after only seeing one previous POI check-in without additional user-specific or contextual information. On the one hand, this seems reasonable since the POI embeddings from HypE are used as input and thus some global context of each POI is provided to the LSTM. On the other hand, there seems to be a valuable signal in the previously visited POI, that is not exploited by the other methods.

5. Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we obtained empirical evidence for how well state-of-the-art latent recommendation approaches can exploit ontological, situational and sequential information in a POI recommendation task. Our empirical evidence indicates that the situational context is most crucial to the prediction performance, while the taxonomical and sequential information are harder to exploit. As we have shown with the experiments based on HypE, a beneficial exploitation of ontological information requires a more sophisticated approach than just augmenting the knowledge graph with relations from the ontology.

In our approach, we learn an additional dedicated ontology embedding space and train a translation layer to fuse both spaces. Besides of our approach, materializing implicit knowledge or deducing additional positive and negative training data might be another step in this direction. The LSTM approach seems to be an interesting option for cold start scenarios or whenever online learning is computationally not feasible. Also, this approach only initially requires KGE embeddings trained on the full information. Then it can be trained on sequence information only, without situational context, and applied to novel sequences of unknown users, again without situational context. Summing up, this work shows that the different dimensions each provide separate benefits, but exploiting all of them is non-trivial. Thus, promising future steps with great potential are methods for a tight integration of expressive formal ontologies with latent machine learning as well as deep learning architectures for a joined embedding of multi-ary knowledge graphs with sequential information.
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Abstract—The results of a SPARQL query are generally presented as a table with one row per result, and one column per projected variable. This is an immediate consequence of the formal definition of SPARQL results as a sequence of mappings from variables to RDF terms. However, because of the flat structure of tables, some of the RDF graph structure is lost. This often leads to duplicates in the contents of the table, and difficulties to read and interpret results. We propose to use nested tables to improve the presentation of SPARQL results. A nested table is a table where cells may contain embedded tables instead of RDF terms, and so recursively. We introduce an automated procedure that lifts flat tables into nested tables, based on an analysis of the query. We have implemented the procedure on top of Sparklis, a guided query builder in natural language, in order to further improve the readability of its UI. It can as well be implemented on any SPARQL querying interface as it only depends on the query and its flat results. We illustrate our proposal in the domain of pharmacovigilance, and evaluate it on complex queries over Wikidata.
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1. Introduction

The SPARQL query language offers a powerful way to extract and compute information from RDF datasets. For the most common form of queries, SELECT queries, the results are structured and displayed as a table. Each column corresponds to a projected variable in the SELECT clause, and each row corresponds to a query answer, i.e. a mapping from those variables to RDF terms. Such tables have many advantages. They are universally understood. They can be read in two directions, by row or by column. They make a good use of the screen space, compared for instance to graph visualizations, and can therefore display a lot of information at once. They can be dynamically filtered and ordered according to each column. It is no surprise that they are found in all display and visualization frameworks, from HTML to D3js.

Despite all those advantages, tables in general and SPARQL results in particular have drawbacks due to the fact that they are in first normal form (1NF). 1NF is a notion from relational databases [1] that states that table cells only contain atomic values, RDF terms in the case of

1This research is supported by ANR project PEGASE (ANR-16-CE23-0011-08).
SPARQL results. It sounds like a reasonable constraint but it has negative consequences on the readability of query results. Imagine that a user wants to retrieve in a touristic dataset all hotels with rating 4 or more in Roma. She also wants to know for each hotel the available services and their cost, as well as reviews on that hotel. Because of the structure of SPARQL results, there will be a row for each combination of a hotel, an available service at that hotel, and a review on that hotel. If on average there are 10 services and 10 reviews per hotel, there will be on average 100 rows per hotel in the table of results, each repeating the same hotel name. Each service and review will also be repeated 10 times for each hotel. All those duplicates hinder the readability of the results. Moreover, the RDF graph structure where services and reviews are related to the hotel but not to each other is lost because of the flat structure of the table.

We propose an automated procedure to post-process SPARQL results into nested tables in order to address the previous drawbacks while retaining the advantages of tables. A nested table relaxes the 1NF constraint by allowing each table column to contain either RDF terms or nested tables, whose columns can in turn contain RDF terms or nested tables, and so on. In the above example about hotels, a nested table would have a single row per hotel, the service column would contain two-columns tables listing services with their cost, and the review column would contain one-column tables listing customer reviews.

The automated nesting procedure is decomposed into two algorithms. The first algorithm analyzes a SPARQL query to identify a nested schema describing the structure of the nested table to be produced. The second algorithm converts a standard table of results into a nested table, given the nested schema produced by the first algorithm. Together, those algorithms allow for the computation of nested tables with existing query engines, and without any additional requirement from users.

Automated nesting has been implemented in Sparklis2, a guided query builder that completely hides SPARQL queries behind a natural language interface. This improves further the usability of Sparklis by offering a more natural presentation of results. However, the nesting procedure can also be implemented on any SPARQL querying interface as it only depends on the query and its flat results.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses related work. Section 3 defines nested schemas and nested tables in contrast to flat tables, and introduces two illustrative example queries and results. Section 4 presents the main contribution of this paper, the automated procedure from standard queries and flat tables to nested tables. Section 5 describes our implementation, and illustrates it with an application in pharmacovigilance. Section 6 presents a qualitative evaluation of our approach on a range of complex queries over Wikidata. Section 7 concludes and draws some perspectives.

2. Related Work

Nested tables were proposed and formalized in relational databases, where nesting is not only used for query results but also for data tables [3,4]. The motivation was to relax the first normal form (1NF) that states that only atomic values are allowed in table cells. The authors extend relational algebra with two operators: nest and unnest. To nest a table is to group a subset of columns into one higher-order column, whose values become nested tables. It is a form of aggregation, and it generally produces a table with fewer rows. To unnest a table is to explode a higher-order column into the set of columns it is made of. It is the inverse of the nest operation, and it generally produces a table with more rows. The authors also introduce a Partitioned Normal Form (PNF) that ensures that every nesting has an inverse unnesting by excluding some form of redundancy. Querying nested relational databases involves the application of the usual operations of relational algebra [1] on nested tables, plus nesting and unnesting operations.

2Available online at http://www.irisa.fr/LIS/ferre/sparklis/
Linked Data Query Wizard [5] is a tabular interface for the semantic web, where tables have a single row per subject, and possibly several values in cells. However, those tables are limited to the presentation of the direct neighborhood of entities (columns are entity properties, and column values are the objects of those properties) rather than results of arbitrary queries. Table cells can contain sets of values but not multi-column tables like in nested relational databases and what we propose in this paper. A lot of work have proposed various forms of visualization of SPARQL results in order to help their understanding [6,7,8,9]. Those visualizations generally include maps, charts, timelines, etc. They are definitely useful, especially for numerical data. However we think that they are a complement to a tabular view, and that they cannot fully replace it in the general case. A more general approach consists in supporting the transformation of SPARQL results into a broad set of data structures, e.g. using JSON as output [10], where nested tables are one possible output. However, this approach targets web developers, and does not fit end-users that can freely build their own queries, like with Sparklis [2].

Some features of SPARQL allow to structure query results to some degree. CONSTRUCT queries produce RDF graphs from query answers, hence offering a lot of flexibility in the produced structure but the concrete layout of the graph is left unspecified. A GROUP_CONCAT aggregate enables to pack a set of RDF terms into a single RDF term but this requires to convert all terms to strings, and the internal structure of aggregate values is lost, unlike with nested tables. Some extensions of SPARQL have also been proposed. For instance, a new CLUSTER BY clause was proposed to group the rows of the table of results into a hierarchical clustering [11]. In contrast, nested tables can be seen as a form of 2D hierarchical clustering because they involve grouping subsets of columns and subsets of rows at the same time. In a previous work [12], we have proposed to extend SPARQL 1.1 with a new kind of aggregation construct in order to have nested tables as a native SPARQL results. The work presented in this paper brings two new contributions. First, the structure of the nested table is automatically derived from a standard SPARQL query and its results. Second, it allows for the computation of nested results on top of standard SPARQL 1.1 endpoints, hence supporting a larger adoption of nested results, independently of the extension proposed earlier.

3. Motivating Nested Tables

The results of a SPARQL query are traditionally displayed as (flat) tables.

Definition 1 (flat table) A flat table FT is a sequence of rows, where each row FT[i] is a partial mapping from column names to values. Notation FT[i].x refers to the contents of the cell (a value or nothing) that is at the crossing between the i-th row, and column x.

In SPARQL results, rows are query answers, columns are SPARQL variables from the SELECT clause, and values are RDF terms. The ordering of columns is determined by the SELECT clause of the query, and the sequence of rows may be ordered or not depending on the existence of an ORDER BY clause in the query.

Table 1 shows an excerpt of the results of the following SPARQL query on DBpedia, which retrieves films directed by Danny Boyle, along with their music composers and actors, and also the birth year of actors.

SELECT ?f ?mc ?a ?y
WHERE { ?f a dbo:Film ;
    dbo:director dbr:Danny_Boyle ;
    dbo:musicComposer ?mc ;
    ?a a dbo:Actor ;
    ?f dbo:director ?d ;
    dbo:actor ?a ;
    ?d a dbo:Director ;
    ?d dbo:birthYear ?y ;
    ?mc a dbo:MusicComposer ;
}

3In table headers, variable names have been replaced by more explicit names for readability.
Table 1. Flat table of films by Danny Boyle with music composer, actor, and actor’s birth year

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>film (f)</th>
<th>music composer (mc)</th>
<th>actor (a)</th>
<th>birth year (y)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Slumdog millionaire</td>
<td>A. R. Rahman</td>
<td>Dev Patel</td>
<td>1990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slumdog millionaire</td>
<td>A. R. Rahman</td>
<td>Freida Pinto</td>
<td>1984</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slumdog millionaire</td>
<td>A. R. Rahman</td>
<td>Anil Kapoor</td>
<td>1959</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunshine</td>
<td>John Murphy</td>
<td>Cilian Murphy</td>
<td>1976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunshine</td>
<td>John Murphy</td>
<td>Chris Evans</td>
<td>1981</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunshine</td>
<td>John Murphy</td>
<td>Rose Byrne</td>
<td>1979</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunshine</td>
<td>John Murphy</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunshine</td>
<td>Underworld</td>
<td>Cilian Murphy</td>
<td>1976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunshine</td>
<td>Underworld</td>
<td>Chris Evans</td>
<td>1981</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunshine</td>
<td>Underworld</td>
<td>Rose Byrne</td>
<td>1979</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunshine</td>
<td>Underworld</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Flat table of countries with their capital, their most populated cities, and for each city, the population and the mathematicians who died in it.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>country (c)</th>
<th>capital (cap)</th>
<th>city</th>
<th>population (pop)</th>
<th>mathematician (m)</th>
<th>death date (dd)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>New York</td>
<td>8 550 405</td>
<td>E. L. Post</td>
<td>1954-04-21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>New York</td>
<td>8 550 405</td>
<td>R. Schatten</td>
<td>1977-08-26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>Los Angeles</td>
<td>3 792 710</td>
<td>R. Montague</td>
<td>1971-03-07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>Los Angeles</td>
<td>3 792 710</td>
<td>R. E. Bellman</td>
<td>1984-03-19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>Los Angeles</td>
<td>3 792 710</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>Chicago</td>
<td>2 707 120</td>
<td>E. Hellinger</td>
<td>1950-03-28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>Chicago</td>
<td>2 707 120</td>
<td>E. H. Moore</td>
<td>1932-12-30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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It can be observed that the table contains a lot of redundancies. For instance, each actor and his birth year is repeated for each music composer. The number of rows for a film is equal to its number of music composers times its number of actors. When ordering by birth year, one needs to order first by film so as to keep rows grouped by film.

Table 2 shows an excerpt of the results of another SPARQL query that retrieves various information about countries: capital, most populated cities, and mathematicians who died in those cities.

```
WHERE { ?c a dbo:Country ;
  dbo:capital ?cap .
  ?city a dbo:City ;
  dbo:country ?c ;
  dbo:populationTotal ?pop .
  ?m a dbo:Scientist ;
  dbo:field dbr:Mathematics ;
  dbo:deathPlace ?city ;
  dbo:deathDate ?dd . }
```
Table 3. Nested table of films by Danny Boyle with music composers, and actors with birth year

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>film (f)</th>
<th>music composers</th>
<th>actors</th>
<th>birth year (y)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Slumdog millionaire</td>
<td>A. R. Rahman</td>
<td>Anil Kapoor 1959</td>
<td>Freida Pinto 1984</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Dev Patel 1990</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunshine</td>
<td>John Murphy</td>
<td>Cilian Murphy 1976</td>
<td>Rose Byrne 1979</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Chris Evans 1981</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ORDER BY 

It can be observed again that the table contains redundancies, here about countries and capitals. More importantly, a lot of structure and dependencies are lost in the flat table. It is not clear, without reading the query, whether the population is about the city or the country, whether the listed mathematicians died in the city or more generally in the country.

The key idea of this paper is to present results in more structured tables, in order to make them more readable by removing redundancies and by exhibiting some of the underlying RDF graph structure.

Definition 2 (nested table and nested schema) A nested table $NT$ is a sequence of rows, where each row $NT[i]$ is a partial mapping from column names to values or nested tables, according to a nested schema. A nested schema is an ordered forest, i.e. a sequence of ordered trees, such that there is a bijection between the forest nodes and the columns of the nested table. Nested table $NT$ agrees with a nested schema $N = \alpha_1 \ldots \alpha_k$ if the following conditions are satisfied for every row $i$, and every tree $\alpha_j$:

1. if $\alpha_j = x_j$ is a leaf, then $NT[i].x_j$ contains a value (or nothing);
2. if $\alpha_j = X_j[N_j]$ is an internal node $N_j$ with children $N_j = \beta_1 \ldots \beta_l$, then $NT[i].X_j$ contains a nested table agreeing with nested schema $N_j$.

A nested table agreeing with a nested schema follows a regular structure. For a given column, either all rows contain an RDF term or all rows contain a table following the same structure. Note that the definitions of nested tables and nested schemas are recursive, thus allowing arbitrary numbers of nesting levels.

In the following, we represent nested schemas using lowercase names for leaves, uppercase names for internal nodes, and square brackets to delimit the children of an internal node. For example, nested schema $a \cdot b \cdot C[d \cdot E[e]]$ has three levels of tables: the outer table has two classical columns $a$ and $b$, and a nested column $C$, which contains nested tables with a classical column $d$, and a nested column $E$, which in turn contains nested tables with a single column $e$.

Table 3 is the nested version of Table 1 for the nested schema

$N_{film} = f \cdot MC[mc] \cdot A[a \cdot y]$.

The outer table has a single row per film, and two of its columns, “music composers” (MC) and “actors” (A), contain nested tables. The former column contains one-column nested tables that
Table 4. Nested table of countries with their capital, and their most populated cities. Each city is described by its population, and a list of mathematicians who died there.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>country (c)</th>
<th>capital (cap)</th>
<th>cities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>City</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Los Angeles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Chicago</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

contain the lists of music composers of each film. The latter column contains two-columns nested tables that contain the lists of actors of each film, along with their birth year. It can be observed that the nested table does not contain redundancies anymore, and that the dependencies between columns is made explicit: (a) music composers and actors are dependent on the film, but not on each other; (b) the birth year is dependent on the actor.

Table 4 is the nested version of Table 2 for the nested schema

\[ N_{\text{country}} = c \ cap \ CITIES[city \ pop \ M[m \ dd]]. \]

The outer table has a single row per country, a column “capital” that contains RDF terms, and another column “cities” that contains nested tables, which themselves contain nested tables about the mathematicians who died in the city. The nested table structure clearly shows that countries have one capital but (possibly) several cities, that the population is about the city, and that the listed mathematicians are related to the city rather than to the country.

In the following section, we explain how a nested table can be automatically derived from the flat table, by analyzing the SPARQL query.

4. Automated Nesting of SPARQL Results

We here consider the computation of a nested table from the flat table resulting from the evaluation of a standard SPARQL query. Section 4.1 describes an algorithm NestedSchema that extracts a nested schema from the query, Section 4.2 describes an algorithm NestedTable that restructures the query results into a nested table agreeing with a given nested schema. By combining the two algorithms, it becomes possible to get nested tables as the result of a standard query evaluated on a standard SPARQL 1.1 engine. Given a query \( Q \), this can be summarized by the definition

\[ \text{NestedEval}(Q) = \text{NestedTable} (\text{Eval}(Q), \text{NestedSchema}(Q)) \]

where \( \text{Eval} \) is standard SPARQL evaluation.
SELECT ?f ?mc ?a ?y
WHERE { ?f a dbo:Film ;
  dbo:director dbr:Danny_Boyle ;
  dbo:starring ?a ;
  ?a dbo:birthYear ?y . }

Figure 1. Example query on films.

4.1. Nested Schema of a Query

Our procedure to compute the nested schema of a query relies on the dependencies between variables expressed by the SPARQL query, and on an ordering of those variables. We first explain the main principles of the automated procedure on the example about films, whose query we recall in Figure 1 for convenience. The expected nested schema is here $N_1 = f \text{MC}[mc] A[a, y]$. It has two nesting levels (tables in a table). Nesting $N_0 = f \text{mc} a y$ represents a flat table with no nesting (one level). Nesting $N_2 = f \text{MC}[mc] A[a, y[y]]$ represents a deep nesting with 4 levels. The reason why $N_1$ is better than $N_0$ and $N_2$ is that music composers and actors are related to films but not to each other. In other words, the set of music composers and the set of actors depend on the film but given a film, the set of actors does not depend on a particular music composer.

Dependencies between variables can be inferred from the query abstract syntax. In short, two variables $x$ and $y$ in the example. More generally, we formally define the dependency graph of an arbitrary SPARQL query.

Definition 3 (dependency graph) The dependency graph of a SPARQL query $Q$ is the undirected graph $G(Q) = (V, E)$, where the set of vertices $V$ is the set of variables occurring in the query, and where the set of edges $E \subseteq V \times V$ is the set of dependencies $\text{deps}(g_0, Q)$, defined inductively on the syntax of the query according to the following equations, starting with the default graph $g_0$.

$$
\text{deps}(g, \text{SELECT } X \text{ WHERE } P) = \text{deps}_X(X) \cup \text{deps}_P(g, P)
$$

$$
\text{deps}_X(x_1 \ldots x_n) = \emptyset
$$

$$
\text{deps}_X(x_1 \ldots x_n \text{ AS } z_1) \ldots (A_k(y_k \text{ AS } z_k)) = \{(x_i, z_j) \mid i \in [1,n], j \in [1,k]\}
$$

$$
\text{deps}_P(g, s.p.o) = \{(x,y) \mid x,y \in \text{Vars}(s,p,o,g), x \neq y\}
$$

$$
\text{deps}_P(g, P_1 \cup P_2) = \text{deps}_P(g, P_1) \cup \text{deps}_P(g, P_2)
$$

$$
\text{deps}_P(g, \text{OPTIONAL } P_1) = \text{deps}_P(g, P_1) \cup \text{deps}_P(g, P_2)
$$

$$
\text{deps}_P(g, P_1 \text{ MINUS } P_2) = \text{deps}_P(g, P_1)
$$

$$
\text{deps}_P(g, \text{FILTER } E) = \text{deps}_P(g, P)
$$

$$
\text{deps}_P(g, \text{BIND } (E \text{ AS } x)) = \{(y,x) \mid y \text{ a variable occurring in } E\}
$$

$$
\text{deps}_P(g, \text{GRAPH } g' P) = \text{deps}_P(g', P)
$$

$$
\text{deps}_P(g, \text{SERVICE } s P) = \text{deps}_P(g, s, g_0, P)
$$

$$
\text{deps}_P(g, \text{VALUES } (x_1 \ldots x_n) \text{ data}) = \{(x_i, x_j) \mid 1 \leq i < j \leq n\}
$$

$$
\text{deps}_P(g, \{ Q \}) = \text{deps}(g, Q)
$$

The inductive definition goes through queries (deps$(g, Q)$), projections (deps$_X(X)$), and graph patterns (deps$_P(g, P)$), given a current graph $g'$, $g_0$ is the default graph, and $s, g_0$ is the default graph of service $s$. Letter $A$ denotes an aggregate operator (e.g., COUNT). Expressions in the SELECT and GROUP BY clauses are assumed to be rewritten as BIND clauses to simplify the definition. Solution modifiers (e.g., ORDER BY, LIMIT) do not produce dependencies.
Algorithm 1 NestedSchema($G, X$)

Require: $G = (V, E)$ a connected dependency graph
Require: $X$ a sequence ordering variables in $V$
Ensure: $N$ a nested schema whose set of leaf columns is $V$

1: if $|X| = 1$ then
2:     $N \leftarrow X$
3: else
4:    $x, Y \leftarrow \text{head}(X), \text{tail}(X)$
5:    $G_x \leftarrow (V \setminus \{x\}, E \setminus \{(x) \times V \setminus \{x\}\})$
6:    $G_1, \ldots, G_k \leftarrow \text{ConnectedComponents}(G_x)$
7:    $Y_1, \ldots, Y_k \leftarrow \text{partition of } Y \text{ according to } G_1, \ldots, G_k$
8:    $N_1, \ldots, N_k \leftarrow \text{NestedSchema}(Y_1, G_1), \ldots, \text{NestedSchema}(Y_k, G_k)$
9:    $N \leftarrow xN_1[N_1] \ldots xN_k[N_k] \{w\}$ here each $X_i$ is a fresh nested column name
10: end if

Figure 2 shows the dependency graph of the example query. Dependencies come mostly from
the graph pattern in the WHERE clause, and also from aggregates. In triple patterns, each variable de-
pends on other variables, including the current graph $g$ if different from the default graph (quads).

Then the dependencies from the different sub-patterns are collected, except for those at the right of
MINUS as they do not produce any binding. Expressions in FILTER do not produce any dependency
but in BIND, they produce a dependency from every used variable to the bound variable as the
value of the latter depends on the value of each of the former. Similarly, every aggregate variable
in the SELECT clause depends on each of the non-aggregate variables, i.e., on the grouping vari-
ables. In the GRAPH and SERVICE constructs, we produce the dependencies of the embedded graph
pattern, only changing the current graph. In the VALUES clause, we have no information about the
dependencies between the bound variables, and we have to consider that they are all mutually de-
pendent. Indeed, the consequence of ignoring a dependency (a loss of information) is greater than
considering a superfluous dependency (redundancy in results). However, such clauses are rare in
practice. Finally, the dependencies of sub-queries are defined like for whole queries.

Algorithm 1 describes the recursive process of computing a nested schema given the con-
ected dependency graph of query (see discussion below for non-connected dependency graphs),
and given an ordering over the dependency graph vertices, i.e. the query variables. By default, we
take the ordering of variables from their order of introduction in the graph pattern of the query.
The SELECT clause can be used to alter this ordering. If a variable does not occur in the SELECT
clause, it is pruned from the nested schema as a post-processing, which amounts to remove a leaf
node from the forest structure of the nested schema.

The base case of the algorithm is when there is a single variable. Otherwise, the first variable
is used as a key (grouping), and other variables are organized into one or several nested tables.
To determine the partitioning of the other variables into different nested schemas, we rely on the
dependency graph. First, we remove the first variable $x$ and its adjacent edges from the dependency
graph. This may split the dependency graph into several connected components, which determine
the partitioning of the remaining variables $Y$. The procedure is called recursively on each connected
component $G_1$ and its associated subsequence of variables $Y_1$.

In the unusual case where the dependency graph of a query is not connected, i.e. it has several
connected components, we run the algorithm on each connected component, and get a set of nested
schemas $N_1, \ldots, N_k$. From there, we generate the nested schema $N = X_1[N_1] \ldots X_k[N_k]$, which has
no key variable, and hence specifies a main table with a single row. This implies that the query
results are organized as a sequence of independent tables. Indeed, evaluating a disconnected query
is equivalent to evaluating several queries, and hence to get several tables of results.

Applying Algorithm 1 on the example about films returns nesting schema
Algorithm 2 NestedTable(FT, N)

Require: FT a flat table with columns X
Require: N a nested schema over a subset of X
Ensure: NT a nested version of FT

1: if N = x {n} o nested table then
2: NT ← projection of FT on column x, and duplicate removal
3: else
4: N = x X1[N1] ... Xk[Nk]
5: {FT1, ..., FTn} ← grouping the rows of FT by column x (n groups)
6: NT ← a table with 1 + k columns (x, X1, ..., Xk), and n rows
7: for i = 1 to n do
8: NT[i].x ← FT[i][1].x {r}etrieving key value in first row of FTi
9: for j = 1 to k {f}or each nested column do
10: NT[i].Xj ← NestedTable(FTi, Nj) {f}ill cells with nested tables
11: end for
12: end for
13: for j = 1 to k {s}implification for empirical functional dependencies do
14: if NT[i].Xj has a single row for all i ∈ [1, n] then
15: replace the nested column Xj[Nj] by the sequence of columns Nj
16: end if
17: end for
18: end if

N3 = f MC[a Y[y]]. Note that N3 is close to the expected nesting schema N1 but not equivalent. The independency between music composers and actors has been identified but nested tables are introduced for actor’s birth year inside the nested table of actors. The reason why this additional nested table is not relevant is that there is a functional dependency from actors to birth years as people are only born once. Unfortunately, the query does not provide this information. If there is access to the ontology or the data, it may be possible to get this information. In the following section, we show how the nested schema can be simplified during the nesting of flat tables by discovering such functional dependencies empirically. To give another example, the nested schema computed by our algorithm on the query about countries is c CAP[cap] CITIES[city pop M[m dd]], which is close to the expected nesting c cap CITIES[city pop M[m dd]] except for the additional nesting of functional properties (country’s capital, city’s population, and mathematician’s death date).

The variable ordering has an important impact on the computed nested schema. Indeed, there is not a single good choice of nested schema given a dependency graph, and the variable ordering can be used to control which nested schema is produced. From the dependency graph in Figure 2, we obtain the different following nested schemas according to different variable orderings:

- a y f mc a Y[y] F[f MC[mc]]: view by author,
- mc f a y mc F[f A[a Y[y]]]: view by music composer,
- f a mc y f A[a Y[y]] mc: another view by film, actors first.

4.2. Nesting a Flat Table into a Nested Table

The previous section explains how to automatically extract a nested schema N from a query Q. This provides all the necessary information to automatically lift the flat table $FT = \text{Eval}(Q)$ into a nested table agreeing with N.
Algorithm 2 computes such a nested table \( NT \) given the flat table \( FT \) and the nested schema \( N \) computed from the query (see Section 4.1). The base case (Lines 1-2) is when the nesting schema has no nested table, which implies it has the form \( N = x \) for some variable \( x \). The returned nested table is then column \( x \) of the flat table, in which duplicates are removed (like in a \texttt{SELECT DISTINCT ?x}). In the general case (Lines 3-18), the nesting has the form \( N = x X_1[N_1] \ldots X_k[N_k] \). Such a nesting involves a grouping of the rows of \( FT \) according to \( x \) (Line 5), like a clause \texttt{GROUP BY ?x}, and the computations of the \( k \) nested tables on each group (Lines 7-12). Each nested column \( X_j[N_j] \) involves a recursive call on each group of rows \( FT_i \) with nesting \( N_j \). A drawback of the nested schemas computed by Algorithm 1 is that it does not take into account functional dependencies. In the example about films, the computed nesting is \( f MC[mc] A[a Y[y]] \), which implies that in the nested tables about actors, the second column about actor’s birth year is filled with one-column one-row tables. Lines 13-17 replaces those one-row nested tables by their single row contents, but only in the nested columns where all nested tables have a single row. This condition identifies \textit{empirical functional dependencies}, i.e. functional dependencies that exist in the flat table but that may not be true in general. In the example, this results in the effective nested schema \( f MC[mc] A[a y] \).

5. Implementation and Application

The automated procedure to lift a flat table into a nested table has been implemented in the Sparklis\(^5\) querying tool [2]. Sparklis is a SPARQL query builder that hides SPARQL behind a natural language interface, and guides the query construction so that the user does not need to know the schema of the RDF dataset. It works as follows. After each user interaction, the abstract representation of the query is updated, from which a new SPARQL query is derived. Then, the SPARQL query is sent to the SPARQL endpoint, which returns results as a set of mappings from variables to RDF terms. Originally, Sparklis displays those results as a flat table, only improving the display of RDF terms with labels and media contents. The new nesting procedure is applied to the generated SPARQL query and returned results, and feeds the final display process. Currently, Sparklis does not generate names for the nested columns, and their headers are left empty. In the future, those names could be generated in a way similar to classical columns whose names are derived from the labels of the classes and properties applying to the corresponding variable.

The display of results as nested tables was initially motivated by a use case in pharmacovigilance\(^6\), where domain experts typically look for patient cases depending on the drugs they took, and the adverse reactions they suffered. In this use case, each patient case may have a number of different drugs and adverse reactions. In a flat table, the description of a patient case is therefore scattered over several rows, and a lot of duplicates occur when there are several drugs and several adverse reactions. In a previous user study [13], it was observed that this made it difficult for pharmacovigilance experts to read and interpret the results.

Figure 3 shows a screenshot of the first two rows of the nested table that describes patient cases who suffered adverse reactions to chloroquine. It can be observed that there is a single row per patient, and that this row is well organized. For each patient, the table shows its case id, its age, and two nested tables. The first nested table describes the drug event, giving the dose amount, and optionally the dose frequency. The second nested table gives the list of adverse reactions of the patient. The icons on the left of adverse reactions are taken from an iconic language for the graphical representation of medical concepts [14]. The anonymised patient data are a three-months sample from the FAERS database [15].

\(^4\)Online application at \url{http://www.irisa.fr/LIS/ferre/sparklis/}

\(^5\)Open source code at \url{https://github.com/sebferre/sparklis}

\(^6\)This is part of ANR research project PEGASE. The dataset is not made available because of property rights on medical ontologies like SNOMED-CT and MedDRA.
Figure 3. Screenshot of the nested table showing two patient cases (out of 17) with adverse reactions to chloroquine (in excerpt of FAERS data).

6. Evaluation

We evaluate our automated nesting procedure on a range of complex Wikidata queries, picked and adapted from an online list of Wikidata example queries\(^7\). We only pick queries with at least three different entities in the SELECT clause as otherwise, there is only one possible nested schema: \((x \times y)\), possibly unnested into \(x \times y\) in case of functional dependency from \(x\) to \(y\). Note that we do not count projected variables like \(?xxxLabel\) as they only serve to capture the label of \(?xxx\). We also modify some queries by removing aggregates like SAMPLE and COUNT. Indeed, such aggregates replace sets of RDF terms by a single RDF term, and hence often remove the need for nested tables. For example, instead of retrieving one sample actor for each film, we retrieve a list of actors for each film.

For each of the nine queries below, we give:
(a) a title,
(b) a short URL\(^8\) that opens the query in Sparklis and enables to visualize the results,
(c) an informal description of the information retrieved by the query,
(d) the obtained nested schema, in which we omit the nested column names, and replace the square brackets by round brackets in the case of unnesting due to a functional dependency in data,
(e) comments on the nested schema, and possibly alternative nested schemas based on a different column ordering.

The queries have been constructed interactively in Sparklis. Their verbalization in English is not always fully satisfying because it relies on the assumption that class and property labels are nouns, which is often but not always verified in Wikidata. However, we believe that those verbalizations are understandable in most cases. The ordering of variables used in the nesting procedure is defined by the order in which they appear (implicitly) in the verbalization.

\(^{7}\)https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:SPARQL_query_service/queries/examples

\(^{8}\)Real URLs and query previews are also available at http://www.irisa.fr/LIS/ferre/sparklis/examples.html, section “Nested results on Wikidata.”
1. Academy awards (http://rebrand.ly/xyw7nwf): this query looks for people who received an Academy award for some work. It also retrieves work directors, if any, and the edition and time of the award.

   \[ N_1 = \text{person} \left[ \text{work} \left[ \text{director} \right] \left[ \text{award} \left[ \text{awardEdition} \left( \text{time} \right) \right] \right] \right] \]

   Each person may have several awarded works. Each work may have several directors on one hand, and several awards (for the same person) on the other hand. According to results, each award belongs to a single Academy awards edition, which occurs on a single time. If the award column is put before the work column, one gets the less interesting nested schema \[ \text{person} \left[ \text{award} \left[ \text{work} \left[ \text{director} \right] \left[ \text{awardEdition} \left( \text{time} \right) \right] \right] \right] \], where the grouping of awards by work is lost and a same work may be repeated across different awards.

2. Ranking of film directors (http://rebrand.ly/qaelfdg): this query retrieves film directors, counts their number of directed films, and number of cast roles, and rank them by decreasing sum of the two numbers.

   \[ N_2 = \text{director} \left( \text{filmNb} \left( \text{roleNb} \left( \text{total} \right) \right) \right) \]

   This query illustrates the fact that aggregates and expressions create functional dependencies, in which case there is not practical need for nesting.


   \[ N_3 = \text{seasonOrdinal} \left( \text{season} \left[ \text{episodeOrdinal} \left( \text{episode} \right) \right] \right) \]

   Each season ordinal number (1, 2...) determines a single season. Each season has a number of episodes, identified by their ordinal number in the season. By ordering by season ordinal and episode ordinal, we get a well-structured presentation of all episodes by season.

4. Law & Order episodes (http://rebrand.ly/ib18whw): this query retrieves all seasons and episodes of the Law & Order series, including publication dates for each episode.

   \[ N_4 = \text{seasonOrd} \left( \text{season} \left[ \text{episodeOrd} \left( \text{episode} \left[ \text{pubDate} \right] \right) \right] \right) \]

   We get a similar nested schema compared to the previous query, except we get an additional nesting level for the episode publication dates. Indeed, many episodes have several publication dates.

5. Dr Who performers (http://rebrand.ly/dpxfonc): this query retrieves all regenerations of Dr Who with their ordinal and performers.

   \[ N_5 = \text{doctor} \left( \text{ordinal} \left[ \text{performer} \right] \right) \]

   The nested schema tells us that each regeneration of Dr Who has a single ordinal but several performers for the First Doctor. The ordinal enables to sort the results in chronological order.

6. Movies about World War II (http://rebrand.ly/hv3hw1p): this query retrieves narrative locations and countries of origins of films about WWII.

   \[ N_6 = \text{film} \left[ \text{narrativeLoc} \left[ \text{country} \right] \right] \]

   The nested schema tells us narrative locations and countries of origin are independent, and that in general, there are several values of each for a given film. An alternative nested schema, \[ \text{narrativeLoc} \left[ \text{film} \left[ \text{country} \right] \right] \], provides WWII films grouped by narrative location.

7. Longest rivers (http://rebrand.ly/xklfe8n): this query retrieves rivers in decreasing length order, along with pictures of them.
Surprisingly, it appears that some rivers have several lengths in their description. This typically happens when there are several sources of information. A nice consequence of having nested tables in Sparklis is that, when a river has several pictures, they are displayed as a kind of gallery in a table cell, rather than repeating the whole river row for each picture.

8. **Stations of Paris metro line 1** ([http://rebrand.ly/iolf4h3](http://rebrand.ly/iolf4h3)): this query retrieves stations of Paris metro line 1, and for each station, it retrieves the connecting lines if any on one hand, and adjacent stations with directions on the other hand.

\[ N_8 = \text{station} [\text{line}] [\text{adjacent} [\text{adjacentLine} [\text{adjacentDir}]]] \]

The four-levels nested schema tells us that a station may have several connecting lines, what is not surprising. What is more surprising is that some adjacent stations can be reached through several lines, and sometimes for a given line, with several line directions. This happens because some metro lines have tree-shaped ends.

9. **Governments of countries** ([http://rebrand.ly/nlp8nex](http://rebrand.ly/nlp8nex)): this query retrieves, for each country, the current forms of government (e.g., republic, parliamentary monarchy), and the heads of government since 2000 with their gender and start date. The current forms of government are selected by excluding those having an end date. We also retrieve the start date when available.

\[ N_9 = \text{country} [\text{form} (\text{formStart})] [\text{head} (\text{gender}) [\text{headStart}]] \]

The nested schema shows that forms of government and heads of government are independent, as expected. Heads have a single gender but may have several start dates, corresponding to different mandates.

The above examples show a diverse range of nested schemas, which exhibit structures coming from the RDF graph and left implicit in flat tables. Those structures are often as one would expect but sometimes they reveal unexpected patterns or irregularities in the data: e.g., the fact that metro lines may have several directions through the same adjacent station, or the fact that some rivers have several competing lengths. The above examples also demonstrate the importance of empirical functional dependencies to simplify the structure of nested tables, in particular to reduce the number of nesting levels.

### 7. Conclusion

We have proposed an automated procedure to re-structure the flat results of a SPARQL query into a nested table. Nested tables improve the readability of results by avoiding redundancies in their contents, and by exhibiting the dependencies and independencies between their columns. The procedure is decomposed into two algorithms. Algorithm `NestedSchema` defines a nested schema given dependencies between variables and an ordering over those variables, both computed from the query. Algorithm `NestedTable` uses that nested schema to restructure the flat table of results into a nested table. One perspective is to generate nested schemas without giving a variable ordering, e.g. by finding a variable ordering that minimizes redundancies and maximizes readability.
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1. Introduction

Humans are able to understand relations between real-world objects and actions relying not only on observations, but also on their commonsense knowledge. Machines, on the other hand, need a large quantity of data, in order to learn and reason about object-action relations, as for instance to correlate the object Knife with the action Cut. Yet, recognizing such types of associations is crucial for a wide spectrum of applications involving autonomous entities. Commonsense Knowledge Graphs (KGs), such as ConceptNet [1] and WordNet [2], contain to some extent knowledge about object-action relations, and can help construct knowledge bases, which subsequently can be used by machines. However, inserting knowledge into a knowledge base from crowd-built KGs hides risks, as these may contain information that is noisy or false. Therefore, evaluation methods are crucial when exploiting knowledge from such KGs.

1This project has received funding from the Hellenic Foundation for Research and Innovation (HFRI) and the General Secretariat for Research and Technology (GSRT), under grant agreement No 188.
A method that correctly identifies positive and negative object-action associations in the presence of noise can increase the quality of data that a machine can utilize, which in turn can improve the performance of autonomous, artificial intelligence (AI) systems. Driven by this need, in this paper we compare a number of methods of different nature that are commonly used in practice to extract associations from KGs, organizing them into topology-based, semantics-based and embeddings-based. We also introduce a novel semantics-based approach to identify such object-action correlations that can achieve or improve state-of-the-art performance, while offering flexibility in ironing out noise. Its main characteristic is the exploitation of patterns of relations, which carry important information as to which associations to trust and which to dismiss.

Informally, the problem we aim to solve is the following: given a directed KG and a pair of nodes, one of which refers to a real-world object class and the other to a real-world action class, we try to infer whether these two nodes are associated or not, and to what degree, i.e., if the action can be performed by/on that object. This demand is amplified by the volume of current research in fields, such as robotic manipulation, where object affordances play a key role in enabling a robot to accomplish tasks (see for instance [3] for a recent survey of the relevant literature). Of course, the methods described in our study are not limited to the household domain, but can be applied for the detection of a broader class of associations; yet, framing our analysis on the given domain helps us compare more accurately the behaviour of diverse methods.

The main contributions of this paper are (a) a comparative analysis of popular methods for extracting associations from KGs focusing on a specific domain, that of household objects, (b) the proposal of a new, enhanced method that lays more emphasis on the semantic knowledge that exists in the KG, and (c) the generation of a dataset of positive and negative object-action relations, comprising labels that are commonly used for benchmarking both research and practical approaches. Our method and dataset are publicly available².

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 discusses related work. Section 3 presents the existing and proposed methods for identifying object-action relations. Section 4 describes our experimental evaluation, and Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. Related Work

Extracting commonsense knowledge from problem-agnostic repositories has been applied to a diversity of AI-related domains to solve various problems. The authors of [4] rely upon ConceptNet to identify word similarities, which they then use in order to improve the performance of sentence-based image retrieval algorithms. A more elaborate use of KGs is presented in [5], where the authors approach the problem of zero-shot label learning in images by creating KGs based on labels detected visually and on correlations found in external sources. The authors rely on WordNet to populate the graph and use Wu Palmer similarity³ to specify the properties. In [6], the authors assign labels to a visual scene using Bayesian logic networks and relying on commonsense knowledge extracted from WordNet, ConceptNet, and Wikipedia. WordNet is utilized in order to disambiguate seed words with the aid of their hypernym. ConceptNet properties, such as

²https://github.com/valexande/Semantics-2021
³https://www.nltk.org/howto/wordnet.html
LocatedAt or UsedFor, which may pinpoint the location of an object, are also retrieved. With this method, the system can generate a compact semantic knowledge base given only a small number of objects. Similar methods are used in [7,8,9,10].

The aforementioned studies attempt to integrate knowledge from general-purpose Web resources in a KG without, however, paying much attention to the validity of the information extracted from such resources. Moreover, they rely on the rather simplistic assumption that if two nodes are connected via any edge, then the two nodes are semantically related. We, on the other hand, try to iron out the noise or erroneous information that might exist in such Web resources before adding new knowledge to a KG.

The representation, as well as identification, of object-action relations has been the focus of interest of many studies in the field of cognitive robotics. In the projects KnowRob [11] and RoboSherlock [12], semantic correlation of physical entities is indeed captured, yet object-action relations are either learned exclusively through observed data, or captured in a problem-specific way. In [13], the authors integrate knowledge from ConceptNet in a KG. Given an object or action label, the authors construct subgraphs of ConceptNet with only two properties, in order to train a data-driven model, which can predict if an object is related with an action. Similar approaches are also used in RoboCSE [14], which uses embeddings to represent object and action labels and infer object-action relations based on the similarity of their vectors. Our proposed method exploits both semantically relevant and commonsense information captured in general-purpose repositories, which can complement and enrich the outcomes of the aforementioned studies.

The study of Zhou et al. [15] is more closely related to ours. The authors train a Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) to predict the path between two nodes of the ConceptNet graph. They collect, for a set of node pairs, the most quality paths, defining quality as the most natural set of edges that connects two given nodes. For instance, the path \( \text{Lead} \xrightarrow{\text{HasProperty}} \text{Toxic} \xrightarrow{\text{RelatedTo}} \text{Lethal} \xrightarrow{\text{RelatedTo}} \text{Poison} \) is considered the most natural among those connecting \( \text{Lead} \) and \( \text{Poison} \). The quality of paths is annotated manually by a group of volunteers. Similarly, in [16,17] a data-driven model predicts a path between two nodes of ConceptNet; the quality of a path is hand-coded by the authors. Our method, on the other hand, aims to determine the importance of a path through training, rather than through manual annotation. This has two benefits: it takes into account, to a larger extent, the structural and semantic characteristics of the underlying KG and it is more adaptive to changes in the KG or the application domain.

3. Methodology

In this section, we formulate the problem and describe the different methods we evaluated. We classify the methods based on the information they utilize into Topology-based, Semantics-based and Embeddings-based. Topology-based methods exploit the structure of the graph, while semantics-based methods also take into account the types of relations connecting the two nodes. Embeddings-based methods use vector representations of graphs, potentially taking into account the structure of the graph, as well as the semantics of the node labels. Our novel Relation Pattern Method is part of the semantics-based methods.
3.1. Problem Formulation

The problem we aim to solve is the following. Given a directed knowledge graph \( G = (E, R) \), where \( E \) is the set of nodes, corresponding to entities, and \( R \) is set of edges, corresponding to relations, and a pair of nodes \( (e_1, e_2) \) with \( e_1, e_2 \in E \), where \( e_1 \) represents an action and \( e_2 \) an object (\( E \) may contain other types of nodes as well), find whether \( e_1 \) and \( e_2 \) are related. We consider the two nodes, \( e_1 \) and \( e_2 \), as related if the following question yields a positive answer: “Can the action \( e_1 \) be performed by/on the object \( e_2 \)?”. For instance, the question “Can the action Fold be performed by the object Knife?” should yield a negative answer.

Before presenting the methods we evaluated to solve the aforementioned problem, we first describe how we can create the graph \( G \) from a given set of labels \( L \) that refer to real-world objects or actions. We extract the object and action labels from the Something-Something Dataset\(^4\), a dataset that is commonly used by the Machine Vision community (see Section 4.1 for more details). Note, however, that any set of object and action labels can be used to create \( G \). For every label \( l_i \in L \), we generate a graph \( S_i \) by appending information relevant to \( l_i \) from ConceptNet \(^1\) and WordNet \(^2\) in two steps. Then, we construct \( G \) by unifying all \( |L| \) graphs \( S_1, \ldots, S_{|L|} \), i.e., every graph \( S_i \) is a subgraph of \( G \).

**Step 1:** For each object or action label, we search for a node with the same lemmatized label in the ConceptNet knowledge graph and extract a subgraph containing a subset of the properties found in ConceptNet that are considered relevant to the domain of interest. The subgraphs contain 2-hop paths from the object or action label. The edge types we consider are:

\[
\text{[RelatedTo, UsedFor, LocatedAt, FormOf, Isa, PartOf,} \]
\[
\text{HasA, CapableOf, AtLocation, HasProperty, CreatedBy,} \]
\[
\text{Synonym, LocatedNear, SimilarTo, MadeOf, ReceivesAction,} \]
\[
\text{Causes, HasSubevent, HasFirstSubevent, HasLastSubevent,} \]
\[
\text{HasPrerequisite, Antonym, DefinedAs, MannerOf, SimilarTo,} \]
\[
\text{HasContext, EtymologicallyRelatedTo, EtymologicallyDerivedFrom,} \]
\[
\text{DistinctFrom, DerivedFrom, SymbolOf]}\]

We omit only 3 relations from ConceptNet\(^5\): \text{Causes} and \text{Desires}, which, although seemingly relevant, their use is human centric and they describe the sentiments that are caused to humans after an event, and \text{ExternalURL}, in order not to append information from other external resources, except WordNet.

**Step 2:** The next step is to insert context knowledge into the subgraph. We retrieve knowledge from WordNet by looking at the super-classes of each node in the subgraph created in **Step 1**, and if any super-class of a node falls into a domain-specific category of super-classes, then we keep the node in the graph, otherwise we delete it. The super-classes we consider are:

\(^4\)https://20bn.com/datasets/something-something
\(^5\)https://github.com/commonsense/conceptnet5/wiki/Relations
We consider this specific set of classes following the findings of [18], which showed that almost all nodes in the WordNet graph that refer to a real-world object or action have at least one of these as a super-class. This pruning of nodes based on WordNet super-classes can give domain-specific concepts, e.g., when interested in household appliances. Figure 1 shows part of the subgraph for the label Knife. We highlight in red the node that is pruned in Step 2.

Figure 1. Part of the subgraph for the label Knife. The red node is pruned in Step 2.

After creating a graph for each object and action label, as described in Steps 1 and 2, we end up with a set of graphs \( \{S_1, \ldots, S_n\} \), such that \( S_i = (E_i, R_i) \) for \( i = 1, \ldots, n \), where \( E_i \) is the set of nodes and \( R_i \) the set of edges in \( S_i \). Thus, the final graph is defined as \( G = (E, R) \), where \( E = \bigcup_{i=1}^{n} E_i \), and \( R = \bigcup_{i=1}^{n} R_i \).

3.2. Topology-based Methods

We apply the two most commonly used methods proposed in the relevant literature [10,9] that exploit the topology of a graph, in order to infer the extent to which two nodes are related.

The Connecting Paths Method takes into consideration each sequence of edges that begins from the object node and reaches the action node after a finite number of steps, or vice versa. The authors omit paths that contain loops, but do not take into account the type of edges a path contains. Given two subgraphs \( S_1 \) and \( S_2 \), as described in Section 3.1, corresponding to an object node and an action node respectively, the connectPath metric for \( S_1 \) and \( S_2 \) is defined as

\[
\text{connectPath}(S_1, S_2) = \frac{|C_1 \cup C_2|}{|P_1 \cup P_2|}
\] (1)
where \( C_1 \) is the set of paths that start from the object node and reach the action node, \( C_2 \) is the set of paths that start from the action node and reach the object node, \( P_1 \) is the set of all paths that start from the object node, and \( P_2 \) the set of all paths that start from the action node. Since \((C_1 \cup C_2) \subseteq (P_1 \cup P_2)\), it follows that \(0 \leq \text{connectPath} \leq 1\).

**Example 1** Let \( S_{\text{knife}} \) be the subgraph for the object node \textit{knife} and \( S_{\text{fold}} \) be the subgraph for the action node \textit{fold} and let \( S_{\text{knife}} \) have two paths that start from the node \textit{knife}, namely \( \text{Knife} \xrightarrow{\text{UsedFor}} \text{Butter} \) and \( \text{Knife} \xrightarrow{\text{LocatedAt}} \text{Kitchen} \), and \( S_{\text{fold}} \) have only one path, \( \text{Fold} \xrightarrow{\text{HasContext}} \text{Cooking} \xrightarrow{\text{UsedFor}} \text{Butter} \). Then, the connectPath metric will return

\[
\text{connectPath}(S_{\text{knife}}, S_{\text{fold}}) = \frac{|C_{\text{knife}} \cup C_{\text{fold}}|}{|P_{\text{knife}} \cup P_{\text{fold}}|} = \frac{1 + 1}{2 + 1} = 0.666
\]

Some recent studies that apply this method, as is or with small variations, are [16, 4, 5, 15]. In fact, they also focus on inferring object-action relations ([16, 5]) and on object identification ([4, 15]).

The **Common Nodes Method** divides the number of common nodes by the number of total nodes in two given graphs. Two nodes are considered common when they refer to the same entity in ConceptNet, i.e., the nodes have the same label. Duplicate nodes are cleared, allowing only one occurrence of each node. The commonNodes metric between two subgraphs \( S_1 \) and \( S_2 \) is defined as

\[
\text{commonNodes}(S_1, S_2) = \frac{|E_1 \cap E_2|}{|E_1 \cup E_2|} \tag{2}
\]

where \( E_i \) is the set of nodes in \( S_i \). Essentially, the commonNodes metric between two graphs is the Jaccard similarity of the sets of nodes in these graphs. Example 2 shows how the commonNodes metric works.

**Example 2** Let \( S_{\text{knife}} \) and \( S_{\text{fold}} \) be the subgraphs from Example 1, for the nodes \textit{knife} and \textit{fold}, respectively. These two subgraphs have one common node, \textit{Butter}, and 5 distinct nodes in total.

\[
\text{commonNodes}(S_{\text{knife}}, S_{\text{fold}}) = \frac{|E_{\text{knife}} \cap E_{\text{fold}}|}{|E_{\text{knife}} \cup E_{\text{fold}}|} = \frac{|\{\text{Knife, Butter, Kitchen}\} \cap \{\text{Fold, Cooking, Butter}\}|}{|\{\text{Knife, Butter, Kitchen}\} \cup \{\text{Fold, Cooking, Butter}\}|} = \frac{1}{5} = 0.2
\]

where \( E_{\text{knife}} \) is the set of nodes in the \( S_{\text{knife}} \) subgraph, and \( E_{\text{fold}} \) is the set of nodes in the \( S_{\text{fold}} \) subgraph. Recent studies that apply this method, as is or with small variations, are [4, 19, 20]. The focus is on object identification and on finding the similarity of two nodes in a knowledge graph.

### 3.3. Semantics-based Methods

As a semantics-based method, we consider the very popular WUP similarity, and we also present a novel **Related Pattern Method**, which exploits the pattern of connections in a KG to infer whether two nodes are semantically related.
The Wu Palmer Similarity (WUP) uses the acyclic graph of WordNet to calculate relatedness by considering the depth of two nodes in the WordNet taxonomies, along with the depth of their LCS (Least Common Subsumer). Given two nodes from the WordNet acyclic graph, the LCS of these nodes is their most specific common ancestor. The score can never be zero because the depth of the LCS is never zero (the depth of the root of the taxonomy is one). This metric calculates the similarity based on how close the nodes are to each other in the WordNet acyclic graph. The WUP similarity between an object node \( (n_o) \) and an action node \( (n_a) \) is defined as

\[
WUP(n_o, n_a) = 2 \cdot \frac{\text{depth}(\text{LCS}(n_o, n_a))}{\text{depth}(n_o) + \text{depth}(n_a)},
\]

where \( \text{depth}(\cdot) \) is the depth of an entity in the WordNet graph.

Example 3 The WUP similarity for the object knife and the action fold is

\[
WUP(\text{kni f e, f o l d}) = 2 \cdot \frac{\text{depth}(\text{LCS(}\text{kni f e, f o l d}))}{\text{depth(}\text{kni f e}) + \text{depth(}\text{f o l d})} = 2 \cdot \frac{2}{12 + 6} = 0.222
\]

Many studies use the WUP similarity in a wide spectrum of domains. Recent studies, such as [5,18], use WUP scores to infer object-action relations and object identification.

Our proposed method, the **Relation Pattern Method**, is based on the assumption that some of the paths connecting two nodes carry more semantically relevant information than others. For instance, the path `object node Synonym ←−−−→ node0 ReceivesAction ←−−−−−−−→ action node` may appear more often in object-action pairs compared to paths composed of other relations. To verify this assumption, we selected a domain-specific subset of the ConceptNet relations that we considered more relevant to the problem at hand; yet, this subset can change according to the context of the problem. An important aspect of our proposed method is the flexibility in deciding how to deal with the noise that exists in the data.

A **relation pattern** is any connecting path that is composed of at least one of the aforementioned relations, except from paths that only contain the relation `Synonym`. The latter are omitted, to avoid connecting an object and an action node having similar labels. In the end, 155 different relation patterns were produced; whenever a relation pattern is found between an object and an action node in the KG, we consider it as an indication that the two nodes are associated. If \( \mathcal{P} = \{ \text{pattern}_1, \ldots, \text{pattern}_{155} \} \) is the set of all relation patterns, then, for each \( \text{pattern}_i \in \mathcal{P} \), the goal is to assign a weight of importance \( W_{\text{pattern}_i} \), in order to specify how confident we are that the given pattern produces correct associations. For instance, in the next section, we assign the weights based on how well each pattern performs in our training data. Of course, other heuristics can be used instead.

Since it is reasonable to consider more than one patterns before reaching a conclusion about the relation between two labels, one can group together patterns, based on
their performance, their domain-specific relevance, or other criteria. For quantifying the performance of a cluster $W_C$, one can consider, for instance, the weighted sum of the weights of each individual pattern, the max or min of these weights, or other heuristics-based metrics. In our evaluation, we adopt an even simpler approach as the baseline case, namely to treat all patterns with weight above a given threshold as equally relevant.

3.4. Embeddings-based Methods

Recently, there has been a surge of interest in the field of KG embeddings for the task of link prediction [21]. Studies following this methodology represent nodes of a KG as vectors in a latent space, which are generated by taking into account both the textual and structural features of those nodes. The textual features are considered by acquiring the word and sentence embeddings of node labels, from word embeddings that have been pre-trained on large document corpora, such as Wikipedia. The structural features consider, typically in an iterative way, the node embeddings of each node’s neighbors in a KG.

For example, AllenAI-CommonSense [22], which constitutes the state of the art for link prediction in ConceptNet, employs a pre-trained BERT [23] model that is fine-tuned on ConceptNet, using Graph Convolutional Networks (GCN) [24] for embedding the ConceptNet graph. This model returns a list of possible relations between a given pair of ConceptNet nodes, ranked in descending order of likelihood (aka confidence score).

We can use the results of this system in two different ways for our purposes: a) we can either consider the confidence score returned by AllenAI-CommonSense for a specific relation (e.g., ReceivesAction), given two query nodes from our graph $G$, or b) we can consider that the answer to the problem formulated in Section 3.1 is positive for two query nodes, when the relation “ReceivesAction” is within the top answers for those query nodes.

4. Evaluation

In this section, we first describe how we created the ground truth from the Something-Something Dataset$^6$ and then we discuss the experimental setup and the results that each method achieved.

4.1. Data Collection

Rather than using a random set of action and object labels, aiming to achieve an adequate coverage of entities for the household domain, we decided to extract the set of labels for our evaluation from the Something-Something Dataset. Something-Something consists of a large collection of short video clips (more than 220k) containing actions performed on and with common household objects. The actions involve either one type of object (e.g., opening a bottle) or two distinct types of objects (e.g., putting coins inside a box). Due to its vast number of sample videos, the Something-Something Dataset has become a de-facto benchmark for the assessment of systems addressing the task of action recognition.

$^6$https://20bn.com/datasets/something-something
nition. The dataset provides for each clip a small description that contains action and object(s) labels.

**Ground Truth Creation:** From Something-Something we initially extracted 247 object labels and 35 action labels, which produced 8,645 object-action pairs. We replaced all object labels in plural form with their singular form, for example *notes* was replaced with *note*. Then, we removed certain object and action labels that we did not consider context related. Next, for the remaining action and object labels, we issued a query to the ConceptNet KG using the ConceptNet Web API, in order to identify which labels are indeed part of the graph. We ended up with 148 object labels and 25 action labels. Since some actions have the same label with some objects (3 in total), we renamed these labels as follows: (a) pile → *pileO* and pile → *vpile*, (b) stack → *stackO* and stack → *vstack*, and (c) cover → *coverO* and cover → *vcover*, to refer to the object and action label, respectively.

Eventually, 3,700 object-action relations were kept in total. Those pairs that existed in the description of at least one video in the Something-Something Dataset were automatically characterized as positive pairs. The remaining were manually annotated, in order to determine if they are negative or if they are positive but it so happens that no clip in the dataset referred to them. At the end, 1,965 positive and 1,735 negative object-action relations were produced, forming our ground truth.

### 4.2. Experimental Setup

The evaluation of the methods described in Section 3 was performed using 10-fold cross validation over the 3,700 positive and negative relations described in Section 4.1. We used Sklearn to split our data into 10 folds. Each fold contained 370 relations, 52% of which were positive and 48% negative, which reflects the distribution of the relations in the original dataset.

Each iteration of the 10-fold cross-validation process was used, in order to train the different models. Specifically, for the *Connecting Path Method*, the *WUP*, and the *Common Node Method*, the training folds helped specify the optimal threshold for each method that maximizes the F1 score. For the *Relation Pattern Method*, the training phase helped compute the weights of importance $W_{\text{pattern}}$ of each relation pattern $\text{pattern} \in \mathcal{P}$, as described in Section 3.3. During testing, we measured the performance of each method with the given thresholds and weights. Patterns that performed poorly during training were omitted completely.

We characterize the results as True Positive (TP), False Positive (FP), True Negative (TN), and False Negative (FN) according to the following definitions:

- TP is when a pair of object-action nodes $(n_o, n_a)$ is related in the ground truth and also achieves a score above the threshold (for the threshold-based methods) or the pattern under consideration connects node $n_o$ with $n_a$ (for the pattern-based methods).

---

7The reader can find all the labels that were removed or replaced in our documentation: https://github.com/valexande/Semantics-2021
8https://pypi.org/project/ConceptNet/
9The dataset of positive and negative object action relations can be found in our documentation: https://github.com/valexande/Semantics-2021
FP is when a pair of object-action nodes \((n_o, n_a)\) is not related in the ground truth, but achieves a score above the threshold (for the threshold-based methods) or the pattern under consideration connects node \(n_o\) with \(n_a\) (for the pattern-based methods).

TN is when a pair of object-action nodes \((n_o, n_a)\) is not related in the ground truth and also achieves a score below the threshold (for the threshold-based methods) or the pattern under consideration does not connect node \(n_o\) with \(n_a\) (for the pattern-based methods).

FN is when a pair of object-action nodes \((n_o, n_a)\) is related in the ground truth, but achieves a score below the threshold (for the threshold-based methods) or the pattern under consideration does not connect node \(n_o\) with \(n_a\) (for the pattern-based methods).

Finally, note that we define the weight of importance \(W_{\text{pattern}_i}\) for pattern \(i\) as the harmonic mean between precision \(P\) and recall \(R\) (Equation 4).

\[
W_{\text{pattern}_i} = \frac{2 \times P \times R}{P + R}
\]  

Example 4: Consider the relation pattern \((\xrightarrow{\text{RelatedTo}}, \xrightarrow{\text{UsedFor}})\) and the set of subgraphs \(\{S_{\text{knife}}, S_{\text{cut}}, S_{\text{stab}}, S_{\text{fold}}\}\), which represent the nodes knife, cut, stab, and fold, respectively. For this example, let the knowledge graph \(G\) be composed only from the subgraphs \(\{S_{\text{knife}}, S_{\text{cut}}, S_{\text{stab}}, S_{\text{fold}}\}\). The knife is related with cut and stab, but not with fold, according to the ground truth. For each such pair of object-action nodes, we search for a relation path \((\xrightarrow{\text{RelatedTo}}, \xrightarrow{\text{UsedFor}})\) connecting the two nodes (see Section 3.2). Using this information, we get the following scores.

\[
P = \frac{TP}{TP + FP} = \frac{2}{2 + 1} = 0.666 \quad \text{and} \quad R = \frac{TP}{TP + FN} = \frac{2}{2 + 0} = 1
\]

\[
W_{\text{pattern}_i} = \frac{2 \times 0.666 \times 1}{0.666 + 1} = 0.8
\]

TP is 2 because the pairs knife-cut and knife-stab are related in the ground truth and the relation path \((\xrightarrow{\text{RelatedTo}}, \xrightarrow{\text{UsedFor}})\) is a connecting path in both. FP is 1 because the pair knife-fold are not related in the ground truth and the relation path \((\xrightarrow{\text{RelatedTo}}, \xrightarrow{\text{UsedFor}})\) is a connecting path. FN is 0 because we do not have a pair that is related in our ground truth and does not not have \((\xrightarrow{\text{RelatedTo}}, \xrightarrow{\text{UsedFor}})\) as a connecting path. The final score of Example 4 shows that the weight of importance \(W_{\text{pattern}_i}\) can predict 80% of the positive and negative object action relations. In other words, it shows the proportion of object-action pairs that can be classified correctly (i.e., related or not related), by this relation pattern.

Additionally, we evaluated the embeddings-based method AllenAI-Common Sense (top-k) over all ground truth object-action pairs, both positive and negative, by testing...
whether the relation “ReceivesAction” was within the top-k results for each pair, for \( k \in \{1, 3, 5\} \). If “ReceivesAction” is within the top-k results, we consider this as a predicted positive pair, otherwise, a predicted negative, and follow the same conventions (TP, FP, TN, FN) as described above.

We note that another variation of this approach would have been to restrict the predicted results to those having a confidence score above a predefined threshold. However, our experiments showed that this method performs best when such minimum confidence threshold is 0 (confidence scores are extremely low in too many cases), so we do not report numbers for this variation.

4.3. Results

Table 1 summarizes the overall performance measures for each method. Although the differences among the first three popular approaches are small, the WUP similarity seems to achieve higher scores both in terms of accuracy (.555) and of F1 score (.696). We also see that there are patterns that achieve similar or better scores in the one or the other measure, but not in both (the weight of importance coincides with the F1 score). Due to the plurality of relation patterns, we display only the Top-20 relation patterns. The AllenAI-CommonSense (top-k) methods, despite their high accuracy, underperform in F1 scores, compared to the other methods. This is due to a considerable difference noticed in the accuracy for positive pairs (.19) with respect to that for negative pairs (.854).

An investigation of the figures for the Relation Pattern method reveals some interesting insights, not easily detectable with the other methods. First of all, we can see that at least one occurrence of the relation RelatedTo exists in almost all relation patterns. This is because, although not explicitly stated in the ConceptNet documentation\(^\text{11}\), RelatedTo plays the role of a super-property, i.e., it subsumes the other relations. While one would expect that less abstract relations among nodes, such as UsedFor, would produce better results, this is not the case. This conclusion reflects, to some extent, the quality of data in ConceptNet and provides hints as to where there exists room for data cleaning.

We also observe that certain longer paths, such as \((\text{RelatedTo} \leftarrow \text{RelatedTo} \leftarrow \text{RelatedTo})\), achieve better performance than shorter paths involving the same type of relations, e.g., \((\text{RelatedTo} \leftarrow \text{RelatedTo})\). This might seem odd at first, as one would expect that the closer two nodes are in the graph, the more semantically tightly related they would be. This finding is probably owed to the nature of our problem. In contrast to entity resolution for instance, the nodes whose association we try to find are of different type, namely object and action.

Of course, such similar paths obtain practical meaning if considered as a group, rather than as individuals. For this reason, Table 1 also reports indicatively the performance of two clusters of patterns, one that is composed only of RelatedTo and Synonym relations, and one composed of UsedFor and Synonym relations. We adopt a simplistic approach in deciding what the answer of a cluster is: any pattern above a threshold is considered relevant. As such, even if a single pattern is found in the graph, the corresponding object-action pair is considered related. As we only wish to measure a baseline

\(^{11}\text{https://github.com/commonsense/conceptnet5/wiki/Relations}\)
Table 1. Overall scores.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>F1 Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Connecting Path</td>
<td>0.534</td>
<td>0.752</td>
<td>0.552</td>
<td>0.625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WUP</td>
<td>0.555</td>
<td>0.951</td>
<td>0.551</td>
<td>0.696</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Common Node</td>
<td>0.551</td>
<td>0.956</td>
<td>0.548</td>
<td>0.695</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AllenAI-Commonsense (top-1)</td>
<td>0.502</td>
<td>0.191</td>
<td>0.596</td>
<td>0.289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AllenAI-Commonsense (top-3)</td>
<td>0.582</td>
<td>0.599</td>
<td>0.608</td>
<td>0.603</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AllenAI-Commonsense (top-5)</td>
<td><strong>0.596</strong></td>
<td>0.748</td>
<td>0.595</td>
<td>0.663</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relation Pattern</td>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>Recall</td>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>F1 Score</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[RelatedTo, Synonym, RelatedTo, Synonym]</td>
<td>0.551</td>
<td>0.964</td>
<td>0.548</td>
<td>0.697</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[RelatedTo, Synonym, RelatedTo]</td>
<td>0.539</td>
<td>0.985</td>
<td>0.536</td>
<td>0.695</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[RelatedTo, Synonym]</td>
<td>0.558</td>
<td>0.906</td>
<td>0.557</td>
<td>0.688</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[RelatedTo, Synonym, RelatedTo, Synonym]</td>
<td>0.561</td>
<td>0.891</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.686</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[RelatedTo, Synonym, RelatedTo, Synonym]</td>
<td>0.561</td>
<td>0.835</td>
<td>0.564</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[RelatedTo, Synonym, RelatedTo, Synonym]</td>
<td>0.552</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.556</td>
<td>0.667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Synonym, RelatedTo]</td>
<td>0.528</td>
<td>0.611</td>
<td>0.556</td>
<td>0.579</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Synonym, RelatedTo, RelatedTo, Synonym]</td>
<td>0.517</td>
<td>0.642</td>
<td>0.532</td>
<td>0.567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[RelatedTo, Synonym, RelatedTo, Synonym]</td>
<td>0.525</td>
<td>0.543</td>
<td>0.561</td>
<td>0.549</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[RelatedTo, Synonym, RelatedTo, Synonym]</td>
<td>0.537</td>
<td>0.497</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.531</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[RelatedTo, Synonym, RelatedTo, Synonym]</td>
<td>0.528</td>
<td>0.484</td>
<td>0.569</td>
<td>0.521</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Synonym, Synonym, RelatedTo]</td>
<td>0.488</td>
<td>0.338</td>
<td>0.606</td>
<td>0.394</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Synonym, RelatedTo, RelatedTo, Synonym]</td>
<td>0.509</td>
<td>0.275</td>
<td>0.593</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Synonym, RelatedTo, RelatedTo]</td>
<td>0.518</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.612</td>
<td>0.361</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[RelatedTo, RelatedTo]</td>
<td>0.518</td>
<td>0.253</td>
<td>0.584</td>
<td>0.346</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Synonym, RelatedTo, UsageFor, Synonym]</td>
<td>0.507</td>
<td>0.228</td>
<td>0.595</td>
<td>0.315</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Synonym, RelatedTo, UsageFor, Synonym]</td>
<td>0.509</td>
<td>0.213</td>
<td>0.588</td>
<td>0.301</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[RelatedTo, Synonym, UsageFor, Synonym]</td>
<td>0.488</td>
<td>0.192</td>
<td>0.575</td>
<td>0.283</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[RelatedTo, Synonym, UsageFor, Synonym]</td>
<td>0.487</td>
<td>0.176</td>
<td>0.567</td>
<td>0.264</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Synonym, RelatedTo, Synonym, RelatedTo]</td>
<td>0.494</td>
<td>0.162</td>
<td><strong>0.613</strong></td>
<td>0.248</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cluster Relation Pattern

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>F1 Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RelatedTo-Synonym</td>
<td>0.539</td>
<td><strong>0.985</strong></td>
<td>0.546</td>
<td><strong>0.702</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UsedFor-Synonym</td>
<td>0.582</td>
<td>0.636</td>
<td>0.569</td>
<td>0.597</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

case, we set a rather generous threshold for including patterns in the cluster, namely any pattern with weight above 0.1.

More elaborate methods can of course be implemented, e.g., by taking into consideration the weight of importance among the patterns of each cluster or by utilizing domain-specific criteria. Yet, even with this baseline, we notice that clustering paths can produce improved state-of-the-art F1 scores (.702). By ignoring the relative importance of each individual pattern though, we end up introducing noise, as shown in the precision scores if compared to the best performing patterns, an aspect that a more advanced method could eliminate.
Overall, probably the most important advantage of our proposed method, beyond its prominent performance, is the flexibility in deciding how to deal with noise in the data. By carefully choosing which patterns to trust, one can decide where to focus when importing new data. Such an adaptive behavior is not offered by the other methods, such as data-driven models, which are more vulnerable to noisy data, due to the domain-agnostic way of treating the KG.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we present a novel method for extracting and evaluating relations between objects and actions from KGs, such as ConceptNet and WordNet. We compared our method with popular approaches proposed in relevant literature, such as methods that exploit the topology or the semantic information in a KG, and embeddings. Our method can improve state-of-the-art performance in terms of F1 scores. But its most important advantage, beyond its very good performance, is the flexibility in finding and adapting to the noise in the data. In the future, we plan to integrate knowledge from other commonsense knowledge graphs, such as ATOMIC [25,26], and to evaluate our methods on other types of relations, such as those between an object and a state, and causal relations (i.e., in which states can the object be before and after we perform an action on it).
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Abstract. This paper presents a prosopographical knowledge graph describing the Members of Parliament in Finland and related actors in politics, extracted from the databases and textual descriptions of the Parliament of Finland. The data has been interlinked internally and enriched with data linking to external data sources according to the 5-star Linked Data model. The data has been published together with its schema for better re-usability and is validated using ShEx. The knowledge graph presented is integrated with another knowledge graph about over 900 000 parliamentary plenary speeches in Finland (1907–) to form a larger parliamentary LOD publication \textit{FinnParla} of the Parliament of Finland. The data is being used for Digital Humanities research on parliamentary networks, culture, and language.
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1 Introduction

A key idea of Linked Data \cite{1} is to enrich datasets by integrating complementary local information sources in an interoperable way into global knowledge graphs \cite{2} to be used in applications. This involves harmonization of the local data models used, as well as aligning the concepts and entities (resources) used in populating the local data models.

This paper reports first results of the Semantic Parliament (SEMPARL)\textsuperscript{3}, project that produces a Linked Open Data (LOD) and research infrastructure for Finnish parliamentary data, and develops novel semantic computing technologies and applications to study parliamentary political culture and language. The project is related to various similar efforts in other countries \cite{3,4,5} and in EU \cite{6}: parliamentary open data is an important asset for rendering political decision making transparent, and such data is widely used for research on political language and culture.

SEMPARL aims at three major contributions:

\textsuperscript{3} https://seco.cs.aalto.fi/projects/semparl/en/
1. The project responds to the demand for an easy to use and “intelligent” access to the newly digitized Finnish parliamentary data by providing the data as a national Linked Open Data (LOD) infrastructure and service for researchers, citizens, government, media, and application developers.

2. The project studies long-term changes in the Finnish parliamentary and political culture and language. These use cases are pioneering studies using the Finnish digital parliamentary data.

3. The new LOD service enriches semantically content in other related Finnish LOD services, such as LawSampo for Finnish legislation and case law [7] and BiographySampo [8] for prosopographical data.

Fig. 1. Publishing model for Finnish parliamentary data in the SEMPARL project

The foundation of this work are two interlinked knowledge graphs (KG):

1. $S$-KG is a knowledge graph of all parliamentary debate speeches of Parliament of Finland (PoF) from 1907 to present time [9].

2. $P$-KG is a prosopographical knowledge graph of the Members of Parliament (MP), related other people, groups, and organizations, i.e., actors, pertaining to the parliamentary activities during the same period of time.

The two KGs are published as a LOD service called *FinnParla* about Parliament of Finland (PoF), based on an overarching ontology of PoF and the Finnish ontology infrastructure FinnONTO [10]. Fig. 1 illustrates the publishing model of SEMPARL. On the left, various content providing organizations and services are listed whose contents are transformed into, or linked with, the FinnParla LOD service in the middle. The data is used via SPARQL in research tasks and in developing applications on the right. These include the ParliamentSampo portal under development. The main data provider is PoF but also legislative data from
related sources are planned to be linked to FinnParla, such as the LawSampo data [7] from the Ministry of Justice. From the National Library, ontologies served at the Finto.fi service are re-used and well as bibliographical data [5]. The Language Bank of Finland contains, e.g., lots of videos of the debates, and the Helsinki Term Bank for the Arts and Sciences [7] terminological definitions pertaining to legislation and politics. The BiographySampo system contains 763 biographies of MPs as linked data as part of over 13100 national biographies of the Finnish Literature Society. Wikipedia/Wikidata is used in various ways for enriching the FinnParla data. Possibly also media content from the Finnish Broadcasting Company Yle will be used in the project later on.

This paper introduces the prosopographical knowledge graph P-KG and addresses the following more general research question:

*How to represent and publish prosopographical data about parliamentary actors and their activities so that the data can be used easily for Digital Humanities research?*

As an answer, the modeling principles of P-KG are presented and its transformation and publication processes are explained. It is also shown as a proof-of-concept how the LOD service can be used for Digital Humanities [11,12] research.

In the following, we first describe the original open XML data of PoF to be transformed into Linked Data. After this the RDF data model for representing parliamentary actors and their activities, as well as the transformation process are described. The produced linked data has been published as a data service using the 7-star model [13] of the Linked Data Finland platform. As a demonstration of using the data service in research, data analyses are presented. In conclusion, contributions of the work are summarized, related works are discussed, and directions for further research are outlined.

## 2 Parliament of Finland Actor Data

The main data source used for the P-KG is the Members of Finnish Parliament data publication available at the Parliament Open Data portal [8]. This data is regularly updated, and contains at this moment information about 2605 Members of Parliament (MP) since 1907. The person data entries are in XML format which is available in Finnish and Swedish for all the members, and in English for 202 cases.

An extract from the XML data is shown in Fig. 2. All the tags are in Finnish, and in the English version only the content is in English. A person data entry

---

[8] https://avoindata.eduskunta.fi/#/fi/dbsearch
<?xml version="1.0" ?>

<Henkilo kielikoodi="FI" tyyppiKoodi="Kansanedustaja">
  <HenkiloNro>126</HenkiloNro>
  <EtunimetNimi>Elsi Maria</EtunimetNimi>
  <SukuNimi>Hetemäki−Olander</SukuNimi>
  <LajitteluNimi>hetemäki−olander elsi</LajitteluNimi>
  <KutsumaNimi>Elsi</KutsumaNimi>
  <Matrikelinimi>Hetemäki−Olander(e. Rinne, e. Hetemäki), Elsi Maria</Matrikelinimi>
  <Ammatti>Master of Arts, Councellor of Parliament</Ammatti>
  <SyntymaPvm>1927</SyntymaPvm>
  <SyntymaPaikka>Oulainen</SyntymaPaikka>
  ...
  <Vaalipiirit>
    <EdellisetVaalipiirit>
      <VaaliPiiri>
        <Nimi>Electoral District of Uusimaa</Nimi>
        <AlkuPvm>23.03.1970</AlkuPvm>
        <LoppuPvm>21.03.1991</LoppuPvm>
        <Tunnus>uus01</Tunnus>
      </VaaliPiiri>
    </EdellisetVaalipiirit>
  </Vaalipiirit>
  ...
  <Edustajatoimet>
    <Edustajatoimi>
      <AlkuPvm>23.03.1970</AlkuPvm>
      <LoppuPvm>21.03.1991</LoppuPvm>
    </Edustajatoimi>
  </Edustajatoimet>
  ...
  <EdustajanJulkaisut>
    <EdustajanJulkaisu>
      <Nimi>Suomen vaikuttajanaisia</Nimi>
      <Vuosi>1977</Vuosi>
      <Tekijat/>
    </EdustajanJulkaisu>
  </EdustajanJulkaisut>
</Henkilo>

Fig. 2. Partial extract from XML data for the politician Elsi Hetemäki-Olander

contains biographical basic information, e.g., family name (SukuNimi) and given names (EtunimetNimi), places (SyntymaPaikka) and times (SyntymaPvm) of birth and death (if applicable), and vocations (occupations). In addition, there are detailed descriptions of the person’s political, professional, and educational career. The text sample has three examples of career events: being a candidate in an electoral district (Vaalipiiri), being a Member of the Parliament (Edustajatoimi), and being a member in a parliamentary group (Eduskuntaryhma). These descriptions contain the label (Nimi) and id (Tunnus) of the related group and the start (AlkuPvm) and end (LoppuPvm) timestamps pertaining to the data. The data may also contain information about the publications authored by the person or about him/her. Due to privacy issues the data does not contain family-related information about the spouses and children of the politicians in contrast to many other biographical dictionaries.
3 Data Model for Parliamentary Actors and Events

To represent the biographical information about MPs and other politicians the data model presented in Fig. 3 was developed. The key idea of the model is to represent an actor’s life and activities as a sequence of events (bioc:Event) in places (crm:E53_Place) and in time (:Timespan) with the actors (bioc:Person) participating in different roles (bioc:Actor_Role), such as :Member, :Representative, etc. The data model follows the Bio CRM [14] ontology, an extension of CIDOC CRM for representing biographical information based on role-centric modeling. Bio CRM makes a distinction among attributes, relations, and events, where entities participate in different roles in a qualified manner. The namespaces used in the model are described in the figure on the left. In this extended model, there are almost 200 different roles in use. The data model has been populated by using a set of domain ontologies, such as places based on YSO places, groups and organizations (harvested from the data), and vocations based on the AMMO ontology [15].

Fig. 3. Schema for the P-KG knowledge graph based on Bio CRM

For example, the XML data about the MP Elsi Hetemäki-Olander in Fig. 2 is translated into the RDF depicted in Fig. 4. Samples of extracted roles and events related to her life by the property bioc:bearer_of are listed in Fig. 5. As an example, event:e2044 defines her the role of being a representative relating to event:e2043, being a MP during the time March 23 1970 to March 21 1991.

---

9 https://cidoc-crm.org
10 https://finto.fi/yso-paikat/en/
4 Transformation of Parliamentary Actor Data into a KG

The data contains in total 2800 person entries, i.e., instances of the class bioc:Person. Out of this, 2605 are MPs from the main data source Parliament Open Data portal. This data was further enriched with data extracts from the web pages of the Finnish Government\(^\text{11}\) and Wikidata in order to account for other people mentioned in the data and in the parliamentary speeches dataset S-KG\(^\text{9}\) integrated with the P-KG. These ca. 200 additional resources are important people mentioned in the documents, such as Presidents of Finland, Ministers, or Parliamentary Ombudsmen\(^\text{12}\) who have never been elected as MPs and therefore are not included in the MP database.

In addition to the people (bioc:Person), the groups and organizations (bioc:Group) mentioned in the XML data elements where extracted, disambiguated, and linked to the corresponding resources in the ontologies used. These groups contain the related parliamentary bodies and committees, governments,
electoral districts, and furthermore also groups out of political fields, such as companies, schools, and colleges. Also references to vocations (\textit{bioc:Occupation}) were identified and linked to the resources of the AMMO ontology of historical occupations.

As a method for knowledge extraction, patterns of regular expressions were applied to the XML data fields, especially when extracting the person name variations and expressions of time. The source data contained all terms in Finnish. In addition, also the corresponding terms in English (1710) and Swedish (5420) were extracted. In the XML only recent data entries had translations in English. Since the main XML data came from a curated database, entities could be extracted with high precision and recall.

Table 1 summarizes the number of instances of the main classes of the data model of Fig. 3, and Table 2 lists the number of different event types extracted.

For validating the transformed P-KG data, the data model and its integrity constraints are presented in a machine-processable format using the ShEx Shape Expressions language\textsuperscript{13}. We have made initial validation experiments with the PyShEx\textsuperscript{14} validator. Based on the experiments, we have identified errors both in the schema and the data. We plan a full-scale ShEx validation phase integrated in the data conversion and publication process to spot and report errors in the dataset.

\textsuperscript{13} https://shex.io
\textsuperscript{14} https://github.com/hsolbrig/PyShEx
Table 1. Resources

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resource type</th>
<th>Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Timespan</td>
<td>9168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Label</td>
<td>6061</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Person</td>
<td>2801</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication</td>
<td>1727</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School, College</td>
<td>669</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place</td>
<td>607</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vocation</td>
<td>104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parliamentary Group</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Committee</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organization</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electoral District</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parliamentary Body</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Party</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ministry</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affiliation Group</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Events

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event type</th>
<th>Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Career Event</td>
<td>14371</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Position of Trust</td>
<td>12761</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Committee Membership</td>
<td>6344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Municipal Position of Trust</td>
<td>4745</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Event of Education</td>
<td>3712</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Birth</td>
<td>2801</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electoral District Candidature</td>
<td>2205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parliamentary Group Membership</td>
<td>1966</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government Membership</td>
<td>1622</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Governmental Position of Trust</td>
<td>1621</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affiliation</td>
<td>1331</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parliament Membership</td>
<td>966</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honourable Mention</td>
<td>543</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Position of Trust</td>
<td>364</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Membership Suspension</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5 Prosopographical Data as a Linked Open Data Service

The prosopographical data P-KG presented above and the accompanying data model RDF schema have been published on the Linked Data Finland platform\[^15\] according to the Linked Data publishing principles and other best practices of W3C \[^1\], including, e.g., content negotiation and provision of a SPARQL\[^16\] endpoint.

In our work, the “FAIR guiding principles for scientific data management and stewardship” of publishing Findable, Accessible, Interoperable, and Re-usable data are used\[^17\]. The data can be used via the SPARQL endpoint in two ways. Firstly, the underlying SPARQL endpoint can and is being applied to custom data analyses in Digital Humanities research using tools, such as YASGUI, Google Colab, and Jupyter notebooks. Secondly, a portal called ParliamentSampo – Finnish Parliament on the Semantic Web is under development, a new member in the “Sampo series” of semantic portals and LOD services\[^18\]. The portal is targeted to both researchers and the public for studying parliamentary debates, the language used, networks of Finnish politicians, and political culture. ParliamentSampo is based on the Sampo model \[^16\] for sharing collaboratively enriched linked open data, using a shared ontology infrastructure.

\[^15\]https://ldf.fi
\[^16\]https://www.w3.org/TR/sparql11-query/
\[^17\]https://www.go-fair.org/fair-principles/
\[^18\]https://seco.cs.aalto.fi/applications/sampo/
The SPARQL endpoint is hosted on an Apache Jena Fuseki SPARQL server. The LDF platform provides dereferencing of URIs for both human users and machines, and a generic RDF browser for technical users, which opens when a URI is visited directly with a web browser. The URI routing, content negotiation, and caching is implemented using the Varnish Cache web application accelerator. The LDF data service is based on a microservice architecture, using Docker containers. Each individual component (Fuseki with the KG data and Varnish) is run in its own dedicated container, making the deployment of the services easy due to installation of software dependencies in isolated environments, enhancing the portability of the services. The data and the service are currently used internally in the SEMPARL project but will be opened by the CC BY 4.0 license to external users later on.

6 Using the SPARQL Endpoint for Data Analysis

![Graph](image)

**Fig. 6.** Number of MPs of five most common Parliamentary Groups on a timeline

This section illustrates how the P-KG data can be used in researching the parliamentary culture in Finland, as suggested in Fig. 1.

19 https://jena.apache.org/documentation/fuseki2/
20 https://varnish-cache.org
21 https://www.docker.com
A typical question in politics is to find out or forecast popularity of parties among the voters. Such data is available for recent times but not for historical times. By using P-KG such questions can be answered starting from 1907. For example, Fig. 6 depicts the number of MPs of the five most common Finnish parties during the years 1950–2010. The curves show how the Social Democratic, National Coalition, and Centre Party constantly share the top three positions. However, the Finnish People’s Democratic League had a significant number of representatives from 1950’s to the end of 1980’s; the party was later replaced by the Left Alliance. Furthermore, during the entire period of time, the Swedish Parliamentary Group has had an almost constant number of MPs.

![Fig. 6. Number of MPs of the five most common Finnish parties during the years 1950–2010. The curves show how the Social Democratic, National Coalition, and Centre Party constantly share the top three positions. However, the Finnish People’s Democratic League had a significant number of representatives from 1950’s to the end of 1980’s; the party was later replaced by the Left Alliance. Furthermore, during the entire period of time, the Swedish Parliamentary Group has had an almost constant number of MPs.](image)

**Fig. 7.** Timeline with average ages of new MPs

Fig. 7 depicts on a timeline the ages of people when they were selected as MPs for the first time. The blue curve shows the average age for all MPs, and the red curve for female MPs. The values are calculated in time windows of four years. The black dotted line shows the relative proportion of female MPs in percents. It can been observed that between the years 1960 and 1980 this proportion constantly grows approximately from 10% to 40%. Generally, the average age of entering the Parliament is 42 which remains relatively constant during the entire timeline. However, after the 1980’s the new female representatives are a few years younger than the men.

An interesting part of the P-KG is information about the vocations of the people, based on the AMMO ontology that has been aligned with the international HISCO classification\(^\text{22}\) [17]. It provides an international comparative classification system of history of work, particularly for occupational titles in the 19th and early 20th centuries. HISCO encodes not only occupations, but also information about prestige, property, and family relations can be included. As an example of a data analysis based on vocations, Fig. 8 depicts a correlation matrix between

---

the parties and vocations of the MPs. In the figure, the rows correspond to the ten parties with most MPs and columns to their vocations. The figure shows the vocations during the entire time period from 1907 to 2021. Finland was a before the Second World War a rural country, which explains why the vocation Farmer is on the first rank. From the results it can be noticed that, e.g., Smallholder and Carpenter have been common vocations for MPs of the Finnish People’s Democratic League or Provost and Master of Social Sciences are common among the MPs of the Christian Democrats.

As a final example of data analysis, Fig. 9 depicts a correlation matrix between the parties and committees of PoF. In this figure, each row corresponds to a party and each column to a committee. The darker the cell background color is, the more members of that party have been in the corresponding committee. Generally, the largest committee the Grand Committee has had a large amount of members from most of the parties. It can be noticed that, e.g., the Finns Party has had more members in the Legal Affairs Committee and the Swedish People’s Party of Finland in the Finance Committee. The data model facilitates to easily analyze similar correlations between, e.g., parties, vocations, or genders.

These data analyses and visualizations were created easily by using a SPARQL query and then analysing its result with Python scripting and libraries on Google Colab Jupyter documents. According to our experiences in these and several other examples, the underlying data model and the populated data seems useful, semantically rich, and complete enough for studying political culture in versatile
ways. In order to get feedback from external users, too, the data was used in the Helsinki Digital Humanities Hackathon in May 2021 for research purposes.

Of course, the data is limited to what is openly available from PoF and to additional data and links aggregated into the P-KG from related data sources during the data transformation into RDF. When using a dataset such as P-KG, where much of the content has been created or transformed automatically, new kind of data literacy [18] is needed when interpreting the results. Tools based on distant reading [19] are good for finding and exploring efficiently interesting patterns of information in the data but for the final interpretation and error analysis close reading is needed, too.

7 Discussion

Related Work Many national projects have transformed parliamentary data, such as plenary session debates [9], into structured formats and enriched the data with biographical metadata, including, e.g., the Canadian Lipad project [3] and the Norwegian Talk of Norway [4]. Linked data has also been used in some

\textsuperscript{23} See the CLARIN page \url{www.clarin.eu/resource-families/parliamentary-corpora} for a list of various national parliamentary corpora projects.
works, such as the LinkedEP about the European Parliament linked data 1999–2017 [6], the Latvian LinkedSAEIMA project [5], and the Italian Parliament\(^{24}\). Speech data can be used for analysing the language and topics of speeches (cf. e.g. [20,21,22]) and also the activities of the parliament and networks of its members. For example, speeches of male and female MPs or other groups, such as political parties, can be analyzed and compared [23].

The P-KG is in nature a biographical dictionary even if focused on parliamentary data and events. The idea of analysing such prosopographical data quantitatively, as was illustrated in section 6, have been already made for some national dictionaries of biography, such as for the British ODNB [24] and the Irish Ainm [25]. As is [26], our goal is to combine quantitative approach and distant reading methods with the qualitative approach, often based on close reading, typical to biographical research.

**Contributions** This paper introduced the first Linked Data model and publication of the Finnish parliament actor data, covering the whole history of PoF since 1907. In comparison to related works, the underlying data model is arguably unique in employing the semantically rich event-based ontology model presented for harmonizing data about the politicians and their lives, extending CIDOC CRM to representing prosopographical data. Our experience on developing biographical Sampo systems [8] suggests that an event-based approach is needed for integrating biographical data of different kinds instead of using only traditional document-centric models, such as Dublin Core. Furthermore, the actor data is enriched and interlinked with several additional external data sources, and is based on a national level ontology infrastructure [10] for even more extensive interlinking. The first experiments presented in using the data service for Digital Humanities research suggest that the model is fit for its purpose and can be used effectively in SPARQL queries for visualizations and parliamentary data analyses, and for creating the large Finnish parliamentary debate dataset [9] and the larger FinnParla LOD cloud.

**Future Research** Digital humanities studies are underway in the Semantic Parliament project using the P-KG interlinked with its sister dataset S-KG about the Finnish parliamentary debates. The P-KG will also be used as part of the semantic portal ParliamentSampo – Finnish Parliament on the Semantic Web that is being developed based on the Sampo model [16] and the Sampo-UI framework [27].
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